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LIBRARIES IN LITERACY
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The problem of illiteracy, its magnitude and deleterious impact on

the lives of those affected by it came to national attention during the

War on Poverty era and was substantiated in subsequent research demonstrat-

ing that one-fifth of the adult population in the United States are

functionally illiterate. As a growing concern to educators, employers

and government officials, literacy education efforts were initiated and

organized at the Federal, State and local levels. Being information and

education resources, libraries' potential in the literacy education

effort has attracted increased attention on part of Federal and State

,agencies and community groups. However, the extent to which libraries

have become involved in literacy education, the types of literacy education

services thy provide, and the populations served by them had remained

largely unknown. In response, the Office of Libraries and Learning

Technologies (OLLT), Department of Education had initiated a national

study of library involvement in literacy education using surveys and

case studies of public libraries, public school libraries, community

college libraries, state institutional libraries, agencies cooperating

with libraries in literacy education, and State Library Agencies. The

study was awarded in October, 1979 to CRC Education and Human Development,

Inc. of Belmont, Massachusetts and completed in May, 1981.

I. Project Tasks

The study.encompassed four major tasks:

the delineation and refinement of issues to be addressed by

the study;

the design anc1 implementation of surveys of libraries and

agencies regarding their involvement in literacy education;

the design and implementation of case studies of libraries

with exemplary literacy education programs;

the preparation of the State-of-the-Art Manuscript on Libraries

in Literacy.

1. The Delineation and Refinement of Issues to be Addressed by the Study

Issues regarding the involvement of libraries in literacy education

were initially identified through a comprehensive literature review.

The materials reviewed were identified through a variety of sources

including project advisors, existing bibliographies and on-line computer

searches. Approximately 200 documents were initially reviewed. For

each document reviewed, a brief abstract was prepared. Each abstract

listed, in addition to the author(s), title of document, publisher, and

date of publication, the major issues dealing with libraries' involvement
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in literacy education, the main variables discussed in the document, and

the particular usefulness of the information included in the document

for this study. The abstracts and the compiled bibliography were submitted

to OLLT as the State-of-the-Art Literature Review deliverable.

The issues identified in the literature review as relevant for the

involvement of libraries in literacy education were presented for review

on November 13-14, 1979 to the Advisory Panel assembled for this project.

The Advisory Panel assembled was composed of individuals with demonstrated

knowledge, expertise, and experience in the areas of libraries, literacy

education, adult basic education, and the roles of Federal and State

agencies in libraries' literacy education programs.

Following the review of the issues by the Advisory Panel, the

issues were refined and described in the Context Paper. The Context

Paper synthesized, for each of the study issues, both the literature

reviewed and the input provided by the Advisory Panel.

Ten issues emerged as central to the study of libraries' involve-

ment in literacy including:.

the extent to which libraries are involved in literacy education;

alternative types of library involvement in literacy education;

major barriers to library participation in literacy education;

major -incentives to library involvement in.literacy education;

library participation in cooperative literacy education efforts;

general characteristics of libraries involved in literacy

education;

the relationship between library characteristics and likelihood

of library involvement in literacy education;

print and non-print materials and equipment, including communications

technology, used by libraries in literacy education;

costs incurred by libraries in providing literacy education

services; annual literacy budgets and funding sources; and

the nature and extent of Federal and State involvement in

libraries' literacy education services.

These issues guided the design of the surveys ano the case studies and

directed the suosequent analyses and manuscript preparation.

Survey design and implementation and case study design and imple-

mentation proceedlin an independent but parallel manner.

v.
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2. Survey Design and Implementation

Lists of libraries and agencies were obtained through State Library

Agencies and through Market Data Retrieval. A sample of 900 libraries

and agencies stratified by type of library nr agency, by State and by

urban-suburban-rural location was selected. The sample included 160

public libraries, 400 public school libraries, 90 community college

libraries, 100 state institutional libraries, 100 agencies cooperating

with libraries in literacy education, and 50 State Library Agencies.

Six data collection instruments were de-eloped; one instrument for

each of the types of libraries and agencies. The instruments were

divided into two major sections: one section dealt with general characteristics

and functions of the library or agency and the second section dealt with

the participation of the library or agency in literacy education. To

allow comparisons among the four types of libraries surveyed, the library

questionnaires included, to the extent possible, parallel questions.

The questionnaires were pre-tested in January, 1980 and submitted

for clearance. FEDAC clearance for the public libraries, community

college libraries, state institutional libraries, non-profit agencies

cooperating with libraries in literacy education, and State Library

Agencies' surveys was obtained in May, 1980 subsequent to revisions of

the instruments to decrease respondent burden. Clearance for the public

school libraries survey was obtained in November, 1980.

Data were collected from sampled libraries and agencies using two

mailings and a telephone reminder. Each of these data collection phases

was three weeks in duration. Data from public libraries, community

college libraries, state institutional libraries, non-profit agencies

cooperating with libraries in literacy education, and State Library

Agencies were collected from June 9, 1980 to August 4, 1980. Due to

delays in obtaining clearance for the public school library survey, data

for this survey were collected from December 8, 1980 through February 16,

1981. Of the 900 libraries and agencies surveyed, 627 (70%) responded

to the survey.

3. Case Study Design and Implementation

Seven libraries with exemplary literacy education programs were

selected for participation in the case studies. The libraries were

selected from among 20 candidate libraries identified, on the basis of

selection criteria, by project consultants and program data. The selected

libraries include the:

East Los Angeles County Library (California)
Nicholson Memorial Library (Texas)
Philadelphia Free Library (Pennsylvania)
Rehabilitative School Authority Library (Virginia)
Montgomery County Community College Resource Center (Maryland)

Glenridge Junior High School Library (Maryland)
Northern Pueblo Agency Learning Resource Center (New Mexico)



The seven case studies were conducted during February and March,

1980. Profiles of these libraries were prepared subsequent to the site
visits.

4. The Preparation of the State-of-the-Art Manuscript on Libraries in Literacy

The data collected in the surveys and case studies were analyzed

and reported in the Manuscript. The draft Manuscript was reviewed by
the Project Officer and the Advisory Panel during an April 5-6, 1981
meeting. In addition to the discussion of the draft manuscript, a set
of recommendations concerning the involvement of libraries in literacy
education a5 they relate to Federal agencies, State agencies, and to
libraries were developed, with the assistance of the Panel and incorporated
in the Manuscript.

The State-of-the Act Manuscript contains two volumes:

The first volume contains a project overview, the methodology
used, the analysis of the survey data pertaining to the involvement
of different types of libraries and agencies in literacy
education, a composite profile of libraries with exemplary
literacy education programs, and recommendations.

The second volume contains four appendices: the literature
review and bibliography, the case study interview schedules,
the survey questionnaires, and the seven profiles of libraries
Stith exemplary literacy education programs.



II. Findings and Conclusions

The major results and conclusions of the study are briefly summarized

by issue as follows:

Extent of libraries' involvement in literacy education

Libraries involvement in literacy education is important and

productive. A considerable portion of public libraries,

community college libraries and state institutional libraries

are involved in literacy education and provide a wide range of

services to a variety of populations. Compared with other

types of libraries, public school libraries' involvement in

literacy education is the lowest, in spite of the large portion

of schools with pupils functioning below grade level and the

l^rge number of such pupil populations in schools.

Incentives and barriers to libraries' involvement in literacy

education:

Library involvement in literacy education is usually "reactive."

Libraries become involved in literacy education as a result of

their awareness of the "need" for such services and the absence

or unavailability of other literacy education providers.

Generally, libraries become aware of the need for literacy

education through information brought to their attention by

literacy education providers and community groups.

The major reason reported by libraries not involved in literacy

education fcr their non-involvement is their "unawareness of

need," lack of need in the community or institution, or the

fact that literacy education is available through other providers.

The major motivations to libraries to become involved or to

resume their involvement in literacy education are the presence

of need and their awareness of it, and the availability of

funds for literacy education.

The alternative types of library involvement in literacy

education:

Libraries involved in literacy education provide a wide range

of services: most often libraries:

- - identify, select and maintain literacy education materials

for tutors and students (clients);

- - provide space, facilities and equipment for liter,,:y

classes or tutorials and for the training of tutors; and

- - provide information and referral and publicity regarding

literacy education services and programs.



Literacy education services provided most often by libraries
are "typical" of the routine or general services that libraries
provide. On the "continuum" of literacy education services,
the servi-es undertaken most often by libraries represent the
more passive or least intensive types of service. A small
portion of the libraries engage in the most direct or intensive
services such as outreach, training and tutoring.

Populations served by libraries involved in literacy education:

Literacy education services provided by libraries are targetted
to populations varied by age, education, ethnic background,
and bilingual characteristics.

While the age of the population served varies by type of
library (e.g. public libraries serve mostly adults, public
school libraries, state institutional libraries and community
college libraries serve their institutional population), most
libraries involved in literacy education serve populations
which are ethnically heterogeneous, have a low educational
level or for whom English is a second language.

Generally, handicapped persons are not a target population and
a small number of libraries provide literacy education to
them.

Libraries involved in literacy education, most public libraries,
are aware of people in their community with literacy education
needs who are not served by the library or by other providers.

Print and ;ion -print materials and equipment and high technology

used by libraries in literacy education:

Libraries involved in literacy education usually have a wide
range of print and non-print materials and equipment for use
in literacy education.

Generally, the type of non-print materials and equipment
utilized by libraries in literacy education resembles the type
of non-print materials and equipment used for general library
services.

Communications technology hardware and software is available
only in a few libraries and its use both in general library
services and in literacy education is limited.

The relationship between general library characteristics and
library involvement in literacy education:

Comparisons between libraries involved in literacy education
and libraries which do not provide literacy education services
on a serie; of variables representing general library charac-
teristics reveal significant differences, mostly for public
libraries, between these two types of libraries.

vi
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Libraries involved in literacy education are likely to be

located in larger urban and suburban communities with ethnically

heterogeneous populations. These libraries are likely to be

headed by Boards of Trustees and Directors who highly support

libraries' activities in literacy education. Moreover, such

libraries also tend to have the personnel, materials, equipment,

and financial resources necessary for involvement in a new

area of service, and be better informed of community needs.

Cooperative efforts in literacy education:

Library cooperation with other agencies, departments, in-

stitutions or organizations in literacy education is common

and essential to library involvement in this area of service.

Most frequently libraries cooperate with other agencies or

institutions that already have, at the time when cooperation

was initiated, a literacy program.

Both libraries and cooperating agencies provide a range of

literacy education services. Services provided by libraries

and cooperating agencies are not clearly distinguished or

different.

Although the cooperative efforts are informal, they are continuous

once implemented.

Funding of literacy education services provided by libraries:

Library budget allocated to literacy education, although

varied, constitutes a small percent of the overall library

budget.

Federal funds were evident both as start-up funds and as

continuation funds in a considerable number of libraries

involved in literacy education. Federal funds constitute the

largest funding source for public libraries.

Funds allocated to literacy education in the last five years

have decreased or remained unchanged for a large number of

libraries. Unavailability. of funds for literacy education is

reported as the main reason for ceasing library involvement in

literacy education. it is also a major incentive for resuming

involvement or becoming involved in this area of service.



III. Recommendations

A set of recommendations promoting literacy education as an appropriate

and priority area of involvement for libraries has been developed jointly

with the project's Advisory Panel. The recommendations, based on the

study findings concerning the extent and nature of libraries involvement

in literacy education, are responsive to the major study issues and

reflect the policies, strategies and activities which can he initiated

and executed by Federal, State and local agencies, by libraries, and by

community groups. The recommendations stated in the Manuscript are
organized by issue, and within issue by Federal, State, and local levels.

The literacy education effort fostered in the recommendations is a

cooperative, community based literacy education program in which the
library, due to its locational position in the community and its information,

provision and brokerage capabilities acts in the roles of an initiator,

coordinator and service provider. To develop and implement a cooperative,
community-based literacy education effort, the study recommends that:

Activities to promote library involvement in literacy education

should be undertaken by Federal, State, and local agencies, by

community groups, and by libraries.

The development of a cooperative literacy education effort in

which libraries and library agencies participate is essential

at all levels to the promotion, development, and provision of

literacy education.

To participate effectively in literacy education the library

and its staff must:

-- perceive literacy education as an appropriate area of

library services,

treat literacy education as a priority,

- - define its role in literacy education,

make itself visible in that role both to other agencies

and to the community at large, and

- - direct and restructure its skills and resources
to the provision of literacy education.

All libraries should be encouraged to become involved, within

the range of their capabilities and resources, in literacy

education,

Libraries should change their reactive mode of involvement
in literacy education, adopt the role of an initiator and
coordinator of literacy education programs, as well as a
direct service provider.

viii 14



Libraries should expand their literacy education services to

populations currently unserved. Priorities should be given to

populations "most in need" of literacy education.

Communications technology software and hardware appropriate

for basic skills development should be developed and dis-

seminated for use in literacy education.

Libraries, with the assistance of State agencies should become

better informed about available funding sources for literacy

education.



INTRODUCTION

1. Legislative Background

During the past two decades, literacy has been of growing concern

to educators, employers, and government officials at the Federal, state,

and local levels. The problem of illiteracy came to national attention

during the War on Poverty era when it was recognized that, despite

mounting college enrollments across the nation, certain sectors of the

population had been almost entirely by-passed by traditional education

systems and, in fact, could not read. This concern heightened as sub-

sequent research reported the magnitude of the problem and its deleter-

ious impact on the lives of those affected by it. In this age of in-

creasing complex technical information needs, a national study of adult

proficiency levels estimates that one-fifth of all adults in the nation

are functionally illiterate, i.e., are unable to accomplish those tasks

which are basic to survival in current society, such as filling out a

job application, passing a drivers' license test, or counting change

(Noxthcut, 1977).1 Moreover, the condition of illiteracy has been shown

to have a strong relationship to poverty, since jobs, especially those that

pa: well, increasingly require mastery of the basic skills of reading, writing

and computation. For example, more than half of those below the poverty

level in the state of Iowa had less than a high school education. Indeed,

it may be said that those having low literacy skills suffer from the dual

disadvantage of educational as well as economic deprivation.

The Federal response to the problem of illiteracy began in the early

1960s with a variety of adult education and literacy programs administered

by several different agencies. Provisions for adult basic education, for

example, were amended to theManpower Development and Training Act of

1962 when it became apparent that many of the unemployed lacked the

liter :y skills necessary to complete vocational training or to obtain

jobs. The first major legislation allocating funds specifically for

literacy education was the Economic Opportunity Act oC 1964, which estab-

lished local basic education programs for Job.Corps Training Centers,

Community Action Programs, and migrant and seasonal workers. The primary

Federal legislation supporting literacy programs for adults, however, was

the Adult Basic Education section of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act of 1966. In 1978, this legislation consolidated the many different

Federal attempts to improve literacy levels across the nation, including

those of the Indochina Migration and Refugee Assistance Act (1975), the

Older Americans Act (1965), and the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act (CETA). Another major piece of Federal legislation directed towards

increasing literacy was the National Right to Read effort which provided

for both school and community based programs for children and adults.

The most recent Basic Skills Improvement Act has approached the problem

of illiteracy through use of parent and volunteer groups, coordination

of community resources and those of the private sector, and expanded use

of existing educational technologies for service to children, youth, and

adults. Thus, the Federal effort in literacy education has grown from

1
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a fairly limited scope to include virtually every age level, from children
to senior citizens, as well as many different special population groups,
including those for whom English is a second language, the economically
and educationally disadvantaged persons, and the handicapped persons.
Indeed, the Federal sector supports every citizen's right to receive
instruction in basic skill areas necessary to survival.

2. Library Involvement in Literacy Education

The close relationship between education and libraries has been
evident for more than three centuries in the United States, beginning
with the establishment of the nation's first libraries in academic
institutions. The public library's role in assisting self-learners
to accomplish their own goals is a concept that is more than a century
old. As noted in a presentation at the November 1979 White House
Conference on Library and Information Services in Washington, D.C.,
the roles of various types of libraries (such as public libraries, school
libraries and university libraries) are inextricably bound together with
those of education because of the common function of both of these in-
stitutions as purveyors of information. For example, students use public
library facilities for reference and study purposes; persons located near
post-secondary institutions frequent college or university libraries for
convenience, and libraries with special topic collections draw a wide
variety of persons with a particular set of information needs or interests.
Indeed, the White House Conference sponsors posited the notion that perhaps
"one of the public policy questions that should be addressed more seriously
is the recognition of the public library as an educational institution."
The Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies has expanded this question
to extend to all libraries which have developed or could potentially de-
velop the resources to provide services to those with low reading, writing
and computational skills.

In the past decade, however, libraries have experienced serious cut-
backs in budgets, affecting both staff allocations and the purchase of
materials. Libraries have considerably shortened hours of service,
frequently curtailing evening and weekend hours, thus excluding many
segments of the population who could only use the library during non-
work time. In extreme cases, libraries have been forced to close altogethef
due to lack of funding. The paradox of this situation is that libraries- -
which represent a major resource to the literacy education effort--are
experiencing serious financial constraints in a time when their potential
role in literacy education is increasingly viewed as a desirable and
efficient mode of serving those in need of literacy education services.

The Federal response to libraries has been centered around the Library
Services and Construction Act (LSCA), which has provided funds for a
wide variety of library projects and programs. Among these are the Title I
Demonstration Projects which, although not specifically earmarked_for
literacy, have been used to support the initial implementation of adult
literacy programs in libraries. The legislation, however, does not ex-
plicitly mention literacy education as a type of demonstration project,

2
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thus diffusing the application of such funds. The most recent legisla-

tive effort, considered by the 96th Congress, is the Javits-Kennedy Bill

which is the first to specifically link the role of libraries with that

of adult literacy programs, English language instruction, extension library

services for those confined to public institutions, and outreach programs
and other services for economically and educationally disadvantaged per-

sons and handicapped persons. Moreover, the Bill requires interagency
cooperation between Federally funded programs to maximize their ability

to serve these special populations in the most coordinated and cost-

efficient manner possible.

In light of the increased recognition of the potential of libraries

as educational resources in the literacy effort, legislation directed

specifically to the involvement of libraries in literacy education, and

the lack of a systematic, nationally based, body of data on literacy

education programs in libraries, the Office of Libraries and Learning

Technologies (OLLT) has initiated this study on libraries' involvement

in literacy education. The "Libraries in Literacy" contract was awarded

in October, 1979 to CRC Education and Human Development, Inc. of Belmont,

Massachusetts to investigate:

the extent to which different types of libraries are

currently participating in literacy education activities

and their characteristics;

the major incentives and barriers to libraries' involve-

ment in literacy education;

the alternative roles that libraries may undertake in the

provision of literacy education and the ranne of services

they provide;

the print and non-print materials and equipment used by

libraries in literacy education;

the cooperation and coordination mechanisms which exist

between libraries and other agencies, organizations, and

community groups in the provision of literacy education

services; and

the level of funds allocated by libraries to literacy

education and the funding sources utilized.

Utilizing a survey methodology, data addressing these issues were ,:ollected

from a national sample of:

public libraries;
public school libraries;
community college libraries;

state institutional libraries;
non-profit agencies cooperating with libraries in literacy

education; and
State Library Agencies.

These issues were also addressed in-depth, through a case study

methodology of seven libraries with exemplary literacy education programs.

3
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3. The Definition of Literacy

One of the preliminary tasks of this project had been the develop-

ment of a definition of literacy. The development of a definition of
literacy most appropriate for the purposes of this project was necessary
given the large number of current definitions and the lack of consensus

on the major definition of literacy. In developing the definition of
literacy a distinction was made between literacy skills, which refer to
skills necessary to read, write, and comprehend the written word, and
literacy functional competency defined as "the ability to use literacy

skills in practical situations, such as job performance or any of the

necessary activities of daily living." (Lyman, 1977)2 Literacy skills

focus on the ability to read, while literacy functional competency
focuses on the ability to apply tat skill to a wide range of areas.
Similarly, literacy education programs are likely to differ in their

orientation. While some programs are primarily concerned with teaching

an individual to develop the skill of reading mid writing, other programs

will go beyond narrow skill development to the application of those

skills in a life-related context. In these programs literacy education

activities could include learning to apply for a driver's license, filling

out a tax return, or performing in a job interview.

The distinction between literacy skills and literacy functional

competency was an important one for this project. Programs which are

oriented toward a conception of literacy as literacy functional competency

are likely to include the development of literacy skirls as a prerequisite

for the application of these skills to other life areas. However, programs
oriented towards literacy skill development, may have a narrower focus and

not necessarily include the application of those skills to areas such as

law, mathematics, or consumer knowledge. Therefore, the range of programs

included, given the concept of literacy skills, is much larger than the

range of programs bounded by the concept of literacy as literacy functional

competency.

To ensure that the diverse range of literacy education activities

in libraries are examined in this project, the concept of literacy as
literacy skills rather than as literacy functional competency was adopted.

Consequently, definitions employing the literacy skills concepts were reviewed

to determine the most appropriate definition for this project. Definitions

which excluded certain age groups such as ch4.1dren and youth who have been

1 .sed by traditional education systems and bilingual populations

(Forinash, 1978),3 or which tied the concept of literacy to "years of

education" were rejected. Instead, a broaler and more comprehensive

definition of literacy was sought.

4
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The definition of literacy utilized in this project refers to the

ability to engage in the basic communication skills (i.e., reading,

writing, comprehension, computation, and problem solving) that are

necessary to accomplishing every day tasks. This definition recogniLes

the existence of different levels of literacy skills from simple word

recognition through the mastery of complex sentences, the full compre-

hension of material being read, and the ability to solve problems of

increased difficulty over time (Lyman 1977; Eyster, 1973).4 The defini-

tion also focuses on all age levels including children, youth and

adults and encompasses the major reasons for the condition of illiteracy,

including:

persons for whom English is a Second Language-(ESL);

those with reading, writing and basic skill capabilities

in their native language, and

those who do not read, write or have basic skills in any

language;

persons by-passed by traditional education systems; and

persons havi:,g disabilities or handicaps which have prevented

them or impeded their progress in learning to read, including:

learning disabled perscns,

-- mentally retarded persons,

blind persons, and
-- hearing impaired persons.

For the purposes of this study, literacy education was defined as

"instructional, informational or other activities directed toward in-

creasing the reading, writing'and computational skills of children,

youth and adults." This definition of literacy education was applied to

public libraries, community collage libraries, state institutional

libraries, non-profit agencies cooperating with libraries in literacy

education, and State Library Agencies. The definition of literacy

education which applied to public school libraries was more narrowly

defined following a recommendation by the Committee on Education In-

formation Systems (CEIS) to include "activities or services explicitly

designed to improve the reading, writing, comprehension, and computational

skills of pupils functioning one or more years below grade level (including

pupils for whom English is a Second Language)." Since the public school

library operates within an institution whose function is to provide

literacy education, it was necessary to distinguish services provided by

the library to pupils who function at or above grade level from services

specifically directed at pupils who function below grade level.

5
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4. The Organization of the Manuscript

Tne State-of-the-Art Manuscript is organized in two volumes. The

first volume describes the state-of-the-art of libraries involvement in

literacy education. The second volume includes the appendices.

Volume I presents the conceptual and methodological design of the

study and its implementation (Chapter I), the analysis of the surveys

(Chapters II-V, VII-VIII) and case studies (Chapter VI) data, a comparative

assessment of the different types of libraries involved in literacy

education (Chapter IX), and recommendations for Federal, State and local

support of libraries involvement in literacy education (Chapter X).

Chapter I presents the major design activities of the study in-
.

cluding the delineation and refinement of the study issues, the selection

of libraries for participation in the survey and in the case studies,

the construction of the data collection instruments, the data collection

procedures utilized, and the limitations of the study data.

Chapters II-V, VII and VIII present the survey data obtained for

public libraries, public school libraries, community college libraries,

state institutional libraries, agencies cooperating with libraries in

literacy education, and State Library Agencies. Each of these chapters

deals exclusively with one of the six types of libraries and agencies

surveyed. To the extent appropriate, the chapters follow a similar

order and format. Each chapter opens with a brief overview of the

existence or absence of previous data concerning the involvement of

libraries in literacy education, the issues addressed by available data

and the nature of literacy education activities undertaken. The analysis

of the survey data is subsequently presented organized by the major

study issues.

Chapter VI provides a composite profile of the libraries with

exemplary literacy education programs. The profile is based on data

obtained through the conduct of seven case studies, described in detail

in Appendix D. The composite profile highlights commonalities across

libraries as well as unique features.

Chapter IX aggregates the survey data across types of libraries,

for libraries involved in literacy education. Using a comparative

focus, the chapter is composed of two major sections. In the first

section, library characteristics likely to distinguish libraries involved

in literacy education from libraries which are not involved are discussed.

In the second section, an analytical profile of libraries involved in

literacy education is delineated.

Chapter X of this volume presents a set of recommendations con-

cerning libraries involvement in literacy education. The recommendations

are presented along with brief summaries of the study findings for each

of the study issues. The recommendations are organized, for each issue,

by Federal, State and local levels.
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Volume II of the Manuscript includes four appendices.

Appendix A includes the literature review and bibliography. The litera-

ture review is presented as a series of abstracts of the documents

reviewed.

Appendix B consists of the four case study interview schedules.

Appendix C encompasses the six survey data collection instruments.

Appendix D consists of the seven profiles prepared for the libraries
with exemplary literacy education programs.
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CHAPTER I: STUDY DESIGN, SAMPLING, INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT, AND DATA

COLLECTION PROCEDURES

The study of libraries in literacy education contained zwo major components

which differed in scope and methodology: the survey of libraries, cooperating

agncies and State Library Agencies, and the in-depth case studies of

libraries with exemplary literacy education programs. This chapter describes

the design activities undertaken for each of these components including:

the delineation and refinement of the issues to be addressed

in the study;

the selection of libraries for participation in the survey

and in the case studies;

the development and structure of data collection instruments; and

the data collection procedures used in the ,urvey and in the

case studies.

Each of these activities is described in detail in the sections that follow.

1. The Delineation and Refinement of Study Issues

Issues to be addressed in the study were identified through a literature

review, presented to the project's Advisory Panel and refined subsequer to

the Panel's review and recommendations.

A comprehensive state-of-the-art literature review concerning the involve-

ment of libraries in literacy education activities was conducted during the

firit month of the project. The materials reviewed were identified through

a variety of sources including project advisors, existing bibliographies

and on-line computer starches. The materials identified were selected for

review on the basis of three criteria:

substantive or content appropriateness to library involvement

in literacy education;

methodological relevance to the research design of this

study; and

recency of publication, including only materials published

in 1965 or later, since the concept of libraries' role in

serving the educationally and economically disadvantaged

emerged in the mid-1960's.
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Approximately 200 documents were initially reviewed. For each document

reviewed, a brief abstract was prepared. Each abstract listed, in addition

to the author(s), title of document, publisher, and date of publication, the

major issues dealing with libraries' involvement in literacy education, the

main variables discussed in the document, and the particular usefulness of

the information included in the document for this study.

The issues identified in the literature review as relevant to the
involvement of libraries in literacy education were discussed with the
project's Advisory Panel in a November 13-14, 1979 meeting. The individuals

participating in the project's Advisory Panel represented libraries,
library and adult education associations, literacy programs, and Federal
and State agencies involved in literacy education.

The following issues and subissues were delineated at the completion of

the review and refinement procedures :

(1) What is the extent of library involvement in literacy education

activities?

What proportion of all libraries, by type of library,
are currently participating in some kind of literacy education

activities?

Does the present level of library activity in literacy education
programs represent increased or decreased participation
by libfaries over the past decade?

What are the characteristics of the population served by

these programs?

(2) What are the alternative types of library involvement in literacy education

activities?

(3) What are the major barriers to library participation in literacy education

activities?

To what extent have funding problems (e.g., cutbacks in
library budgets) resulted in discontinuation or reduction
of literacy programs and services by libraries?

To what extent do attitudinal barriers of librarians
hinder libraries' involvement in literacy activities?

To what extent does lack of external support (e.g., access
to tutors, etc.) impede libraries' effort to become involved

in literacy activities?

Does lack of active demand for literacy programs result
in a lack of awareness by libraries of community literacy

needs?
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(4) What are the major incentives to library involvement in literacy education

activities?

Is a librarian's special interest or expertise in literacy education

critical to library involvement in literacy programs?

Is the availability of additional library or education
funds to support literacy programs an in..entive to
library involvement in literacy activities?

Is the belief in the concept of community education (e.g.,

the library as an educational institution) critical to
libraries' participation in literacy?

(5) What types of cooperative activities exist between libraries,
the education sector, and community agencies to promote the

literacy effort at the local level?

What types of cooperative activities are undertaken by

these institutions, groups or individuals?

What are the characteristics of different types of
cooperative activities?

Which institutions, groups or individuals are involved

in the literacy cooperative efforts?

_- What types of institutions, groups or individuals tend to
initiate interest and activity in developing the community's

capacity to provide literacy services?

What coordination mechanisms are used in cooperative literacy

efforts and to what extent are coordination activities formalized?

What major problems are experienced by those involved in

cooperative literacy efforts?

(6) What are the basic characteristics of libraries?

How large is the library's area of service?

Where are the library and its branch libraries located
relative to the population served?

What are the characteristics of the library's clients/
patrons?

What are the library's staff size and staff qualifications?

How old is the library or library system?

What are the characteristics of the library's facilities

and equipment?



(7) What is the relationship between the above library characteristics
and the likelihood of library activity in the literacy area?

(8) What print and non-print materials and equipment are used by
libraries in literacy education?

What types of print and non-print materials are available
for new or low level readers?

What types of communications technology are most often utilized
by libraries in the provision of literacy education?

(9) What costs/expenditures are incurred by libraries overall and for
literacy?

What are the library's annual overall budget and annual
literacy budget?

What sources of funds do libraries use overall and for literacy?

What proportion of the library's overall annual budget and
literacy annual budget are allocated to salaries, equipment,
facilities, and print and non-print materials?

(10) What is the nature and extent of Federal and state involvement in
libraries' literacy activities?

What assistance and support are provided by state and Federal
agencies to libraries involved in literacy?

How much Federal and state funding is allocated annually
for literacy programs in libraries?

These issues were subsequently addressed in the survey and in the case studies.

2. Survey of Libraries, Agencies Cooperating with Libraries in Literacy
Education, and State Library Agencies

A. Sampling Design and Sample Selection

The survey universe was comprised of six types of libraries and agencies.
Included in the survey universe were:

public libraries

public school libraries or media centers,

community college libraries or resource centers,

state instituti.nal libraries,



non-profit agencies cooperating with libraries in literacy

education, and

State Library Agencies

In the absence of a centralized source of information listing all

types of libraries or comprehensive lists of specific types of libraries,

the task of compiling an appropriate universe for each type of library or

agency was undertaken. The compilation of the survey universe involved several

steps:

(1) The identification of appropriate list sources. List sources

were identified in a continuous process through the literature review, by

project consultants, and by some of the identified sources themselves

(snowball technique). Six major types of list sources were identified:

State Library Agencies (SLAs).

State Departments of Education.

Professional associations such as the American Library Association

and Literacy Volunteers Association. For example, the American

Library Association has mailing lists of school libraries, state

libraries, and libraries in academic institutions (these lists

are computerized and printouts are available) as well as a Literacy

Program's Directory which identified literacy or adult education

programs in libraries in approximately 35 states (the programs

included identified themselves in an ALA survey).

Federal administrators in the Right to Read and the Adult Basic

Education programs'and in programs dealing with educational institu-

tions or with data collection from such institutions as the National

Center for Education Statistics (NCES). The Learning Resources

Branch of NCES has a complete list of higher education libraries

(N t- 3,000), public libraries (the list is available on a computer

tape and can be purchased),libraries serving state agencies
(N 1,400), "special" libraries (such as business and commerce
libraries),and public school libraries (N x`'75,000).

Publications dealing with libraries in general and/or literacy
programs in particular, such as the American Library Directory

by R.R. Bowker which is published annually and contains a list
of public libraries, academic libraries, government libraries,
and "special" libraries (law, medicine, religion/divinity, junior

colleges, etc.) or the Index of Library Literature by Wilson.

Previous large scope surveys/studiPs of libraries, such as the

study by the Texas Association of School Librarians (Fall, 1979)

of state directors of library and media services of all states
and territories dealing with the needs of school libraries.
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(2) The contact of identified list sources. Each of the identified

list sources was contacted by mail and telephone. The mail contact in-

cluded a letter introducing the study and requesting assistance in obtain-

ing lists of libraries. The letter explained the procedures used in the

compilation of the library universe and asked for the provision of lists

or appropriate data organized in a different manner. In addition,

the of the contract was to determine the type of available

lists, the most appropriate individuals to contact in order to obtain

the list, information on the scope of the list, method of list generation,

the quality of the list in terms of completeness, accuracy and updatedness,

and the procedures to utilize, if necessary, to increase the quality of

the available list information.

(3) The evaluation of available lists. The list sources identified

for each type of library were screened in order to evaluate the number of

libraries listed compared to the known size of the universe, whether or not

the list is computerized, and whether information is included in the list

that would allow sample stratification by urban-rural characteristics, geo-

graphical region, library size (as reflected by budget or number of volumes),

and library involvement or lack of involvement in literacy education.

(4) The selection of lists for sampling purposes. Three major list

sources for public libraries, public school libraries and community college

libraries were identified: Market Data Retrieval, R.R. Bowker's American

Library Directory, and the National Center for Education Statistics. Of

these three sources, Market Data Retrieval was defined as most appropriate

in terms of the comprehensiveness and updateness of the data, the presence

of the needed stratification variables and the costs. Centralized lists

were not available for state institutional libraries and for agencies which

cooperate with libraries in literacy education. To compile lists for these

libraries and agencies, letters were sent to the institutional library con-

sultant of the State Library Agencies (for lists of state institutional

libraries) and to the SLA Director for lists of cooperating agencies. Litts

of state institutional libraries were obtained from 48 SLAs. Lists of

agencies cooperating with libraries in literacy education were obtainer.

from 37 SLAs. A list of all State Library Agencies was obtained from the

1979 Interface published by the Association of Specialized and Cooperative

Library Agencies, a Division of the American Library Association.

On the basis of these lists, a sample of 900 libraries and agencies

was selected. Thissample included:
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(1) 160 public libraries stratified by state, urban-suburban-

rural location and by involvement in literacy education;

(2) 400 public school libraries or media centers stratified by

type of school (elementary, junior-high, senior high), state,

and urban-suburban-rural location;

(3) 90 community college libraries stratified by state and by

urban-suburban-rural location;

(4) 100 state institutional libraries stratified by state and by

type of institution (correctional, health, etc.);

(5) 100 non-profit agencies cooperating with libraries in literacy

education, stratified by state and by type of agency; and

(6) 50 State Library Agencies.

B. Instrument Development

Six data collection instruments were developed; one instrument for

each of the types of libraries and agencies. The instruments were divided

into two major sections: one section dealt with general characteristics

and functions of the library or agency and the second section dealt with the

participation of the library or agency in literacy education. To allow

comparisons among the four types of libraries surveyed, the Public Library

Questionnaire, the Public School Library Questionnaire, the Community

College Library Questionnaire, and the State Institutional Library Question-

naire included, to the extent possible, parallel questions.

The questionnaires addressed the issues and subissues delineated for

the study. While the four library questionnaires addressed these issues

from the point of view of individual libraries, the Non-Profit Agency

Questionnaire focused on the cooperation with the library in literacy

education, and the State Library Agency Questionnaire provided a state view

on libraries' activities in literacy education.

C. Data Collection

a. Pre-Test. The data collection instruments were pre-tested during

the first three weeks in January, 1980 (January 2-18, 1980). The pre-test

included 11 libraries and agencies: one public library, two public school

libraries, two state institutional libraries, two non-profit agencies coop-

erating with libraries in literacy education, two community college

libraries, and two State Library Agencies. The libraries and agencies

participating in the pre-test were randomly selected from the compiled lists.

Each of the libraries and agencies participating in the pre-test

received a survey package which included a cover letter and a questionnaire.

Libraries and agencies were asked to complete the questionnaire and to

review it for clarity, comprehensiveness, data availability, and accuracy.

4i.
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Approximately 10 days following the mailing of the survey package, the
pre-test libraries and agencies were contacted by telephone and the
questionnaire was reviewed with them on an item-by.item basis. Subsequent
to these reviews, the questionnaires were revised as recommended.

b. Main Data Collection. Data were collected from sampled libraries
and agencies using two mailings and a telephone reminder. Each of these
data collection phases was three weeks in duration. Data from public
libraries, community college libraries, state institutional libraries, non-
profit agencies cooperating with libraries in literacy education, and State
Library Agencies were collected from June 9, 1980 to August 4, 1980. Due
to delays in obtaining clearance for the public school library survey, data
from this survey were collected from December 8, 1980 through February 16,
1981.

Overall a 70 percent response rate was obtained. The response rates
obtained from each of the types of libraries and agencies participating in
the survey are as follows:

Type of Library or Agency
Sample
Size

No.

Responding
Response
Rate

Public Libraries 160 121 76%

Public School Libraries 400 278 70%

Community College Libraries 90 65 72%

State Institutional Libraries 100 80 80%

Non-profit Agencies Cooperating
with Libraries in Literacy
Education 100

.,
40 40%

State Library Agencies 50 43 86%

Total 900 627 70%

The low response rate obtained from non-profit agencies cooperating with
libraries in literacy education was due to the poor quality of the list com-
piled through the State Library Agencies. While the list included agencies
which provide literacy education services, only a small number of these
agencies cooperated with librariesin literacy education. Questionnaires
completed by agencies not cooperating with libraries had to be discarded
from he analysis.

The completed questionnaires were coded, put on computer, cleaned and

analyzed.



3. Case Studies of Libraries with Exemplary Literacy

Education Programs

A. Library Selection

Seven libraries with exemplary literacy education programs were selected

for participation in the case studies. A four-tier selection process was

used. First, criteria for the identification and selection of libraries

with exemplary literacy education programs were developed. Included in

these criteria were:

age of library's literacy education program

years .of program continuation after termination of Federal

funding

whether prod` _- -Tritten objectives

whether pr is overseen by an Advisory Board

geographic location: region and urban-rural character

whether program participates in cooperative activities

populations served by the literacy education program

use of educational technology in program

type of library having the program

In the second tier, 20 libraries with exemplary literacy education

programs were identified through consultants and reports. Each of these

20 candidate libraries were contacted in the third tier of the process and

asked to provide information on each of the above criteria. Finally, on

the basis of this information, seven libraries with exemplary literacy

education programs were selected.

Of the seven libraries selected, three are public libraries, one is

a public school library, one is a -commun-l_ty college library, one is a

state institutional library, and one is a non-profit agency cooperating

with a library in literacy education. The seven libraries selected and

the rationale for their selection are presented in the following matrix.

B. Instrument Development

Four ir, ,iiew guides were developed for the purpose of case study

data collection. The four instruments include the:

Library/Resource Center Interview Schedule

Cooperative Agency Interview Schedule

Non-Library Literacy Tutor Interview Schedule

Client/Student Interview Schedule



Site

1. Montgomery County

Community College
(Maryland)

2. East Los Angeles
County Library
(California)

3 Nicholson Memorial
Library (Texas)

4. Philadelphia Free
Library
(Pennsylvania)

5. Rehabilitative
School Authority
(Virginia)

6. Northern Pueblo

Agency Learning
Resource Center
(New Mexico)

7. Glen Ridge Junior
High School
(Maryland)

00 32

Rationale for Selection

X
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k
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.0-1 (1)
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o
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Only communit college with an operating

literacy program identified by 'consultants.

Library has linkage with the Federal. Right to

Read program, has multiple sites, ESL client

focus. Coordinates with community groups.

Extensive use of educational technology, full

time tutor/librarian on duty, serves broad

range of clients.

Represents an old, well established public

library; long history of involvement in
literacy; program is comprised of develop-

ment of demonstration collection, publca-

tion of bibliographies; and cooperative
program coordination.

Provides all educational and media services

for the state's correctional institutions;

cooperative effort with the State Library

Agency.

Example of non-profit agency in rural setting

Agency funded by BIA.

Program has been in existence for 22 years,
suburban setting, emphasis on educational

technology. Opportunity to obtain longitud-
inal data on program change.

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X



The Library/Resource Center Interview Schedule constituted the major data
collection instrument and included 17 sections concerning demographic in-
formation, general library characteristics, overview of literacy education
program, literacy information and referral services, publicity of literacy

education activities, provision of space and facilities for literacy ed-
ucation, provision of outreach and extension services, provision of literacy
reference services, literacy education materials and equipment, training
of staff and tutors in literacy education, literacy tutoring, cooperation
with other agencies, relations with the State Library Agency, literacy pro-
gram evaluation, changes in the literacy education program,'and program
weakness and strengths.

The Cooperative Agency Interview Schedule inquired into the charac-
teristics of the cooperating agency and the nature of its cooperation with

the library. The Literacy Tutor Interview Schedule sought information
on the background of the tutor, the literacy functions carried out, the

instructional methods used, and the characteristics of the people served.
The Client/Student Interview Schedule dealt with client background, services

provided to the client and client satisfaction with the program.

C. The Conduct of Case Studies

The seven case studies were conducted by three CRC Education and Human
Development, Inc. project staff during February and March of 1980. Selected

libraries were visited by two interviewers for a two-day period. Each of

the libraries was contacted approximately two weeks prior to the site visit

to explain the purpose of the site visit, to identify the library staff and

other persons to be interviewed, to delineate the issues to be discussed and

to schedule interviews. All site visit arrangements were finalized one week

before the visit.

Profiles of libraries with exemplary literacy education programs were
prepared subsequent to the site visit. The draft profiles were sent to

each of the selected libraries for review and revised nn the basis of the

comments received from the libraries.

The seven case study profiles are included in Appendix D in this report.



4. Limitations of the Study Data

The limitations of the data collected lie in the exploratory nature
of this study. The data collected in the survey exhibit two limitations:
(1) some of the study issues have been narrowly addressed, and (2) the
size of the samples of libraries active in literacy education is small
for some of the library types. Each of these limitati is addressed
below.

This study represents a first initiative it the systematic examina-
tion of the extent and nature of the involvement of differerit types of
libraries in literacy education. To explore the state-of-the-art of
libraries in literacy, a series of pertinent issues were identified.
These issues defined the scope (breath) of this study. While these
issues were investigated before, most of the research focused on public
libraries and was qualitative and anecdotal in nature. To define the
depth of the study, information needed for the analysis of each issue
and the interrelationship among issues was specified. The information
needed for addressing these study issues was subsequently transformed
into survey questionnaires. The considerable number of major study
issues and the information needed to explore each resulted in a high
response burden, which according to the Federal Education Data Acquisition
Committee (FEDAC), had to be minimized. In order to minimize response
burden for surveyed libraries, the major study issues were retained, but
the information needed to address some of these issues was reduced.
Generally, less information, was requested on issues evaluated as second-
ary in importance for this study, issues on which more data are available
through previous research or issues which pose a particular burden on
respondents. Thus data collected on issues dealing with the relationship
between libraries and Federal and State agencies, literacy education
materials and equipment, funding, and difficulties experienced by libraries
in the provision of literacy education services are more limited than
originally designed.

The design of the survey samples was affected by the lack of statistics
or previous research on the extent to which libraries, overall and by
type, are involved in literacy education, by the unavailability of
lists stratifying libraries by involvement and non-involvement in this
area of service, and by the need to include several types of libraries
and agencies in the survey while adhering to an overall sample size
possible within project resources. Since the samples of libraries could
not be stratified by involvement in literacy education, no control over
the size of the subsamples of libraries involved in literacy education
could be exerted during the conduct of the study. The subsamples of
public school libraries and community (:ollege libraries involved in
literacy education are subsequently small. Analyses appropriate for
these sample sizes have thus been utilized.
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CHAPTER II: PUBLIC LIBRARIES IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Introduction

Despite the historic relationship between education and libraries

which had been evident for more than three centuries in the United

States with the establishment of the nation's first libraries in academic

institutions, and the century old recognition of the library's role in

assisting self-learners, literacy does not appear in library, literature

during the 1833-1964 period, although library education services for

adults and their educational development are mentioned. Library involve-

ment in literacy education during the first half of the 20th century

continued to be of low priority both with regard to the large immigration

'waves as well as to native populations with limited or no literacy

skills. With the War on Poverty in the 1960s and the availability of

Federal funds through the Library Services and Construction Act, public

libraries begat', to assume a more active role in literacy education.

Still, Eleanor Touhey Smith (19801 remarks in her article "Advocates for

Literacy? The Library Situation" 2 "...there did not seem much thought

of the library becoming an aggressive agency and making a direct attack

on the community problem of illiteracy," until the early 1970s,3 with

the increased recognition of the magnitude of the illiteracy proble4 in

the United States. At that time public libraries began to adopt a more

dynamic role in literacy education through the development of tutorial

programs and coordination with other literacy education agencies in the

community.

The suitability of the public library as a logical and legitimate

focus for literacy education efforts directed coward the constituency it

serves is self-evident. Programs of literacy education have been established

in libraries as diverse as the Denver Public Library, the Forsyth County

(North Carolina) Library, and the Brooklyn Public Library. While these

programs may differ with respect to their priorities of service, specific

target groups, methods of administration, and degree of cooperation with

other agencies and groups in their communities engaged in literacy

training, they also exhibit similarities. These programs are united by

clear articulation of goals and objectives, perceptive awareness of the

range of resources available to them in the community, and depth of

understanding of the needs of that part of their constituency for whom

such literacy efforts are developed and carried out.

While the public library would seem a logical agency for literacy

education activities, certain factors tend to detract from its employment

in such efforts in as broadly-based a manner as might be assumed.

The first of these factors is visibility. In far too many instances,

the public library has maintained too low a profile in its communities,

and as a result is often perceived as a passive provider of materials

rather than as a dynamically interactive force for the dissemination and

utilization of information. As a result of this rather low level of

visibility, the public library may not be the subject of constituency

pressures to undertake an active role in literacy efforts, and hence may

assume the need for literacy services does not exist.
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While an effective- ongoing program of community needs analysis
would overcome this problem, even now all too few public libraries
undertake to attain such an understanding of their communities.

Another factor that might be expected to militate against the
effective provision of literacy programs thr'ugh the public library is
that of integration of the literacy program into the ongoing activities
of the library in such a way as to effectively internalize literacy
education as a central part of the library's activities. What Lipsman

'(1972)4 observed with respect to library programs for the disadvantaged
was similarly noted by Childers (1975)S in his assessment of the effec-

tiveness of the Neighborhood Information Center Project: vis., that

unless programs are effectively integrated into the overall activities
and priorities of the library, their potential for success is limited.

Staffing patterns and staff expertise present yet another potentially
limiting factor that may detract from the overall effectiveness of
public library involvement in literacy efforts. While the number of

formal coulses designed to develop competence in public librarians for

the successful conduct of literacy efforts has increased, and while
there has been a corresponding increase in the number of workshops,
institutes and conferences devoted to developing such expertise, such
efforts remain scattered and suffer from a lack of coordination on the

national level. This might be expected to create problems particularly
in smaller towns and geographically remote or isolated areas where need

for literacy training efforts by public libraries may be great, but where

staffing and resources are weak.

How, then, can the extent and nature of library involvement be

characterized? The determination of the extent to which public libraries
are active in literacy education and their role, on the basis of research

and existing data, is difficult. While the majority of the literature

on "libraries in literacy" relates to public libraries, it is limited

both in scope, and, generalizability. Generally, available literature

tends to be outdated, anecdotal, qualitative, describing a single program
or programs in a geographic area characterized by unique literacy pro-

blems, and dissimilar in focus. For example, no comprehensive listing

of literacy programs in libraries exists. Thus, it was not possible to

determine the magnitude of library involvement in literacy education at

the national level. There are, however, several partial lists and
descriptions of program activities in libraries which have been produced
during the past decade, most of which focus on public libraries. The

most recent is the American Library Association's (ALA) Directory of Literacy

and Adult Learning Programs (1968) that provides descriptive profiles of

71 programs which operate in public libraries. A second source of

information on program activity is the Directory of Libraries, Information

Centers and Projects in the Field of Literacy (International Institute
for Adult Literacy Methods, 1972).
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Although this is a more comprehensive listing and covers programs
that operate outside of libraries as well as those in libraries, it is

somewhat dater' nd may not reflect changes in the level and nature of
libraries' in,J1vement in literacy education over the past decade.

Additional listings of selected programs are also available in the ALA

Yearbooks for 1977-1979 (Lyman).° These, however, were not intended to

be comprehensive and, in some cases, overlap with other listings.

Similarly, the literature on the role of the public library in

literacy education is also anecdotal. While a wide range of-librvies'

styles of involvement are possible, as indicated by Lyman (1977),'

types of activities most commonly undertaken have not yet been documented.

The general notion among leaders in the field of libraries in literacy

is that "...the library war on illiteracy is really only in a skirmish

stage,° and that'"one of the significant roles of the public library, as

an educational institution, is service to the functionally illiterate...

the public literacy has the obligation to provide programs, materials,

.:)d services designed to assist these individuals to attain their

desired educational goals."8 The extent to which public libraries have

responded to this challenge was systematically addressed in 1.he survey.



2. Public Library Characteristics

The public library sample includes 121 libraries. The respondent

public libraries ranged greatly in age from two years to 100 years.

Libraries also varied in their location. Over two-fifths of the libraries

(n=50; 41%) are located in urban areas, over one-third (n=45; 37%) are

locatpd in rural areas, and one-fifth (n=24; 20%) reported suburban locations.

Similarly, public libraries were widely distributed in terms of the size of

the communities in which they are located. In general, the surveyed libraries

tended more often to be located in smaller communities, as shown in the

following table.

1,1o. of Libraries Percent of Libraries

Community Size (Population) $ (N = 121) (% = 100)

Fewer than 10,000 people 26 21

10,000 to 24,999 23 19

25,000 to 49,000 18 15

50,000 to 99,999 21
i 17

100,000 to 249,000 21 17

250,000 or more 10 I
.,- 8

No Answer 2 2

While libraries classified their area of service as economically homo-

geneous--middle class (n=75; 62%) or lower middle class (n =36; 30%)--they

perceived the demographic composition of their area of service as hetero-

geneous. Caucasian populations are present in 83 percent (n=101) of the

libraries' area of service. Black populations reside in 67 percent (n=81)

of the surveyed service areas. Hispanic families are present in over one-

half (n=65; 54%) of the service areas. Asian Americans (n =56; 46%) and

Native Americans (n=35; 29%) also reside in a substantial number of the

surveyed areas of service. Nearly three-fifths of the public libraries

(n=69; 57%) have bilingual populations for whom Engl%sh is a second lang-

uage.

Three-quarters of the surveyed public libraries are affiliated with

a library system. Over one-quarter of the libraries (n=35; 29%) are part

of a cooperative library system, one quarter (n=30; 25%) constitute part

of a federated library system, and aver one-fifth (n=26; 21%) are affiliated

with a consolidated library system. For purposes of this study, a cooper-

ative library system is defined as a system of libraries cooperating with

regard to certain services but maintaining complete :...:tonomy for the ex-

ecution of the remaining services. A federated library system was defined

as a system where all participating libraries have a federated Board in

addition to their own Boards, and consolidated libraries are composed of a

main library, its member unl s, and a single Governing Board.

Three measures were used to determine library size: whether libraries

have branch libraries, the number of volumes that the surveyed libraries

have, and the libraries' number of staff. Nearly two-fifths of the libraries

(n =47; 39%) have branch libraries. The number of branch librarieg varied
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greatly from a single branch to 86 branches, with six as the median

number of branches. Libraries also varied in terms of the number of volumes

they have. The number of volumes that the respondent libraries possessed

ranged from 1,250 to 4,120,000. The number of volumes that the branch

libraries own ranged from 1,000 to 450,000. The median number of volumes
owned by libraries is 67,500; the median number of volumes owned by branch

libraries is 22,500.

On the average, public libraries have 12 full-time equivalent (FTE)
staff, although the number of FTE staff reported by libraries ranged from
one staff member to 1,398 employees. Among all categories of library staff,

public libraries most often have librarians, library technicians and para-

professional staff, awl other professional employees. Furthermore, more

libraries employ staff of these categories on a full-time basis rather than

on a part-time basis. Vo unteers are utilized only by one-third of the

libraries, mostly on a part-time basis, as demonstrated below.

Library Full-Time Staff Library part-Time Staff

Range
of

Staff

Median
No. of
Staff

No. of
Libraries
(N = 121)

Percent of

Libraries

Range
of

Staff

Median
No. of
Staff

No. of
Libraries
(N = 121)

Percent of

Libraries

Librarians 1-291 4 96 79 1-32 1 44 36

Audio-visual media
specialists 1-4 1 28 23 1-3 1 5 4

Other professional
staff 1-48 2 48 40 1-11 1 13 11

Library technicans

& paraprofessional
staff 1-856 9. 83 69 1-405 6 71 59

Volunteers 1-10 2 12 10 1-227 3 41 34

Other staff* 1-b0 3.5 22 18 1-68 2 15 12

Total FTE 1-1,398 12 103 85

*The category "other staff" includes CETA (n=14), maintenance workers (n=6) and studends.

A Masters in Library Science (MLS) is a standard requirement made by

libraries for professional librarians. Eighty-nine of the surveyed public

libraries (74%) require that their librarians have a MLS, 15 libraries (12%)

require both an MLS and an area of specialization, and 14 libraries (12%)

require that librarians not having an MLS take courses toward it. In addition

to the degree in Library Sciences, a significant number of the surveyed libraries
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have staff with special training and experience in the areas of audio-

visual materials (n=84; 69%), Information and Referral (n=71; 59%), adult

education (n=57; 47%), reading (n=54; 45%), and teaching English as a

second language (n=23; 19%). To promote the expertise of their staff, a

majority of the libraries (n=96; 79%) provide in-service training.

In addition to print materials, the majority of the surveyed libraries

havea range of audio-visual materials and equipment. Most of the public

libraries surveyed have the more traditional audio-visual materials and

equipment such as records, films, sound cassettes, microforms and the

appropriate equipment. The range of these non-print materials and equip-

ment is presented in the tables below.

Non-Print Materials and Equipment

No. of
Libraries
(N = 121)

Percent
of

Libraries
Type of Non-Print

Materials

No. of
Libraries
(N = 121)

Perceht

of
Libraries Type of Equipment

Records 112 93 Projectors 107 88

Films, filmstrips, slides 98 81 Record players 98 8)

Sound cassettes 9S 79 Tape recorders 94 78

Art prints 7S 62 Microform readers 83 69

Microform 83 69 Reader printers 69 57

Talking books 49 40 Viewers 66 55

Videotape cassettes 45 37 Videotape recorders 41 34

Kits 40 37 Computer terminals 30 20

Computer managed
instruction packages 7 6

Educational games and toys 6 6

Libraries' funding has increased in the last five years for 45 percent

of the surveyed public libraries, while it remained unchanged for 21 percent

of the libraries, and decreased for 26 percent of the libraries. Eight

percent of the libraries did not provide information on changes in budget.

Of the funding sources available to libraries--i.e., Federal, state and

local--most of the public libraries rely on local funding. Eighty-three

percent of the libraries reported that they get local funds, 64 percent

receive state funds and 36 percent have funding from donations, gifts,

endownments and grants from private foundations. Federal funds constitute

the least common source of funding: only 33 percent of the libraries indi-

cated that they have such funds.

Libraries' annual budgets were reported by 87 percent of the libraries.
Annual budgets ranged from $1,900 to $50,152,584, with $175,000 as the median
budget. Local funds were not only the major funding source of public
libraries but also provided a significantly larger amount of funds to
libraries than either Federal or state sources, as shown in the following
table.
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Funding Source Range of Funds

Median
Amount
of Funds

No. of
Libraries
(N = 1211

Percent
of

Libraries

Federal funds $1,218-$6,162,413 $ 44,500 40 33

State funds $114-$10,288,200 $ 23,000 78 64

Local funds $1,000-$34,994,373 $182,000 101 83

Othlr sources $46-$1,748,245 $ 20,000 43 36

Five expenditure categories were identified including; salaries,

acquisitions, processing and organization, publicity and other. Eighty-

seven percent of the libraries provided expenditure data. The largest

expenditures reported by libraries are salaries, followed by "other"

expenditures, and by acquisitions, as presented below.

Median No. of Percent

Expenditure Amount Libraries of

Categories Range of Funds of Funds (N = 121) Libraries

Salaries $1,200-$22,844,274 $100,000 105 87

Acquisitions $300-$4,837,592 $ 34,990 102 84

Processing and
organization $100-$2,042,729 $ 7,500 56 46

Publicity 4100-$157,065 $ 2,000 44 36

Other $i93- $7,748,940 $ 40,069 59 49

3. Comparison of Characteristics of Public Libraries Involved in Literacy

Education and Public Libraries Not Involved in Literacy Education

Perceptions regarding the role of the library as an educational insti-

tution, and interest and support on the part of the library's Board and

Director for public library's involvement in literacy education were ex-

pressed by most of the surveyed libraries. Fewer than 10 percent of the

libraries reported negative attitudes on these issues. Strong interest and

support was recorded by 35 percent of libraries' Boards of Trustees, 58

percent of the libraries' Directors, and 86 percent of the responding

librarians. This level of interest and support is subsequently reflected

in the fact that over one-half of the public libraries surveyed are currently'

involved in literacy education. Furthermore, when the relationship between

the degree of interest and support on part of the library Board and Director

in library involvement in literacy education and the library's actual involve

ment was explored, three patterns were detected. Libraries whose Board of

Trustees and Director were neither interested in nor in support of involve-

ment in literacy education did not provide literacy education services.

Libraries whose Board and Director were mildly interested and supportive

of this idea were less likely to have literacy education programs than

libraries which reported strong interest ans,i support of library involvement

in providing literacy education services (x'.= 18.06, p<.0001, n=113 for Board

of Trustees; x2 = 22.84, p<.0000, n= 118 for library Directors). The attitudes

of library Directors regarding this issue nad slightly more impact on the

aztua' involvement of libraries than the. attitudes exhibited by the Board

of Trustees.
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Public libraries involved in literacy education were compared to public
libraries which do not provide literacy education services along the variables

used to describe library characteristics in the previous section. Of these

variables, only three variables did not significantly distinguish between
libraries involved in literacy education and libraries not involved in literacy

education: library's age, affiliation with a library system, and perceptions
of.the public library's role as an educational institution. The remaining

variables--library location characteristics, methods of determination of

service needs, provision of in-service training, library size characteristics,

variety of non-print materials and equipment, budget size, and funding
sources--were all significantly related to involvement in literacy education.

Public libraries in urban and suburban areas are more likely to be

-involved in literacy education than public libraries in rural locations

(x2 = 15.63, p(.0004, n=119). Similarly, public libraries located in

larger communities (x2 = 32.43; p(.00001, n=120), as well as in demographically

heterogeneous areas of service (x2 = 32.73; p(.0001, n=121) are more likely

to provide literacy education services than libraries in smaller and more

homogeneous communities.

Library size as determined by the existence of branches, number of
volumes, number of staff, and budget all indicate that larger public libraries

are more likely to have literacy education programs than smaller libraries.

Specifically, public libraries that have library branches (x2 = 11.53,

p<.0007, n=117) and libraries that have a large collection of print materials

(F=9.62, p(.0025, n=110) more frequently provide literacy education services

than public libraries with smaller numbers of volumes. Similarly, public

libraries with a larger number of librarians (F=2.91, p(.09, n=96) and, more
important, a larger number of full-time equivalent staff (F=4.07, p(.04, n=103)

are more likely to be involved in literacy education than libraries with a

smaller number of staff. Furthermore, public libraries that have larger

annual budgets (T=2.49, p<.016, n=105) as well as larger amounts of funds

from Federal (T=1.98, p(.058, n= 40), State (T=1.98, p(.054, n=78), and .

local (T =2.33, X.024, n=101) sources are more likely to provide literacy

education activities. Moreover public libraries that are involved in

literacy education are more likely to have Federal funds (x2 = 9.04, p(.0026,

n=121). Indeed, Federal funds provide a major source of start-up and con-
tinuation funds to such programs, and libraries that are active in literacy

education are more likely to use this funding source than libraries which are

not active in this area. Public libraries with literacy education services

are also likely to differ from libraries without literacy education in the

distribution of expenditures. Public libraries with literacy education spend

significantly more money on salaries (T=2.70, p<.009, n=105) and on acquisi-

tions (T =2.34, p(.022, n=102).

To adjust budget data to the size of the library, a scaled variable

representing number of dollars per volume was created. This scaled variable

permits the separation of the effects of size from those of available funding.

The correlation between library's budget and number of volumes is strong

(R=.93). Public libraries with a large per volume dollar figure-are more
likely to provide literacy education services (T=3.21, p<.002, 13 =97)-
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The pattern of larger resources available to public libraries involved

in literacy education demonstrated thus far does not hold when the relation-

ship between budgetary increases or decreases over time and involvement in

literacy education is explored. Public libraries which have had in the

last five years increases in their budget or whose budget did not change

are less likely to be involved in literacy education than public libraries

which have experienced decreases in budget (x2 = 8.02, p< .02). Two hypo-

theses can be forwarded to explain this relationship. Libraries with more

nil-cis are more likely to provide literacy education services. Public

libraries with higher funding levels are also more likely to have experi-

enced a decrease in their budgets. The relationship between funding levels

and changes in budget size was tested by comparing the budgets of libraries

which have budget increases, those whose budget remained the same, and

libraries with decreased budgets. Although public libraries whose budget

'decreased had larger budgets than the other groups of libraries, the dif-

ferences in budget size were not statistically significant. The second

hypothesis contends that the larger and better funded libraries which are

involved in literacy education are located in urban areas. These libraries

have experienced over the last decade a decrease in usage. While these

decreases may be reflected in lower budgets they may also serve as an impetus

to expand the user population and thus provide new services needed by the new

users. This hypothsis is further supported by the finding that public 1Purar-

ies that use multiple methods to determine user needs-through community assess-

ment and expressed needs--are more likely to have literacy education services

(x2 = 10.30, p .006, n=106).

While greater population size heterogeneity and the availability of

more staff, funds and volumes distinguish public libraries involved in liter-

acy education from those not involved in providing such services, so do the

range of non-print materials and equipment and the provision of in-service

training. Public Libraries that have a larger -ange of non-print materials

(x4 = 28.42, p( .0008, n=121) and equipment (x2 = 41.65, p<.00004, n=121)

tend more often to be active in literacy education. Such libraries tended

to have six to seven different types of audio-visual materials. Congruent

with this finding is the extensive use made of non-print materials in

literacy education. Similarly, libraries involved in literacy education

were significantly more likely to provide in-service training to their staff

than libraries which are not involved (x2 = 7.47, p .006, n=119). The avail-

ability of in-service training is an effective mechanism that libraries can

use in deploying their staff resources in areas of needed services, not pro-.

vided previously.

4. Incentives and Barriers to Public Libraries Involvement

in Literacy Education

Reasons for libraries involvement in literacy education have been

examined in the literature only in a peripheral manner and with greater

focus on the barriers to involvement. As an incentive, Lyman indicates,

that involvement in literacy education may provide librarians with greater

professional satisfaction through the extension of services to larger popu-

lations. In comparison to the incentive of professional satisfaction, the

barriers identified by previous research encompass not only attitudinal

resistance and lack of support of Boards of Directors, but also the need to

introduce a "new system" which has major training, organizational, and

.5.
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fiscal implications. Eyster (1973)9 and Forinash (1978)10 both emphasize

that librarians do not perceive the area of literacy education within

the scope of services they provide. Librarians are not trained to deal

with problems of literacy, and may not recognize the need in the community

for literacy education since persons with limited literacy skills do not

frequent libraries. This perception is further strengthened due to the

lack of coordination between public libraries and schools in accepting

respwisibility for literacy education. In addition to this "turf"

issue, the lack of funds for library planning and implementation of a

literacy program is also presented as a major barrier.

Of the 121 respondent public libraries, 64 (53%) are actively

involved in literacy education, 13 libraries (11%) were previously

.involved, and 44 libraries (36%) never provided literacy education

services. In responding to questions regarding the major reason for

library involvement or lack of involvement in literacy education the

following data were obtained.

The incentives, barriers and limitations to the involvement of

public libraries in literacy education can be classified into three

areas: demand or need for literacy education, service funding, and

personnel resources. These three factors are reported in the above order

al motivations for involvement, reasons for never being involved, and

potential bases for becoming involved or resuming :uch involvement.

The most common reason for public library participation in literacy

education is library awareness of the need for such services (n=25;

39%). Library awareness of community needs may stem from requests made

by community groups, agencies or organizations for library involvement

or from the library's self determination of community need. The availability

of funds for the provision of literacy education services, regardless of

funding source (n=12; 19%) and the library's desire to increase its

visibility and role in the community (n=12; 19%) were also considered

major incentives. Interest, experience, and support of the library's

Board (n=2; 3%) or library's staff (n=4; 7%) in library involvement in

literacy education were the least frequently mentioned incentives.

Continued library participation in literacy education, research has

shown, is generally limited by unavailability or insufficiency of funds.

Lack of funds as a major barrier to"library's continued involvement in

literacy education was also the main reason cited by seven of the 13

libraries for ceasing their involvement in literacy education. Other

reasons reported by one or two of the libraries which were previously

involved in providing literacy services were unavailability of staff and

lack of community support or demand for these services. Libraries which

ceased their involvement did not differ, however, from libraries with

current involvement on any other variable.

Lack of demand for library involvement in literacy education (n=15;

35%) due to the availability of literacy education services from other

providers in the community (n =il; 25%), absence of need (n=2; 5%), or

library unawareness of need (n=2; 5%) constitutes the most common reason

for library uninvolvement. Also reported as barriers to library participa-
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tion were lack of funds (n=6; 14%), unavailability of staff (n=5; 11%)

and staff inexperience in the area of literacy education (n=1; 2%).

While incentives and barriers to library involvement in literacy
education identified by previous research were reported by libraries

which participated in this survey, library's awareness of the presence

or absence of the community's need for literacy education constitutes

the fundamental factor which facilitates, inhibits or ceases library's

involvement in literacy education. This factor along with the availability

of funding are most frequently mentioned (14; 24% and 12; 22% respectively)

as motivations for public libraries which were previously involved or

never involved to resume their involvement or become involved in literacy

education. The availability of personnel resources (n=11; 22%) such as

literacy volunteer tutors, tutor trainers and literacy materials development

specialists (n=7; 13%), library staff experienced in literacy (n=3; 6%)

or library staff interested in literacy education (n=1; 2%) are the

third major incentive that public libraries will consider in becoming

involved in literacy education.

5. Public Libraries' Involvement in Literacy Education

Libraries styles of involvement in literacy education vary greatly.
Lyman (1072)12 views these styles of involvement as arrayed on a continuum

including a passive position, a center position, and an initiatory position.

In a passive position the library provider indirect support for ongoing

literacy efforts directed toward its constituency by outside groups. In

a center position on this continuum, the library actively cooperates

with those agencies, organizations, and institutions that are providing

literacy training to members of the library's community. This level of

involvement assumes that the library undertakes a collaborative stance
vis-a-vis such literacy training provides through the provision of

facilities, resources, and fiscal and personnel support. In the most

active locus on the continuum, library involvement in literacy efforts

and programs is initiatory as well as collaborative. Programs of this

nature would involve: (1) effective assessment of the community's need

for such literacy programs, (2) identification of community resources

(both physical and human) upon which the library might draw as it undertakes its

literacy efforts, (3) provision of trained staff able to coordinate and,

if necessary, conduct literacy training, (4) development of suitable

materials for use in literacy efforts, (S) collaboration with other

agencies and groups in the community whose efforts are focused on literacy

training, (6) coordination of or cooperation with the total literacy

effort of the community, and (7) the development of means and approaches

for evaluating the effectiveness of the library's literacy effort.

On this continuum of services, five activities were identified in

the literature as the most common forms of public libraries involvement

in literacy education. These activities include:

Liaison between persons in need of literac education and

independent literacy programs. The most common form of involve-

ment consists of the provision of Information and Referral

services which require that the library staff be cognizant of

the outside or extention services that exist within the community.
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In this type of involvement librarians may simplyprovide
reactive referral services to any individual or group which

comes to the library seeking literacy information. In other

cases they may serve as brokers between clients and programs,

conducting individual or group needs assessments (Armour,

1975; Childers 1975; Gotsick, 1973; Gray, 1977; Landy, 1974;

Lyman, 1973).1'

Acquisition and storage of materials. Acquisition and storage

of materials is often carried out in conjunction with one or
more other types of services or as part of a cooperative

effort. This may be combined with information and Referral
services and with libraries acting as brokers for materials

and tutorial groups such as LVA or Right to Read (Armour,

1975; Childers, 1975; Glover, 1976; Gray, 1977; Korkmas, 1973;

Landy, 1973; Forniash, 1978.)14

Production of training kits, newsletters, or annotated bibliographies.

Libraries which provide tutoral staff may also disseminate
annotated bibliographies of materials found to be useful to

other programs. Producing newsletters containing information

on the kinds of literacy programs offered by the library has

also been undertaken. And, in one instance, a library has
produced a complete learner's kit containing materials and
instruction for individuals or groups who wish to enrage in

literacy education (Devereux, 1975; Glover, 1976.)15

Provision of staff or space for tutoring. Pioviding staff or

space for tutoring is a type of involvement which can be

carried out independently of any other involvement. In many

cases, library staff members are trained by an outside agency.

Provision of space may be relatively simple, such as allowing

tutors and clients to use a library room several days a week.

It can, however, represent a major commitment of libraries

which have set aside permanent, full time space and staff for

literacy activities. (Glover, 1976; Korkmas, 1973; Fillion,

1977.)14)

Publicizing programs both within and outside of the library.

Libraries may act as a publicity agent for literacy programs
available in and outside of the library, as another type of

library involvement. ThiS may take the form of notices posted
in the library advertising the existence of literacy programs

or it may extend into the community in the form of lectures by
librarians at community activities, posters, or radio announce-

ments (Armour, 1975.)17

Fourteen literacy education services were identified in the study.

Similarly to the Lyman18 continuum, these services can be classified

into four categories, each category representing a different level of

library involvement. The four categories, listed in order of increasing

library commitment to literacy education, are:
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provision of library space, facilities and materials,

ce the undertaking, on the part of the library, of in-house

literacy related functions such as the identification,
acquisition and maintenance of literacy related materials,
publicizing the literacy services, and providing informa-

tion on them,

the undertaking, on the part of the library, of literacy

related services for other community groups and agencies
involved in literacy education such as publicizing of,
providing Information and Referral services on, and iden-
tifying materials for these agencies and groups,

the provision of training and tutorial services in literacy

education (in-house or to other groups and agencies).

As demonstrated in the following table, libraries involved in literacy

education provide, in most instances, several types of services. The

literacy education services most often provided by public libraries con-

stitute a mix of level of involvement and include activities represented

by the first three categories identified above. Literacy education activ-

ities which represent the highest level of library involvement are least

common. Such training and tutorial activities are conducted by one-third

or fewer of the surveyed libraries, except for the one.on-one private

tutorial sessions which are given by 64 percent Ci=49) of the libraries.

Moreover, considerable effort is expended by libraries to broaden the

literacy education base of the community by providing direct services,

by strengthening and publicizing literacy education services provided by

other community agencies and groups, and by acting in the capacity of

a resource center and a backup center.

Literacy Education Functions Performed by
Public Libraries:

No. of
Libraries Percent of

(N = 77) Libraries

Provision of space for literacy education
classes 57 74

Provision of materials and equipment for
literacy education classes 54 70

Provision of space for training literacy
education tutors or volunteers 49 64

Provision of materials and equipment for
training literacy education tutors or

volunteers 37 48

Identification, acquisition and maintenance
of materials for new readers or low level
readers for use in the library

62 81



Identification, acquisition and maintenance
of literacy materials for interlibrary

No. of
Libraries
(N = 77)

Percent
of

Libraries

loans 30 39
Publicizing literacy education activities
conducted by the library or by other
groups, agencies or institutions in the
aommunity 58 75

Provision of Information and Referral (I$R)
services on and to available literacy
education programs 49 64

Identification and assistanc: in maintenance
of materials for new readers or low level
readers for use in a literacy education
program undertaken by a community group,
agency or institution 29 38

Provision of one-on-one private tutorial
sessions 49 64

Provision of outreach services to populations
with literacy education needs 28 36

Training library staff in literacy education
activities 28 36

Provision of outreach services to community
agencies or institutions involved in
literacy education 24 31

Training individuals or staff from other
agencies, institutions or community groups
in the provision of literacy services 21 27

A. Populations Served

Library awareness of need for literacy education constitutes the major
factor explaining the involvement of public libraries in literacy education.
The identification of the need for literacy education and the determination
of the services appropriate for addressing this'need are therefore of most
importance. Generally, libraries involved in literacy education employ
multiple methods for determining needs. Of these, the informal and non-
systematic methods are used more frequently. Most of the public libraries.
(n=55; 71%) identify need through communications with other providers of
literacy education in the community and through indication of need by
community groups (n =44; 57%). The conduct of needs assessments (n=26;
34%) and walking around in the community (n=11; 14%) are less frequently
utilized.

Most libraries (n=53; 69%) target their literacy education activities
toward adult populations. These populations represent a variety of educa-
tional levels and ethnic backgrounds. Over two-fifths of the public libraries
(n=32; 42%) serve adults with eight or fewer years of education. Populations
with some high school education (n=9) and persons of different educational
levels (n=8) are each served by 10 to 12 percent of the libraries. As
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indicated by these statistics, most libraries involved in literacy education

target their services toward a population with a specific educational level.

While the educational level of rezipients of literacy education services

provided by a public library is similar, libraries provide these services

to a multitude of ethnic and bi'ingual groups. Most often libraries provide

littracy education services to Caucasian (n =62; 81%), Black (n =50; 65%),

Hispanic (n=41; 53%), and Asian American (n=40; 52%) individuals. Bilingual

populations served, in addition to Hispanic and Asian American persons, also

include in few cases European (n=8; 10%) and Middle Eastern (n=3; 1%) groups.

A smaller proportion of libraries also serve Native Americans (n=11; 14%),

migrants (n=11; 14%) and the geographically isolated (n=1).

Handicapped 'populations are least frequently served by public libraries'

literacy education programs. Only one to four public libraries reported

that they serve persons with handicapping conditions. Of the handicapped

groups served, libraries mentioned the hearing-impaired, mentally retarded,

visually-impaired, learning disabled, physically handicapped, emotionally

disturbed, and developmentally disabled.

In spite of the variance in the types of populations served and the

literacy education services that are provided by public libraries, over

two-fifths (n=33; 43%) of the public libraries that pro'.ide such services

are aware of populations in their community who need literacy education

services but who are, as yet, unserved.

B. Library Staff Involved in Literacy Education

The educational requirements for librarians involved in literacy

education were, to a certain extent, lower than the requirements for

librarians in general. -While nearly all of the surveyed libraries equiled

that their librarians have a Masters of Library Science or work towards it,

such requirements are reported by 51 percent (n=39) of the libraries for

librarians involved in literacy education. Twenty-seven of the libraries with

literacy education services (35%) require an MLS, 11 libraries CI4%) require

both an MLS and a literacy related area of specialization, and one library

required that librarians without an MLS work toward it. The remaining

libraries required a Bachelors in Library Science (n=4), a degree in education

(n=7) or a combination of an academic degree and educational experience (n=14).

In addition to these academic and library science degrees, librarians

involved in literacy education have literacy related specialties. Staff in

about one-half of the libraries invo'ved in literacy education had training

and experience in audio- visual materials (n=37; 48%), reading (n=35; 45%),

Information and Referral (n=33; 43%), and adult education (n=33; 43%). The

specialty of teaching English as a second language (ESL) was reported by

24 of the libraries (31%).

Professional requirements for technicians anal paraprofessional staff

involved in literacy education were also varied, although most of-the

libraries required these staff to have on-tie -job training.
One-fifth of



the libraries (n=15) wanted their technicians and paraprofessional staff

to have academic degrees but not necessilary in library sciences, previous

experience in library work (n=9; 12%), previous experience in literacy

education (n=7; 9%), or an academic degree in literacy education (n=5;

6%).

Literacy education does not constitute a typical area of training

for librarians, and is not perceived by them, research demonstrates

(Eyster, 1973)19, to be within the scope of services which librarians

are to provide. The need for defining the educational identity of the

library, for sensitizing library staff to community literacy needs

(Cazort, 1973)20, and for training staff in the provision of literacy

education services (Lyman, 1978; Warren, 1970; Sherrill, 1967)21 are

therefore imperative.

However, compared to in-service training provided by 80 percent of

the libraries to their various categories of staff, literacy related in-

service training was provided by a smaller proportion of the libraries

involved in literacy education. Over two-fifths of these libraries

provided literacy related training to their librarians (n=34; 44%) and

volunteer staff (n=26; 34%) and for technicians and paraprofessionals

(n=28; 36%) was given by more than one-third of the libraries.

Library staff involved in literacy education include librarians, other

professional library staff, paraprofessionals and technicians and volunteers.

In most cases, libraries assign, on the average, one or two of their paid

full-time and part-time staff to provide literacy education services.

Although the use of volunteers is not as common as expected (four libraries

used volunteers on a full-time basis and 15 libraries used volunteers part-

time), volunteers constitute the largest staff category, as shown in the

table below.

Full-Time Staff Part-Time Staff

Range

of
Staff

Median
No. of
Staff

No. of
Libraries
(N = 77)

Percent
of

Libraries

Range

of
Staff

Median
No. of
Staff

No. of

Libraries
(N = 77)

Percent
of

Libraries

Librarians 1-20 1 31 40 1-10 1 11 14

Other professional
staff 1-4 2 12 16 1-10 1 12 6

Paraprofessionals/
Technicians 1-30 1 16 21 1-12 1 13 17

Volunteers 1-20 5.5 4 5 1-175 20 15 19

Total (FTE) 1-38 3 22 29



In addition to the small number of library staff assigned to literacy

education, most of the staff assigned, paid or voluntary, spend only

part of their time in this area of service. Librarians spend, on the

average, 15 percent (six hours) of their time in literacy related activities,

volunteer staff spend approximately 10 hours per week, and paraprofessionals

and technicians allocate 16 hours (40%) to this service. The most time

is spent by professional, non-librarian, staff who report an average of

20Jiours per week.

C. Literacy Education Materials and Equipment

Issues relating to literacy materials and to the use of print and

non-print in literacy education programs have been of Trjor concern to

educators and to librarians, and are extensively discussed in the

literature. The literature focuses on the need for suitable and effective

literacy materials given the characteristics associated with the new

reader, in particular the adult new reader (Lyman, 1973),22 criteria for

the selection of such materials (Forinash, 1978; Lyman, 1973, 1977,

1979)23 the substance and format of available materials (Glover, 1976),

and strategies for identifying, evaluating, and assembling audio-visual

materials (Lyman, 1973, 1979; Fillion, 1977)24. Also stressed is the

need for more extensive utilization of media and communications technology

in literacy education (An Overview of Public Library Services to Institu-

tions", 1978; Appalachians Adult Education Center, 1973; Cazort, 1973;

Lyman, 1973; Fillion, 1977).25

Due to the need to minimize respondent burden in this survey, the

issue of literacy education materials and equipment used by libraries

was only briefly addressed. Explored in the survey were sources utilized

by public libraries in the identification and selection of literacy

education materials and equipment, subject areas addressed by literacy

education materials that libraries have, the types of audio-visual

materials and communications technology libraries use in providing

literacy education services, and the strategies they employ to make

patrons familiar with available materials and equipment. Each of these

issues is addressed as follows.

To identify, select, and obtain literacy education materials and

equipment, libraries consult a range of experts. Most often libraries

consult with Adult Basic Education experts (n-40; 52%) and with State

Library Agency staff (n=26; 34%). Other cons,iltation sources include

literacy education staff from other libraries (n=4), literacy councils

(n=3), LVA and Laubach representatives (n=7), catalogues (n=4), and

other types of specialists (n=7).

Most of the libraries involved in literacy education have a wide

range of "easy to read" materials relating to the following subject

areas.



No. of Libraries Percent of
Subject Area (N = 77) Libraries

Basic skills 64 83

Consumer education 57 74

Job information 56 73

Health information 55 71

Survival or coping skills 55 71

Humanities 46 60

English as a Second Language (ESL) 44 . 57

Government and law 44 57

Community resources 33 43

A variety of audio-visual materials are used by libraries in providing
literacy educatioh services. The three types of literacy education materials
most frequently used by public libraries are also most frequently used in
literacy education. These include films, filmstrips and slides (n=46; 60%),
sound cassettes (n=43; 56%), and records (n =28; 36%). Fewer libraries which
are involved in literacy education also use, in descending order, kits (n=22;
34%) and videotape cassettes (n=15; 19%). Only a small number of libraries
employ talking books (n=8, 10%), microform (n=4; 5%) and computer-managed
instructional packages (n=2; 3%).

Consistent with the type and commonality of audio-visual materials
utilized in literacy education are the types of equipment used by public
libraries. Tape recorders, record players and projectors are used by the
largest number of public libraries with literacy programs, as shown below.

Type of Equipment
No. of Libraries Percent of

(N = 77) Libraries

Tape recorders 45 58
Projectors 40 52

Record players 27 35

Videotape recorders 13 17

Viewers . 13 17

Microform readers 4 5

Reade- printers 3 4

Computer terminals 2 3

Library patrons who receive literacy education services become familiar
with the available literacy related materials and equipment through their
literacy tutors or instructors (n=22; 29%). Library displays and advertising
(n=19; 25%) and word of mouth (n=10; 13%) are other types of strategies that
public libraries used. Less common strategies to familiarize low level readers
with available materials are orientation meetings (n=6; 8%), referral (n=3),
library visits and tours (n=2), and Laubach procedures (n=1).



D. Public Library Involvement in Cooperative Literacy

Education Activities

Libraries have increasingly come to realize in the last decade that chey

should play a more active role in literacy education by "offering literacy

programs of the voluntary tutorial kind and brought in trainers from such

organizations as Laubach Literacy and Literacy Volunteers of America to train

their staff and community volunteers in various teaching methods."26 In fact,

one-third of the LVA programs in 25 states are currently located in public

libraries.27 This trend of cooperation between libraries and other organ-

izations in the provision of literacy education services is also reflected

in this study. Of the 77 libraries with current or previous literacy pro-

-grams, 54 (70%) have some cooperative arrangements.

Public libraries cooperate with a wide range of organizations, insti-

tutions and agencies, as shown in the table below. Most often, libraries

cooperate with literacy volunteer associations, Federally-funded literacy

programs, and educational agencies. Fewer libraries also cooperate with

correctional and health institutions, community groups and state and local

agencies.

Organizations with which Libraries No. of Libraries Percent of

Cooperate (N = 54) Libraries

Literacy Volunteer organizations

LVA (8)
Laubach (8)

Federally funded programs
Right to Read (4)
Adult Basic Education (12)
CETA, VISTA (8)
Reading is Fundamental (2)

Educational Institutions
Elementary schools (5)
Secondary schools (3)
Postsecondary (S)
Adult education (8)
School districts C1)

Ethnic and bilingual groups

State and local non-profit agencies
State agencies (5)
Local agencies (3)

Institutions
Correctional institutions (1)
Hospitals (1)
Senior centers (1)

Private community groups

-
54

39

38 70

25 46

22 41

13 24

10 19

8 15

2 4



On the average, public libraries cooperate with four organizations.

The number of organizations with which libraries cooperate ranged widely

from one to 130. Length of cooperation varied as well from one month to

15 years, with a median of three years.

Consistent with available data on libraries' participation in

cooperative literacy education efforts (Azmour, 1975; Axam, 1974; Childers,

19757 Cook, 1977; Lyman, 1976, 1977, 1979; Devereux, 1975;,Eyster, 1973;

Gotsick, 1973; Glover, 1970; Korkmas, 1973; Warren, 1970),28 cooperation of

libraries with other organizations seems to be the major factor motivating

public libraries to provide literacy education services. Only nine of the

libraries (17%) with cooperative efforts had literacy programs prior to

their cooperation and only five of the branch libraries had such programs.

However, 57 percent (n=31) of the libraries reported that the organizations

with which they cooperate had literacy education programs prior to the

cooperative effort.

Cooperation of libraries with other organizations seems to be the

major factor motivating public libraries to provide literacy education

services. Only nine of the libraries (17%) with cooperative efforts had

literacy programs prior to their cooperation and only five of the branch

libraries had such programs. However, 57 percent (n=31) of the libraries

reported that the organizations with which they cooperate had literacy

education programs prior to the cooperative effort.

The cooperative literacy effort was initiated in approximately one

half of the cases (n=26; 48%) by the library. Reasons for the initiation

of the cooperative literacy effort indicated library's recognition of

the need for its involvement in literacy education and the use of coop-

erative efforts as a strategy for financial and other types of support.

The recognition on the part of the organizations initiating cooperation

with the library that the library can provide the necessary resources for

literacy education was the major motivation for cooperation on the part of

the cooperating organizations.

Most cooperative efforts are informal. Written cooperative agreements

existed only in 30 percent of the cases (n=16). The cooperative plans

specify most often the responsibilities of participants, funding sources,

methods of coordination, and program activities. Communications between

libraries and the cooperating organizations are mostly maintained informally,

on an as needed basis through meetings (n=6; 11%) or through other

methods of contact (n=28; 52%). Formal meetings scheduled periodically are

used only by 12 of the libraries (22%). Decisions concerning the cooperating

libraries and organizations are made mostly by consensus (66%). However,

decisions involving the library usually require approval of the library's

Director (35%) and Board of Trustees (20%). Rarely has the library'_ staff

meinber representing the library in the cooperative effort (13%) been allowed

to make decisions without such approval.

The literacy education functions undertaken by the cooperating organ-

izations include all program aspects. Moreover, cooperating organizations

perform multiple functions in the provision of literacy services and are

responsible, in the case of over two-thirds of the cooperating libraries,

for the client aspects of the literacy programs.

55
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Literacy Education'Functions Provided to
Libraries by Cooperating Organizations:

No. of
Libraries
(N = 54)

Percent
of

Libraries

Client/patron identification 37 69

Tutor training 37 69

Identification and selection of materials 36 67

Client tutoring 34 63

Purchase of materials 33 61

Provision of materials 31 57

Client/patron intake 26 48

Provision of space for training tutors 25 46

Administration of client tests 24 44

Provision of equipment 21 29

Coordination of cooperative activities 19 35

Provision of client support services 18 33

Forty-three percent of the cooperating libraries indicated that difficulties
have been encountered by the cooperating organizations and libraries in the
coordination and administration of the cooperative effort. Nearly one-half

of the libraries admitting difficulties attributed them to insufficient avail-

able funds (n=12) or staff (n=9) for conducting the cooperative effort. Other

sources of difficulties were identified as due to lack of constituent interest

(n=7), decrease in the interest of the cooperating organization (n=4), or
library (n=3), and lack of expertise in literacy education (n=6). Differences

between the policies and priorities of the cooperating organizations (n=6)

and perceived' threat to organization's autonomy (n=2) were also reported as

a basis for cooperation difficulties.

E. Relationship with Federal and State Agencies

Approximately one-half of the libraries with previous or current literacy
education programs (n=38) have communicated with Federal and state agencies

regarding funds to support literacy education. These agencies include most

frequently the State Library Agency (n=18) and the Department of Education.

One to three libraries also report that they have contacted Adult Basic

Education, CETA and VISTA, Reading is Fundamental, and local schools.

To obtain funds for literacy education, 29 of the public libraries (38%)

requested the SLA assistance in preparing grant proposals. Regardless of

their communications with the SLA and the purpose of these communications,
the majority of public libraries (n=S9; 77%) which provide literacy education

services indicate that their respective SLA is aware of their involvement in

literacy education.

F. Literacy Education Budget and Funding Sources

Generally, libraries' literacy education budgets constituted only
3.4 percent of the median annual budget reported by the surveyed libraries.

Literacy budgets were reported only by one-half of the public libraries and
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ranged considerably from $75 to $106,524, with a median of $6,000. Of their
literacy education budgets, libraries expended the largest proportion of
funds on salaries (a median of $13,375). Relatively smaller amounts were
spent on acquisitions (a median of $2,000), processing and organization ($87S),
publicity ($475), and other expenses ($1,667) including training, utilities,
travel and overhead.

Federal funds constitute the largest funding source utilized by public
libraries for literacy education services ($17,500, n=17). State and local
funds were considerably smaller ($2,500, n=7; and $3,550, n=20, respectively).
For general public library services, local funding constitutes the major
.source.

Federal funds constituted the major, and in most cases, the only start-up
funding source for public libraries involved in literacy education. Public
libraries have received Federal funds from one to 11 years with a two year
median figure (n=31).

Since the establishment of libraries' literacy education services, most
libraries relied heavily on a single funding source, as shown in the following
table.

Median Percent
No. of

Libraries Percent of
Sour '-e Range of Funds (N = 77) Libraries

Federal 5-100% 90% 25 32

State 2-100% 100% 12 16

Local 2-100% 95% 24 31

Other* 50-100% 2 3

*Includes donations, gifts and foundation grants.

Forty of the 77 public libraries (52%) provided information on changes in
their literacy education budget since the establishment of their literacy
education program. Public libraries were almost equally divided: thirteen
libraries (33%) retained their original budget, 11 libraries (28%) decreased.
their budget, and 16 libraries (39%) increased their literacy education
budget.

Changes in the literacy education budget and in the funding sources
reflected discontinuation of funding (n=15), availability of new funding
sources (n=9), changes in literacy eClication services provided (n=5), and

in the populations served (n=5).

G. Difficulties and Problems Faced by Public Libraries
Involved in Literacy Education

Obtaining start-up and continuation funds are perceived by public
libraries as major areas of difficulty. One-quarter and over one-third,
respectively, of the public libraries with literacy education services
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reported such difficulties. However, equally pertinent were difficulties

in...

Defining the library's role in providing
literacy education services

Identifying and securing services of trained

tutors

No. of Libraries Percent of

( N = 77) Libraries

25 3?

24 31

Identifying and recruiting students 22 29

Obtaining community support 14 18

Obtaining the support of the library's Board

of Trustees 5 6

Having autonomy in policy making with regard

to literacy education activities 3 4

These difficulties encountered by a considerable number of the libraries

with literacy education programs affected most often the availability of staff

to provide literacy education services (n=33; 43%) and the availability of

program funds (n=28; 36%). Also affected are materials and equipment acquis-
itions (n=13; 17%), prOvision of in-service training to staff (n=13; 17%),
availability of facilities End space (n=9; 12%), and cooperation with other

agencies and libraries in the provision of literacy education services (n=7;

9%).

6. Summary

A. General Library Characteristics

The public libraries surveyed were analyzed in terms of their age,
location, the demographic composition of their area of service, affiliation

with library systems, size, staff characteristics, materials and equipment,

annual budget, 'and funding services: The profile of the 121 public libraries.

surveyed is presented in the matrix below.

Public Library Profile Matrix
General Library Characteristics

N = 121

Age of
Libraries

Surveyed libraries varied greatly in age, from two

to 100 years.

Location Libraries varied in the urban-suburban-rural charac-
teristics of their location. Forty one percent are

located in urban areas, 20% are in suburban areas,
and 37% are in rural areas.

5S
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Demographic
Composition
of Area of
Service

Libraries tended to be located in middle class areas (62%),
which are ethnically heterogeneous and bilingual (60%).

Affiliation
with a

Library
System

A majority of the libraries are affiliated with a library
system.

Library
Size
(Branches)

Forty percent of the libraries have branches. Number
of branches ranged widely from one to 86, with six
branches as the median.

Staff
Charac-
teristics

Number of staff employed by libraries ranged from one
full time equivalent (FTE) staff member to approximately
1,400 staff, with 12 FTE staff as the median. Most
library staff are employed on a full time basis.

Among the different staff categories, librarians and
para-professionals are employed most often. Volunteers
are utilized by approximately one third-of the libraries.

The median library has four librarians, one audio-visual

specialist, two other professional staff, and nine para-
professional staff.

The standard requirement for librarians is a Masters
of Library Science (MLS) and an area of specialization.

Materials
and

Equipment

The number of volumes that surveyed libraries have ranged
from 1,250 to 4,120,000 with 67,000 volumes as the median.
The number of volumes owned by branch libraries also ranged
considerably from 1,000-450,000 with 22,500 as the median
number of volumes.

Most public libraries have a range of audio-visual materials
and equipment. Most often, libraries have records, films,
slides, sound cassettes, record players, projectors, and
tape recorders.

Annual
Budget

Budget information was supplied by 87% of the libraries.
Libraries' budget ranged widely from $1,900 to $50,152,584
with a median budget of $175,000.

_

Funding
Sources

Most libraries (83%) rely on local funds. State funds
were reported by 64% of the libraries. Thirty six percent
of the libraries indicated that they have Federal funds.
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B. Library Involvement in Literacy Education

The involvement of public libraries in literacy education was examined

in terms of library characteristics, extent of involvement, length of involve-

ment, staff characteristics, literacy education services provided by public

libraries, populations served, materials and equipment used in literacy

education, cooperative literacy activities involving public libraries,
libraries literacy education budget and funding sources for start-up and
continuation, and difficulties experienced by libraries in the provision

of literacy education.

Public Library Involvement in Literacy Education
Summary Matrix

N= 77

Charac-
teristics
of Librar-
ies In-
volved in
Literacy
Education

a

Public libraries involved 2.n literacy education tend to be

located in larger urban and suburban communities with

heterogeneous populations. These libraries tend to be
larger; have branch librarics, have a large collection
of print materials, and a wide range of audio-visual

materials and equipment. They also tend to have more

staff, provide in-service training, have a larger annual
budget, multiple funding sources, and in particular
access to Federal funds. These libraries also tend to

have the support of the Board and Director for involve-

ment in literacy education.

Extent of
Public
Library
Involvement
in Literacy
Education

Of the 121 public libraries participating in the survey,
64 (53%) of libraries are currently involved in literacy

education, thirteen libraries (11%) were previously in-

volved.

Length of
Involvement

Public libraries involvement in literacy education varied
greatly from one year to 60 years, with four years as a

median length of involvement.

Incentives
and Barriers
to Library
Involvement
in Literacy
Education

Public library awareness of the community's need for
literacy education, availability of funds for library
involvement in literacy education, and library's desire

to increase its visibility in the community constituted

the major incentives for involvement.

The three major barriers that prevented libraries from
becoming involved in literacy education are library's
unawareness of community's need for literacy education,

lack of funds for providing literacy education services,
and unavailability of staff.
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Staff
Charac-
teristics

Number of staff assigned by public libraries to provide
literazy education services is small: one or two staff.
These staff spend only part of their time providing
literacy education services.

In addition to Library Science degrees, staff assigned
to literacy education have literacy related specialties
in the areas of audio-visual materials, adult education,
reading and Information and Referral.

In-service training in the area of literacy education
is provided by two-fifths of the libraries to librarians
and to volunteer staff.

Literacy
Education
Services
Provided by
Libraries

Popula-
tions
Served

Public libraries provide multiple literacy education
services, acting mostly as a resource or a back-up center.
Most often libraries provide space and facilities,
identify, select and maintain literacy education materials
and equipment, publicize literacy education programs
available in the community and provide referral services,
and engage in one-on-one tutorial services

Public libraries generally direct their services toward
adults with eight or fewer years of education, serving
a variety of ethnic groups as well as of bilingual
populations. Only few of the libraries provide literacy
education services to handicapped people, to migrants, and
to the geographically isolated.

Materials
and Equip-
ment Used
in Literacy
Education

Materials used by public libraries in literacy education
cover a variety of content areas. Most often, libraries
have materials dealing with basic skills, consumer
education, job information, health information, survival
and coping skills, humanities ana English as a Second
Language.

Libraries involved in literacy education also use a
wide range of audio-visual materials and equipment.
Only a few libraries use computers or computer managed
instructional packages.

Library
Participa-
tion in
Cooperative

Literacy
Education
Efforts

A majority (70%) of the public libraries involved in
literacy education engage in cooperative efforts.
Libraries cooperate with a wide range of organizations;
most often they cooperate with literacy volunteers,
Federally funded programs, and educational institutions.
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On the average libraries cooperate with four organiza-

tions. Length of cooperation is three years on the

average.

Cooperation is a means for libraries to become involved

in literacy education: fewer than one-fifth of the
libriries provided literacy education services before
their participation in a cooperative literacy effort.

Cooperation is generally informal; only 30% of the
libraries have formal cooperative agreements.

Cooperative agencies are largely responsible for the
client aspects of the literacy education program:
i.e., client identification, tutor training, and
client tutoring.

Literacy The median literacy budget reported by libraries is
Budget and $6,000 or 3.5% of the library's overall budget. Local

Funding and Federal funds constitute the major literacy
Sources funding sources. Federal funds were a major source

for program start-up, with two years as the median
period for continuation of Federal fu,ids.

Difficul- The three major difficulties experienced by libraries
ties Expe- . in the provision of literacy education services concern
rienced in the ability of the library to obtain and retain funds

Providing for literacy education, the definition of the library's

Literacy role as a literacy education provider and obtaining the

Education community's support, and the identification and

recruitment oftutors.
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CHAPTER III: PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARIES/RESOURCE CENTERS* IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Introduction

Of the different types of libraries with actual or potential involvement

in literacy education, public school libraries are of special interest to

this study. This special interest in the literacy education activities of public

school libraries stems from the environment (i.e. the school) in which these

libraries operate--an environment which is naturally conducive to the

effective provision of literacy services- -and from the magnitude which

public school libraries represent among all other types cf libraries. There

are approximately 75,000 public school libraries compared to approximately

8,700 public libraries and 3,000 higher education libraries.

The environment within which public school libraries operate is partic-

ularly efficient to their involvement in literacy education for a number

of reasons, including the school's function in literacy education, the

extent to which schools have been effective in fulfilling this function,

and the increasing rate of illiteracy among school age populations. Literacy

has been perceived as prominent among the skills schools are expected to

teach, since literacy skills are crucial in achieving most other educational

goals as well as in managing daily tasks and effectively performing in a

variety of areas of work. However, despite the widely held belief that

"...the development of literacy skills, broadly defined, is the job that

the schools can do best, and that it is the job that the labor market needs

most from the schools"1, schools have not been as effective as expected

in this task. .Although the precise degree of school effectiveness in

teaching literacy skills is as yet undetermined, there is ccmpelling evi-

dence that in many instances schools are not providing students with literacy

skills that are consistent with society's current opportunities and market

demands.

The reasons for the schools' difficulties in transmitting literacy

skills to their student populations are varied and require further in-

vestigation. Among the most often cited explanations are the requirements

placed upon schools to teach skills not formerly taught by them to a highly

heterogeneous student population who may require different instructional

strategies than most commonly used. Moreover, schools may not be allocating

sufficient time to the direct instruction of literacy, nor using instructional

methods which are particularly appropriate to the needs of those students

with low literacy skills. While school!: may be providing sound support for

the development of literacy skills, they may not be able to encourage students

to acquire, use, maintain and expand these skills or to utilize non-classroom

settings and non-school settings to facilitate such skills. Furthermore,

until recently educators tended to perceive and treat literacy only as it

related to within school skills rather than also consider the practical

literacy needs in daily living.

*The term "library" is used in this chapter as synonomous with "media center"

or "resource center".
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The public school library cohstitutes a particularly appropriate
setting which can be most effective in compensating for the difficulties
which schools have been experiencing in teaching literacy skills to rhildren
and youth. The role that public school libraries have played in literacy
education has received little attention in terms of research or other
available data in spite of the high level of interest exhibited by Federal
agencies in the literacy activities undertaken by public school libraries
dnd the considerable amount of support provided by the Federal agencies
to these libraries. Federal resources allocated to public school libraries
range from the development and provision of literacy related materials and
equipment to the arrangements for in-service education and training to
library media specialists. To increase and encourage the literacy activities
provided by public school libraries, to provide leadership in this area,
and to promote effective and innovative literacy strategies for diverse
populations, Federal and state programs are in need of a systematic body
of data concerning the current state-of-the-art in public school library
involvement in literacy. Such data were collected by this study through
a national sample survey of public school libraries.

For the purposes of this study, literacy education provided by public
school libraries was defined more narrowly than the definition used for
the other types of libraries. The definition adopted in response to
the Committee on Education Information Systems (CEIS) requirement refers
to literacy educatior as activities or services explicitly designed to
improve the reading, writing, comprehension and computational skills of
pupils functioning one or more years below grade level, including pupils
for whom English is a second language. Functions classified as literacy
education were distinguished from services t school librarians or
media specialists provide to pupils who function at or above grade level.

2. Public School Characteristics

Four hundred public schools including elementary, junior high schools
aid senior high schools, were sampled. Of these schools, 278 (69.5%)
responded to the survey. The responding schools represent a wide distri-
bution of school sizes, as shown in the table below:

No. of Percent of
Libraries Libraries

School Size (N=278) (%=100)

Schools with 1-399 pupils 98 35

Schools with 400-799 pupils 104 37

Schools with 800-1,999 pupils 41 15

Schools with 2,000 or more pupils 10 4

No Answer 25 9

The majority of the responding schools (N=197; 71%) have pupils
who function below grade level. In fact, nearly one-third of these
schools reported that 30 or more percent of their pupils function
below grade level.2
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Percent of Pupils Functioning
Below Grade Level

No. of
Schools
(N=197)

Percent of
Schools
(%=100)

1-9 percent of pupils 27 14

10-19 percent of pupils 46 23

20-29 percent of pupils 54 27

30-39 percent of pupils 31 16

40-49 percent of pupils 12 6

50-59 percent of pupils 10 5

60 or more percent of pupils 10 5

No Answer 7 4

Of the 197 schools with pupils who function below grade level, 141

schools (72%) provide literacy education services. The majority of the

schools with literacy education services provide such services !:o pupils

functioning one year (n=85; 60%) and two years (n=99; 70%) belt. grade

level. Only eight of these schools (6%) also provide literacy education

to adults.

3. Libraries Involvement in Literacy Education

A. Incentives to Library Involvement in Literacy Education

Only 22 of the 141 public schools which provide literacy education

(16%) involve their library in the provision of these services. Public

school libraries are largely not involved in literacy education activities.

Reasons for their uninvolvement vary. Most often, pulf-'^ school libraries

are not involved in literacy education because such services have been

developed and are provided by other departments or staff in the school

(n=91; 76%). Other reasons for library uninvolvement include:

unavailability of library/resource center staff for assignment

to the provision of literacy education (n=26; 23%);

unavailability of library funds for literacy education

(n=16; 13%); and

library staff do not have training or experience in literacy

education (n=15; 12%). .

Public school library involvement in literacy education is not related

to school size or to the proportion of pupils functioning below grade level.

The 22 libraries active in literacy education represent schools of different

sizes as well as schools where the magnitude of pupil illiteracy varies

greatly. School library length of involvement in literacy education varies

also: seven of the 22 schools became involved in literacy education in 1970

or earlier and the involvement of the other 15 libraries began in 1974 or

later. In most cases (n=18; 82%), these libraries serve all the students

in school who function one or two years below grade level. Two of these

libraries also serve adults, and four libraries provide literacy education

services to bilingual or non-English speaking pupils. Whei. a libraries do

not serve all pupils who function below grade level, reasons given are the

unavailability of library staff or the provision of needed services by
other school staff.
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More than one-half of the libraries (n=13) became involved in literacy
education due to the magnitude of the pupil illiteracy problem which could
not be handled in the classroom. Other incentives to library involvement
include the literacy related qualifications of library staff and their
ability to respond to the individual needs of pupils.

B. Pupils Served

Pupils functioning one or two years below grade level constitute the
target population of libraries literacy education services. Eighteen of
the 22 libraries active in literacy education provide these services to
elementary school pupils, four of the libraries serve high school students
exclusively, and nine of the libraries provide literacy education services
to both elementary and secondary school pupils.

Pupils receiving literacy education services from public school
libraries are demographically heterogeneous. Black (n=18), Hispanic (n=12),
and Asian American (n=10) pupils are served by one-half or more of these
libraries. Also served are Native American (n=6) pupils as well as a
variety of bilingual populations. A few of the public school libraries
involved in literacy education (four or fewer), also provide these services
to mentally, emotionally, or learning disabled pupils.

A variety of methods are used by schools to determine pupils' literacy
education needs. The major methods identified include testing, teacher
judgement, reading placement, a...ld language screening, In 21 of 22 public
schools where libraries are involved in literacy education, teachers play
the key role in identifying pupils in need of literacy education and deter-
mining the assistance these pupils require. Other school personnel most
commonly involved in the identification of pupils in need of literacy
education, are the school psychologist (n=14), and the guidance counselor
(n=11). In a few cases, the school librarian or media specialist (n=3),
and other school personnel such as the reading specialist, math specialist,
speech therapist, special education teacher or a professional examiner are
involved.

Once pupils are identified as needing literacy education services, some
of the schools refer all these pupils to the library. In other schools,
pupil referral to the library for literacy education services is determined
by the teacher or by the individual needs of the pupil.

C. Library Staff Providing Literacy Education

Over one-half (n=13) of the public school libraries which provide
literacy education have one staff member responsible for the services.
Five libraries have two staff who provide literacy education, and the

:maining four libraries have each three to seven staff involved in this
area of service. Twenty of the 22 libraries have full-time staff involved
in literacy education. Seven of the nine libraries with more than one
staff member providing literacy education also have part-time staff.
Volunteers are used only by one library.
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Library staff involved in literacy education either have a Masters

(n=11) or a Bachelors (n=6) in Library Sciences. In approximately one-half

of the libraries, staff involved in literacy education also have a degree

in education (n=10) or a teaching certificate (n=6). In addition to these

academic degrees, nearly all public school libraries active in literacy

education reported that their staff have training and experience in a

variety of literacy related areas including:

audio-visual materials (n=21),

reading (n=17),

writing (n=12),

computational skills (n=10),

Information and Referral (n=9),

material development for special groups in need of literacy

education (n=9),

Englisli as a second language (n=6), and

instructional methods in literacy education (n=6).

To prepare library staff for the provision of literacy education services

eight of the 22 public school libraries (approximately one-third) provide

in-service training to these staff. In-service training is provided mainly

in the areas of reading and the use of audio-visual materials. In-service

training is provided by school district staff in all cases. Also providing

in-service training to library staff involved in literacy education are

State Library Agency or SEA staff (n=3), other library staff (n =3), literacy

associations (n=1), and a variety of outside consultants (n=4) such as

university faculty and Right to Read staff. Library staff in three of the

eight public school libraries which provide in-service training, receive

such training once a year. Staff affiliated with libraries in the other

five schools receive training semi-annually, quarterly or bi-monthly.

Training ranges from one hour to three days.

D. Literacy Education Services Provided by Public School Libraries

Literacy education services are provided by public school libraries

to teachers and to pupils. Overall, these services can be divided into

four major areas:

the identification, selection and provision of materials and

equipment to teachers involved in literacy education and to

pupils who function below grade level,

the identification and provision of bilingual print and

non-print materials;



the use of kits and programs designed for teaching reading,

writing and mathematics to pupils who function below grade
level; and

the instruction of general library skills to pupils in need
of literacy edu,Ition, to allow them easy access to materials
and equipment and thus to encourage them to read.

Literacy education services to teachers and other school staff are
provided by 12 of the 22 public school libraries. Services to teachers
consist of assistance in the location of literacy related materials,
notification of teachers about new materials, and the training of teachers
in the use of these materials.

Literacy education services to pupils are provided individually or
in small groups. The number of hours in which pupils receive literacy
education services each week and the duration of the service period vary
greatly among public school libraries. Generally, pupils receive literacy
education services from the library over the entire school year. Only
two libraries identified the length of service to be shorter than the
school year. Services may range from 30 mthutes each week (four libraries),
to one or two hours (n=10), and to as many as three hours a day.

Pupil progress is evaluated in 10 of the libraries providing literacy
education. Evaluations are conducted by means of skill tests, pupil per-
formance in class, and librarian's perceptions. Pupils who do not progress
at the expected rate, either repeat the instructional program, are referred
to a specialist or are subject to a different literacy instructional method.

E. Literacy Education Materials and Equipment

Public school libraries involved in literacy education use for instruc-
tional purposes "high interest, low vocabulary" books, pamphlets, and
periodicals. Also used are a combination of books and cassettes which
enable the pupil to follow the printed material while listening to its
recording. In addition to printed materials, a variety of audio-visual
materials are used in literacy education. Nearly all the public school
libraries which provide literacy education use:

films, filmstrips and slides (n=21),

sound cassettes (n=20),

records (n=20), and

kits (n=18).

Also used, although by fewer of these libraries are:

talking books (n=11),

art prints (n=9), and

video tape cassettes (n=8).
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Microform and computer aided instructional packages are used by two

libraries only.

Congruent with the type of audio- visual materials used by public
school libraries, are the types of equipment utilized in literacy

education. Most public school libraries which provide literacy educa-

tion services use record players (n=20), tape recorders (n=19), projectors

.0=19), and viewers (n=15). Fewer of the school libraries also use
video tape recorders (n=9), reader printers (n=5), and computer terminals

(n=4).

To provide literacy education, public school libraries, like other

types of libraries, use a variety of print and audio-visual materials.

For nost public school libraries, some of the print and audio-visual

materials and equipment used in literacy education was not part of the

library's collection when library involvement in literacy education

began and had to be purchased. A small portion of the materials used
by public school libraries in literacy education. were developed by

school staff. Materials developed by school staff include games,
worksheets, combined books and cassettes, videotapes, transparencies,

and tests.

In deciding which literacy related print and audio-visual materials

and eql nent to use, nearly all public school libraries involved in

literacy education (n=18) take into account the skill level of the user

as the major decision factor. Also considered are the costs of the

materials (n=9), their availability (n=8), and the number of pupils

likely to use these materials (n=5).

F. Cooperation Between Library Staff and Other
School Staff in Literacy Education

Public school library Staff involved in literacy education cooperate
with a range of school staff as well as with parents of pupils who receive

literacy education. School staff who cooperate with librarians in literacy

education include teachers, school administrators, specialists, counselors
and the School Board.

Teachers cooperate with school library staff in most of the schools

(n=19) where libraries are involved in literacy education. The cooperation

between librarians and teachers is in four areas:

identification and selection of print and audio-visual
materials for literacy education;

identification of pupils in need of literacy education and
the determination of their needs;

planning of literacy education services to be provided to

these pupils; and

informing librarians about pupils' performance and the
progress made by these pupils in class.
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School administrators such as the principal or assistance super-
intendent assist librarians in the provision of literacy education
services in 16 of the 22 schools where libraries are involved in
literacy education. Their cooperation is characterized by joint
decision-making on purchasing new materials, review of literacy
education lesson plans, and informal follow-up of pupils receiving
literacy education. Assistance to librarians involved in literacy
education through the generation of ideas and recommendations on how
to provide literacy education services also comes from the School
Board, guidance counselors and specialists in the areas of reading
and bilingual education. This type of cooperation was reported by
one-half of the libraries involved in literacy education.

Public school librarians also cooperate with parents. Cooperation
with parents, which was reported by over one-third of the libraries,
focuses on two areas. Parents communicate with teachers and librarians
about the special literacy related need-- of their children. Moreover,
parents act as volunteers in the librai s literacy education program.

Frequency of communications between librarians, school staff and
parents varies cons.werably. rmunications with teachers is most
frequent while communications with parents is least frequent. Generally,
librarians communicate with teachers on a daily or weekly basis about
the literacy education program (n=12). Such frequency of communications
is also maintained by six of the 16 libraries which cooperate with school
administrators and by six of the 11 libraries cooperating with specialists
and guidance counselors. Communications with parents concerning literacy
educat:Ion are usually maintained on a monthly or quarterly basis.

Communications between librarians involved in literacy education,
school staff and parents focus on three areas:

assessment of pupil's literacy education needs (n=16);

reports on pupil's progress (n=15); and

consultation on the different aspects of the library's
literacy education program (n=15). Such consultations
may include the need for new materials (n =9),, the planning
of weekly sessions, andparticipation of 1; ary staff in
parent-teacher conferences (n=4).

Ten of the ?2 public school libraries involved in literacy education
cooperate with other libraries in this area of service. Generally, these
libraries cooperate with a large number of other libraries: 11 other
libraries on the average. Areas of cooperation among these libraries
include:

interlibrary loans (n=9);

literacy education material development (n=7);



use of outside consultants (n=6);

provision of in-service training (n=4); and

literacy education program development (n=3).

Only four of the public school libraries providing literacy education
also cooperate with other educational agencies and organizations in their
county. Cooperation with these agenies and organizations is in the areas
of literacy education materials development, literacy education program
development and provision of in-service training in literacy education.

G. Literacy Buciget and Funding Sources

Fourteen of the 22 public school libraries involved in literacy
education provided budget data. Libraries' FY 1980 literacy education
budget varied greatly from $100 to $50,000 with a median of $600. However,
five of the 14 libraries allocated $600 or less to literacy education,
four had a budget of $1,000-$7,000 for literacy education services, one
library allocated $50,000, and the remaining four libraries did not dis-
tinguish between funds expended on literacy education and on general
library services.

Nine of the public school libraries reported Federal funds. Generally,
the amount of Federal funds available to libraries' literacy education
activities did not exceed $1,000. Public schools libraries also reported
that they use state and local funds in providing literacy education services.
The amount of.these funds was also small and did not exceed $1,000. Six
of the public school libraries have had Federal funds for starting their
library's involvement in literacy education. Federal start-up funds
constituted 50 percent or more of their literacy education budget.

Only three of the 14 public school libraries which provided budget
information, reported increases in their literacy education budget since
they had become involved in this area of service. Four of the libraries
indicated that their literacy education budget remained the same, and
seven libraries experienced budget decreases.

H. Difficulties Encountered by Public School
Libraries Involved in Literacy Education

Public school libraries involved in literacy education face a range
of difficulties in providing literacy education services. The difficulties
reported include:

difficulties in obtaining materials and equipment especially
targetted to particular literacy needs of pupils (n=11);

lack of adequate library staff trained in the provision of
literacy education services (n=8);



lack of autonomy in policy making with regard to literacy
education (n=6);

difficulty in obtaining literacy education start-up or
continuation funds (n=5); and

difficulty in obtaining the support of school personnel (n=4).

"hese difficulties mainly constrain the ability of public school libraries
to provide literacy education services to all pupils in need of such
assistance and to allocate adequate service time to pupils.
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3. Summary

The characteristics and nature of involvement of public school
libraries in literacy education are summarized in the matrix below.

Public School Libraries
N = 278

Characteristics of Surveyed Public Schools

Size of

Schools
The surveyed schools varied by number of pupils; 35%
had up to 399 pupils; the number of pupils of 38% of
the zchools ranged between 400 and 799; 15% of the
surveyed schools have 800 to 1,999 pupils; and four
percent have 2,000 or more pupils.

Functioning
Level of
Pupils

The majority of the schools (71%) have pupils who
function one or two years below grade level.

The percent of pupils functioning below grade level
varied. However, in one third of these schools
30% or more of the pupils function below grade
level.

Provision
of Literacy
Education
Services

Nearly three quarters of the schools with pupils
who function one or two years below grade level
provide literacy education services.

Involvement of Public School. Libraries in Literacy Education
N = 22

Extent of
Library
Involvement
in Literacy
Education

Of the 141 schools which provide literacy education,
only 22 of the libraries (16%) are involved in this
area of service.

Length of
Involvement

On the average, the surveyed public school libraries
have been involved in literacy education for seven years.

Incentives
and Barriers
to Library
Involvement
in Literacy
Education

Libraries became involved in literacy education due
to the magnitude of the illiteracy problem in the
school which could not be addressed within the class-
room. Library staff experience in literacy education
and their ability to respond to individual needs also
acted as incentives to involvement.
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Major barriers to public school library involvement in
literacy education reported included the provision of
literacy education by other school staff, the unavail-
ability of funds, and the unavailability of staff or of
trained library staff.

Staff
Characteris
tics

Most of the public school libraries have full time
staff assigned to literacy education. Libraries
usually assign one or two staff members to literacy
education.

Generally these staff have a Library Science degree, a
degree in education, and a literacy related area of
specialization.

In-service training to staff involved in literacy education
is provided by one third of the public school libraries.

Literacy
Education
Services
Provided

Services provided by libraries include the identifica-
tion, selection and maintenance of literacy education
materials and equipment for teachers; and identification
and provision of bilingual literacy education materials,
the use of literacy education kits, and the instruction
of pupils who function below grade level in general
library skills to increase their ease of access to and
use of library services.

Populations
Served

Public school libraries provide literacy education to
elementary school (82%), secondary school (18 %) or
both to elementary and secondary school (41%) pupils who
function one or two years below grade level. Only two of
the libraries provide such services to adults.

Pupils receiving such services are ethnically heterogeneous
and bilingual.

9aterials
and Equipment
Used in
Literacy
Education

Public school libraries use a range of print and
non-print literacy education materials including
high interest/low vocabulary books, pamphlets and
periodicals, combinations of books and cassettes,
kits, films, sound cassettes, and records.

Equipment most commonly used includes record players,
tape recorders, projectors, and viewers.

Computer aided instructional packages are rarely used.
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V

Library Public school libraries involved in literacy educa-
Partic_-z- tion cooperate with a series of school staff such
tion ih as teachers, administrators, specialists, Board members,
Couperative and parents.

Literacy
Education Areas of cooperation include materials identification,
Efforts acquisition, and selection, identification of

pupils in need of literacy education, assessment
of pupil performance, and pupil follow-up.

Half of the public school libraries also cooperate
in literacy education with other libraries in the
areas of interlibrary loans, material development,
provision of in-service training, and use of outside

'consultants.

Liberacy Median literacy education budget reported was $600.

Budget and Use of Federal funds were reported by two-fifths

Funding of the libraries.
Sourzes

Difficulties Public school libraries involved in literacy educa-
Experienced tion experienced difficulties in the identification

in Providing of materials suited for pupils with plrticular

Literacy literacy education needs, unavailability of staff
Education trained in literacy education, lack of library

autonomy in literacy education, and unavailability
of funds.
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and stability in the reading performance of middle school (13 year olds)
and high school (17 year olds) students.
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CHAPTER IV: COMMUNITY COLLEGE LIBRARIES/RESOURCE CENTERS IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Introduction

For the purposes of this study the concepts "library" and "resource
center" are used synonymously.

Om.

Libraries of higher educational institutions have an important role
to play in literacy education. Their primary function lies in the area
of support for the activities of literacy trainers through provision of
materials for literacy teachers and tutors, guidance and assistance to
literacy educators, development of curriculum resource centers for
literacy training materials, development of bilingual materials, and,
where applicable, use the institution's extensions and outreach services
as literacy resources. A particular subset of the libraries of higher
educational institutions, the community college libraries or resource
centers, have a particularly pertinent role to play in literacy education
efforts geared toward adults in their community as well as toward particular
groups of students. Due to the easy accessibility of community college
libraries and the colleges mandate to serve the adult population within
their educational service unit, on one hand, and the personnel and
physical resources and facilities that community colleges libraries
have, on the other hand, community college libraries can reasonably be
expected to become involved in literacy education within their jurisdiction.
Furthermore, given changes in the characteristics of_community college
students due to the policy of open access, the community college library
may provide literacy education to particular groups of its own student
population.

The involvement of community college libraries in the provision of
literacy education services to community college students or to members
of the community at large has not been previously explored. While the
National Center for Education Statistics of tne U.S. Department of
Education periodically surveys libraries of higher educational institutions,
incl&ing community colleges, the data collected in the Higher Education
General Information Survey (REGIS) relate to three issue areas: library
collections, library expenditures, and library staff. Library involvement
in literacy education has not been addressed in *hese periodic surveys.
The inclusion of community college libraries in his study provides
therefore a systematic basis for examining the extent and nature of
involvement of this onset of libraries in literacy education.

2. Characteristics of Surveyed Community College Libraries

The sixty-five surveyed community college libraries represent
community colleges with varied tudent populations ranging in size from
120 students to 70,000, with a median of 2,000 students. In terms of
their geographical distribution, nearly 30 percent each of the community
colleges are located in urban areas (n=18) and suburban areas (n=19),
and 'scent are in rural areas (n=28). In addition to serving the
campu__ in which the libraries are located, community college libraries
tend to serve the community (n=51; 78%) or county (n=3), the extension
campuses (n=30; 46%), or other libraries in the community (n=4).
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One-quarter (n=16) of the community college libraries have off-campus
libraries or satellite resource centers; in most cases c.ne off-campus branch

or resource center. Forty of the libraries (62%) belong to a cooperative

library system.

Community college libraries tend more often to employ staff on a
full-time basis than on a part-time basis in all staff categories. The

number of staff reported by community college libraries varies greatly.
This variance is present in every staff category reported. On the average,

these libraries employ nine full-time equivalents, including two full-time
librarians, one full-time audio-visual and media specialist, one other
full-time professional staff member, and four full-time paraprofessional
staff and library technicians. The use of volunteers has been reported
only by a small number of libraries (n=5) and only on a part-time basis.
Similarly, the use of part-time staff has been reported by a small number
of the surveyed libraries as shown in the table below.

Range
of

Staff

Full-Time Staff

Percent
of

Libraries

Range
of

Staff

Part-Time Staff

Percent
of

Libraries

Median
No. of
Staff

No. of
Libraries
(N = 65)

Median
No. of
Staff

No. of
Libraries
(N = 65)

Librarians 1-9 2 62 95 1-4 1.5 14 22

Audio-Visual &
Media Specialists 1-5 1 37 57 1-2 1 3 5

Other professional
specialists 1-5 1 18 28 1-5 2 7 11

Paraprofessional
staff & technic-
ians 1-31 4 55 85 1-20 2 23 35

Volunteers - 1-6 2 S 8

Other 2-25 2 3 3-25 9 13 20

FTE 1-53 9 50 77

In general, community college libraries require that librarians have

a Master of Library Sciences (MLS). In addition to this academic degree,

surveyed libraries also reported that their staff most frequently have

training and experience in the area of audio-visual materials (n=57; 88%)

and in the provision of Information and Referral services (n=32; 49%).

Fewer libraries also reported that their staff have expertise in the areas

of reading (n=15; 23%), adult education (n=12; 18%), and teaching English

as a second language (n=6; 9%). As a strategy for developing or improving

staff skills, 47 of the libraries (72%) provide in-service training.



Community college library resources varied considerably, although

libraries were generally well equipped. The number of volumes carried
by libraries ranged from 500 to 95,000 with a median of 33,000 volumes

(n=62). For satellite libraries, this figure ranged from 200 to 7,000

volumes with a median of 600 volumes (n=11). In terms of audio-visual
materials and equipment, libraries reported a range of such materials

including:

ON.

Audio-Visual Materials Equipment

Type

No. of
Libraries
(N=65)

Percent
of

Libraries

No. of
Libraries

Type (N=65)

Percent
of

Libraries

Films, film- Models 1 2

strips, slides 61 94 Projectors 60 92
Sound cassettes 60 92 Tape recorders 60 92
Microform 57 88 Record players 59 91
Records 56 86 Microform
Videotape readers 58 89
cassettes 50 77 Reader printers 53 82
Kits 42 65 Videotape
Artprints 20 31 recorders 49 75
Computer managed
instruction

Viewers
Computer terminals

49 75

packages 8 12 terminals 19 29
Talking books 5 8 Arts equipment 2 3

Transparencies. 2 3

Educational toys 1 2

Library annual budgets were reported by 55 of the libraries (85%).

Annual budgets ranged from $5,400 to 4;995,000 with a median of $126,000.
While 80 percent of the libraries reported having Federal funds, this
source represents the smallest amount of funds that community college
libraries have relative to the state and local funds these libraries

reported.

No. of

Median Amount Libraries Percent of

Funding Source Range of Funds of Funds (N = 55) Libraries

Federal funds $1,000-$86,000 $ 3,900 52 95

State funds $10,000-$975,000 $86,966 39 71

Local funds $800-$800,000 $71,229 28 78

Other $500-$178,100 $2C,000 15 42
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Of their annual budget, community college libraries report the largest
expenditures on salaries (range: $14,000-$895,000; median: $75,630; n=56;
86%) and acquisition of materials and equipment (range: $400-$182,942;
median: $35,000; n=57; 88%). Processing and other costs (including over-
head, travel, rent, and training) are considerably lower with a median of
$5,000 (n=39, 60%) and $5,050 (,,=17; 26%), respectively. Approximately
one-quarter of the surveyed libraries reported that their budget had
decreased in the last five years, approximately one-third of the libraries
reported increases in their budget, and nearly two-fifths indicated that
their budget has not changed in the last five years.

About one-third of the community college libraries which participated
in the survey (n=13; 35%) are currently or were previously active in the
area of literacy education. When community college libraries involved in
literacy education are compared with community college libraries not involved
in literacy education in terms of the library characteristics previously
described, the two groups of libraries differ significantly only along two
characteristics: affiliation with a system of libraries and changes in the
budget. Community college libraries which are part of a cooperative library
system are more likely to provide literau education services than those
libraries without such an affiliation (x4 3.44, p(.06, n=64).
Similarly, community college libraries whose budgets have increased in the
last five years are more likely to be active in literacy education than
community college libraries whose budget had decreased or remained unchanged
during that period (x2 = 6.52, p(.05, n=62). The ability to share,
through cooperation, available rrsourc,-s and the access to increased re-
sources are the two most signiheant predictors of the likelihood of involve-
ment in literacy education on part of community college libraries.

3. Incentives and Barriers to the involvement of Community
College Libraries in Literacy Education

The motivations to community college libraries' involvement in literacy
education varied. However, as in the case of public libraries, the most
frequently cited incentive to involvement in literacy education is the need
for literacy education services expressed by community college personnel
and local corm unity groups, institutions and agencies. This incentive was

reported by 10 of the 23 libraries which have been active in providing such
services. Other incentives--access to funds, availability of staff, interest
of library to increase its visibility--were reported only by one or two

libraries.

The barriers identified by libraries to involvement in lit racy education

parallel the incentives. The availability of literacy education services
tlom other departments in the college or other agencies in the community
(n=16; 36%) was reported by the largest number of uninvolved libraries. Also

reported as barriers were lack of funds for undertaking literacy education
activities (n=5; 11%), and absence of demand for literacy services from
community and college staff (n=5; 11%).
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Expressed need for literacy education services by community college
students or members of the local community (n=15; 35%) and the availability
of funding--regardless of the source--for the undertaking of literacy
education activities (n=12; 27%) constitute the major factors that will
motivate community college libraries which have never been involved or
which ceased their involvement in literacy education to provide such services.

4. Literacy Education Services Provided by Community
College Libraries

The length of involvement of community college libraries in literacy
education ranged from one year to 34 years, with a median of nine years.
The roles most frequently undertaken by community college libraries in
literacy education relate to the identification, acquisition and maintenance
of materials and to the provision of space for literacy education classes.
The functions performed least frequently by community college libraries
entail the training of library staff in the provision of these services.
The review of the range of literacy related services and activities under-
taken by community college libraries, listed in the following table, in-
dicate that these libraries tend to support literacy education in performing
their traditional role without the assumption of functions that do not
constitute regular library services. Library involvement in literacy
education through the provision of services that libraries commonly provide
recuires the least investment of library resources. This form of involvement

may be due to resource limitations experienced by community college libraries.

This involvement, however, can also be explained as a result of the location
of these libraries within an edn,:ational institution likely to have the
literacy education training and tutoring expertise in other departments.
Thus, services needed from community college libraries are not likely to be
training and tutoring which can be provided by other college departments,
but those services which only the library can provide most effectively and
efficiently.

Identification, acquisition and maintenance of
materials for remedial readers or low level readers
for use in the library/resource center

Provision of materials and equipment for literacy
education classes

Identification of and assistance in maintenance of
materials for remedial readers or low level readers
for use in a literacy education program undertaken
by a community group, agency or institution

Provision of space for literacy education classes

Provision of materials and equipment for training
literacy education tutors or volunteers
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No. of
Libraries
(N=23)

Pert..ent

of
Libraries

18 78

17 74

13 57

10 43

7 30



Provision of Information and Referral services
on and to available literacy education programs

Provision of outreach services to populations .pith
needs in literacy education

provision of space for training literacy education
tutors or volunteers

Publicizing literacy education activities conducted
by the library/resource center or by other groups,
agencies, or institutions in the community

Identification, acquisition, and maintenance of
literacy materials for interlibrary loans

Training individuals or staff from other college
departments, agencies, institutions or community
groups in the provision of literacy services

Provision of outreach services to community
agencies or institutions involved in literacy
education

Training library/resource center staff in literacy
education activities

A. Populations Served

No. of
Libraries
(N=23)

Percent
of

Libraries

7 30

7 30

7 30

7 30

6 26

4 17

3 13

3 13

Literacy education services provided by community college libraries
are targetted toward students enrolled in the college (n=14; 61%) or toward
members of thcl community (n=8; 35%). Community college libraries involved
in literacy education serve populations of different ethnic background and
educational level. Most of the community college libraries with literacy
education programs served Caucasian (nr18; 78%), Black (n=16; 70%), and
Asian American (n=14; 61%) persons. Also served, although by fewer libraries
are Hispanic (n=11; 48%) and Native American (n =6; 26%) persons. Several of
the libraries focus their literacy education program on services to bilingual
populations. Seven libraries (30%) serve Asian American populations and
three libraries provide services to Hispanic bilingual persons. Although
the bilingual student population in the surveyed community colleges ranged
from one percent to 45 percent, this group cons-,itutes, on the average,
only two percent of the students.

Handicapped people are rarely identified as a target population of
community college libraries' literacy education services. Only few of the
libraries reported that they serve people with different handicapping con-
ditiors such as physically handicapped (n =4), hearing impaired (n=2), learning
disabled (n=2), visually impaired (n=1), mentally retarded (n=1),.. and de-
velopmentally disabled (n=1).

8
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Aside from the community college students served "")), the ,its..racy

education programs of 16 libraries, libraries which serve men ers of the
community deal with populations of low educational level. Seven of the
libraries provide adult basic education services to cormunity members,
three libraries serve migrant populations, and four libraries serve the
geographically isol:aed.

Literacy education needs of these populations are determined mostly
through indications made by college staff and by representatives of commun-
ity groups (n=17; 74%). Over one-half of the libraries also conduct a
college or community needs assessment (n=12; 52%). Other methods for the
determination of literacy education needs are communications with other
literacy education providers (n=6; 26%). The methods used by community

college libraries to assess literacy education needs parallel in type and
frequency the methods these libraries use in order to determine the general
library needs of the populations they serve.

B. Library Staff Involved in Literacy Education

Of the 23 community college libraries involved in literacy education,
only one-half provided information relating to the number and type of
staff assigned to literacy education. A comparison between community
college libraries' total number of staff and the number of staff that
libraries assign to provide literacy education services indicates that
approximately one-half of the staff of libraries with literacy education
programs, provide literacy education services

Library Full-Time Staff Library Part-Time Staff

Range
of

Staff

Median
No. of
Staff

No. of
Libraries

(N = 23)

Percent of
Libraries

Range
of

Staff

Median
No. of
Staff

No. of
Libraries
(N = 23)

Percent of
Libraries

Librarians 1-2 1.2 7 30 1-2 1.5 2 9

Other Professional
Staff 1-6 3.2 7 30 1-5 1.9 7 30

Technicians and
paraprofessional
staff 1-5 2.1 8 35 1-6 3.3 3 *13

Volunteers - - 4 1

Others 1 1

FTE 1-15 1.7 7 30

On the average, librarians spend about 10 hours per week in literacy

education activities. This amount of time is also spent by paraprofessional

and other library technical staff. Other professional staff seem to spend

the largest percent of time--35 hours per week, in the provision of literacy
education services.
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The ech.-rational requirements that community college libraries pose for
librarians who are involved in literacy education are similar to their require-
ments for librarians in general. Most of the libraries with literacy education
services (n=16; 70%) require a Master of Library Sciences. Some of those
libraries require an MLS and a literacy-related area of specialization. Two
libraries require an academic degree, and two libraries require a degree in
education.

The educational and occupational background required by community
college libraries from their paraprofessional staff who provide literacy
education services consist basically of on-the-job training, previous
experience in library work, or previous experience in literacy education.
Only two of the libraries required an academic degree or a degree in
literacy education.

Community college librarians who are assigned to provide literacy
education services generally have a professional background and experience
in literacy related areas. Nearly one-half of the libraries (n=11) reported
that their librarians who are active in literacy education have expertise
in the area of audio-visual materials, one-third (n=8) of the libraries
have librarians with expertise in adult education, six libraries reported
staff with experience in Information and Referral services, five libraries
eported staff with expertise in reading, and one library indicated .gat
heir librarians who are involved in literacy education are skilled in
aching English as a second language.

r

t

to

is
in-s

the
In-se

by fo
profes
respec
involve

In-service training in the provision of literacy education services
provided by a small number of the community college libraries. The

ervice training that is provided is targetted in most cases toward
raraprofessional and technical staff rather than toward librarians.
rvice training to librarians in literacy education was provided only
ur of the libraries. Training for other professional staff and para.:
sional and technical staff was provided by eight and nine libraries,
tively. Three of the libraries prowlded training to volunteer staff
d in literacy education.

C. Literary Education Materials and Equipment

Community college libraries maintain literacy education materials in a variety

of areas. Most commonly, these libraries have materials dealing with basic
skills, job information, and consumer education. One-third to one-half of
the libraries also maintain materials dealing with h',alth informatio..,
English as a second language, survival or coping skills, humanities, and
government and law.

In term
college libr
strips or sli
provision of
materials and

s of audio-visual materials and equipment, most of the community
aries that are involved in literacy education use films, film-
des and sound cassettes, projectors and tape recorders in the
literacy education services. A variety of other audio-visual
equipment is used, although by fewer of the libraries.
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Community college libraries cooperate, on the average, with two other
organizations. Length of cooperation reported by libraries ranged from eight
months to 15 years, with a five year average. The cooperative effort was
initiated most often by the library 9n=12; 86%) than by the cooperating
or3anization or other group or agency. For nearly all of the libraries
(n=12; 86%), cooperation was a basis to develop or become involved in literacy
education. Only two of the cooperating libraries had literacy education
services before they engaged in the cooperative effort. The majority
(n=11; 79%) of the cooperating organizations had existing library pro-
grams before the cooperative effort. Reasons for cooperation en part of
the library were the need for library involvement in literacy edu-ation
and the desire to increase program support through cooperation. On part
of the cooperating organizations, reasons given included the wish to share
and utilize the library's resources and to expand existing programs through
cooperation.

As with public libraries and state institutional libraries the cooperative
effort is largely informal. Written cooperative plans were used only by four
of the cooperating libraries (28%). The plans were similar, specifying the
responsibilities of each participant, funding sources, program activities,
populations to be served, and methods of coordination. Three of the libraries
also included methods for problem resolution in their cooperative plans.
Congruent with the practices used in other types of libraries involved in
a cooperative literacy effort, communications with the cooperating organiza-
tions were handled through informal contacts on an as needed basis (n =9; 64%)
and decisions were made by consensus (n=9; 64%). Decisions concerning the
cooperative effort required approval of the library Director or other
college official in eight of the libraries (57%), whil,'t in six of the
libraries tht library staff member representing the library in the cooperative;

effort could make decisions independently.

College departments, programs, and
community college libraries provide a wi
services covering all program aspects.
provide client/student related services
and tutoring as shown below.

organizatiors cooperating with
de range of literacy education
Most often, the cooperating parties
including identification, intake

Functions Performed by
Cooperating Parties:

No. of
Libraries
(N = 14)

Percent
of

Libraries

Client/student identification 11 79

Client/student intake 10 71

Tutoring clients/students 9 64

Administration of client/student tests 9 64

Provision of materials 8 57

Provision df space for tutoring 8 57

Provision of equipment 8 57

Tutor training 7 50

Provision of space for training 7 50

Provision of client support services 7 50

Identification and selection of materials 1 50

Purchase of materials 6 43

Coordination of cooperative activities 5 36
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Difficulties in the implementation of the cooperative effort were reported

by three of the libraries (21%). These difficulties encountered by the

participating parties were due to insufficiency of funds, lack of official

approval of and support for the cooperative effort, and differences in the

policies and priorities of the cooperatirg parties.

While the majority of the community college libraries involved in literacy

education participate in cooperative efforts, only a few communicated with or

sought assistance and information from Federal and state agencies with regard

to literacy related issues. Seventeen of the 21 libraries which are currently

active in literacy education indicated, however, that either the State

Education Agency or the State Library Agency are aware of their involvement

in literacy education.

E. Literacy Education Budget and Funding Sources

Literacy education budget information was reported only by 10 of the 23

community college libraries with literacy education programs. Based on these

reported budget data, funds that community college libraries allocate to
literacy education activities annually range from $1,000 to $250,000, with

a median of $11,000. The literacy education budget constitutes, on the

average, 8.7 percent of community college libraries' annual budgets. Con-

sequent1;-, the funds allocated to the payment of salaries and acquisitions

( a median of $8,950 and $2,000, respectively) constituted a small percent
(12% and 6%, respectively) of the average funds that community college

libraries expend on these items.

Of the libraries report" funding sources, state and local funding

sources constituted a larger portion of their funds than Federal funds.

Five libraries identified having Federal funds for literacy education

start-up purposes. Federal funds have supported libraries' literacy edu-
cation activities for a period ranging from one year to nine years. For

these libraries, Federal funds provided 50 to 90 percent of their literacy

budget.

Community college libraries' budget for literacy education did not

change in the last five years for five of the libraries. Four librari^s

reported budget increases, and two community college libraries experienced

decreases in their literacy education budget. Changes in literacy education

budgets over tIH last five years were due, in the case of four libraries,

to discontinuation in funding, and in the case of three libraries to the

availability of new funds.

F. Difficulties in the Provision of Literacy Education Services

Community college libraries involved in literacy education experience

difficulties relating to the definition of the library's role in literacy

education (n=8; 35%), to obtaining the support of the community college

in such involvement (n=4), to obtaining start-up (n=4) and continuation

funds (n=6), and to recruiting students (n=2) and securing the services of

tutors (n=2). These difficulties have had an impact on the acquisition or

facilities and space (n=5), availability of trained staff (n=3), on the

provision of in-service training to staff (n=2), and on cooperation with

other agencies (n=2).
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5. Summary

A. General Library Characteristics

Community college characteristics pertaining to location, number of

students, area of service, affiliation with a library system, library
size (satellites), staff characteristics, materials and equipment, annual
budget, and funding sources are summarized in the following matrix.

Community College Library Profile Matrix
General Library Characteristics

N = 65

Location z.urveyed community college libraries were distributed in
urban (28%), suburban (29%) and rural (43%) areas.

Community
College
Size

The number of students in the surveyed community colleges
ranged from 120 to 70,000 with 2,000 as the median
number of students.

Library's
Area of
Service

...----

In addition to serving their campuses, the majority
of the surveyed community college libraries also serve
their community or county (83%).

-

Affiliation
with a
Library
System

--
Nearly two thirds of the community college libraries
belong to a cooperative library system.

..
Library
Size
(Satellites)

One-quarter of the libraries have off-campus libraries .

or satellite resource centers; in most cases they have

one off-campus library or satellite resource center.

Staff Charac-
teristics

6 dlim 7611=1,.-

Community college libraries tend to employ staff on

a full time basis. Number of library staff varies,
with an average of nine full time equivalent em?loyees,
including two librarians, four paraprofessional staff
and one audio-visual or media specialist.

A Masters of Library Science and an area of speciali-
zation are required for librarians.

Materials

and Equipment

.............

The number of volumes community college libraries
have ranged from 500 to 95,000 with a median of

33,000 volumes. Satellite libraries have from 200 -
to 7,000 volumes with a median of 600 volumes.
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,,ibraries also have a large range of audio-visual

materials. Most often they have films, sound cassettes,
microform, records, video-tape cassettes, projectors,
microform readers, tape recorders, and record players.
Nearly 80% also have computer terminals.

And al

Budget

Libraries annual budgets ranged widely from $5,400
to $995,000 with $126,000 as the median budget.

Funding

Sources

The majority of the libraries have multiple funding
sources: Federal, State and local. Federal funds,

however, constitute, the smallest amount of funds.

B. Library Involvement in Literacy Education

The involvement of community college libraries in literacy educa-
tion is summarized in the matrix below in terms of library characteristics,
extent of involvement, length of involvement, incentives and barriers to
involvement, staff characteristics, literacy education services, popula-
tions served, materials and equipment used, participation in cooperative
efforts, budget and funding sources, and difficulties experienced in
providing literacy education.

Community College Library Involvement in Literacy Education
Summary Matrix

N = 23

Characttr-
istics of

Libraries'
Involvement
in Literacy
Education

Community college libraries involved in literacy educa-
tion tend to be'affiliated with a cooperative library
system and tend to have experienced increases in their
budget in the last five year period.

.

1IN

Extent of
Community
College
Libraries'
Involvement
11 Literacy
Education

About one third of the surveyed community college
libraries are involved in literacy education.

Length of
Involvement

On the average (median), community college libraries
have been involved in literacy education for nine

years. Length of involvement varied considerably
from one to 34 years.
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Incentives
anu Barriers
to Library
Involvement
in Literacy
Education

_

Library awareness of the need for literacy education,
access to funds, and the availability of appropriate
staff are the major incentives for community co'lege
library involvement in literacy education.

The availability of other literacy education providers,
and lack of appropriate library staff were identified
as the major barriers to involvement in literacy education.

Staff
Character-
istics

Approximately one half of the libraries' staff provide
literacy education services. Generally, these staff
spend only part of their time on literacy education.

The educational requirements for these staff are a
Master's of Library Science and, in some libraries,
also a literacy related area of specialization.

Only a few libraries provide in-service training in
literacy education.

'Literacy
Eduction
Services
Provided by
Libraries

Populations
Served

Community college libraries provide space and facilities
and materials for students in literacy education classes.

Literac!, education services are provided to community
college students and to members of the community.

The populations served ara ethnically heterogeneous
and bilingual.

Materials and
Equipment
Used in
Literacy
Educating

Most often community college libraries have literacy
related materials in the areas of basic skills, job
information, and consumer education.

To identify education materials most libraries consult
with Adult Basic Education experts.

Also used in literacy education is a range of audio-
visual materials and equipment.

...

Library

Participation
in Coopera-

tive Literacy
Education
Efforts

.........

All community college libraries involved in literacy
eduCation cooperate with other college departmew,s.
Over one-half of the libraries also cooperate with
outside organizations; two organizatiops on the average.
The average period of cooperation is five years. -

Libraries cooperate with organizations xperienced
in literacy education. They become imulved in
literacy through such cooperation.



Cooperation is largely informal, with the cooperative
organizations responsible for student identification
and intake, testing and tutoring.

Literacy
Budget and
Funding
Sources

The average budget community college libraries
allocate to literacy education is $11,000.

Mostly State and local funds are utilized

by libraries. Federal start-up and continuation
funds reported by a portion of the libraries con-
stituted the smallest source.

Difficulties
Experienced
in Providing
Literacy
Education

IMM!:111 ii.
Obtaining literacy education funds, defining the
role of the community college library as a literacy
education provider, and obtaining the support of
the college were identified as the major areas of

difficulty.



CHAPTER V: STATE INSTITUTIONAL LIBRARIES IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Introduction

State institutional libraries have been included by the National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES) as part of their Library General
Information Survey (LIBGIS II).1 The NCES Survey of Special Libraries
Serving State Governments includes libraries "supported by and/or operated
by a State Goverment agency which serve a department(s) or organization(s)
within the State Government."2 Falling within this category are libraries
for staff or residents of State-supported institutions such as prisons,
hospitals, mental health institutions, youth correctional facilities,

.and institutions.fc7 disabled people. As in the case of the NCES survey
of other types of libraries, information is obtained from state institutional
libraries concerning their structure, staff, expenditures, and material col-
lections. The involvement of state institutional libraries in literacy
education--an appropriate area of services given the characteristics of
the resident population--has not been addressed in the NCES surveys, nor
has this issue been explored in available literature. This study constitutes
therefore an initial attempt to examine, on a systematic basis, the
extent and nature of involvement of state institutional libraries in
literacy education.

2. Library Characteristics

Lists of state institutional libraries were compiled with the assistance
of the institutional consultants of the State Library Agencies. A sample of
100 state institutional libraries were subsequently sampled from the compiled
lists. The sample was stratified by state and within state by type of state
institutional library (e.g., health, corrections, etc.).

Eighty of the 100 state institutional libraries surveyed responded to
the questionnaire. The age of state institutional libraries ranged from two
years to 45 years. Nearly three-fifths of these libraries (n=45; 56%) are
located in rural areas, one-fifth (n=16) are located in urban areas, and

one-fifth are in suburban areas. A large percent of the surveyed libraries
are affiliated with library systems. Forty-four percent of the libraries
(n =38) belong to a state cooperative system of libraries, seven of the
libraries (9%) participate in a regional cooperative system, seven others
(9%) are affiliated with various systems, and four libraries (5%) constitute
part of local systems. All the state institutional libraries serve the
residents of their respective instituions. Also served frequently are
institutional staff(n=64; 80%). A few (n=3; 4%) of the state institutional
libraries serve the community in which they are located as well as other
libraries in the area.

Libraries were almost evenly divided in terms of the number of people
they serve among the following categories:

Fewer than SO people
50-99 people
200-499 people
500-1,000 people
Over 1,000 people
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Approximately three-fifth of the libraries serve populations with eight or
fewer years of education (n=46; 48%) and populations with some high school
education (n=48; 60%). Thirteen of the libraries (16%) have patrons with
high school education, and 10 libraries (12%) serve people with college level
educational background. Most of these libraries serve youth (n=50; 63%) and

adults (n=67; 84%). Only 11 of the state institutional libraries (14%)
'list children as their service target population.

The population served by state institutional libraries represents
different ethnic groups. While nearly all the libraries have Caucasian
and Black clients (99% and 94%, respectively), Hispanic persons are served
by 60 percent of the state institutional libraries and Native American
people by 54 percent of the libraries. Asian Americans are listed as a
service population by fewer than one-fifth of the libraries. Of the
populations served, nearly two-fifths (38%) are bilingual.

State institutional libraries have few staff, generally one or two full
time equivalent staff. Over one-half of the libraries have full time
librarians and over one-quarter have full time para-professional and techni-
cal staff. Full time audio-visual specialists, other professional staff
and volunteers were reported by six to 13 of the surveyed libraries (8% to
16%). Part-time staff in all library staff categories were reported by
fewer than one-fifth of the libraries and included on the average one staff
person in each of the categories.

Over ore- quarter of the surveyed state institutional libraries (28%)
require that their librarians have a Master of Library Sciences or work toward
this degree. Approximately one quarter (23%) required a Bachelor of Library

SEiences, and the others requested other academic degrees or degrees in
education. Librarians employed by state institutional libraries have a

variety of specialties. Most frequently librarians have experien.3 and
training in the areas of audio-visual materials (n=45; 56%), adult education
(n=37; 46%) and reading (n=37; 46%). Other areas of specialization reported
by fewer libraries include special education (r. =22; 28%), Information and
Referral (n-21; 26%), bibliotherapy (n=12; 15%), English as a second language

(n=9; 11%), and other literacy-related areas (n=7; 9%). Over one-half (51%)

of the state institutional libraries provide in-service training to their
staff.

The print and non-print materials owed by state institntiona/ libraries'
vary considerably in volume and by media. On the average libraries own 5,000

volumes. The number of volumes owned ranges, however, from 400 to 315,OCO.
In terms of audio visual materials, most frequently, state institutional
libraries have films, filmstrips and slides (n=55; 69%), sound cassettes
(n=55, 60%), and records (n=50; 63%). Other audio-visual materials such as

kits (n=20; 36%), video tape cassettes (n=27; 34%), art prints (n=18; 23%),
talking books (n=18; 23%) and microform (n=8; 11%) are possessed by fewer
libraries. Computer managed instruction packages are least often used by

state institutional libraries (n=4, 5%). None of the libraries reported

having computer terminals.
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Equipment owned by state institutional libraries most often includes

tape recorders (n=58; 73%), projectors (n=56; 70%), and record players

(n=53; 66%). Viewers (n=32; 40%), video tape recorders (n=25; 31%), micro-

form readers (n=11; 14%), and reader printers (n=4; 5%) were reported by a

smaller number of libraries.

On the average, the annual budget of state institutional libraries

is small: $3,775. Budgets ranged, however, from $250 to $100,000. Of the

64 libraries (80%) which provided budget information, 44 libraries (55%)

reported that they have Federal funds and 52 libraries (65%) reported having

state funds. Local funds and funds provided by foundations and donations

were reported only by five libraries. Federal funds ranged from $257 to

$36,000, with a median of $2,441. State funds ranged from $80 to $92,416,

With a median of $3,010.

As with other libraries, state institutional libraries expend the largest

portion of their funds on salaries ($900-$75,000; median $16,128; n=38; 48%).

Acquisitions account for $3,100 of their budget (.$250- $80,000 range; n=65;

31%). Processing costs were reported only by 19 libraries (24%) and were

an average of $960.

In terms of changes in their budget, 3S of the libraries (44%) reported

that their budget has increased in the last five years, 22 libraries (27%)

reported that their budget has not changed, and 16 libraries (20%) faced

budget decreases.

Most respondents agreed that state institutional libraries should act

as educational institutions (n=69; 86%). Interest in and support of the

involvement of state institutional libraries in literacy education were

lower. Such interest and support were stronger among library Directors than

among Boards of Trustees. Eighteen libraries (23%) reported that their

Boards of Trustees are very interested in and strongly support library in-

volvement in literacy education and 16 (20%) libraries reported mild interest

and support on part of their Boards of Trustees. Library Directors were more

interested and supportive of such a role for their state institutional

library. Over one-half of the Directors (n=44; 55%) were highly interested

and supportive, and over one-quarter of the Directors (n=22) indicated some

level of interest and support. Thirty-five of the 80 state institutional

libraries surveyed (44%) are currently involved in the provision of literacy

education services.

State institutional libraries whose Boards of Trustees and Directors

were not very interested and highly supportive of library involvement in

literacy education are significantly less likely to provide literacy

education services than libraries with interested and supportive Trustees

(x2 = 12.78, 13(.0017, n=41) and Directors (x2 = 14.82, p(.006, n=66).

Three other characteristics are significant in distinguishing state

institutional libraries involved in literacy education from those which are

not: the library's age, affiliation with a system of libraries, and the

provision of in-service training to staff. Generally, older state institu-

tional libraries tended to be involved in literacy education more-often than

younger libraries (F=3.32, p<.07, n=80). Similarly, state institutional

libraries which belong to a system of libraries tend to engage in literacy
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education activities more frequently than libraries which do not share

resources with other libraries (x2 = 12.73, p< 03, n=69). Finally, state

institutional libraries that provide in-service training to their staff
are more likely to be involved in literacy education than state institu-

tional libraries which do not provide such training to their staff (x2 = 4.98,

p.03, n=77). Thus, commitment to library involvement in literacy education
and the availability of resources, either through sharing with other libraries

or-through in-house training of staff to perform 1,ew functions, are signi-

ficant contributors to the actual involvement of state institutional
libraries in literacy education.

3. Literacy Education Services Provided by State Institutional Libraries

Thirty-five of the surveyed state institutional libraries are currently
involved in litlracy education activities (44%), one institutional library
was previously involved but ceased its activity due to lack of funding, and

44 libraries have never been involved in literacy education (55%). Length

of libraries' involvement in literacy education ranged from one year to 20

years, with an average of six years.

A. Incentives and Barriers to Library Involvement in Literacy Education

State institutional libraries reported four major reasons for becoming

involved in literacy education. The most frequently cited incentive to

library involvement has been the need for literacy education expressed by

the instituion's residents (n=16; 44%). The library's desire to increase its

role and visibility in the institution (n=5; 14%), access to funds for
literacy education (n=3; 8%) and availability of library staff with interest,

experience and expertise in literacy education (n=4; 11%) are other central

reasons state institutional libraries reported.

The reasons reported by state institutional libraries which are not
active in literacy education for their non-involvement mirror the reasons for
involvement given by the active libraries. The availability of literacy

education services through other departments in the institution accounts for

the non-involvement of 13 libraries in literacy education (30%). Lack of staff

or the inexperience of library staff in literacy education activities were

reported by nine of the libraries (21%) as the major reason for their in-

activity. Other reasons mentioned by one to five libraries for non-involvement

in literacy education are:

Lack of library funds for the undertaking of literacy education

activities;
lack of interest in or support of library's involvement in literacy

education on part of the Board of Trustees; and
lack of access to the institution by volunteers, tutors and otner

literacy education staff.
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State institutional libraries which are currently uninvolved in literacy

education would be motivated to provide literacy education services under one

of the following four conditions. These conditions include availability of

funds for literacy education (n=13; 29%), expressed need for literacy

education by the institution's residents (n=3; 7%), availability of staff

and other personnel with interest and experience in literacy education (n=7;

15%), and interest in and s:pport of library involvement in literacy education

on part of the Board (n=2; 4%).

B. Literacy Education Services

State institutional libraries active in literacy education provide, like

'other types of libraries, a multiplicity of services. Services provided by

most of the libraries include th,.: identification, acquisition and maintenance

of materials for low levtl readers (n=32; 89%), the provision of materials

and equipment for literacy classes (n=26; 72%), and the provision of space

for literacy classes (n =22; 61%). Also provided, although by fewer libraries

are:

Information and Referral services on and to available literacy
education programs (n=16; 44%);

materials and equipment for training literacy education tutors and
volunteers (n=13; 36%);

publicity of literacy education activities conducted by the library
or by other providers in the iistitutions (n=13; 36%);

one-on-one tutoral services (n=13; 36%);

identification, acquisition, and maintenance of literacy materials
for interlibrary loans (n=11; 31%);

training of library staff in literacy education activities
(n=10; 28%);

outreach services to individuals or groups in the institution with
literacy education needs (n=10: 28%);

space for training literacy education tutors or volunteers (n=9,
25%); and

training individuals or staff from other agencies, institutions or
community groups in the provision of literacy education services
(n=3; 8%).
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C. Populations Served

State institutional libraries involved in literacy education target their
activities toward adults (n=15; 42%), youth (n=10; 28%) or a combination of
both (n=6; 17%). Only a few of the libraries provide literacy education
services to children (n=2). The populations served represent different
ethnic groups including, in order of frequency, Black (n=26; 72%), Hispanic
(n.18, 50%), Native American (n=18; 50%), and Asian American (n=4; 11%)
persons.

Also served by state institutional libraries'literacy education programs
are a variety of handicapped persons. The numbers of libraries providing
literacy education services to handicapped persons is small, ranging from two
to five libraries for the following types of handicapped people: emotionally
'disturbed, mentally retarded, physically handicapped, mentally ill, visually

impaired, and hearing impaired. Two of the libraries also serve geographic-

ally isolated populations.

The literacy education services provided by state institutional libraries
are mainly directed toward populations with a low educational level. Twenty-

two of the libraries (61%) serve populations with eight or fewer years of
education and 13 libraries (36%) serve individuals with some high school
education. Two libraries serve people who are high school graduates and
three libraries provide services to individuals with different educational
levels.

The literacy educaticn services to the institutional residents are
determined in most cases by the needs expressed by individuals or groups
in the institutions (n=27; 75%). Other methods that libraries use to
determine needs are an institutional needs assessment (n=18; 50%) and
communications with other literacy education providers (n=14; 39%). The
first two methods for determining needs are frequently used by state
institutional libraries also to identify general library needs. Nearly
all of the surveyed state institutional libraries (n=74; 93%) rely oa the
imlication of need by residents and over one-half of the libraries (n=42;
53%) conduct needs assessments.

D. Library Staff Involved in Literacy Education

State institutional libraries involved in literacy education differ in
the professional requirements they have for librarians who provide literacy
education activities. Seven of the libraries (19%) require their librarians
to have a Master of Library Sciences, eight libraries (22%) want their
librarians to have a Bachelor of Library Sciences, and the remaining
libraries require academic degrees (n=4; 11%), a degree in education (n=4;
11%), teaching experience (n=6; 17%), or some college work in library
sciences (n=2; 5%).

Requirements for para-professional staff also vary. Generally state
institutional libraries require their paraprofessional staff to :lave on the
job training and experience (n=19; 53%). Some libraries require specific
experience in literacy education (n=6; 17%), or an academic degree (n=8; 22%).
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Library staff who participate in the provision of literacy education have
had training and experience in literacy related areas such as: audio-visual
materials (n=21; 58%), reading (n=20; 56%), adult education (n=15; 42%),
Information and Referral (n=13; 36%), special education (n=13; 36%), biblio-
therapy (n=9; 25%), and teaching English as a second language (n=6; 17%).
Moreover, some of the state institutional libraries provide training to
their staff who are involved in literacy education. Such training is provided
by nine libraries (25%) to librarians, by eight libraries (22%) to institu-
tional residents who work in the library, seven libraries (19%) train para-
professional staff, and four libraries (11%) train volunteers involved in
the provision of literacy education services.

Given that the number of staff that state institutional libraries have
is small, these staff generally seem to engage in the provision of literacy
education services as well as in general library services. One-third of
the libraries with literacy education services have a librarian who provides
literacy education, one-quarter of the libraries have other professional
staff involved in this area of service, and approximately one-fifth have
paraprofessional staff and technicians active in literacy education. Only
three of the libraries use volunteers for this purpose. Generally, staff
assigned to literacy education activities spend 20 to 40 percent of their
ti:e in literacy services.

E. Literacy Education Materials and Equipment

The types of materials and equipment used by state institutional libraries
in literacy education reflect the array of audio-visual materials and equipment
these libraries possess. As in the provision of general library services,
state institutional libraries use most frequently films, filmstrips and
slides (n=29; 81%), sound cassettes (n=23; 64%), projectors (n=28; 78%), tape
recorders (n.23, 64%), and record players (n=19; 53%) in providing literacy
education services. Also used', but in lower frequency are the following
audio-visual materials and equipment:

Audio-visual Materials

Percent
of

Libraries

Equipment

Percent'
of

Libraries

No. of
Libraries

(N=35)

No. of
Libraries
(N=35)

Records 16 44 Videotape recordersl8 50
Kits 14 39 Viewers 15 42

Video Tape Cassettes 13 36 Microform readers 3 8

Art prints 8 22 Computer terminals 2 6

Talking books 6 17 Reader printers 1 3

Microform 3 8 Reading machines 1 3

Computer managed
instructional
packages 2 6

Educational games 2 6
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For purposes of iaentifying and selecting literacy education materials
and equipment, state institutional libraries consult with State Library
Agencies (n -25; 69%) and with Adult Basic Education personnel (11.16; 44%).
Few libraries also consult with teachers and other educational staff (n -5;
14%), aLd with LVA or Laubach representatives (nul).

To familiarize institutional residents who participate in the library's
literacy education program with the available literacy related materials and
equipment, state institutional libraries use various methods. Students

become familiar with these materials and equipment through their literacy
tutors (nui13; 36%), displays and advertisements (n -9; 25%), orientation
sessions (n= 6; 17%), word of mouth (n=6; 17%) and referrals (n=3; 8%).

F. State Institutional Library Involvement in Coor.rative Literacy
Education Activities

Of the 35 state institutional libraries active in literacy education, 20
libraries (57%) participate in cooperative literacy efforts. As with other

types of libraries, state institutional libraries cooperate with a variety of

organizations. Most often state institutional libraries cooperate with
literacy related Federal programs, educational institutions and other
state or local agencies. In contract to public libraries, only three of

the state institutional libraries cooperate with literacy volunteer associa-
tions, as demonstrated in the table below:

No. of Percent

Organizations Cooperating with State Libraries of

Institutional Libraries (N=20) Libraries

Federal literacy programs 15 75

Right to Read (1)
Adult Basic Education (6)
CETA, VISTA (1)

State and local agencies 13 65

Educational Institutions 10 50

Elementary schools (5)
Secondary schools (7)
Postsecondary institutions (4)
Adult education (1)

Other divisions in the institution 8 40

Other institutions 2 10

Literacy volunteer associations 3 15

Ethnic or bilingual groups 1 5

State institutional libraries cooperate, on the average, with three other
organizations. The.. average period of cooperation is 6.5 years, with reported
periods of cooperation ranging from one year to 20 years. The cooperative
effort was initiated by the library in 40 percent of the cases and either by
the organization or by other community groups in the remaining cases. Reasons

for cooperation reported by state institutional libraries were similar to
those indicated by public libraries. On part of t%e state institutional
libraries, motivations included the recognition of the need for literacy
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education and the potential to increase program support and resources through
cooperation. On part of the cooperating organizations, the recognition of
and desire to use the library's resources and share financial burdens are
major motivations.

As in the case of public libraries, the cooperative effort served as
the basis for most of the state institutional libraries to become involved
inliteracy education. Furthermore, most of the organizations with which
the state institutional libraries cooperate have had experience in literacy
education prior to the cooperative effort. Only seven (35%) of the state
institutional libraries had literacy education programs prior to cooperation
compared to 65 percent of the cooperating organizations.

The cooperation between state institutional libraries and other organiza-
tions is conducted in a manner similar to that of public libraries. The
cooperation is largely informal. Its informality is reflected in the fact
that only eight of the libraries have written plans and that 16 libraries
communicate informally with their cooperative organizations mostly on an as
needed basis. Decisions concerning the cooperative effort are carried out
most often by consensus and require the approval of an institution's official.

Cooperating organizations are responsible for all literacy education
program aspects except for client tutoring. Most often organizations
cooperating with state institutional libraries identify, select, purchase
or provide materials and equipment for the literacy education programs, least--

often they provide space and conduct the intake of clients, a.1, shown in the
table below.

No. of Percent
Functions Performed by Cooperating Organizations: Libraries of

(N=20) Libraries
Purchase of materials 17 75
Provision of materials 13 65
Identification and selection of materials 12 60
Provision of equipment 12 6G

Client/patron identification 10 50
Administration of client tests 10 50
Provision of client support services 10 50
Coordination a cooperative activities 6 30
Tutor training 6 30
Provision of space for tutor training 5 25
Client /patron intake 4 20
Provision of space for client tutoring 3 15

Only four of the state institutional libraries reported difficulties in
their cooperative efforts. Similarly to public libraries the areas of
difficulty included insufficiency of literacy education funds, unavailability
of staff and staff inexperience in literacy training; difficulities due to
differences in the policies and priorities of the cooperating groups, and
the unavailability of staff time to better plan and coordinate the cooperative
effort.
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G. Relationship with Federal and State Agencies

Relationships with Federal and state agencies regarding literacy
education have been maintained by a relatively small number of the libraries
which are involved in literacy education. Fourteen of the libraries (.39 %)
have requested information from state and Federal agencies including State
Library Agencies (n=9; 25%), Departments of Education (n=4; 11%), Adult
Basic Education (n=3; 8%) and Reading is Fundamental (n=2, 5%). Sixteen of
the libraries (44%) also reported that they sought assistance from their
respective State Library Agencies in preparing grant applications for
literacy funds. In the majority of cases (n=29; 81%), the State Library
Agencies are aware of the involvement of state institutional libraries in
literacy education.

H. Literacy Education Budget and Funding Sources

Literacy education budget information was reported only by 21 of the
state institutional libraries involved in literacy education (58%). On the
basis of the data reported by these libraries the average literacy education
budget of state institutional libraries is $1,097; approximately one-third
of the median annual budget of the surveyed state institutional libraries.
The reported literacy education budgets ranged considerably from $44 to
$40,000.

Federal and state funds comprise the literacy education budget for most
of the libraries providing these data. Federal funds ranged from $44-$25,000
with $1,900 as the median (n=12). State funds ranged from $44-$24,000 with
$1,250 as the median (n=16). Local funds and institutional funds were
reported by two to five libraries ranging from $250-$25,000.

One-half of the libraries have had Federal start-up funds. Federal
funds have been maintained for an average of five years, and account for
one-half of the literacy education funds that state institutional libraries
have.

In the last live years, the literacy education budget of over one-quarter
of the state institutional libraries has increased (n=10); one fifth of the
libraries experienced reductions in their budget; (n=6) and two-fifth of the
libraries reported that their literacy budget has not changed.

I. Difficulties Experienced by Libraries in the Provision of Literacy
Education Services

The most prevalent difficulty encountered by state institutional
libraries involved in literacy education is in the area of funding (n=17;
48%). Six of the libraries experienced difficulties in obtaining start-up
funds (17%) and 11 libraries reported difficulties in obtaining continuation
funds (31%). Defining the library's role in providing literacy education
services (n=9; 25%), in obtaining institutional support (n=4; 11 %) and
autonomy in policy making with regard to literacy education (n=4; 11%) have
been identified as another area of difficulty. Limited resources-accounted
for the third area of difficulty. This problem area was manifested by
difficulties in identifying and securing the services of trained tutors
,'.n=6; 17%), and in lack of access to outside resources (n=3; 8%).
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The difficulities experienced by state institutional libraries in the
provision of literacy education services affected all literacy education
program aspects, including the availability of staff (n=13; 36%), materials
and equipment (n=13; 36%), facilities and space (n=6; 17%). The lack of

access to resources, on the other hand, increased the need for in-service
training to staff (n=7; 19%) and cooperation with other providers of literacy
education in the community and the state (n=2; 6%).



4. Summary

A. General Library Characteristics

The characteristics of surveyed state institutional libraries--age,
location, size of institution, affiliation with a library system, staff
characteristics, populations served, materials and equipment, annual
budget, and funding sources--are summarized in the matrix below.

State Institutional Library Profile Matrix

General Library Characteristics

N=80

Library Age The age of the state institutional libraries ranged
from one year to 45 years.

Location The state institutions are mostly located (60%) in
rural areas; 20% are located in urban areas, and
20% in suburban areas.

Size of
institution

State institutions were almost equally distributed
among five size categories. These size categories
ranged from "50 residents or fewer" to "over 1,000

residents."

[7.ffiliation with
a Library System

Forty-four percent of the libraries belong to a
state cooperative system of libraries. A few of the

libraries' are affiliated with local or regional

library systems.

Staff
Characteristics

State institutional libraries generally have one or
two full-time equivalent staff; only one-half of the
libraries have librarians, and one-quarter have para-

professional staff.

Masters of Library Science is a requirement for
librarians only in one-quarter of the libraries.

Populations
Served

4

State institutional libraries serve staff and resi-

aents. Residents served include mostly ethnically

heterogeneous youths and adults. Nearly two-fifths
of the libraries also serve bilingual residents.
The majority of the institutions have residents
with some high school education.

Materials and
Equipment

t...

State institutional libraries have 5,000 volumes on

the average. Most also have a range of audio-visual
materials and equipment, including films, sound cas-
settes, records; tape records, projectors and record
players.

.1,
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r-
Annual Budget

--..

The median annual budget reported by state
institutional libraries is $3,775. The budgets
ranged however from $250 to $100,000.

Fmnding Sources Over one-half of the libraries have Federal and
State funds. The average amount of Federal funds
is $2,441 and the average amount of State funds
is $3,010.

. B. Library Involvement in Literacy Education

The involvement of state institutional libraries in literacy education
is presented in terms of library characteristics, extent and length of
involvement, incentives and barriers to involvement, staff characteristics,
services provided, populations served, materials and equipment, cooperation
in literacy education, budget and funding sources, and difficulties encount-
ered in providing literacy education services.

State Institutional Library Involvement in Literacy Education

Summary Matrix

N=Z5

Characteristics of
Libraries Involved
in Literacy
Education

State Institutional libraries involved in literacy
education tend to have the support of their Board and
Director for library involvement in this area of
services. These libraries also tend to be older, to
be affiliated with a library system, and to provide
in-service training to their staff.

Extent of State

Institutional
Libraries Involve-
ment in Literacy
Education

Over two-fifths of the state institutional libraries
surveyed are involved in literacy education.

-

Length of
Involvement

Libraries have been involved in literacy education
six years on the average (median). P.riods of
involvement ranged from one year to 20 years.

Incentives and
Barriers to
Library Involve-
ment in Literacy
Education

fhe existence of a need for literacy education was
reported as the main incentive for library involvement,
followed by the desire to increase the library's visi-
bility, and availability of funds and of staff
experienced in literacy education.

'.1. .
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Barriers to involvement were the availability of
literacy education services from other providers,
and the unavailability of staff experienced in
literacy education.

Staff
Characteristics

Given the small number of staff state institutional
libraries have, these staff also devote some of their'
time to the provision of literacy education.

Generally libraries require an academic degree and
a literacy related area of specialization from the
staff involved in this area of service.

Literacy Education
Services Provided
by Libraries

State institutional libraries involved in literacy
identify and provide literacy materials for residents,
materials and equipment for literacy educatior class-
es, and space for classes. Tutoring and training of
tutors is provided by one-third of the libraries,

Populations
Served

.--

State institutional libraries provide literacy educa-
tion to ethnically heterogeneous youths and adults
with eight or fewer years of education or with
some high school education.

Materials and
hquipment Used in
Literacy Education

In identifying and selecting literacy education
materials, libraries consult with State Library
Agencies and with Adult Basic Education experts.

In addition to print materials, over one-third of
the libraries also use records, kits, videotape
cassettes, videotape records, and viewers.

Library Partici-
pation in Coopera-
tive Literacy
hducation Efforts

Over one-half of the libraries cooperate with other
organizations--three organizations on the average--
in literacy education. Libraries usually cooperate
with Federal programs. educational institutions, and
State cr local agencies for six years on the average.

In cooperating with organizations experienced in
literacy education, libraries can undertake a new
area of service.

Cooperation is largely informal. Cooperating organi-
zations are responsible for all program aspects
exclusive of space provision, client intake, and
turoring.
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Literacy Budget
and Funding
Sources

On the average, libraries use $1,097 for literacy edu-
cation. Literacy budgets ranged from $44 to $40,000.

Over one-third of the libraries reported Federal
start-up and continuation funds and State funds.
Libraries have maintained Federal funds for an
average of five years.

Difficulties
Experienced in
Providing Literacy
Education

Unavailability of funds for literacy education and
defining the library's role vis-a-vis this area of
service are the major areas of difficulties en-
countered by state institutional libraries.
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CHAPTER VI: LIBRARIES WITH EXEMPLARY LITERACY EDUCATION PROGRAMS:
A COMPOSITE PROFILE

1. Introduction

While the state-of-the-art survey of libraries and agencies provides
aggregate data on the major issues relating to the extent and nature of
libraries' involvement in literacy education, a more in-depth study of
libraries whose literacy education programs were nominated as presenting
best practice was conducted. This aspect of the study, which sought to
examine in greater detail and depth literacy education 2rograms in librar-
ies, includes seven libraries. The seven libraries were selected from a
pool of 20 libraries nominated as having "exemplary" literacy education

'programs. The selected libraries represent the types of libraries sur-
veyed, i.e., public libraries, public school libraries, community college

libraries, and state institutional libraries. Furthermore, the libraries
were chosen from different regions and exhibit, different approaches to
involvement in literacy education. Two day site visits were conducted to
the selected libraries and a comprehensive set of data and documents con-
cerning each library and its literacy education program features was
obtained, using a methodology described in detail in Chapter I.

The libraries selected for case study include:

1. Public Libraries

The Philadelphia Free Library
Los Angeles County Library
Nicholson Memorial Library

2. Public School Library

Glenridge Junior High School

3. Community College Library

Montgomery County Community College

4. State Institutional Library

Virginia Rehabilitative School Authority

5. Non-Profit Agency Cooperating in Literacy Education

Northern Pueblo Agency Learning Resource Center

The profile of each of the seven libraries is presented in Appendix D.

The chapter examines the seven libraries in terms of commonalities

and differences, in an attempt to create a composite profile of libraries
whose involvement in literacy education resulted in the establishment of
an exemplary program



2. Library Characteristics

The seven libraries vary greatly in their locational characteristics
size, structure, staff composition, materials collections and equipment.
In addition to regional variations, the libraries are located in areas
ranging from inner-city, urban environments (e.g., Philadelphia Free
Library) to rural, geographically remote locations (e.g., Northern Publeo
Agency Learning Resource Center), and include suburban areas (e.g.,
Claridge Junior High School Library and Montgomery County Community
College Resource Center), a mixture of inner-city, industrial, suburban,
and rural communities (e.g., Los Angeles County Library), and institu-
tionalized populations (e.g., Rehabilitative School Authority).

The populations served by the seven libraries are highly heterogeneous
and vary both within and across libraries. The largest population is served
by the Philadelphia Free Library and the Los Angeles County Library. The
smallest population is served by the Northern Pueblo Agency Learning Resource
Center. The Philadelphia Free Library area of service is demographically
neterogeneous including poor and socially isolated groups, recent immigrants,
and middle class and upper middle class professionals. The Los Angeles
County Library serves 91 communities with high proportions of Asian and
foreign born populations. The student population of the Montgomery County
Community College is varied too, including inner-city students with low
educational achievement, recent immigrants and a large group of foreign
students. Heterogeneity is also present in the Glenridge Junior High School
student body combining white and Black working class families with students
bused from distant neighborhoods. The Rehabilitative School Authority (RSA)
and the Nicholson Memorial Library, however, provide services to a more
neterogenous population. The RSA, for example, serves a diverse group of
individuals of different races and ages, the only commonality being that
they are all male and prisoners. Similarly, the Nicholson Memorial Library
encompasses middle class white Americans, poor Blacks, and the Spanish
speaking who are illiterate in their own language, as well as highly educa-
ted Eastern Europeans who only need to speak English well enough to pass
U.S. licensing requirements to pursue their occupations as physicians,

'awyers, and teachers. The populations served by the Northern Pueblo Agency
.earning Resource Center, are homogeneous and consist of Native American
students from several Pueblo tribes with similar heritages.

The seven libraries also differ in size and structure. The Los
Angeles County _Library has 91 regional and community library branches
followed by the Philadelphia Free Library which contains three regional
libraries and 48 branches. The Nicholson Memorial Library, a third public
library, has only two branches. The Glenridge Junior High School Library
and the Montgomery County Community College Resource Center are self con-
tained. The Norther Pueblo Agency Learning Resource Center and the
Virginia Rehabilitative School Authority extend their services to 17 cor-
rectional facilities and to five schools, respectively.

Five of the libraries follow a similar organizational structure. In

addition to directorship positions and central administrative staff, each
of the libraries has several divisions. For instance, the Philadelphia
Free Library's divisions include Processing, Public Services, Administra-

tive Services, and Extension Services. The Los Angeles County Library
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has three divisions of Public Services, Technical Services and Adminis-
tration. Technical Services and Administrative Services are the two
major divisions of the Nicholson Memorial Library. The Virginia Reha-
bilitative School Authority has a Finance/Administration and an Education
division, while the Montgomery County Community College Resource Center
has two major units: a library and a resource center composed of a
Learning Lab, Testing Center, Film Lab and a Video Lab.

OW.

The number, organization, and categories of staff exhibit consider-
able variation as well. The Philadelphia Free Library, the Los Angeles
County Library, and the Virginia Rehabilitative School Authority have a
large number of staff. The Philadelphia Free Library employes 291
librarians, 524 para-professionals and technicians, and 168 maintenance
workers. Similarly, the Virginia Rehabilitative School Authority has a

'staff composed of 226 instructors, 29 aides, and 15 librarians. These
staff work in the correctional facilities or are affiliated with 29
correctional field units which serve the populations of the smaller
facilities. The staff of the other libraries is considerably smaller.
The Glenridge Junior High School Library employs a librarian and an
aide, while the Montgomery County Community College Resource Center has
in addition to the Director, a librarian, four teams (e.g., materials
team, learning lab team, instructional technology delivery team, and a
general instructional support group), part-time instructional aides, and
students who ser-:3 as tutors.

Collections of both print and non-print materials are avilable at
the seven libraries. The size and focus of the collections differ
across libraries. The Philadelphia Free Library and the Los Angeles
County Library have large print (three million and four and one-half
million volumes, respectively) and non-print collections. The Los
Angeles County Library and the Virginia Rehabilitative School Authority
also have special collections reflecting the characteristics of the
population.; they serve, such as bilingual collections or collections of
paperbacks and periodicals, while the Montgomery County Community College
Resource Center has an extensive range of audio visual materials and
equipment and has organized its space and facilities to maximize their
use.

The emerging composite profile of the seven libraries in terms of
their locational, size, staff and organizational characteristics clearly
demonstrates great variance. Similar variance and uniqueness are also
evident when the seven libraries are compared with regard to their in-
volvement in literacy education.

3. Libraries' Involvement in Literacy Education

A. Reasons for Involvement in Literacy Education

The need for literacy education services and the library's desire
to increase its visibility in the institution(s) it serves or in the
community constitute the major incentives for the involvement of the
seven libraries in literacy education. While the need for literacy
education services was reported across libraries, it constituted the
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central incentive for the Northern Pueblo Agency Learning Resource

Center, the Montgomery County Community College Resource Center, and the

Los Angeles County Library. Th..- Northern Pueblo Agency Learning Resource

Center became involved in literacy education as a result of the needs of

the area schools for such services, and the inability of the schools to

purchase the necessary materials and equipment. Due to the distance

among the schools and their geographically remote locations, the schools

could not share materials or equipment. The Center had subsequently

become a repository of materials, extending services to each of the five

schools. Similarly, the Montgomery County Community College Resource

Center began its literacy education program in 1974 in response to the

needs of its increasing foreign student populations. The demographic

changes which took place in the Los Angeles county, the influx of

immigrants and of a large Hispanic population and evidence of decreasing

reading scores motivated the library to provide literacy education

services.

The Nicholson Memorial Library and the Glenridge Junior High School

Library saw involvement in literacy education as a means to increase the

library's visibility and expand its role as well as its clientele. The

Glenridge High School Library wanted to involve the library in all

aspects of school life and be responsive to all school needs as an

information resource and center for curriculum-related activities. The

Nicholson Memorial Library regarded such involvement as particularly

appropriate in light of a 1974 needs assessment indicating need for

assistance in the GED and vocational skill upgrading areas.

Library and.agency commitment to improve the educational skills of

its constituency motivated the Philadelphia Free Library to provide

literacy education classes in the 1920s and 1930s and since the 1960s.

A similar mandate was also indicated by the Virginia Rehabilitative

School Authority.

While the seven libraries became involved in literacy education in

response to needs of their constituencies, library undertaking of this

area of service was largely due to the interest of individual library

staff members in literacy education and their personal commitment to the

initiation and establishment of these services as a priority area, re-

gardless of the degree of support expressed by the Board or by the library

Director.

B. Literacy Education Services Provided

Overall, the seven libraries provide space and facilities, materials

and equipment, and tutoral services. However, the scope of the literacy

education services the libraries provide, the focus of these services

and their approaches to literacy education are unique to each. The

literacy education services provided by each library are briefly presented

in the following matrix.
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Library Literacy Education Services

Philadelphia Free
Library

The literacy education program focuses on the:
development of comprehensive materials
collections and support services for adults
and young adults with low reading skills;

provision of space, coordination services,
and materials for literacy ecucation in
22 library sites;

publicity of literacy education services
through two newsletters and a multi-media
campaign; and

provision of 2,290 individual classes
to 32,000 clients.

Los Angeles
County Library

The program has four literacy centers, serving
about 9,000 clients in basic skills improvement. The
program is both centralized and responsive to local
needs, relying heavily on bilingual librarians and
instructors. Each center is staffed by one member
who tutors, trains, and supervises aides.

The program focus is on English as a Second Language,
and on the improvement of basic skills, through:

provision of tutorial services based on indi-
vidual self-paced sessions with totor's
periodic input; and

acquisition of materials for specific popula-

tions in consultation with language and ethnic
experts.

Nicholson
Memorial
'brary

The program serves approximately 100 clients monthly,
who come to the literacy center on a self-selected
basis. The program focuses on:

instruction on an individualized self-paced
basis as preparation for the GED examinations;

instruction in English as a Second Language to
clients with different levels of basic skills;
and

publicizing available literacy education
services through a multi-media campaign.
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Library Literacy Educaticn Services

Glenridge Junior
High School
Library

....

The program is geared toward the provision of in-
formation and the improvement of students' reading
skills through the:

enrichment of school curriculum; and

educating students in the effective use of the
library (e.g., resiirch procedures).

Montgomery County
tbmmunity College
Resource Center

The Center's involvement began through the Communi-
cations for International Students program designed
for improving the English language skills of foreign

students. The program serves approximately 140 students
each semester. Focusing on the use of audio - visual

materials and equipment, the program also provides in-
structional services to English speakers with low basic

skills. In addition to instruction the program pro-
vides services related to the:

identification and acquisition of literacy

materials;

publicity of services;

production of literacy related videotape
prcgrams; and

testing services.

Virginia
Rehabilitative
School Authority

The Authority provides a range of literacy education
services geared to the particular needs of the facili-
ties residents including:

information and materials;

testing. services at entry and referral to an

appropriate program;

development of three pre-postsecondary pro-

grams;

individual and group instruction; and

personal counseling services.
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Library Literacy Education Services

Northern Pueblo The program focuses on language arts and reading and
Agency Learning has become an integral part of the schools' curriculum
Resource Center planning, information sharing, and use of special

materials. Services provided include:

identification, acquisition and maintenance
of literacy related materials;

needs assessments to determine teacher-
identified unmet needs;

reference services; and

publicity and dissemination of teacher
developed materials.

C. Exemplary Literacy Education Service.

A range of exemplary literacy education services were identified among
the seven libraries. These services represent various. aspects of the
libraries' literacy education programs, but not any of the programs in its
entirety. The variance in the types of services identified as exemplary
resembles, in its scope, the variance in the characteristics and structure
of the libraries and in their approaches to literacy education. Most of
these exemplary literacy education services are unique to the individual
library. In fact, these services are a direct outcome of the particular
environment in which the libraries operate, and are highly responsive both,
to the needs of the population served and to the libraries' resources.

In spite of the variance and uniqueness of the libraries, common pat-
terns of exemplary practices are evident.

Library responsiveness to the demographic and physical environment
and the ability to adapt and tailor. services to changing population
needs while operating effectively within available resources constitutes
a phenomenon that transcends the differences among the seven libraries.
Another common pattern of exemplary practices and services includes the
personal commitment that library staff have exhibited toward library
involvement in literacy education. Such personal commitment constituted
a major incentive to the Philadelphia Free Library, the Los Angeles
County Library, and the Ficholson Memorial Library to become involved in
literacy education. Pers)nal commitment of staff to the development of
a literacy education program was particularly critical in the Los Angeles
County Library where neither the State Library Agency nor the Board of
County Supervisors supported the program initially. Moreover, without
personal commitment to the program, the programs would not have been
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retained in light of the funding and staff cutbacks these libraries have
experienced. For instance, the Philadelphia Free Library has experienced
massive cutbacks which resulted in extensive personnel reallocations and
discontinuation of some services. However, in order to retain literacy
education services, key administrators both reorgPnized the services and
undertook additional responsibilities.

Adding to the personal commitment of library staff to library in-
volvement in literacy education is libraries' perception, and consequently
treatment, of literacy education as a priority area of services. The mani-
festation of the priority status of literacy education lies both in the
integration of literacy education services into the "regular" library functions
and in the retainment of literacy education services in spite of cutbacks in
funding. For example, in the Los Angeles County Library funds and staff time
for literacy tutorals, materials and equipment and facilities have been built
into and absorbed by the library's regular operating budget to such an extent
that the amount the library expands on literacy education cannot be specified.
The integration of literacy education services into the library's daily
operations occurred as a result of discontinuation of State funds. However,
because the literacy education program is considered a vital service by the
county librarian and by other top administrators the library institutional-
ized the program.

Consistent with the responsiveness and commitment of libraries to
literacy education is the proactive character of their practices and their
outreach efforts. Contrary to the more passive approach that libraries
have traditionally taken in seeking new clients or in responding to
changes in need, these libraries have recognized the need "to get out of
the library" and to more aggressively identify needs and provide appro-
priate services in the community or organization. For instance, the
Glenridge Junior High School librarian tried to make the librat: an
integral part of every aspect of school life by closely working with the
teachers to determine needed support, by initiating and implementing the
learning stations concept, and thus turning the library into a "continued"
class room where every teacher spends one day a week. The libraries'
active outreach is physically manifested in the Northern Pueblo Agency
Learning Resource Center's approach to serve five geographically remote
schools which could not previously, due to distance, share materials and
services.

Realizing the need "to get out of the library" ;n order to expand the
served population and provide responsive services is further manifested in
the libraries extensive use of cooperative efforts. Engagement in coopera-

tive efforts is 'aizhly advantageous to libraries: it allows the libraries
to do what they can do best while integrating other services into the program
and facilitates the effective utilization of funds and staff resources. For

example, the Virginia Rehabilitative School Authority was able to increase
its permanent staff through cooperation with the State Education Agency, the
State Library Agency, and the Department of Corrections. The institutional
consultant of the State Library Agency assists the Rehabilitative School
Authority in identifying and interviewing librarians, provides in-service
training to library staff, and manages their materials budget. Similarly,
the Philadelphia Free Library cooperates with agencies providing literacy
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training and tutorial services, services not provided by library staff:
the Philadelphia School District and the Laubach Center for Literacy.
While these two agencies provide the tutorial services, the library pro-
vides space, facilities, materials and equipment. Through participation
in a cooperative effort with CETA the Nicholson Memorial Library was able
to expand its materials and instructional strategies and utilize computer
assisted instruction packages in its range of literacy services. Thus,
libraries' sensitivity and responsiveness to their environment is also
manifested in the libraries use of community and state resources to obtain
funds, share inf.)rmation and expand services.

The use of print and non-print materials and communications technology
and the ability of libraries to deal effectively with resource limitations
are also evident across libraries. However, the approaches employed by
the libraries in resource utilization are unique to each. The primary strate-
gies of resource utilization are briefly described below. These include:

program planning and management,

staff development, and

a we of materials and equipment.

Program Planning and Management. While libraries like the Philadelphia
Free Library, the Los Angeles County Library and the Nicholson Memorial
L:.brary were able to sustain literacy education services in spite of cut-
backs in funds and staff, the Montgomery County Community College Learning
Resource Center is unique in its meticulous planning and program management.
Using five year plans, the Learning Resource Center projects growth
rates and determines efficient resource allocations. The strong, inning
component is evident in careful materials and equipment purchases Ad in
the design of facility space. For example, the Learning Resource Center
has not yet invested in computer-based instruction materials or equipment
since it expects further technological advances in this area in the near
future. Moreover, before purchasing new materials or equipment, all
maintenance costs, cost-effectiveness, and longevity of the product are
carefully assessed. Careful planning of the Center itself is evident.
The Center was aesigned with input from the Director based on projections
of space needs. Another result of the careful and effective planning
and management strategies is the Center's stable funding. The Center is
funded by the college. Despite fund reductions experienced by many of
the college departments, the Center's budget has increased, services
have expanded, and the number of clients has grown. This is attributed
to the Center's zero-based budgeting system which resulted in strict
accountability and cost efficiency in all areas of operation.

Staff Development. The commitment of staff to library involvement in
literacy education is common across the seven libraries. However, the ex-
tent to which all library staff are involved in the literacy effort-in the
Los Angeles County Library is unique. The daily involvement of all library
staff in literacy education corresponds to the integration of the literacy
education program into the routine library operations. Such intensive staff
involvement has been accomplished through formal and informal staff develop-
ment activities manifested in frequent workshops and in-service training in
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literacy related issues and in communications and information sharing
among administrators, tutors, librarians, and support staff. Two types

of training have been provided: training to sensitize all library staff
to the needs and problems of new or low level renders and tutor training.
The first type of training strengthened cooperation among all staff
categories and increased the cohesiveness of the program. The library

also undertook the training of tutors (non-library staff) in available
materials and their orientation to the library's literacy effort. This

type of training was provided in addition to the Laubach or Right-to-
Read training, and increased the cooperation and effectiveness of the
working relationship between the tutors and the library staff.

Use of Materials and Equipment. The print and non-print collections
.of the seven libraries is particularly geared to the interests and needs

of the populations served. The "responsiveness" of the materials is re-
flected in the case of the Virginia Rehabilitative School Authority in
the materirAs selection policy and subsequently in the materials made
available to inmates. The Authority's collection has a large number of
periodicals and paperbacks since this form of literature appears to be
most attractive to inmates. A similar orientation is also present in

the Northern Pueblo Agency Learning Resource Center's materials. The

Center tried to develop a program and materials collection that would he
suited to the characteristics of the Native American children, their
parents and their tribes, taking into account the rich cultural heritage
and bilingual nature of the population.

In addition to the sensitivity and responsiveness manifested by the
libraries to the interests and needs of specific population groups, the
comprehensive materials collections of the Philadelphia Free Library and
the use and maintenance of audio-visual materials and equipment by the
Montgomery County Community College Resource Center are unique.

The literacy ?elated materials collection of the Philadelphia Free
Library consists of a demonstration collection for inspection by literacy
tutors, and a distribution collection which contains multiple copies for

use by clients. The collections, mostly print, make extensive use of
low cost items such as paperbacks, pamphlets, manuals, and workbooks in
a vareity of content areas. The distribution collection serves the
different literacy education efforts in the Philadelphia area. The

materials collection also includes a periodically updated bibliography
of all materials in the demonstration collection. This bibliography

constitutes one of the most complete literacy bibliographic resources
nationally. Also related to the materials collection is a quarterly
newsletter--PIVOT--devoted to issues and materials relevant to adult .

literacy.

Contrary to the heavy emphasis on print materials by the Philadelphia
Free Library's Reader Development Program, is the Montgomery County Com-
munity College Resource Center's focus cn the use of multi-media in

literacy education. The use of multi-media is reflected in the Center's
structure (Film Lab, Video Lab) and built-in equipment, in the extensive use

of videotape in communications and language instruction, in the wide range
of audiovisual equipment acquired by the Center, and in the use of a general
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instructional support team composed of an electronics technician and a
senior clerk to upkeep the equipment, and a team of full-time instruc-
tional technology aides available to transport and operate equipment
in any campus location.

D. Difficulties Encountered in the Provision of Literacy Education

Four of the seven libraries selected for case studies have encount-
ered serious funding and staff cutbacks. The discontinuation of funds
used by the libraries in literacy education, necessitated the reorganiza-
tion of the literacy education program both in terms of staff responsibili-
ties and range of services in the Philadelphia Free Library, the Los Angeles
County Library, and to a lesser extent in the Nicholson Memorial Library,
while the Northern Pueblo Agency Learning Resource Center had to limit
the program's growth. Libraries, in particular the Los Angeles County
Library and the Nicholson Memorial Library, were also affected by the
discontinuation of funding to agercies or Federal programs with which
they cooperated.

Discontinuation of funding largely resulted in budget cuts for materials
purchase, extension services to institutions like health and correctional
facilities. and the use of bookmobiles. Reduction in the number of staff
composed another area affected by funds discontinuation. The reduct'on in
the number of staff limited some of the available literacy services on one
hand, and increased the responsibilities and work load undertaker, by re-
tained staff on the other hand.

The commitment of key staff to library involvement in literacy educa-
tion due to their perception of literacy as a priority area has manifested
itself continuously. Such commitment was evident in the initiation and
development of the literacy program, throughout its implementation, and
particularly during periods of difficulty threatening its survival. The
libraries' ability not only to sustain the literacy education programs,
but also to retain their scope and quality are exemplary in themselves.

A detailed description of each of the seven libraries is presented
in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER VII: NON-PROFIT AGENCIES COOPERATING WITH
LIBRARIES IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Introducticn

Cooperation between libraries and other community based agencies and
organizations in the provision of literacy education services constitutes
as increasingly common phenomenon. Reports on agencies cooperating with
libraries in literacy education (McDonald, 1966)1 identify Literacy
Volunteers of America, Aid to Dependent Children, public media programs,
Right to Read, Parent-Teacher Associations, church and civic groups, and
health and welfare agencies as examples of the range of cooperative agencies.
Recognizing the strategic benefits of library cooperation in community based
literacy education efforts and realizing the reluctance of libraries to
become involved in a "new" area of service, the Appalachian Adult Education
Center (AAEC) developed four models for the planning and implementation of
cooperative literacy programs involving libraries (AAEC, 1973).2

The issue of library participation in cooperative literacy education
programs has been extensively investigated in this study. Data on such
cooperative efforts were obtained not only from the various types of
libraries surveyed but also from agencies which cooperate with libraries
in the provision of these services.

Since the cooperative effort is decided upon and-implemented between
individual libraries and the respective agencies, data on agencies coop-
erating with libraries are not readily available. State Library Agencies
were contacted for assistance in identifying such agencies. Of the 50 SLAs
contacted, only 37 SLAs were able to identify cooperating agencies. A
sample of 100 agencies stratified by state and type of agency was selected.
Approximately 50 agencies responded to the survey. Of the responding
agencies 40 cooperate with libraries in literacy education. This chapter
focuses on these 40 agencies.

2. Agency Characteristics

The agencies included in the analysis vary greatly in their location,

size, age and service area. Of the 40 agencies, 13 are public agencies

(33%), 26 are private agencies (65%), and one agency did not identify

itself as public or private. Six among the private agencies are volunteer

organizations. The surveyed agencies range in age (1-65 years) with 10

years as the median age. Variation is also present in their geographic

location: 15 agencies are located in urban areas (38%), nine in suburban

areas (23%), three in rural areas (8%) and four agencies (10%) serve popu-

lations located in different combinations of urban, suburban and rural

areas. The agencies also differ in the primary services they provide.

Some of the agencies have multiple service areas including.
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No. of

Agencies

r Percent
of

(N=40) Agencies

Literacy Education 17 43
Health 12 30
Education 8 20
Employment 6 15
Advocacy 6 15

Welfare 5 12

Legal Aid 1 3

The agencies' annual budget ranged in size as well as in funding sources.
Thirty agencies provided budget information. Agencies' budgets ranged from
$100 to $5,000,000, with a median budget of $44,000. Eleven of the agencies
-(28%) identified Federal funding in the range of $75-$971,930, with a median
of $42,000. State funding, also reported by 11 agencies (28%) ranged from
$75-$300,000 with a median of $5,100. Local funds, recorded by 12 agencies
(30%) ranged from $1,546 to $411,930 with a median of $14,050. Agencies also
identified other funding sources such as private foundations (9 agencies) and
donations and gifts (11 agencies). Funding provided to 19 agencies by these
sources represented a considerable range as well, from $200 to $300,000 with
a median of $2,150.

3. Agency Involvement in Literacy Education

Thirty-seven of the 40 agencies are currently involved in literacy
education. Length of agency involvement in the area of literacy varies
greatly. Most agencies have been active in this area fewer than 25 years*,
with a median of nine years. Thus, most agencies became involved in literacy
soon after their establishment. Incentives to agencies' involvement in
literacy education are similar to those which motivated libraries to provide
literacy education. Involvement in literacy education was, for the majority
of the agencies, a result of an expressed need by local community groups,
agencies or institutions (n=19, 48%) or of agency staff awareness of
clients' literacy education needs (n=7; 18%). Requests for agency participa-
tion in a cooperative literacy effort (n=1) and access to Federal, state and
local funds to support literacy education (n=5; 12%) were also listed as
motivating factors.

Literacy education services provided by the surveyed agencies are
comprehensive lnd cover all program aspects. Furthermore, most agencies
offer a multiplicity of services including the:

No. of
Agencies

Provision of materials and equipment for (N=40)

Percent
of

Agencies
literacy education classes 28 70

Provision of information and referral services
on and to literacy education programs 24 60

Provision of space for literacy education
classes 22 55
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No. of
Agencies
(N=40)

Percent

of
Agencies

Provision of materials and equipment for
training literacy education tutors
or volunteers 22 55

Training agency staff literacy education
activities 22 55

Provision of space for training literacy
education tutors or volunteers 20 SO

Provision of outreach services to
populations with literacy education needs 20 SO

Training individuals or staff from other
agencies, institutions or community
groups in literacy education 19 48

Counselling clients enrolled in the
literacy education program 17 43

Provision of outreach services to other
community groups, agencies, and
institutions involved in literacy
education, 15 38

Publicizing of literacy education activities
conducted by other groups, agencies, and
institutions in the community 15 38

The agencies use three methods to determine the nature of the literacy'
related needs of their client populations. Their methods, like the methods
used by libraries, are informal. Twenty-saven (68%) agencies report I that
they are guided by the need indications of their clients. Twenty-four (60%)
agencies identify needs through communications with other literacy education
providers. Twenty-three (58%) agencies conduct needs assessments.

The populations receiving the literacy education services vary greatly
in terms of age, ethnic characteristics and educational background. Twenty-
nine (73%) of the agencies target their literacy education activities to
adults (19 or older), five (12%) agencies serve all populations, and four (10%)
agencies provide services both to youth (13-18 years old) and adults.

Nearly all the responding agencies (n=38; 95%) provide literacy education
to caucasian people. A considerable majority of the agencies also serve
bilingual populations such as Asian American people (n=33; 83%), Hispanic
persons (n=30; 75%), Black individuals (n=27; 68%) and Native American
populations (n=19; 48%). Also served are handicapped individuals including:
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No. of

Agencies
(N=40)

Percent
of

Agencies

Mentally retarted 16 40

Physically handicapped 7 18

Learning disabled 4 10

Hearing impaired 4 10

Visually impaired 3 8

Developmentally disabled 2 5

Emotionally disturbed 1 3

One-half of the surveyed agencies, serve populations with eight or fewer
years of education. However, sixteen agencies (40%) target their services
.to individuals with 9-11 years of education, seven agencies (18%) provide
services to high school and college graduates, and five agencies (12%) serve
people with a range of educational background. The provision of literacy
education to relatively well educated populations is explained by the bi-
lingual characteristics of the target populations, for whom learning the
English language, not functional literacy is the major purpose. Eight
agencies (20%) also serve migrant populations and six agencies (15%)
provide literacy services to the geographically isolated.

Agencies' staff who provide literacy education services tend to be more
often part-time employees than full-time employees, and paraprofessional and
volunteer staff than professional staff. Of the agencies that provided staff
information, 12 agencies (32%) have one to three full-time professional staff
involved in literacy education and nine agencies (23%) have between one to
36 part-time professional staff who provide literacy education. Four agencies
(10%) indicated the use of full time para-professional staff and 10 agencies
(25%) reported part-time paraprofessional staff. The number of parapro-
fessional staff involved in literacy education ranged widely from one person
to 150 people. The use of volunteer staff in literacy education is most
common and was reported by three agencies (8%) on a full-time basis and by
25 agencies (63%) on a part-time basis. While approximately one-half of
these agencies used one to 10 volunteers, 13 agencies reported that they
utilize between 20 and 1,700 volunteers.

The educational backgrounds of agencies' staff involved in literacy
education varies both within and across agencies, although the majority of
agencies reported that their staff members had some education related train-
ing or experience. Seven (18%) of the agencies indicated that their staff
had academic degrees in literacy related areas, 14 agencies (35%) have staff
who are teachers and 14 agencies (35%) employed staff with Laubach or literacy
education training. Twenty-one agencies' staff (53%) had other academic
degrees and five agencies (12%) have staff with some college education.
Eight agencies (20%) have staff with varied backgrounds. Given this variance
in staff backgrounds and experience regarding literacy education, training of
staff in the provision of literacy education is essential. Indeed, most
agencies train their staff: 26 agencies (65%) provide training to their
volunteer staff, nine agencies (23%) train their paraprofessional staff, and
11 agencies (28%) provide training to their professional staff.
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4. Cooperative Literacy Activities

An extensive cooperative literacy education network was established by
or with the surveyed agencies. Agencies cooperated on the average with five
to six institutions and groups and have been involved in these cooperative
efforts for an average of five years. Agencies cooperated with a variety of
libraries, literacy education associations, community groups, institutions
:and agencies, as shown in the following table.

Agencies' Cooperation with:

No. of
Agencies
(N=40)

Percent
of

Agencies

Public libraries 30 75

Public school libraries 6 15

Community college libraries 8 20

State institutional libraries 6 15

Literacy volunteer associations 19 48

Federally funded programs such as: 26 65

Right to Read 7

Adult Basic Education 19

CETA, VISTA 9

Ethnic or bilingual community groups 14 35

Education agencies 19 48

Elementary schools 2

Secondary schools S

Post secondary schools 10

Adult education programs 11
School boards 2

State or local institutions 18 45

Prisons 10

Hospitals S

Senior centers ' 3

Residential facilities 3

Other state and local public agencies 13 33

Cooperation between the responding agencies and the libraries, programs,

community groups, institutions and agencies deicribed above was initiated,

in most cases (n=28; 70%), by the surveyed agencies. Reasons for cooperation

included agency assistance in developing a literacy education program (n=13, .

35%), increasing the support to existing programs (n=9, 23%), and undertaking

program coordination or centralization functions (n=5; 12%). Similar reasons

for cooperation were also present in cases where the cooperation was initiated

by libraries, groups, or institutions. These included the need for agency

assistance in program development (n=4) and use of agency resources and

expertise (n=2). Nearly two-thirds of both the responding agencies (n=23;

58%) and the cooperating institutions and groups (n=24; 60%) had literacy

education programs before the cooperative effort was initiated.

Although the majority of the agencies (n=30, 75%) have formal, written

literacy education plans and procedures, their cooperative efforts were less

formal. Only 12 of the agencies (32%) had written plans with the cooperating

institutions and groups. Eight of these agencies had cooperative plans with

one to four institutions and groups. The remaining agencies had a large

number of cooperative plans--10 to 26. The plans specified in most cases the
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responsibilities of the cooperating agencies (n=11), the populat...ons to be

served by them (n=11), program activities (n=10), and methods o' activities'

coordination (n=10). Less frequently (n=7), the cooperative plans indicated

funding sources and arrangements and methods for problem resolution.

The informality of the cooperative efforts is also manifested in the

communication methods used by the agencies and institutions involved. Thirty-

one of the agencies (78%) exchanged information and planned for the delivery

of services through informal contacts implemented on an as needed basis.

Formal meetings among the cooperating agencies, institutions, and programs

were less frequently used. These meetings were scheduled periodically (n=11;

28%) or convened on an as needed basis Cn=10; 25%).

Decisions affecting the cooperating agencies, institutions and groups

required most often consensus (n=20; 50%). During such occasions the

agency representative responsible for coordinating the cooperative effort

needed for most agencies to obtain the approval of the agency's Director

(n=13) or of other agency officials (n=5). Only nine of the agencies gave

the authority to the representative member to make decisions independently.

The range of literacy education functions undertaken by the institutions

and groups cooperating with the surveyed agencies is considerable. In most

instances the role of the co-operating institutions and groups
lies in the

areas of space, materials and equipment provision. More active roles in

literacy education such as training, tutoring, and client testing is provided

by fewer institutions.

Functions Performed by Cooperating Institutions No. of Percent

and Groups: Agencies of

(N=40) Agencies

Provision of space for tutoring
27 68

Client/patron identification
24 60

Purchase of materials
24 60

Provision of materials
23 58

Identification and selection of materials 21 53-

Provision of space for training tutors 19 48

Tutor training
17 43

Tutoring clients
17 43

Provision of equipment
17 43

Provision of client support services 17 43

Coordination of cooperative activities 17 43

Client/patron intake
13 33

Administration of client tests
12 30

The administration and coordination of the cooperative literacy education

effort has posed difficulities to some of the institutions, libraries and

groups. Such difficulties were reported by 10 of the responding agencies and

include F "f unavailability (n=7) or lack of staff experienced in literacy

(n=3), lacK of funds (n=5), difficulty in obtaining official or administra-

tive approval (n=3), decrease in institution's interest in literacy

education (n=2), and lack of client interest (n=4). These difficulties stem

from differences in the policies and priorities of the cooperating agencies

and institutions (n=4), and lack of staff-time committed to the planning and

coordination of the cooperative literacy education effort (n=6).
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5. Relationship with Federal and State Agencies

Fewer than one-half of the responding agencies maintain contacts with
Federal and state agencies. Nineteen agencies (48%) have contacted Federal
and state agencies to request information on the availability of funds for
for literacy education. Thirteen agencies (33%) have contacted Federal and
state agencies to request assistance in the preparation of grant applications
and of literacy education plans. The agencies contacted include:

No. of Percent
Agencies of

(N=40) Agencies
Department of Education 10
Right to Read 5 12

State Library Agency 3 8

Adult Basic Education 2 5

VISTA, CETA 4 10

State Library Commission 2 5

Other Federal agencies 6 16

Other State agencies 4 10

6. Literacy Education Budget and Funding Services

Of the responding agencies, budget information wat reported by 25-28*
agencies. Annual budgets for Fiscal Year 1980 ranged from $200 to $240,000
with a median literacy education budget of $18,000. On the average, Federal
funds constituted the largest source of funds, as shown in the table below.

Median
Source Range of Funds Amount of Funds Nc. of Agencies

Federal $2,833-$138,443 $34,950
State $100-$40,110 $ 5,100
Local $600-$130,000 $ 5,780
Other $200-$105,000 $ 1,000

8

9

11

15

In fact, Federal funds constitute an important start-up and continuation source
for agencies. Ten of the agencies indicated that all or nearly all of their
start-up monies (80-100%) came from Federal sources. Furthermore, these
agencies have utilized Federal funds for an average of 4.5 years and provided
nearly two-thirds of their literacy education services under these funds as
shown below.

Proportion of Funds Used Since Agency Became Active in Literacy Education:
Range of Median % No. of

Funding Source Funds of Funds Agencies

Federal 1-100% 64%

State 1-54% 35%

Local 5-100% 98%
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The level of funds allocated by agencies to literacy education has

flunctuated since agencies became active in literacy education both in terms

of the amount and the funding sources. Eighteen (45%) of the agencies reported

increases in their literacy education budgets. Eight agencies (20%) maintained

a consistent level of funding, and two agencies (5%) decreased their literacy

education effort.

While the level of funding increased or remained the same for most

agencies, nine agencies (23%) were affected by discontinuation of funds

and 15 agencies (38%) had to identify and obtain funds from the new fund-

ing sources. The discontinuation of funds and the need to obtain funds

from a variety of sources had an impact on several aspects of the agencies

literacy education program. Eleven agencies reported changes in literacy

education activities and five agencies reported changes in the populations

served particularly in age and ethnic background.

7. Difficulities Encountered in the Provision of Literacy Education

The availability of funds for literacy education was identified as an
area of difficulty agencies encounter. Fourteen of the responding agencies
(35%) indicated that obtaining literacy education continuation funds and six
agencies (15%) indicated that getting start-up funds were major difficulities
they had encountered. Although funding issues were identified as major areas
of difficulty, agencies were more concerned with' the development of a good
program. The identification and participation of trained tutors (n =19, 48%),
obtaining community support (n=15; 38%)securing interagency coordination
(n=7; 18%), and definihg the role of the agency as a literacy education
provider (n=4; 10%)--different aspects of program development and mangement--
were identified as major areas of difficulty which they had experienced.

These difficulties affected the scope of the agencies' literacy education
program (n=12; 30%), cooperation with other agencies in the community and
state (n=7; 18%), as well as the quality of their program. Impact on the
literacy education program included availability of staff (n=16; 40%),
acquisition of materials and equipment (n =6; 15%), availability of space or
facilities (n=6; 15%), and the provision of in-service training to staff
(n=4; 10%).



8. Summary

Agencies cooperating with libraries in literacy education were sur-
veyed in terms of their characteristics--age, public/private nature,
location, primary services, budget, and funding sources--their involve-
ment in literacy education--length of involvement, incentives to involve-
ment, staff characteristics, literacy education services provided, and
populations served, and budget and funding sources--and the nature of
their cooperation with libraries and other organizations in literacy
education.

Agencies Cooperating with Libraries in Literacy Education

Profile Matrix

N =4 0

General Character-
istics of Cooper-
ating Agencies

Surveyed agencies varied greatly in their general
characteristics. The agencies are an average (median)
of 10 years old, they are mostly private agencies
(only one-third are public) located in urban and sub-
urban areas, provide a range of health, social and
educational services, with an average annual budget
of $44,000, orginating from a variety of funding
sources, including Federal funds.

Agencies Involvement in Literacy Education

Length of
Involvement

1

On the average, agencies have been involved in
literacy education for a period of nine years.

Incentives to
Involvement

Agencies' awareness of the need for literacy educa-
tion services was reported as the primary incentive
for their involvement.

Staff Character-
istics

Agencies tend most often to use part-time employees
and volunteers in the provision of literacy educa-
tion The number of paid and volunteer staff varied
greatly.

Most staff involved in literacy education had some
education related training or experience, although
their educational backgrounds varied.

Most agencies provide in-service training to their
staff.



Literacy Educa-
tion Services

Provided

Agencies provide multiple literacy education services
includi%g materials and equipment, Information and
Referral, space, outreach, and counseling.

Populations
Served

Agencies provide services mostly n adults with lower

educational levels. Also served al bilingual pop-

ulations who are well educated. Populations served

are ethnically heterogeneous.

Budget and
Funding Sources

On the average, agencies allocate $18,000 annually to
literacy education. While Federal funds were avail-
able to one-quarter or fewer of the agencies for
start-up and continuation purposes, they constituted
the largest source of funds.

Agencies' Cooperation with Libraries and Other Organizations

Number of
Cooperating
Organizations

---......--

On the average agencies cooperate with five to six
organizations in literacy education.

_

Length of
Cooperation

Five years is the average duration of a cooperative

effort.

Nature of Cooper-
sting Organiza-
tions

In addition to cooperation with public libraries,
public school libraries, community college libraries
and state institutional libraries, agencies cooperate
with Federally funded programs related to literacy. .

Initiation of
Cooperation

Agencies initiate most of the cooperative efforts in
which they participate. Two-thirds of the cooper-
ating organizations had literacy education programs
prior to their-cooperation with the surveyed agencies.

Services Provided
by Cooperating
Organizations

Most often cooperating organizations and libraries prod
vide space, identify clients, and purchase materials.
Tutor training, testing and turoring are performed by
two-fifths or fewer of the cooperating organizations.

Difficulties
Experienced in
Providing Literacy
Education

I Obtaining start-up and continuation funds for
literacy education, identification and recruitment
of tutors, and obtaining community support were re-
proted as the three major areas of difficulty.
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CHAPTER VIII: STATE LIBRARY AGENCIES:
SUPPORT AND INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Introduction

The ALA Standards for Library Functions At the State Level (ALA, 1970),1
foster the role of State Library Agencies in leading, participating and
coordinating "the total local library planning and development within a
state."2 The extent to which State Library Agencies use this leadership
role and the multiplicity of services which they provide (e.g., consulta-
tion, resource back-up, distribution of Federal and State funds, etc.) to
support library involvement in literacy education has received little
attention in the literature to date (Fleming, 1979).3 The potential sup-
po-rt and assistance that State Library Agencies can provide is both com-
prehensive (McCallan, 1980)4 and crucial since...

"...there is not a consensus among librarians that illiteracy is
a proper problem for libraries to deal with. Part of the lack of
agreement is no doubt the perennial problem of a shortage of money
and of staff, and too little of either to adequately handle existing
programs...Part could be a reluctance to tackle what appears to be an
insurmountable burden."5

To document the role that State Library Agencies play in promoting
the involvement of libraries in literacy education, their awareness of
literacy education activities undertaken by libraries at the local level,
and their perception of literacy education as a priority for libraries, a
questionnaire was mailed to 50 State Library Agencies. The questionnaire
also inquired into the location and authority of State Library Agencies
over different types of libraries, the general functions they perform
and services provided by them. Forty-three agencies (86%) responded to
the questionnaire.

2. State Library Agency: Location and Jurisdiction

Of the 43 responding State Library Agencies, 18 agencies (42%) are
independent state agencies, 16 (37%) are located within State Education
Agencies (SEAS), and nine (21%) are located within other state agencies.

Most commonly, State Library Agencies have jurisdiction over public
libraries (n = 42) and state institutional libraries (n = 35). Nine of
the surveyed SLAs have jurisdiction over public school libraries, and five
SLAs also reported authority over community college libraries.

3. Functions Performed and Services Provided by State Library Agencies

As documented by Fleming, (1979),6 State Library Agencies perform a
variety of functions. Among the range of functions which are likely to be
performed by State Library Agencies, all of the responding SLAs allocate
Federal and state funds to libraries. The availability of funds is pub-
licized by the State Library Agencies using a variety of means. Most
commonly, SLAs publicize the availability of funds in newsletters and
mailings (91%), or during the provision of consultant services to local
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libraries (81%). Over one-half of the SLAs use workshops (58%) or request
by libraries (58%) to publicize available funds. Library conventions (37%)
and regularly scheduled SLA meetings with library personnel (35%) constitute
additional opportunities for this purpose. Using these communication chan-
nels, nearly all of the SLAs publicize fund availability for public libraries
(91%) and state institutional libraries (88%). Availability of funds for

community college libraries (40%) and public school libraries (28%) is pub-
liQized by fewer SLAs, since fewer have jurisdiction over these types of

libraries.

In addition to the fund allocation function, State Libarary Agencies also
provide consultative and coordination services (98%). To a lesser extent, SLAs
are involved in the licensing and certification of professional library staff
(30 %), as well as in the:

No. of Percent
SLAs of

Provision of general reference services where the (14'43) SLAs
SLA functions as a resource center 5 12

Provision of programs to special needs populations

Coordination of library cooperation

Coordination of interlibrary loans

Serving as a document depository

2 5

2 5

1 2

1 2

In examining the services that State Library Agencies provide to the

different types of libraries,"the following services were reported most

frequently:

I

Public
Libraries

State
Institu-
tional
Libraries

Public
School
Libraries

Community
College
Libraries

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

No..of Percen
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

Assistance in library
planning and program
development 41 95 31 72 10 23 5 11

Consultations on inprovement
of library facilities 41 95 31 72 9 21 8 19

In-service training or other
staff development for
local library staff 39 91 32 74 17 - 40 14 33

Assistance in conducting
local needs assessment 34 79 25 58 7 16 4 9
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Publ:c .

Libraries

State
Institu-
tional
Libraries

Public
School
Libraries

Community
College
Libraries

Acquisition of special equip-
ment (e.g., computers, educa-

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=431 SLAs

No. of Percent
SLAs of

_0=431 SLAs

No. of Percent
SLAs of
IN=43) SLAs

No. of Percer
of

(N =43) SLAB

tional television hook-ups) 23 53 8 19 2 4 9 21

Identification of new print and
non-print materials which
libtaries may wish to acquire
for their respective col-
lections 21 49 19 44 8 19 3 7

Recruitment of key specialized
staff for local libraries
(through LSA representation
on Search and Screen com-
mittees 9 21 9 21 1 2 1 2

As reflected in this table, in addition to financial support, State
Library Agencies provide a wide range of services to local libraries which
affect all aspects of library operations--facilities, Programs, staff and
materials. Given the fact that only nine of the SLAs have jurisdiction over
public school libraries and five SLAs have jurisdiction over community
college libraries, it is interesting to note that in-service training and.
other staff development activities are provided by 40% of the SLAs to public
school libraries and by 30% of the SLAs to community college libraries.

In providing a wide range of services to different types of libraries,
State Library Agencies are guided by the five year state plan (required by
Title I and III of LSCA). In addition to the SLA state plan, 27 of the 43
responding State Library Agencies (63%) also utilize other plans. Twelve
State Library Agencies have formal state plans for all types of libraries
within their jurisdiction. Six State Library Agencies have individual plans
developed by each of the libraries in their sta*P which are under the SLA
jurisdiction. Eleven SLAs have such plans from some of the libraries: three

SLAs maintain individual plans of public libraries, five SLAs have plans
developed by regional libraries, and one SLA has plans of cooperative
libraries.

Coordination of library planning and program development activities
with other state agencies as well a.; with other SLAs is common. Over
one-half (n=23; 53%) of the responding State Library Agencies reported that
they coordinate their activities with other agencies in their state. Most

of these State Library Agencies coordinate their library planning and program
development activities with State Education Agencies (n=21; 49%), Human and
Social Service state agencies (n=9; 21%) and Departments of Corrections
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(n=7; 16%). The nature of the coordinaticn ranges from the exchange of

annual reports (n=11; 26%), the conduct of intensive planning and program

evaluation (n=10; 23%), joint budget planning (n =5; 11%), plan or program

review (n=3; 7%), and the exchange of information and resources (n=3; 7%).

Also common among State Library Agencies (n=31; 72%) is participation in

cooperative activities with State Library Agencies from other states. Of

the SLAs identified as participating in cooperative activities, the Nei..

England SLAs were ranked highest. 7 In addition to cooperation with other

SLAs, responding agencies also reported cooperation with organizations such as

the Western Council (n=14; 33%), the Pacific Northwest SLAs (n=5; 11%), all

New England SLAs (n=2; 5%), and the Mountain-Plains Library Association

(n=2; 5%).

4. Libraries Involvement in Literacy Education: A State View

Of the 43 responding State Library Agencies, 32 SLAs (74%) reported on

the involvement of libraries in their respective states in literacy

education. The percent of libraries involved in literacy education ranged

from one percent to 70 percent with a median of eight percent. Thus, 16 SLAs

(37%), estimated that between one percent and eight percent of the libraries

in their state are active in literacy education, eight SLAs (25%) reported

that 10 percent to 15 percent of the libraries in their states provide

literacy education services, seven SLAs (16%) estimated that between

20 percent and 40 percent of their libraries conduct literacy education,

and one SLA (3%) stated that the majority of the libraries in their states

(60-70%) undertake such activities, as shown in the following table. However,

the percent of libraries involved in literacy education was not associated

with the SLAs perceptions of literacy education as a priority.

States with
10% or More of Libraries
Involved in Literacy Education

Percent of
Libraries Involved
in Literacy Education

Arizona 10%

Missouri 10%

New Jersey 10%

South Carolina 10%

Virginia 10%

Maryland 12%

North Carolina 14%

Washington 15%

Georgia 20%

Illinois 20%

Minnesota 20%

New York 20%

West Virginia 27%

New Mexico 35%

Alabama 40%

Florida 70%
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Literacy education services are provided by libraries to a range of
populations regardless of age. Public libraries, public school libraries,
and state institutional libraries provide literacy education services to
children (up to the age of 12), youth (13-18 years old), and adults (19 years
or older). Community college libraries target their literacy education
activities, as expected, mostly toward youth and adults. Generally., except
for public school libraries, literacy education activities are more heavily
targetted toward adult populations, as shown in the table below.

Number of SLAs in Whose States Libraries
Provide Literacy Education to the Following Populations

Children Youth Adults
No. of Percent No. OTFiicent No. OTPercent
SLAs
(N=43)

of
SLAs

SLAs
(N=43)

of
SLAs

SLAs
(N=43)

of
SLAs

Public Libraries 20 47 20 47 30 70

Public School Libraries 19 44 19 44 8 17

Community College Libraries -- 5 12 13 30

State Institutional Libraries 8 17 18 42 23 53

The involvement of libraries in literacy education can range from the
provision of space, facilities and equipment for literacy education

activities, the development of materials or material collections for these
populations, publicizing the library's or other agencies' literacy programs,
training of library staff in providing literacy education services, to client
identification, testing and tutoring. Between one-third and one-half of the
State Library Agencies reported that only few of their libraries which are
involved in literacy education provide this range of services. Services .

provided most frequently by the largest percentage of libraries (50% or more)
involved in literacy education include the development'of materials

collections and the publicity of literacy education services provided by
libraries and other agencies. The provision of library space and tutors
for teaching literacy skills and the provision of outreach and extension
literacy services are the most prevalent services undertaken by one-quarter
to one-half of the libraries involved in literacy education.

In spite of the fact that the number of libraries involved in literacy
education is relatively small in most states and that the services provided
by libraries are not extensive, indicating a limited scope of library
involvement, most State Library Agencies agreed that libraries' involvement,
regardless of type of library, has mostly increased in the past five years.
No State Library Agency in whose state libraries are involved in literacy
education reported a decrease in this area, as shown in the table below.
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Libraries' Involvement in
Literacy Education Has . . .

Increased in the past

Public
Libraries

No. of Percent

(N =43) SLAB

State
Institu-
tional
Libraries

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

Public
School
Libraries

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

Community
College
Libraries4

No. of Percen
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

five years 28 88 21 66 17 53 15 47

Stayed the same 4 12 7 22 3 9 4 13

Decreased in the past

five years I

Furthermore, the majority of the State Library Agencies also foresee
library involvement in literacy education as a major priority across all

types of librarie;. This perception is however most prevalent for public
school libraries, state institutional libraries, and community college
libraries and least prevalent with regard to public libraries. Only 57 percent

of the SLAs believe that literacy education should be a major priority for
public libraries compared to over 30 percent of the SLAs who agree that
literacy education constitutes a high priority for public school libraries
and state institutional libraries and 70 percent of the SLAs who see it as a
major priority for community .college libraries.

Consistent with these perceptions are State Library Agencies' expecta-
tions that libraries' involvement in literacy education, regardless of
library type, will increase further In the next five years.



State
Library
Agencies

Level of Involvement in Literacy Education

State

Institu-
tional
Libraries

Public

Libraries

Public

School
Libraries

Community
College
Libraries

Greatly

No. of
SLAs
(N=43)

Percent
of
SLAs

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

No. of Percent
SLAs of
(N=43) SLAs

No. of Percen

(N =43) 3) Sils

increase 8 19 6 14 10 23 8 19 5 12

Somewhat
increase 20 47 29 67 19 44 14 32 13 42

No change 11 25 3 7 8 19 11 26 9 21

Somewhat

decrease 1 2 2
1 2

Greatly
decrease

No answer 3 7 3 7 6 14 10 23 10 23

SLAB perceptions of literacy education as a priority area was highly
related to the inclusion of this priority area in the SLAs five year plan
(r=.31;ccv.04; n=34), and with the range of activities undertaken lor the SLA
to support library involvement in literacy education (x2=20.47;Ke-.03; r=.58;
w--.0001; n=38).

S. State Library Agencies Involvement in Literacy Education

Parallel to the anticipated increase of libraries involvement in
literacy education are the expectations of most State Library Agencies that
their agencies' involvement in literacy education will greatly or somewhat .

increase in the next five year period. The largest cluster of State Library
Agencies (n=30) became involved in literacy education as a result of interest
in or knowledge possessed by agency staff of this subject area. Interest in
qualifying for federal grants, LSCA grant request, and recognition of the
state need for literacy education instigated three or four State Library
Agencies to initiate such involvement. Literacy education constitutes a

recognized program area in the Five Year Plans of 17 State Library Agencies.
Usually, one professional staff is assigned by State Library Agency to
literacy education activities. This staff member spends on the average one-
quarter or less of his/her time on literacy education. The functions carried
out by these staff include workshops and presentations (n=11; 34%)-, assist-
ance in program development and planning (n=9; 28%), information-provision
(n=7; 22%), consultation and technical assistance (n=6; 19%), fund alloca-
tion (n=9; 16%), and assistance in grant development (n=3; 9%).
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Most SLAs (n=37) provide direct support to libraries. In particular,
State Library Agencies have been instrumental in supporting or assisting
libraries,' literacy education activities through assistance to libraries in
planning literacy education activities (n=22; 59%), evaluation and review of
libraries' proposals for developing literacy education programs (n=19; 51%),
provision of technical assistance or the support of such assistance (n=18; 49%),
evaluation of libraries' literacy education activities (n=11; 30%), and
provision of funds for literacy education (n=29; 78%).

The provision of Federal funds to assist libraries in providing literacy
education services has generally increased in the last five years (n=21; 49%)
or stayed the same (n=11; 26%). A similar trend is reported by SLAs for
State funds: 15 SLAs (35%) provided more state funds to libraries for
literacy education and 11 SLAs (26%) maintained the same level of funding.

As perceived by State Library Agencies, reasons for libraries' non-involvement
in literacy education activities fall into three categories. Lack of community
demand for libraries' involvement in literacy education either due to lack of
need, library unawareness of such need, or the existence of literacy education
programs in the community (n=17; 39%). The unavailability of library staff
for assignment to literacy education or the lack of experience on part of
library staff in literacy education (n=13; 31%) constitute the second perceived
barrier. The unavailability of funds for providing literacy education services
(n =12; 28%) is the third major barrier.

Strategies for overcoming these barriers were identified by 37 of the
responding State Library Agencies. These strategies generally correspond to
the problem areas and include increase in the awareness of the public or
community as well as of libraries of the need for literacy education (n=15;
41%), greater cooperation with libraries and government agencies (n=12; 32%),
and increase in funding (n=10; 27%).
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6. Summary

Three types of data were obtained from State Library Agencies (SLAs):
data concerning agency characteristics and general functions, data on the
agencies' involvement in literacy education, and data pertaining to
libraries activities in literacy education in the respective states. These
data are presented in the matrix below.

State Library Agencies Summary Matrix

N=43

Agencies Characteristics and Functions

Agency
Placement

Three categories of SLAs were identified: independ-
ent agencies (42%), SLAs placed within State Education
Agencies (37%), and SLAs placed within other State
agencies (21%).

Agency
Jurisdiction

Most frequently SLAs have jurisdiction over public
libraries and state institutional libraries.

Functions Per-
formed by SLAs

SLAs perform multiple functions. Most frequently
they publicize and distribute Federal and State funds
to libraries and provide consultative and coordination
services including assistance to libraries in planning
and program development, improvement of facilities,
in-service training to library staff, and local needs
assessment.

SLAs Cooperation
with Other State
Agencies

Over one-half of the SLAs cooperate with other agen-
cies in their state including State Education Agencies
and human and social service agencies.

Nearly three-quarters of the SLAs also coordinate
with SLAs in other states.

Involvement of State Library Agencies in Literacy Education

Reasons For
Agency Involve-
ment in Literacy
Education

Most SLAs became involved in literacy education due
to the interest in or knowledge of agency staff in
this area of service.

Staff
Characteristics

Generally one professional staff member is assigned
to literacy education, spending approximately one-
quarter time on this area of service.

.

Formality of
SLA Involvement

State plans of two-fifth of the SLAs include "literacy
educe ion" as a recognized program area involving
libraiies.

.
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....,
Literacy Education
Services Provided
by SLAs

SLAs provide a range of literacy education services
including: direct assistance to libraries in plan-
ring literacy education activities, evaluation of
library proposals for developing literacy education
programs, provision of technical assistance to
libraries, and funds for literacy education.

SLAs' Views or Libraries' Involvement in Literacy Education

Extent of
Libraries
Involvement

Three-quarters of the SLAs reported that libraries
in their states are involved in literacy education.
Proportion of involved libraries ranged from one percent,
to 70%.

Barriers to
Libraries Involve-
ment in Literacy
Education

SLAs identified three major barriers to libraries in-
volvement in literacy education: lack of community
demand for such services, unavailability of library
staff, and unavailability of funds for literacy
education.

Literacy Education
Services Provided
by Libraries

Literacy education services provided most commonly by
libraries include development of literacy materials
collections, publicity of literacy education services,
and provision of space and tutors.-

Populations
Served

Literacy education services provided by libraries
are mostly targetted toward adults, although services
are also provided by few libraries to children and
youth.

SLAs' Perceptions
Regarding
Libraries
Involvement in
Literacy
Education

SLAs perceive that their own involvement as well as
libraries involvement in literacy education will in-
crease in the next five years. Literacy education
will become a major priority for all types of
libraries.
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CHAPTER IX: A COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF LIBRARIES INVOLVED
IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Introduction

Of the 544 libraries which participated in the survey, approximately
one-quarter (n =142) provide literacy education services. Among the
libraries involved in literacy education, the frequency of involvement
in this area was highest among public libraries (53%) and lowest among
public school libraries (16%). State institutional libraries (44%) and
community college libraries (35%) exhibited considerable participation
rates in literacy education, although their rates of participation were
lower than those of public libraries.

Two types of analyses were conducted for libraries which are active
in literacy education. First, library characteristics likely to affect
library participation in literacy education were compared by library type.
Second, libraries' involvement in literacy education was examined across
all libraries as well as by library type to determine similarities and
differences. These comparisons are presented in the following sections.

2. Factors Facilitating Library Involvement in Literacy Education

In order to determine the characteristics of libraries likely to
become involved in literacy education, the study isolated approximately
20 factors with potential impact on library participation in literacy
education. These factors, *thich represent general library characteristics
include:

age of library

location characteristics, such as:

-- urban-suburban-rural locat..)n of .library
- - size of library's area of service
- - demographic characteristics of populations served by

the library

organizational characteristics, such as:

- - library affiliation with a system of libraries
-- existence of library branches

library size characteristics:

- - number of volumes

-- availability of audio-visual materials
- - availability of equipment
- - number of staff
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financial characteristics:

-- annual budget
- - funding sources

-- availability of Federal funds
- - changes in budget over the past five years

staff characteristics:

- - staff qualifications

- - staff experience in literacy education
- - availability of in-service training

methods used by library to determine the population's
library related needs

Board and Director's perceptions:

- - perceptions of the library as an educational institution
-- interest in and support of library involvement in literacy

education.

Data on these characteristics were collected from all public libraries,
state institutional libraries, and community college libraries regardless
of their involvement in literacy education. These data were then used to
compare libraries within each library type regarding their involvement/non-
involvement in literacy education. The purpose of these comparisons was

to assess whether libraries involved in literacy education were significantly
different from libraries which are not involved in this area on each of these
characteristics. Data on general library characteristics were not collected
from public school libraries not providing literacy education services.
This group of libraries is therefore excluded from this analysis section,
since comparisons regarding these factors could not be made between public
school libraries providing literacy education and those which do not pro-
vide such services.

Of these factors, only the factors relating to staff qualifications
and experience in literacy related areas and perceptions of the library
as an educational institution did not distinguish between libraries
involved in literacy education and libraries without such involvement.
The majority of the factors, presented in the following matrix, had a
significant impact on the potential involvement of libraries in literacy
education. These factors, however, were most significant for public libraries
than for the other types of libraries. Of the 17 factors, 15 factors had
a significant impact on the involvement of public libraries in literacy
education. Five factors affected the involvement of state institutional
libraries. Two factors distinguished community college libraries active
in literacy education from those which are inactive. Five of the factors
affected library involvement in literacy education for two of the three types

*Data on general characteristics of public school libraries were not
collected in order to minimize response burden on these libraries.
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Characteristics of:

Factors Facilitating
Involvement in
Literacy Education

Public

Libraries

Community
College
Libraries

State
Institutional
Libraries

Age of Library - - Libraries which have
been in existence
longe-,

Location of Library Libraries in urban
and suburban loca-
tions

- -

Size of Library's
Area of Service

Libraries serving
larger communities

- -

Demographic Character-
istics of Populations
Served

Libraries serving
populations who
are ethnically
heterogeneous

- -

Affiliation with a
System of Libraries

- LibrarieS affili-
atof3 .,,,ith a system

of libraries

Libraries affiliated
with a system of
libraries

Existene of Library
Branches

Libraries which
have branches

- -

Number of Volumes Libraries with a
large number of
volumes

- -

Availability of Audio-
Visual Materials

Libraries with a
large variety of
audio-visual
materials

- -

Availability of
Equipment

Libraries with a
variety of edu-
cational equip-
ment

- -

Number and Type
of Staff

Libraries with a
larger number of
FTE staff and of
librarians

- -

Annual Budget 130'a-1:les with

larger annual
budgets

137 1
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Characteristics of:

Factors Facilitating
Involvement in
Literacy Education

Public
Libraries

Comrunity
College
Libraries

State
Institutional
Libraries

Funding-Sources Libraries with a
variety of fund-
ing sources

- -

Availability of
Federal Funds

Libraries with
Federal funds

- -

Changes in Budget
in Last Five Years

Libraries which
have experienced
budget decreases

Libraries which
have experienced
increases in
budget

-

Availability of
In-Service Training

Libraries pro-
viding in-service
training to staff

- Libraries providing
in-service training
to staff

Determination of
Literacy Related Needs

of Population

Libraries using
formal and informal
needs assessments

- -

Interest in and Support
of Library Board of
Library Involvement
in Literacy Education

Libraries whose
Boards are
interested in and
supportive of
involvement in
literacy education

- Libraries whose
Boards are

interested in and
supportive of
involvement in
literacy education

Interest and Support
of Library Director
Regarding Involvement
in Literacy Education

Libraries whose
Directors are
interested in and
supportive of
involvement in
literacy education

- Libraries whose
Directors are
interested in and
supportive of
involvement in
literacy education



of libraries involved. These factors regard:

library affiliation with a system of libraries (significant
for community college libraries and state institutional

libraries);

o changes in budget over the past five years (significant for
public libraries and community college libraries);

provision of in-service training (significant for public
libraries and state institutional libraries); and

interest in and support of library involvement in literacy
education on part of the library's Board of Trustees and
Director (significant for public libraries and state in-
stitutional libraries).

None of the 17 factors consistently affected the three types of libraries.

Among the three types of libraries, public libraries likely to be
involved in literacy education are located in larger urban and suburban
communities which are ethnically heterogenous. These libraries are likely
to be headed by Directors and Boards of Trustees who are highly supportive
of libraries' roles in literacy education. Moreover, such public libraries
also tend to have the staff, material, and financial-resources necessary
for involvement in an additional area of service, and be aware of commun-
ity needs.

Like public libraries, state institutional libraries which are active
in literacy education tend to have the support of the Directors and Boards
in library involvement in literacy education. These libraries also tend
to be older and affiliated with a system of libraries which allows them
to share resources. Affiliation with a system of libraries is a sig-
nificant factor also for community college libraries which provide literacy
education. The involvement of these libraries in literacy education has
also been significantly affected by budgetary increases over the past
five years. Indeed, of all types of libraries, community college libraries
tend to have the largest median literacy education budget. Their literacy .

education budget also tends to represe-A the largest portion of their
overall library budget.

General library characteristics have served as predictors of library
involvement in literacy education more consistently for public libraries
than for either community college libraries or state institutional
libraries. The different utility of general library characteristics
as predictors of library involvement in literacy education across library
types ..s likely to be the result of two factors: a statistical factor
and a contextual factor. Statistically, the sample sizes of community
college libraries (n=23) and state institutional libraries (n=33)-in-
volved in literacy education might have been too small for reaching
significance. Contextually, the environment in which the different
types of libraries operate is likely to have an effect on their involve-
ment in literacy education. Public libraries are independent institutions
whose function is to servelapd be directly responsive to their community.
Their responsiveness and involvement in literacy education is thus directly
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related to their characteristics and resources. Community college

libraries and state institutional libraries are components within
larger institutions, and their services are more likely to be affected

by the characteristics, resources, and needs of the larger institution

than by their own characteristics and resources. While public libraries

will respond directly to community needs, the response of community

college libraries and state intitutional libraries is more likely to

bemitigated by other institutional authorities, thus their involvement

in literacy education is more likely to be dependent on variables

characterstic of the larger instituticf. rather than on library charac-

teristics and resources.

3. Characteristics of Libraries' Involvement in Literacy Education

The characteristics of libraries' involvement in literacy education

are summarized in the following matrix.

Libraries involvement in literacy education is generally reactive.

Library involvement in this area of service is motivated by the existence

of a "literacy education gap" in the community or institution. A

"literacy education gap" exists when two conditions occur simultaneously:

a need for literacy education is evident and there are no providers of

literacy education or the existing providers are unible to accommodate

the need. Awareness, on part of the libraries, of such needs and the

realization that the library constitutes the most appropriate potential

provider of these services constitutes the major incentive for all types

of libraries to become involved in literacy education. Moreover,

libraries which.are not active in literacy education consistently re-

ported across all library types that their inactivity is mainly due

to their lack of awareness of the need for library involvement in

literacy education. Libraries' lack of awareness was attributed to

the absence of need for literky education services or to the capability

of other literacy education providers to fully respond to the need for

these services which existed in their community or institution.

Library recognition of the "literacy education gap" is frequently
a result of information communicated to the library by other providers

of literacy education in the community or institution. In fact, one

of the purposes of alerting the library to the need for literacy ed-

ucation is to involve the library through a cooperative arrangement
in the provision of the necessary services. The majority of the
public libraries, community college libraries, and public school
libraries and a considerable portion of the state institutional
libraries which provide literacy education cooperate with other
institutional staff as well as with other providers in this area.
In most cases, libraries did not provide literacy education services
before they started these cooperative relationships. Cooperation

with other literacy education providers constitutes the means through
which libraries are able to expand their activities.
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Public

Libraries

1'

Incentives
to Library
Involvement

LIBRARIES' INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

Length of
Library
Involvement

Populations
Served

Literacy Education
Activities
Undertaken

Number of
Staff
Involved

Library aware-
ness of need
for literacy
education
Availability
of funds
Desire to in-
crease library
visibility in
community

Four years as the
median period of
involvement

Adult Populations
with eight or few-
er years of educa-
tion, ethnically
heterogenous

Community

College
Libraries

Library aware-
ness of need
for literacy
education

Nine years as med-
ian period of in-
vclvement in
literacy education

State
Institu-

tional
Libraries

Need for liter-
acy education

, expressed by
institutional
residents

150

Variety of services
Most frequently:
--Identification,
acquisition, znd
maintenance of
materials

- -Publicizing lit-
eracy education
services

- -Provision of space
for literacy classes

Most frequently
one full-time
librarian

Community college
students, and com-
munity residents,
ethnically heter-
ogeneous, bilingual
or with low educa-
tional levels

Variety of services
Services provided most
frequently:

--Identification,
acquisit:un, and
maintenance of
materials

--Provision of mater-
ials and equipment
to literacy education
classes

Most frequently
one full-time
librarian and
one other staff

Six years as med-
ian period of in-
volvement in
literacy education

Institutional res-
idents: adults and
youth, ethnically
heterogeneous, with
low educational
levels

Variety of services
Most frequent services
are:

- -Identification,

acquisition, and
maintenance of
materials

- -Provision of mater-
ials and equipment
to literacy educntion
classes

--Provision of space
for literacy classes

One librarian or
other staff who
also provide
general library
services
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,incentives

to Library
Involvement

uengLn or
Library

Involvement

Populations
Served

uireracy taucarion
Activities
Undertaken

Number of
Staff
Involved

Public Due to the mag- Seven years as Pupils functioning --Identification, 1 One or two
School nitude of the average period of one or two years selection and pro- staff
Libraries literacy prob-

lem in the
library involvement
in literacy edu-

below grade level,
ethnically heter-

vision of materials
and equipment to

members

school, teachers
can not handle
the problem in
the classroom

cation ogeneous teachers and pupils
--Identification and
provision of biling-
ual materials

Library staff
are knowlege-
able in the area
of literacy ed-
ucation

--Use of kits

and programs de-
signed for teaching
basic skills
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LIBRARIES' INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION (Continued),

Public
Libraries

Qualifications
of Staff

Content Areas of
Literacy Education
Materials

Audio-Visual Materials
Used In

Literacy Education

1

Audio-Visual Equipment
Used In

Literacy Education

Staff have a degree
in Library Sciences
and a specialization
in a literacy related
area

Multiple content areas:
--basic skills
--consumer education
--job information
--health information

Variety of materials are
used:

--films and slides
--sound cassettes
--records

Most often used are:
--tape recorders
--projectors

Community
College
Libraries

Staff have a Library
Sciences degree and
in some cases a lit-
eracy related area
of specialization

Variety of content areas:
--basic skills
--job information
--consumer education

Range of materials:
--films and slides
--sound cassettes

Most often used are:
--projectors

--tape recorders

State
Institu-
tional
Libraries

Library Sciences or
other academic de-
gree and a literacy
related area of
specialization

Variety of materials
including:

--films and slides
--sound cassettes

Variety of equip-
ment including:
--projectors
--tape recorders
--record players

Public
School
Libraries

Library Sciences
degree and spec-
ialization in a
literacy related
area

Basic skills areas in-,
cluding:

--writing, reading, and
math

--English as a second
language

Materials used include:
--films and slides
--sound cassettes
--records
--kits

Equipment used
includes:
--record players
--tape recorders
--projectors



I' !

PuMic
Libraries

Library
Cooperation
with Other
Agencies in

Literacy
Education

LIBRARIES' INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION (Continued)

Length of
Cooperation

Number of

Agencies
with which

Library
Cooperates

Annual

Literacy
Education
Budget

Funding
Sources

I

Major
Start-up
Funding
Source

Majority of

libraries

cooperate.
Most fre-
quently they
cooperate
with:

- -Literacy Vol-

unteer Assoc.

- -Federally-

funded pro-

grams

Three years
on the
average

Four agencies
on the

average

Literacy educa-
tion budget is
3.4 percent of
median annual

budget. Median

budget=$6000

Federal funds con- Federal funds

stitute the largest

funding source.

'Community

College
Libraries

Majority of
libraries
cooperate.
Most fre-
quently they

cooperate
with:
--Other college

departments
- -Federally-

funded p-o-

grams

Cive years

on the
average

Two other
departments
or agencies

Literacy educa-
tion budget is
8.7 percent of
'annual budget.

Median budget=
$11,000

State and local

funding sources
are the major

sources

Federal funds
only for some

libraries

State
Institu-

tional
Libraries

1 Mc

About one-half
cooperate.
Most often they
cooperate with:

Six and one-
half years
on the

average

Three other

agencies

Literacy educa-
tion budget is
approximately
one-third of

State and Federal
funds are major

sources

II

One-half had
Federal start-u
funds
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Library
Cooperation
with Other
Agencies in
Literacy
Education

Length of
Cooperation

Number of
AgeliCies

with which
Library
Cooperates

Annual
Literacy
Education
Budget

State
Institu-

--Federal pro-
grams

annual budget.
Median budget=

tional

Libraries
(Cont.)

--State and
local agen-
cies

$1,097

--Schools

Public Library staff An average Literacy educa-
School cooperate with: of 11 tion budget
Libraries --other school

staff
libraries varied greatly.

Median budget=
--other libraries

in the area
$600

--other educa-

tional agencies

I

Funding
Sources

Major
Start-up
Funding
Source

Libraries mostly Approximately
have state and one-quarter had
local funds. Federal start-up
Fewer than half funds. Federal
also have Fed- start-up funds
eral funds. constituted 50%

of literacy
budget.
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Public

Libraries

LIBRARIES' INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION (Continued)

Difficulties Experienced
in the Provision of
Literacy Education

--Obtaining start-up and continuation funds
--Defining the library's role in providing

literacy education services
--Identifying and securing services of
trained tutors

Community
College
Libraries

- -Defining the library's role in providing
literacy education

--Obtaining the community college support
of library's involvement in literacy
education

--Obtaining start-up and continuation funds
for literacy education

State
Inttitu-

tional

Libraries

Public
School

Libraries

- -Obtaining start-up and continuation funds

- -Defining the library's role in providing
literacy education

- -Obtaining materials and equipment especially
targetted to particular literacy education needs
of pupils

- -Lack of adequately trained library staff..1
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Literacy education activities provided by libraries fall with-
in the range of services that libraries generally provide. Libraries

involved in literacy education mostly provide the range of their general
library services, with slight modifications. The factor that most sig-
nificantly differentiates libraries' literacy education services from
their general services is the target population rather than the type of
service or its method of delivery. Most frequently, libraries in-olved
in literacy education, regardless of library type, engage in the iden-
tification, selection, acquisition and maintenance of literacy education
materials for use in the library or in literacy education classes.
Libraries, exclusive of public school libraries, also provide space and
facilities for the conduct of literacy education classes or tutorials
or for the training of literacy education tutors. In addition, libraries
provide, with somewhat lower frequency, Information and Referral services
and publicizing of literacy education services. Only a small proportion of
the libraries engage in the most direct services -- services represehting
skill areas not traditionally present among library skills -- training of
library staff or other community members in literacy education and tutoring

individuals or classes.

In addition to the utilization of facilities, materials and Information
and Referral services, libraries make extensive use of their audio-visual
materials and equipment in literacy education. Libraries involved in
literacy education tend to have a wide range of audio-visual materials and
equipment and utilize this range in providing literacy education services.
Libraries, most often, regardless of library type, use films and slides,
sound cassettes and recorders and consequently also tape recorders,
projectors, and record players. No library identified audio-visual
materials and equipment used in literacy education that differed from
those commonly used by the library. Moreover, the frequency with which
specific types of audio-visual materials and equipment were used in
literacy education paralleled'their use in general library services.

Consistent with the utilization in literacy education of facilities,
equipment, materials and services which libraries had or were producing
exclusive of their involvement in this area of service, is the deployment
of library staff. Library staff involved in the provision of literacy
education are staff employed by the library to provide general library
services. Their involvement in literacy education constitutes only one
of their responsibilities. Libraries deploy one or two full-time and
part-time staff in literacy education. These staff spend only part of
their time in literacy education. Librarians and paraprofessional staff
provide literacy education services. Volunteers are used only by a small

number of these libraries.

The deployment of general library staff in the provision of literlcy
education services is possible and effective due to the nature of libraries'

involvement in literacy education. Library staff involved in literacy
education generally have a degree in Library Sciences and a literacy-related
area of specialization. Furthermore, the literacy education seruices these
staff provide are similar to the library services which they have been
providing. The similarity between the services these staff provide
generally and within the context of literacy education explains the fact
that only a small number othibraries provide in:service training to their



staff who are involved in literacy education. In-service training is

mostly provided to the para-professional staff rather than to librarians

or to librarians who become involved in the provision of services (train-

ing, tutoring) which they had not provided before by the library.

Through the use of facilities, materials, equipment and staff

available to the library in its regular operations and through the

provision of services which the library generally offers, libraries have

managed t,..) become involved in literacy education without the necessity

of introducing major changes, acquiring new skills or providing new

types of services. This mode of libraries' involvement in literacy

education is also reflected in the small budgetary allocations reported

by libraries in this area of service. Although the budget levels re-

ported by libraries vary greatly both within and across library types,

funds allocated to literacy education tend to be small as well as

stitute a small percentage of the libraries overall budget. Largely,

libraries' literacy education funds originate from multiple sources.

The share of Federal funds among the funding sources is consistent

across the four types of libraries surveyed. The share and size of

Federal funds is highest among public libraries and lowest among public

school libraries and community college libraries. Federal funds con-

stituted the major source for the start-up of involvement in literacy

education for public libraries and state institutional libraries. These

two types of libraries also report with a high frequency that one of the

two major difficulties they had encountered in their provision of literacy

education services has been in obtaining start-up and continuation funds.

The second area of major difficulty reported by public libraries,

community college libraries, and state educational libraries relates to

the role of the library and the nature of its involvement in literacy

education. Given the reactive mode of libraries' involvement in the

literacy education area, the extent of their cooperation with other

organizations and service providers, and their subsequent provision of

literacy education services which are not clearly distinguished from

their general library services, the difficulties which libraries have

encountered in defining their role in literacy education, specifying

their literacy education identity, and establishing their autonomy as

a literacy education provider are to be expected.

Literacy education as an area of service constitutes a cross-road

for libraries. While not widely recognized by libraries and by other

agencies as an area of services which is appropriate for library involve-

ment, literacy education requires approaches and skills which library staff

do not traditionally possess. Involvement in literacy education necessitates

outreach to populations not commonly counted among library patrons, re-

cruitment of groups lacking in skills which are essential to library use,

and the provision of a range of services not within the scope of traditional

library services. Comprehensive involvement in literacy education,

on part of libraries, therefore requires drastic changes in library opera-

tions, in staff attitudes, and in the recruitment or development of new skill
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areas, changes which many libraries cannot undertake because of limited
resources. Comprehensive involvement in literacy education can, however,
be accomplished by libraries within their resource limitations through
participation in a cooperative literacy effort, where each participating
agency provides a particular set of services which are within its area of

skill 3r expertise. Under such circumstances, the library can provide
services in the areas of space, facilities, equipment, material identifica-
tion and maintenance, publicity, and Information and Referral, while other
cooperating agencies can provide training, tutoral, and other client-
related services.

For the library to participate effectively in cooperative literacy
education efforts, the library, the cooperating agencies, and the community

have to modify current attitudes and perceptions. The library and its
staff have to clearly define their role in literacy education and perceive
their involvement both as necessary and appropriate. The cooperating
agencies subsequently have to recognize the library as a useful and
committed resource in literacy education. Similar perceptions have to
be adopted by the community, regarding the library as a resource and as
a "natural" center.
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CHAPTER X: RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Introduction

As in previous research and review studies dealing with literacy,1
the initiation and development of cooperative, community-based literacy
edikation efforts emerge also in this study as the recommended major
approach to literacy education. The need for a community-based literacy
effort instituted through the cooperation of appropriate agencies emerges
as the most appropriate approach due to several reasons.

An effective literacy education program must be highly re-
sponsive to the literacy needs of the population. Respon-
siveness reflects the characteristics and needs r,f the local
population groups. A program tailored to the needs of these
local populations--i.e., a community-1,ased program--is there-
fore imperative.

Literacy education requires a multiplicity of resources and
skill areas. that a single agency is not likely to possess.
Therefore, cooperation among several agencies, each bringing
specific resoruces and skills necessary for the development
of a literacy education program is essential.

Moreover, inter-agency cooperation is p "-ticularly necessary
because of resource limitations which mal,, agencies currently
experience. Undertaking a literacy education program is likely
to require resources which agencies cannot expand by themselves.

In stressing a community-based, cooperative approach to literacy, this
study, unlike previous studies, focuses on the role that libraries can play
in the provision of literacy education services. The findings of the study
clearly indicate that although a considerable number of libraries are in-
volved in literacy educatior, library involvement in literacy does not
consitute a traditionally acceptable area of service. In fact, such in-
volvement requires on part of the library the adoption or acquisition of
skills and approaches which are not routinely incorporated into library
functions, and services to a population not commonly served by the library. -

However, the study also demonstrates that libraries possess resources and
skills which are not only relevant to literacy education, but which other
community agencies are not likely to have. While the undertaking of a
literacy education program may require significant changes and resources
on the part of the library, which the library, like any other agency can-
not afford to expand as a single provider, library participation in
literacy education effort is valuable. Moreover, library participation in
a cooperative effort is affordable to the library, to the cooperating
agencies, and to the community in need of literacy services.

Although, within a c000perative literacy effort, the library like
the other participating agencies, can contribute its unique skills, re-
sources, and services, the library must at first:
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perceive literacy education as an appropriate and important
area of service;

define its role in literacy education in general as well as
within the community-based cooperative effort;

direct and restructure its appropriate skills and resources
toward the population in need of literacy education;

make itself visible in that role both to other agencies and
to the community at large; and

due to its location in a center position in the community
and its information provision and brokage roles, the library
should act as an instigator and coordinator of the community-
based cooperative literacy education effort.

2. Issues, Conclusionsl_guestions, and Recommendations

The recognition and promotion of literacy education as an appropriate
and priority area of involvement for libraries is fostered in the following
set of recommendations. The recommendations, developed jointly with the
study's Advisory Panel, are organized around the major study issues, and
are responsive to the study findings and subsequent questions which these
findings raised. Within each issue, recommendations relating to the Federal
level, State level, and local level are included. For organizational pur-
poses, the following section lists the issues, summarizes the major findings
under each issue, identifies the subsequent questions, and then states the
recommendations.

I. Extent of Library Involvement in Literacy Education

Conclusions: Libraries involVement in literacy education is important and
productive. A considerable number of libraries are involved in literacy
education and provide a wide range of services to a variety of populations.

Question: What can be done to encourage and increase the im-olvement of
libraries, regardless of library type, in literacy education?

Recommendations

Overall Recommendation: Library involvement in literacy education should
be encouraged and expanded regardless of library type. Activities to
promote library involvement in litPracy education should be under-
taken by Federal, State and local agencies)by libraries, and by
professional associations.

Federal Level: Literacy is a basic human right and should be seen as an
end in itself. Functional literacy is a requisite for employment,
for the successful negotiation of society, and for personal and
emotional survival.
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Literate citizens are America's leading resource and should be the
active concern of Federal agencies, State agencies, local agencies,
and community groups dealing with human resources.

Federal agencies should promote aggressively literacy education
and encourage inter-agency cooperation in order to achieve literacy
goals and objectives.

Federal agencies should encourage a national literacy 1,,adership that
recognizes and includes libraries as a major resource.

A national data base should be developed concerning libraries
involvement in literacy education and the effectiveness and impact
of their involvement.

State Level: State Library Agencies should recognize literacy education
as a priority area of service for libraries.

State Directors of library services and Adult Basic Education pro-
grams should cooperate in the development of a state-wide information
network that will collect and disseminate statistics on illiteracy
in the state, the importance of literacy, major resources of literacy
education, the role of libraries in literacy education, and literacy
services provided by libraries and other agencies.

Decision-makers at the State level should disseminate information on
the involvement of libraries in literacy education in their state,
to local agencies, to community groups, and to libraries.

State agencies should coordinate need assessments at the community
level. The need assessments should focus both on the need for liter-
acy education and on available community resources and programs,
including libraries.

Local Level: Libraries should examine and define their role as providers
of instructional resources to their constituencies in a changing
society in which knowledge is a major commodity and understanding
information systems a requisite for functioning as a worker and
citizen. Libraries are no longer dispensers of books but of multiple
information and media services and as such they should function in their
communities as active learning resource centers of which the tradi-
tional library is just one part.

Librarians need the opportunity to be informed about the potential
role of libraries in literacy education. This opportunity should
be provided by library science schools, initiated by the State Library
Agency, or promoted in libraries through in-service training and staff
development programs.

Libraries should collaborate with other local social services and
education agencies in developing a coordinated plan to assess liter-
acy education needs and to identify community programs and resources
for literacy education.
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Libraries should should conduct a campaign to inform community

leaders about the community's literacy education needs, and target

populations about available resources and services.

II. Incentives and Barriers to Libraries' Involvement in Literacy Education

Conclusions: Library involvement in literacy education is usually reactive.

Libraries become involved in literacy education as a result of a

"literacy education gap" which occurs when a need for literacy educa-

tion services in the community cannot be met due to the absence or

unavailability of literacy education providers. Generally, libraries

become aware of the unmet need for literacy education through informa-

tion brought to their attention by community groups or by literacy

education providers.

The major reason reported by libraries not involved in literacy edu-

cation for their non-involvement is the libraries' unawareness of

need, lack of need for such services, or the availability of literacy

education services through other providers.

The major motivations to libraries to become involved or to resume

their involvement in literacy are the presence of need for such ser-

vices and the libraries awareness of this need, and the availability

of funds for literacy education.

Question : Is the reactive mode of library inolvement in literacy educa-

tion appropriate and sufficient or should libraries adopt a more pro-

active mode-of involvement?

Recommendations

Overall Recommendation: Libraries should change their reactive mode of

involvement in literacy education and adopt the role of an initiator

and coordinator of a community-based cooperative literacy effort.

Federal Level: The Federal agencies should create a national awareness

of literacy education needs through Federally sponsored research

and information dissemination to State and local agencies and to

community groups.

State Level: To promote library involvement in literacy education, the

State Library Agency should proactively undertake vis-a-vis libraries

and other providers of literacy education a triple role of a convener,

interpreter, and disseminator:

--the State Library Agency with the collaboration of other State

agencies should encourage local agencies and libraries to idenfity

and bring together literacy education providers and develop a com-

munity-based cooperative program.
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--the State Library Agency should identify and interpret for
libraries legislation related to educational services and
materials for disadvantaged population;

--the State LIbrary Agency should disseminate information to
libraries about sources of funding. The SLA also should en-
courage the Adult Basic Education leadership to disseminate
information about ABE funds available to libraries, and to
instruct libraries how to seek these funds.

The Board of Higher Education should encourage, support and mandate
library science schools to include curricula focusing on the politi-
cal process; community need assessments, public relations, library
management (personnel and fiscal), and continuing education. Training

of librarians should encompass attitude change, awareness of the
literacy education needs of the community, and the development of
knowledge and skills that are essential to the provision of quality
literacy education.

Local Level: Librarians should be given the opportunity to take a more
proactive role in the definition and provision of services in
general, and in literacy education, in particular.

fraining in community need assessments and library involvement in
literacy education should be provided to non-professional librarians.

Local library leaders should focus on increasing the sensitivity to
and awareness of library staff of local needs as well as on the most
efficient methods avilable for responding to these needs.

III: Alternative Types of Library Involvement in Literacy Education

Conclusions: Libraries involved in literacy education provide a wide
range of services as well as a multitude of services. Most often
libraries:

--identify, select and maintain literacy education materials for
tutors and students (clients);

--provide space, facilities and equipment for literacy classes
or tutorials and for the training of tutors; and

--provide information and referral and publicity regarding literacy
education services and programs.

Literacy education services provided most often by libraries are
within the range of services that libraries generally provide. On

the "continuum" of literacy education services, the services under-
taken most often by libraries represent the more passive or least
intensive types of services. A small portion of the libraries
engage in the most direct or intensive services such as outreach,
training and tutoring.
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Question: Should libraries become more intensely or directly involved

in literacy education, given resource limitations?

Recommendations

Overall Recommendation: Library involvement in literacy education should

be encouraged by Federal, State, and local agencies, and expanded to

be more direct.

Federal Level: Because of current resource limitations experienced by

libraries, Federal agencies should assist libraries in resource

mobilization. Federal agencies should provide funding incentives

to promote inter-agency cooperation in literacy education, and en-

courage the more extensive use of volunteers.

State Level: State Library Agencies and State Education Agencies should

become more involved in the provision of literacy education, and

identify and be aware of the resources available in the state (at

the State and local levels) fo. services to meet this need.

State agencies should carry out statewide needs assessments, coordi-

nate with 14teracy education providers at the State and local levels

and provide ideas and assistance in the development and implementation

of a statewide as well as community-based literacy education network.

Specifically, State Library Agencies should involve Adult Basic Edu-

cation and other literacy programs in library staff development and

in the provision of in-service training to literacy teachers and

tutors about the library resources.

State agencies should also coordinate with library science schools

changes in curriculum to prepare librarians to become involved in

literacy education.

Local Level: Libraries should make literacy education a priority area

of service.

Regardless of resource limitations libraries should provide some

literacy education services. In response to resource limitations,

librarians should identify the literacy education services they can

provide and draw upon other literacy education resources in the

community in order to strengthen or expand rary services.

IV. Populations Served by Libraries Involved in Literacy Education

Conclusions: Literacy education services provided by libraries are

targetted to populations varied by age, education, ethnic background,

and bilingual characteristics.

While the age of the population served varies by type of library (e.g.,

public libraries serve mostly adults, public school libraries, state

institutional libraries and community college libraries serve their

institutional population), most libraries involved in literacy education

serve populations that are ethnically heterogeneous, have a low educa-

tional level or for whom English is a Second Language.
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Generally, handicapped persons are not a target population and a
small number of libraries provide literacy education to them.

Libraries involved in literacy education, most public libraries,
are aware of people in their community with literacy education
needs who are not served by the library or by other providers.

Question: In light of the wide range of populations in need of literacy
education and the resource limitations experienced by libraries,
should libraries target their services toward specific groups or
should they expand their services to all?

Recommendations

'Overall Recommendation: Libraries should expand their literacy education
services to populations currently unserved. Priority should be
given to populations "most in need" of literacy education services.

Federal Level: Federal agencies, in consultation with State agencies
and with education and library science professional associations
should develop a definition of the "most needy." This definition
should include both income level and literacy need specifications.

State Level: To serve the various populations in need of literacy edu-
cation, State agencies should recognize the specific needs of these
populations, and develop and provide appropriate-ii-aining to library personnel.

State Library Agencies should encourage libraries to serve the
populations not served by the other literacy education providers
in the community.

Local Level: Libraries should not target their literacy education services
only to one group. Within their jurisdictions, libraries should make
services available to all persons including handicapped populations
in need of literacy education.

Libraries should serve as a laison between the literacy education
provider and the client.

Libraries should conduct outreach to organizations for the handi-
capped and ensure that literacy education services are provided to
them in the library or at home. Thus, libraries should determine
the literacy education needs of handicapped persons and overcome
barriers preventing handicapped people from obtaining and using
the library's literacy education services.

V. Print and Non-Print Materials and Equipment and Communications
Technology Used by Libraries in Literacy Education

Conclusions: Libraries involved in literacy education usually have a
wide range of print and non-print materials and equipment for use
in literacy education.
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Generally, the type of non-print materials and equipment utilized

by libraries in literacy education resembles the type of non-print

materials and equipment used for general library services.

Communications technology hardware and software are available only

in a few libraries and their use, both in general library services

and in literacy education, is limited.

Question: What should Federal, State and library policies be with regard

to the use of communications technology in literacy education, in

light of its high costs, limited current use in libraries, and the

resource limitations experienced by libraries?

Recommendations

Overall Recommendation: Communications technology software and hardware

which can be utilized in basic skill development programs should

be initiated, developed and aisseminated at all levels for use in

literacy education.

Federal Level: Federal legislation and financial incentives that encourage
the development, collection, and utilization of multi-types of com-

munications technology for literacy skill development should be

initiated.

Incentives for developing software for the non-literate as well as for

the highly literate populations should be included in all Federal

legislation related to communications technology.

State Level: State agencies should encourage and instruct librarians
and other literacy education providers to increase the use of

communications technology in their programs.

State agencies concerned with literacy education should develop a
statewide policy regarding the use of communications technology in

literacy education.

StaLe agencies should develop or sponsor the development of audio-

visual software. They should disseminate information about its

availability and use to local.agencies and libraries.

State agencies should be a resource for communications technology

hardware utilized in instructional programs.

Local Level: As part of the reallocation of resources, libraries should

become more aware of communications technology and increase its

use in their programs.
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VI: The Relationship Between General Library Characteristics
and Library Involvement in Literacy Education

Conclusions: Comparisons between libraries involved in literacy educa-
tion and libraries which do not provide literacy education services
on a series of variables representing general library characteristics
reveal significant differences, mostly for public libraries, between
these two types of libraries.

Libraries involved in literacy education are likely to be locates; in
larger urban and suburban communities with ethnically heterogeneous
populations. These libraries are likely to be headed by Boards of
Trustees ar" Directors who highly suppert libraries' activities in
literacy education. Moreover, such libraries tend to be better
informed of community need and have the personnel, materials,
equipment and financial resources necessary for involvement in a
new area of service.

Question: Should Federal and State policies and strategies for increasing
library involvement in literacy education apply to all libraries, or
should they be targetted toward libraries with greater potential for
involvement in literacy education?

Recommendations

Overall Recommendation: All libraries should be encouraged to become
involved, within their capabilities and resources, in literacy
education.

Federal Level: Federal policies regarding the promotion of library
involvement in literacy education should not focus only on librar-
ies with the "greater" potential for involvement.

State Level: State policies concerning libraries involvement in literacy
education should not be directed only to libraries with a "greater"
potential for involvement but to all libraries.

State agencies should disseminate information to local agencies and to
libraries inilicating how libraries can become involved in literacy
education and what services they can provide to needy populations.
In addition, State agencies can identify and provide descriptions
of libraries which have been successfully involved in literacy
education.

VII: Library Participation in Cooperative Literacy Education Programs

Conclusions: Library cooperation with other agencies, departments,
institutions or organizations in literacy education is common and
essential to library involvement in this area of service. Most
frequently libraries cooperate with other agencies or institutions
that already have, at the time when cooperation is initiated, a
literacy program,
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Both libraries and cooperating agencies provide a range of literacy

education services. Services provided by libraries and cooperating

agencies are not clearly distinguished or different.

Although the cooperative efforts are informal, they are continuous

once implemented.

QuQstions: What actions can be taken by Federal, State and local agencies

and by libraries and community groups to promote cooperative literacy

education efforts and thus increase library involvement in literacy

education?

Should the current informal style of cooperation be changed and

how could such change be promoted?

Recommendations

Overall Recommendation: The development of a cooperative literacy educa-

tion effort in which libraries and library agencies participate is

essential at all levels to the promotion, development, and provision

of literacy education.

Federal Level: Inter-agency cooperation regarding literacy education
should be initiated at the Federal level and promote cooperation

at the State and local levels.

Through inter-agency cooperation at the Federal level, a coordinated

national literacy education policy and plan should be

developed. The policy and plan identifying resources and services
should serve as a basis for the initiation and development of

cooperative efforts at the State and community levels.

State Level: State agencies should promote formal and informal State

and community planning for the provision of literacy education.

A cooperative effort among State agencies should be developed to

provide technical assistance, support services related to neLi

assessment, and assistance to libraries and to other providers

in planning, staff development, and evaluation of literacy education

programs.

Local Level: Libraries should initiate and coordinate community -based

cooperative literacy education programs.

In cooperation with other local agencies libraries should develop

an inventory of community literacy education providers.

Cooperative literacy education efforts should be based on formal

agreements and carefully planned. Priority should be given to a

plan that will benefit the users and the community.
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VIII Funding of Literacy Education Services Provided by Libraries

Gonclusions: Library budget allocated to literacy education, although
varied, constitutes a small percent of the overall library budget.

Federal funds were evident both as start-up funds and as continuation
funds in a considerable number of libraries imolved in literacy
education. Federal funds constitute the largest funding source for
public libraries.

Funds allocated to literacy education in the last five years have
decreased or remained unchanged for a large number of libraries.
Unavailability of funds for literacy education is reported as the
main reason for ceasing library involvement in literacy education while
availability of funds is a major incentive for resuming involvement or
becoming involved in this area of service.

Question: In light of the study's findings, the pattern of Federal
funding, and the current political climate, how should State Library
Agencies and other State agencies use Federal and State funds to
promote library involvement in literacy education?

Recommendations

Ov.rall Recommendation: Libraries and State agencies should become
better informed about available funding sources for literacy
education.

Federal Level: Literacy programs provided by libraries have tradi-
tionally utilized Federal start-up funds. Since Federal funding
is decreasing, there is a need for the initiation of long-range
literacy programs into new legislation.

Federal agencies should introduce literacy education ill° legisla-
tion in terms of its socio-economic impact and access to services.

Federal agencies should promote literacy as an essential goal for
increasing employment, promoting economic recovery, and effectively
utilizing human resources.

State Level: State decision-makers should take a leadership role in
assuming financial support to community literacy education programs.
In addition, State agencies should develop budgetary guidelines for
the allocation of State funds and the dispersement of Federal funds.

State agencies should provide more information to libraries regarding
available funds and assist libraries in obtaining these funds.

Local Level: Libraries should become more familiar with fiscal management.

Libraries should learn more about different funding sources, and seek
these funds for their literacy education services and programs.
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STATE-OF-THE-ART
LITERATURE REVIEW

1. Introduction

The following bibliography has been created as the initial step to
study libraries' involvement in the national literacy effort. The
materials reviewed were identified through a variety of sources including
Advisory Panel members, other consultants, existing bibliographies and
on-line computer searches. Because both "libraries" and "literacy"
represent separate msas of inquiry per se, the potential for identifying
literature was enormous. However, many of these documents are more
specialized than required for the current study and thus, have been
excluded from this bibliography. On the other hand, some Literature
focusing only on "literacy" or "libraries" provides useful information
for the study design and survey instrument, providing definitions,
classification systems, etc. The basic criteria for including books or
articles in the State-of-the-Art Literature Review were:

substantive/content appropriateness to the issues of "libraries
in literacy"; and

methodological relevance to the survey research concerns for
this study with respect to both libraries and literacy.

An additional criteria was recent publication, (from 196S to September 1979)
since the concept of libraries' role in serving the educationally and
economically disadvantaged appears to have emerged, in the context of
this study, in the mid-1960's and has crystalized slowly but consistently
during the past decade. We have relied primarily on secondary sources
for much of the philosophical, social, and political history on library
involvement in the literacy Movement.

The following annotated bibliography is intended as a working
bibliography for th, study of libraries and literacy. For in-house
project purposes, it will be updated:periodically as new publications
are available. What is currently riot included are:

o very recent studies, such as the Ford Foundation's Adult
Illiteracy in the United States. These are presently in the
mail and will be added to the existing bibliography as they
are received and reviewed.

"fugitive literature", or that which was originally produced
in relatively small quantities and is not filed in collections
that are accessible to the public, i.e., some of the Morehead
State University project materik.As fall into this category.

With the exception of these, CRC Education and Human Development
has identified, obtained and reviewed approximately two hundred documents
which has resulted in the list of selected references below. A full listing
of all documents reviewed will appear in the Contextual Paper's unannotated
bibliography.

1
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II. Annotated Zibliography

"ALTA's Short urges trustees to combat U.S. illiteracy," Library Journal,

101:1069, May 1, 1976.

John T. Short, President of the American Library Trustee Association,
asserts that "the library...ought to tackle the job of educating illiterates
by reordering its priorities, and not by going after more state or

federal funding." ALTA formed a task force to explore and coordinate

trustees' response. Mts. Raymund F. Yates was smxiinted head of the

task forte. For further information about the results she can be contacted

at: 109 Windemere Road, Lockport, NY, 14094.

"An Overview of Public Library Services to Institutions" Library Trends,
Vol. 26, No. 3, pp. 413-29, Winter, 1978.

This article describes library services related to institutions or
"institutionable" clients, and the hallmarks of quality library service
needed to maximize library service apply to literacy programs, such as:
humememess, acceptance, and concern for all users; willingness to take
progrL7s to the people; and having non -print materials to suit all

users.

Appalachian Adult Education Center, 1973 Interim Report of the Appalachian
Adult Education Center, Mtrehead State UniversIty, Moreneac, KY,
1973.

The interim report describes the operations of various literacy
education project apprbaches at cifferent sites in the Appalachian
region. The underlying theme is that of libraries' participation in a
total community effort which includes schools /teachers as well as commun4-y

organitations. Of special interest are the alternative strategies used
for delivering services to different types of new ac. it readers, with a
comparison of the use of educational television strategies, personal
imstruction, and traditional printed materials in combatting the problem
of illierccy. The report also sets priorities for future program
development in the areas of career education and parent education for
new adult readers.

Armour, Jenny, "How the Public Library Can Help," New Library World,

76:31-2. February, 1975.

This is a brief description cy° a literacy program in Manchester, Fngland.
Contained are suggest:!ons for providing adequate library outreach services

for literacy programs. Principally they involve: making contact with
potential students and linking them with volunteer tutors; recruiting and

2
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training them; acting as liaison for local organizations dealing with
literacy; ensuring that adequate materials for students and tutors are
available; and carrying out a publicity campaign to make the public aware
that a program exists. There is also an evaluation of the program carried
out in conjunction with the Manchester Council for Voluntary Service
Literacy Project.

Axam, John, "The Public Library and the Adult Illiterate," Pennsylvania
Library Association (PLA) Bulletin, 29:72-4, March, 1974.

Definitions of complete, functional, partial and variable literacy
are provided. Step-by-step suggestions on how to provide library services

for illiterates are covered as well as what services can be provided- -
spice, coordination with other agencies, collection development, audio-
visual materials. Reference is also made to the Fall 1973 issue of 112.
which contains a bibliography of bibliographies of easy reading materials
for adults. A list of major publishers who produce easy to read adult
basic education materials is also provided.

Brown, Eleanor, Library Service to the Disadvantaged, Scarecrow Press,
Inc., Metuchen, NJ, 1971.

This book is an excellent source for project and program ideas
related to libraries engaged in working with the disadvantaged. It

gives an overview of progress to date (1971) by synthesizing ideas and
thoughts presented in conferances and recent literature. The book is
arranged by various types If disadvantaged (institutioneized, black
American, migrants, illiterates, etc.) and then describes programs, or
parts of programs, that serve. that target population. Programs that

serve illiterates are noted and described in pp. 428-463. Also useful
in this volume are the Appendices (conferences, workshops and book
lists and bibliographies). One general conclusion regarding successful
library programs is that libraries presented in this book are limited
in the role of Engl!,sh and reading teachers, and that the most effective
role for the library is as a partner to other agencies, acting jointly to
combat illiteracy.

Casey, Genevieve M., "Services to the Disadvantaged," Library Trends,
October, 1974, pp. 271-28S.

This article focuses on trends and developments in urban libraries
to reach out and serve all populations (including disadvantaged) due to
the social climate of 1960's, the war on poverty and change in the
population of the cities. It points out ways libraries are attempting
to serve the unserved populations including the "functionally illiterate."
Casey sees the library's role in this capacity, providing linkage between
the functionally Illiterate adult and existing programs, as a catalyst
to programs, and as a support to adult education programs. In this
role, it is suggested that the library and staff should make certain
changes such as:
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librarians need to be people oriented, reflect ethnic make-up
of community, be sensi:4-..4 to functionallyiterata adults, an.:
modify library policy/systems to enable functionally-illiterate
adults to be library users.

Carort, Jane M. "Workshop on Materials for the Adult Reader," Arkansas

Libraries, 30:12-16, Summer, 1973.

This article provides a si=iaary of a workshop held by Helen H.

Lyman. Some interesting ideas on how to be more sensitive to adults
with reading problems are presented. Mainly important are the twelve

ideas listed at the and of the article which suggest activities for
literacy programs. Also mentioned is the MAC Checklist--Materials
Analysis Criteria: Stand.rds for Measurement, a system aavelopec by
Lyman to evaluate tne appropriateness of reading materials for adult new
readers.

Childers, Thomas A., Third ear continuation of a research and design criteria
for the imolementazion and estaolisnment or a neignoor-information center
in five librariesAtlanta, Clevelar.L. Detroit, Houston and Queens-
borou n: Final Survey Report, U.S. Department of Health, Education
an Welfare, Office of Education, Office of Libraries and Learning
lesouroes, 197S.

A thorough analysis of the programs established by the five public
libraries listed in the title. Descriptions are of presented program
Implementation, problems faced, results derived, materials used, and
evaluation of the success of each project.

Coleman, Jean E., "Literacy Programs, Library,"
pp. 219-223, Amer.:ma Library Association.

ALA Yearbook 1976,

A general history of ALA projects and attitudes concerning literary.
T1 discussion includes an ALA definition of four categories of literacy
programs and a general summary of library activities in relation to
these programs. There are some references made to specific programs.
The second part of the article reviews the Appalachian Adult Education
Center aperience. This article presents a good basic explanation of the
goals and activities of the Appalachian Adult Education Center project.

Cook, Wanda, Adult Literacy Education in the U.S.., International Reading,
New York, 1977.

This hook provides a thorough discussion of the problems and repercussions
of illiteracy in the U.S. from the viewpoints of both the nation and the
Individual. It describes agencies and projects which deal with the .

literacy problem, how and where they function, what their successes
and failures have been, and what the future holds. Libraries are only
one part of overall literacy education effort and are dealt wih as such.
This text is of more use in understanding the overall view of literacy than
about libraries.

4
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De Prospro, Ernest R. et al., Performance Measures for Public Libraries,
American Library Association, Chicago, IL, 1973.

This document represents an interim report on the study of performance
measures for evalaating library services. The authors found, in assessing
earlier research, that existing studies suffer from lack of consistency
between the measures and definitions used in the different studies, that
most study models are too theoretical for practical application in
evaluating program services, and that the research has been designed and
conducted by those having little knowledge about the ways that libraries
function. In addition, in a statistical test of the appropriattaess of
specific evaluation variables, they found most traditional variables to
be redundant and overlapping, since they could all ultimately be traced
to budgetary concerns. 'Me report also provides useful information on

'the types of info nation that libraries tend to keep which would be
appr4riate for evaluation use. The ultimate finding is that much of
the statistical information available in libraries is geared to accountability
reporting and does not focus on qualitative "process" variables which
could indicate how well or how effective libraries are in providing
specified services.

Devereux, W.A., "Adult literacy and the public library service," Library
Association Record, 77:209, September, 1975.

Although this article describes a British project, it is useful
because it summarizes. how the Adult Literacy Resource Agency used a
government grant to produce the Adult Literacy Symb.,1, a trainer's kit,
and a bimonthly newsletter to disseminate information about the program.
A volunteer tutor's pack was commissioned for October 1975. The project
was undertaken with close cooperation between the Adult Literacy Resource
Agency and libraries. A-:hough the library was not instrumental in
initiating the project, it describes alternate ways in which the library
can aid literacy efforts. For further information about the project and
the volunteer tutor's pack contact the Adult Literacy Research Agency.

Directo of Libraries, Information Centers and Pro eats in the. Field of
Literacy, International Institute for Adult Literacy Methods, 1972.

This text is exactly what the title implies, a list of literacy
programs within the U.S.. The scope and nature of the programs :re
described and addresses of agencies and libraries are provided. Since
much has changed in literacy education since 1972, the material is
often out dated and incorrect.

Eyster, George, Interrelatin Library and Basic Education Services for
Disadvantaged A u ts, Appalachian Adult Education Center, Vol. II
Annual Report, 1973.

This report explores the relationships between library and education
characteristics (and those of the professionals employed therein) with
respect to the coordination of goals and activities in delivering literacy
education services. Eyster views adult education as problem solving and
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and information gathering, with reading as the tool to accessing the
information. He notes, however, that ronsiderable tension can arise
between the educational and library sector, as each views its role
differently and the organizational elements within which each operates
are frequently incompatible.

Fillion, Rebecca, "Editor's Point of View," PNLA Quarterly, 41:18-19,

Summer, 1977.

According to Ms. Fillion, libraries should be sensitive to the
needs of non-readers by usiug more audio - visual materials (as alternatives
to the printed word) and planning appropriate library space for listeners

'and viewers. Precedures should be established for making library catalog
cards available that do not require reading and non-written directions
should be created to direct non-readers to the materials available for
them within the library: Cited as one of the earliest library literacy
programs in the United States is the project undertaken by the Brooklyn
Public Library in conjunction with the Carnegie Corporation and Brooklyn
College. The program is still in existence.

Fleming, Lois D., "The Role of the State Library Agency in the Battle
for Literacy," Drexel Library Quarterly, Vol. 144 No. 4, Ocilber,
1978.

Fleming's article presents the survey findings for a national stud/
of State Library Agencies' involvement in literacy education. Her
research indicates that SLA's tend to participate in the literacy
effort in terns of planning, funding, and support of workshops. Indaod,
the majority of agencies ?upending felt that their role should be
supportive of the local libraries' efforts rather than proactive.
Indeed, fewer than half the responding agencies provide even a mininum
level of support, believing that local libraries will ask for such
support when and if they need it. In addition, there is some evider.-e
of turf problems between education and libraries, especially in State
Education Agencies that have became heavily involved in the literacy
education effort.

Forinash, Melissa, "Materials Selection for ABE Collections," Drexel Library
Quarterly, Volume 14: No. 4, October, 1978.

This article probes the role of librarians as part of the total
community effort to plan and deliver literacy education services.
Forinash discusses the types of material selection approaches librarians
may wish to pursue and sets forth a plan for coordinating the choice of
specific items with community and target population needs. Library
involvement in the total literacy effort emerges as a brokering function,
with librarians serving as linking agents between the suppliers or
publishers of new adult reader materials and the educational institution:,
which provide the actual instruction.

6
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Garrison, Guy, ed., Total Community Library Service, American Library
Association. Chicago IL, 1972.

This volume contains a series of conference presentations on linking
models for inter-institutional coordination of literacy programs. Each
paper extolls the virtue of the community education concept, citing its
potential for maximizing educational services through careful coordination
of community resources. The format of this document presents an interesting
contrast in viewpoints between the presenters who delivered formal papers

and their respective commenters/critics whose challenges are also published.
Indeed the conference exemplifies some of the reasons why libraries'
role in the community--and literacy education- -has been of growing
interest throughout the past decade, yet remains largely a topic for
discussion. The tone of the presentations throughout are essentially
theoretic academic, and philosophical; the commenters, on the other
hand, point out the practical problems in implementing such theoretical
models of community coordination. Overall, neither the presenters or
their critics appear to have found operational solutions to the
difficult problems in literacy education.

Glover, Peggy. "Beyond the First R." Wilson Library 50(9):737-
8, May, 1976.

This article describes the programs and services available at the
Philadelphia Free Library, one of the oldest and strongest literacy
projects in the United States. Most notably it describes the Reader
Development Program, its history, the number of staff involved, statistics
on circulation of materials, and interagency cooperation. The particular
activities of the staff, seminars, visits to outreach programs and
training methods are discussed. Compilation of an annual annotated
bibliography and production G! a bimonthly newsletter are mentioned.
These two sources of information could prove to be valuable and should
be requested when contacting the Philadelphia Free Library. Future
plans for the library and its reader programs are also outlined.

Gotsick, P., "Adult Basic Education id Public Libraries: Services to
the Disabled Adult," Adult Leaa, 21:329-30, April, 1273.

This article describes the Appalachian Adult Education Center in
Morehead State University as it serves to demonstrate that cooperation
and coordination between the public library and adult education agency
is possible and mutually beneficial. Both sectors share similar objectives
in serving the disadvantaged population by coordinating services efficiently
and effectively. It describes successful joint activities, some problems
encountered and ways to overcome them.

7
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Gray, 3., L---,cv Procrans and Public Libraries, South Bay Coop Library

System, Santa Clara, CA 1977.

This provides the most up-to-date listing and discussion of literacy

prtgrams within the context of public libraries now available. A discussion

of the scope of each proper is presented along with staff requirements,
acquisition of materials, outreach aspects and evaluation of success of

each. Until the ALA directory is published, this text can be considered

a primary source for information on public library involvement is literacy

projects.

Hinkle, John and Hunt, Pat, "RISE (Reading Improvement Service Everywhere),"

Oklahoma Librarian. 2S:20-2, January, 197S.

A ve y brief description of the RISE program and how it can be

implemented. The procedures used to organize the project, the materials
used, how the library staff was involved and the initial results of the

program are covered.

"How Libraries and Community Organizations Further the Learning of

Adults," Adult Services Division Newsletter, ALA, 7:51-54, Summer,

1970.

This article presents a general discussion and review of paper:
presented at the Galaxy Adult Education conference. The following

trends are highlighted: public libraries' responsibility to serve the
total community; the importance of library personnel involvement in
community planning related to adult education; and the need to reassess
and redefine library staff pales and duties. It also lists common
characteristics of "low-level readers" which prove to be constraints

in teaching/improving their reading.

Korkmas, Sister Ann, "Project 'Look at Me!'" Catholic Librar, World,

4S:158-160, November, 1973.

This describes the "Look at Me!" project undertaken by the Dallas
Public Library's Community Education Office. Detailed
discussion of how the project was carried out and what it entailed are

covered. An explanation of the problems faced once the project began

and what was learned are also included.

Landy, Sarah. "The Right to Read: Regina Public Library Accepts the

Challenge." Canadian Library Journal. 31:442-5, October, 1974.

Although this is a description of a Canadian public library program,
there is a thorough explanation of what the project was, who started it,
ran it and how it was run. The final information in the article is an eight

step list of procedures for setting up a'reading program. The material

presented is informative :.ad applicable to any library.

8
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"Libraries and Needs for Literacy: A Statement By the Library Asscciation."

Library Association Record. 77:184, August, 1975.

According co this national organization, literacy work will be
primarily the concern of public libraries. One recommendation is that
libraries should become the focal point for promoting literacy by sponsoring
voluntary tutoring And acting as liason between literacy projects in

their area and teachers. A wide range of materials for new readers- -
reading books, instruction books, word games, tapes, slides, filmstrips
and audio-visual equipment should be acquired by libraries as support

materie,. Geographic distribution of material should be provided by

using all branch libraries. Libraries should actively lobby publishers
and official agencies for wider ranges of materials. Evaluative lists
of suitable books and materials should be made available to tutors,

'students and the general public. Library staff should be knowledgeable
of all extension services within their area. Concerted publicity campaigns
should be undertaken to make the public aware of library involvement in
literacy programs. In-service training for librarians to help them

deal Lith illiterates should be initiated. Libraries should provide

space znd facilities for students and tutors.

Lipman, Claire K., The Disadvantaged and Library Effectiveness, American
Library Association, Chicago, IL, 1972.

This study of 1177 libraries examines the role cf these institutions
in the disadvantaged community, using economic status as an indicator of
"disadvantaged". Working through CAP agencies, the author attempted to
determine how users perceived the library and its services. Her findings
indicate that the library had little impact on the poor, despite libraries'
attempts to pub,icize their maurials and services, although individuals
living within walking distance to the facility tended to use it more

than others. In addition, the author presents a model for evaluating
library services, intended for use as a program planning tool. The

study also contains nseful information for future library program studies

and evaluations.

Lyman, Helen H., Library Materials in Service to the Adult New Reader.
American Library Association, Chicago, IL, 1973.

This report describes the background, objectives and accomplishments
of a project to develop criteria for evaluation of materials for the
adult new reader. The criteria include strategies for evaluating materials,
identifying and assembling materials, reviews of reading specialists and
educators, and agreements for cooperation made with thirteen public
libraries, A bibliography of older material (1960's) on libraries and
literacy is also included. The bibliography is especially useful for
further background information on the development of literacy programs.
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Lyman, Helen H., "Reading and the Adult New Reader." Library Trends

22:197-217, Oct:be:, 1973.

Some general statistics on illiteracy--by age and by geographic
locationare presented. A definition of the term "adult new reader"
is provided as well as some basic charateristics associated with the
overall group: subject interests, educational background, age, ethnic
background and reading activity rate. The adult new reader's compre-
hension and response to cultural and ethnic materials is also discussed.
Also covered are some basic assumptions underlying effective library
reading development programming. A model for a multimedia system for
home-based continuing education for adults is described. Finally, a

list of agencies serving adult new readers- -e.g., Project Crossroads- -
is provided with an evaluation of libraries interaction with these
agencies. This article is an excellent source for an understanding
of the library's role as linker between illiterates and extension
programs.

Lyman, Helen H., Reading and the New Adult Reader, American Library
Association, Chicago, IL, 1976.

This volume builds on Lyman's earlier work, Library Materials in
Service to the New Adult Reader. The focus of this boox is to assist
iroraxlans and otners 1E-Friallg and establishing literacy education
programs for adults with low reading levels. She presents a comprehen-
sive approach to the special needs of this target population, especially
with respect to those needs which impinge on their motivation to ready
and their ability to learn.

Lyman, Helen H., Literacy and the Nation's Libraries, American Library
Associatian, Chicago, Iilinois, 1977.

This volume, Lyman's most recent major work, presents a comprehensive,
flexible approach to libraries' active participation in literacy education.
The book is essentially a "how-to-do-it" manual which includes specirac
alternative planning and implementation guidelines, information on
important differences in client characteristics and ways these imp:ot on
the selection of materials aid learning styles and insightful discussion
on barriers to client participation in library programs. Although the
work is clearly intended for use by librarians, it may serve as a practical
guide for any group or institution that is considering involvement in
literacy education.
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Lyman, Helen H., "Literacy Programs, Library." ALA Yearbook 1977

American Library Association, 1977, p. 198-200.

A definition of literacy in relation to t:.4 social, cultural and
economic environment is presented. The measure of literacy is taken to
be the extent of reading comprehension in context of experience and use.
To be literate a person must have the ability to use communication
skills and knowledge about the subject and know how to aquire information
needed to do the things which need to be done. The Adult Performance
Level (APL) is mentioned as the most recent measurement of literacy.
The University of Texas Adult Functional_Comumst (Northcutt, 1975) is
cited as a method of identifying skills and knowledge adults need for
living; statistics on U.S. illiteracy are also contained in the volume.
A list of places where literacy programs are underway is also included,
as well as a short list of references on the topic of literacy.

Lyman, Helen H., "Literacy Programs, Library." ALA Yearbook 1978
American Library Association 1978, p. 181-2.

This entry presents the general survey of the year's activities.
(This section became a permanent part of the ALA Yearbook starting in

1977.) Lyman lists the programs for literacy which were underway during
1976-77, by name and location. A brief discussion of staff training for
literacy programs asserts that Association programs and library staff
development programs have been the source of informal training, while
literacy organization workshops and schools of library science have
provided a more formal approach. The ALA divisions which conducted
literacy workshops during the 1977 ALA conference are listed. Alternate

terms for library literacy programs are provided, as well as a description
of the ways libraries have helped these programs, e.g., acquisition of
materials, providing space and/or staff and sending staff to be trained.
Library Programs Worth Knowing About is cited as a source describing the
literacy programs around the country.

Lyman, Helen H., "Literacy Programs, Library." ALA Yearbook 1979

This article provides a review of the year's activities in libraries
in relation to literacy programs. States with literacy programs are
listed along with the reasons Ay some programs have been terminated- -
most notably austerity budgets, inability to reach potential learners,
and loss of staff. It discusses, in general terms, of the ways libraries
can and have contributed to programs. A list of public libraries which
have new programs is also included, as well as sources of funds. Descriptions

of the projects and programs undertaken by the Missouri State Library
Association, the EnochPratt Free Library in Baltimore, the Philadelphia
Free Library, the Chester bounty Library Literacy Program (using the
Laubach training method and materials) and the New York state and New
Jersey correctional facilities programs. Also cited as materials which
Twill be helpful in literacy programs were the Directory of Library Literacy
Programs, to be published by the American Library Association sometime
in 1979, and the LIT TV: Literacy Instructor Training project, a.five
part television film workshop with handbook.



Moli, Kathleen, Libraries and the Right to Read. U.S. Cepartment of
Health, Education anc Aelfame, :373, 18

This material gives a general overview of projects related to
Right to Read goals.

Phinney, Eleanor, Library Adult Education in Action -S Case Studies, ALA,
Chicago, 1956, 182 pp.

This article describes and evaluates in the farm of case studies f:ve
exemplary adult education programs in public libraries. The case study
presents a biography of each program and further analyzes and compares

'programs to determine common elements of successful adult education
programs. Research methods include: interviews; questionnaires; library
records; and observations of specific services. The studies investigated
such elements as: cultm-al and social clioste of clam:nity; relations
with other agencies; library v41,inistration; policy and government;
staff; resources; financial support.

Right to Read Committee, eds., The Right to Read and The Nation's Libraries,
ALA, Chicago, 1974, 109 pages.

This volume contains twelve articles and an appendix which deal
with projects under the Right to Read umbrella. Each selection gives
an excellent overview
project under inspection.

The following eight articles deal with libraries and literacy:

1. "Why a Reading Program?" by Grace T. Stevenson.

This is a discussion of what librariee can do in national
effort to eliminate functional illiteracy.

2. "The Right to Read Adult. Academy," by Ruth Holloway. This
describes the libraries' role in Right to Read Academies and
how to establish an Adult Academy.

3. "Read Project: Reading for Everyone to Achieve and Develop'
by Brenda Gray

A description of program joint effort by the Camino Real-Santa
Clara Valley Library Systems to combat illiteracy in E. San
Jose.
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The project dealt primarily with Spanish as a primary language
target population. It set up reading centers in branch libraries
and ran one-to-one tutoring programs for reading disabled and

the functionally illiterate. The "Read" staff was paid but used

volunteers as tutors.

4. "The Right to Read in yfpalachia; An Overview of Six Community-
Based Right to Read Projects," by C.J. Bailey, Sharon Moore and

Anne Shelby.

A description of projects which demonstrate delivery of basic
education services to the homes of isolated, undereducated

adults. Projects deliver services by using successful adult
basic education graduates with instructors. These projects were
administered through Appalachian Adult Education Center (AAEC)
and further demonstrate linkages with other community agencies,
adult basic education agencies and public library. Program)

basics were: home instruction, use of paraprofessionals,
individualized instruction, strong community links and support,
personal approach for recruitment.

S. "Tallahavae Literacy Council, A Do-It-Yourself Project," by

Verna Nistendirk

This work presents plans for setting up community reading centers
for literacy tutoring (by volunteers); and the library's role
in providing materials for programs.

6. "Right to Read in a Public Library," by Dem Polackeck
and Sara Lee Donze

This provides a description of the positive attitude of library
involvement in reading/literacy efforts.

7. "Jacksonville Public Library, "LOOP" Library Operated Outreach
Program," by William Dennis

Project intent to move high interest library materials into
the community via vans and media mobiles, thus drawing interest
to library and recruiting "users" is the focus of this article.

8. "Denver Public Library Offers Something For Everyone,"
by Graham H. Sadler

This article describes project undertaken by Denver Public
Library whereby it formed a Community Services Division to
serve of the community including large Chicano populations.
The program sponsored (recruited and trained bilingual volunteer
tutors) and ran one-to-one tutoring in homes and in libraries,
with an add'' ESL component to program.
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Roberts, David j., "Educational Brokering and Adult Basic Education,"
Drexel Library Quarterly, Vol. 14; No. 4, October, 1973.

This article examines libraries' capacity to serve as a linking
agent between clients' information needs and the resources required to
solve explicit problems. The goal of the broker is to find the best
possible fit between needs and service providers, whether these involve
community agency assistance or simply written materials that the new
adult reader can use to obtain the necessary information. The librarian
essentially functions as a facilitator rather than a traditional teacher,
helping new adult readers to master problem solving skills which can
ultimately be applied to future needs for information. Roberts notes,
however, that "brokering" requires extensive commitment from the library
and its staff, both in terms of time commitment and funds.

Schmidt, Susan, "A History of ABE Services in Public Libraries," Drexel
Libriry Quarterly, Vol. 14: No. 4, October, 1978.

This article traces the evolution of libraries' involvement in
literacy education since the beginning of the 20th cent y. Noted are
the early efforts to provide factory workers with appropriate materials
for selfeducation and the initial literacy education work pioneered by
Core Wilson Stewart circa 1926. Following the movement through the
19a's (with its political and social recognition of education's role in
the eradication of poverty) to the present time. Schmidt credits Helen
Lyman with the insight to understand that libraries must do more than
simply collect materials for new adult readers, by providing them with
services (or access to services) which will help them use the materials
as well.

"S.F. Library/School Districts Join 'War on illiteracy'." School Library
Journal, 22:16, May, 1976.

An annoinicement by Superintendent of Schools, !lobe= F. Alioto,
District Attorney Joseph Freitas, and city librarian Kevin Starr to
develop a cooperative effort to fight illiteracy in the San Francisco
area. A five part plan is listed as the initial goal of the project:
outreach consumer complaint centers within public library branches;
regular class visits by public school children to public libraries;
development of a library education program; encouraging parents to use
libraries; and outreach illiteracy clinics within libraries. No specific
plans on how these measures are to be implemented are included.
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Sherrill, Lawrence L., Library Service to the Unserved, R.R. Bowker Co.,

New York, N.Y., 1967.

This volume consists of a series of discussion papers presented at
a library conference in 1967 at the University of Wisconsin. The theme

running throughout the book is very much in keeping with the social and

political consciousness raising of the mid-1960's, with an appeal to the
audience to recognize the needs of the disadvantaged. The authors

characterize the library u a middle class institution and librarians as
materials-bound, rather than service delivery agents. From the vantage

point of the 1970's, this thrust appears to be dated and a restatement

of the obvious.

Sprouse, Florence, Library-ABE Project at Putnam Adult Learning Center,
Report to Appalachian Adult Education Center, Morehouse, KY, n.d.

This report describes the Putnam project as it is in progress. The

material is especially useful in describing specific, practical problems
in measuring the extent to which new adult readers do increase their use

of the library and printed materials.

Strader, Helen B., "Visual Literacy and Adult Basic Education," Drexel
Library Quarterly, Vol. 14, No. 4, October, 1978.

Strader's article discusses the process of learning to read, from
civilized man's initial need to communicate in written symbols through
the cognitive process required to read. In defining and classifying
types of literacy readiness and illiteracy, she notes the importance
of understanding wil the non-reader cannot read in order to select the
appropriate teach::mg mode and to help motivate the client to overcome

the impediment. Her thesis is that, as "Doctors speak... of treating
the whole person", educators "must do no less"; the literacy effort
requires an identification of the root cause of the problem, not just a
bandaid solution to the symptom of poor reading abilities.

Studying the Community: A Basic for Planning Library Adult Education Services,.
Library Community Project Staff of ALA, ALA 1960.

Phis is a "how to" manual geared for librarians to use when undertaking
a library-community study as a basis for defining the role of the library
in developing adult education activities. It show how to do both community
and self (library) assessments, ways to gather, organize and interpret
information on community's adult education needs and interests, and then

put the results to work.
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System Development Corporation, The Public Library and Federal ?clicv,
Greenwood Press, Westport, Connecticut, 1974.

This massive document, prepared with the support of the Office of
Libraries and Learning Resources, covers a good deal more than its title
implies. Indeed, its content is useful from both a substantive and a
methodological standpoint since it provides detailed descriptions of the
way in which public libraries operate and the relationship between
libraries and library agencies at the federal, state, and local levels.
It further provides definiticns, classification systems, and suggested
measures for collecting data on libraries' nerflrmance, size, and level
of activity. A major portion of the work sets the stage for policy recam-
mendations, indicating the advantages of more centrali:ed library
organization at the regional or county level, the need for the support
of demonstration programs and the need for greater attention to special
populations.

Wade. E.W., "Library service to the Functionally Illiterate," Minnesota
Library, 23:48-33, Summer, 1970.

This article is a general discussion of libaries and literacy in
this article. It points out motivations for oecoming Literate as:
jobs, consumer information, and helping your children. It also discusses
types of materials to use with non - renders and special considerations of
non-readers in the library.

Wade sees role of library in literacy programs no as sponsor or
teacher, but as conduit or linkage agent to programs.

Warren, M., "'Literacy Librarian: Case Studies of Experiments. in Dallas,
Wilson Library Bulletin, 45:278-84, November, 1970.

This describes eff-rts in Dallas to reach out to the non - literate
cntrfmmi.-*/ by establish a new position titled "Literacy' Librarian"
where principle respon. Ilities are to initiate more meaningful programs
focused on the population defined as "functionally illiterate." The
approach used is to develop and collect a demonstration collection of
materials and to pursue an aggressive program of personal contact in the
community.

Wasserman, Paul, ed., LIST (Library and Information Services Today)
Vol. 5, 1975, Gale Researca Company, Micnigan.

This lists and summarizes projects and services dealing with traditional
and innovative areas of library concern. Projects are abstracted and
organized by subject areas. Although this reference book did not have a
subject heading dealing specifically with "literacy," literacy and ABE
programs are found under heading "community service programs." The following
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projects are concerned with adult reading improvement and abstracted in

lists: Livingston Park Neighborhood Information Center; Project Listen-
In' Community Center Libraries; Pilsen Neighborhood Library Project; and
Performance Criteria for the Planning of Community Resource Centers.

Williams, Joel, et. al., Library Statistics: A Handbook of Concepts, Definitions,

and Terminology, American Library Association: Chicago, Ill.,

1966.

This document focuses the methodological concerns involved in

describing, evaluating, or researching libraries and the services they

provide. A considerable emphasis is placed on the extent to which research

and statistical information requirements vary according to the type of

library being studied. An extensive Glossary is also included, defining

specific library, library related and research terms and concepts. This

volume provides much useful information and discussion needed to conduct

library research in many fields, although much of the work is formative,

raising issues which present problems, rather than solutions. (Despite

its 1966 publication date, it remains the most recent ALA sponsored

document dealing especially with methodological concerns, as the ALA has

not been satisfied with attempts to update the work and thus have not

published a new version.)

Williams, Hayward, A Critical Review of Adult Literacy Programs, Harvard

University Qualifying Paper, May, 1946, 43 pages.

This paper focuses on recent and ongoing literacy programs. It discusses

and evaluates the military's involvement in the literacy movement and

contrasts their program and methods to the Freries system of teaching

literacy. The paper does not deal with library involvement in literacy;
however, certain key issues and points are made regarding literacy relevant

to library and literacy. These include: the relationships between library

and economic independence; the relationships between literacy and employment;

selection of appropriate and useful materials; and importance of continua-

tion incentives.



I:I. Related Legislative References

Congressional Record:
Vol.

roceedings and Debates of the 96th Congress,

sion,First Sci l 125: No. S3, Wecnescay, May 2, 1979.

Senate Hearings.

An extensive presentation to introduce legislation to establish a

National Commission on Literacy. Senator George McGovern notes the
extensiveness of the problem and discusses its future social and economic
implications as a basis for the Bill he supports.

P.L. 95-561, 92 Stat. 2001, Title II - Basic Skills Improvement, Sec.
201 ff.

This November 1, 1978 amendment of the Elementary and Secondary
Eduzstion Act of 1965 :oases on children and youth, especially in the
areas of reading improvement. It promotes the concept of parent involvement
in basic skills instruction, the use of educational technology to improve
reading capability, and the coordination of metrics between public and
private agencies to effect such outcomes.

Senate 3i11 1124, 9th Congress, First Sessian, A Bill to promote the

development of public library services and for other pur7oses.
The National Library Act, stay 14 (legislative day April 9), 1979.

This Bill, introduced by Senators Kennedy and Javits seeks to

expand national attention to libraries through the establishment of a
National Library Agency, greater coordinatin and consolidazion of national
library resources, support of demonstration program:, and attention to
special user needs. Title IV, Sec. 402(a) specific"; grants to be used
for adult literacy training progr=am, career counseling, ESL, library
services for the handicapped, extension services for state institutions,
outreach programs and other services for the disadvantaged, and special
technical reference services to serve many different types of organi:ations.

U.S. Kegs. Part ! - National Reading Improvement Program, 1975.

The Regulations, in support of P.L. 93-330 Might to Read), specify
a major thrust for reading improvement programs for youths and children
with reading difficulties. The legislation creates special emphasis
projects, a reading academy program, and state support :or reading

Lmprovement efforts.
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I. DEMOGRAPHIC BACNCRCUND INFORMATION

1. Please describe the urban/suburban/ rural Q'Iaracteristics of your
area of service.

2. Approxi=ately, how =any people live in your library's area of service?

3. Please describe the characteristics of this population in terms of their:

A. Economic status

B. Ethnic composition

C. English speaking ability (EEL)

D. Migrants

E. Geographically isolated

2
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4. What effects do these characteristics of the population in your
area of service have on your library's services?



I:. OVERVIZW CF LISRARY ACT:717723

1. When was this library eounded?

2. Do you have anytrmach libraries/off c=pus satellite resource centers?

Yes
No (SKIP TO Question 3) 2

2a. How =my branch libraries do you have?

2b. Where are these branch libraries located?

3. Does this library belong to a system of...

Consolidated libr=ies (composed of a
main library, its member units and
one Governing Board) 1

Cooperative librasitss (song services are
carried out together, but maintain
complete autonomy in other services) 2

Federated libraries (each library has its
own Board,. in addition to a system's
board) 3

Other (mum)

4. Does this library serve...

This varrnunity 1

A County 2

Several counties 3

The state 4

The region
Other

6

5. What divisions/depar=tarts does your library have?

4
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6. Please describe your library's organizational structure EBTALN WRITTEN

DOCUMLNT IF AVAILABLE

7. Please describe your library's Board of Governing body in terms of
size, background of members and their functions.

8. How many professional librarians are currently employed in your library?
In this category we include staff with a formal educational background
and a supervisory level of responsibility.

8a. Do your professional staff have

Master of Library and an area
of specialization 1

Master of Library Science 2

Bachelor of Library Science 3

Other academic degrees (EXPLAIN)

4

Other (EXP N

S

---
8b. Do your professional staff have training or experience in...

Information and Referral 1

Audio visual materials 2

Adult education 3

Reading 4

English as a second language
Other reading or literacy related areas
(EXPLAIN)

5
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9. How many pars- professional staff are currently employed in yol:r

library? Para-professional staff are =lit. who have, at a minimum,

some college training and who work under the supervision of professional

staff.

10. How many nun-professional sr.2..zr do you cmrrently employ? Non-pro-

fessional st2gy are those with a high school education or less who

work in an area not requiring any professional skills.

11. How many volunteer staff do you currently have?

12. How many of your paid staff are full time?

12a. How zany of your paid staff are part-time?

13. Does your library provide any formal or informal in-service

training to staff?

Yes 1

No (SZIP TO Question 14) 2

I3a. Pleas. describe how freauently in- service =mining
is provided, to what staff, by wham and in what library functions

(e.g. technical services, circulation, reference, acquisition,

periodicals).

6
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14. Please describe the populations served by your library in terms of:

A. Age (children, youth, adults)

B. Ethnic composition

C. English speaking Ability (ESL)

D. Migrants

E. Geographically isolated

15. Do you determine the library-related needs of these populations?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Question 16) 2

15a. How are the library-related needs determined?
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16. What services do you provide which are particularly related to the
needs of the populations served by your library (e.g. outreach, ex-
tension, adult education, etc.)?

17. HOW many volumes do you have in this library?

17a- What content or substantive areas are covered hy.these volumes?

18. Concerning non-print materials, do you have...

Yes No
Films, film -strips or slides 1 2
Sound cassettes 1 2

Videotape cassettes 1 2

Records 1 2
Micro/Orme' 1 2

Compute= managed instruction packages 1 2
Art prints 1 2

Talking books 1 2

Kits 1 2

Any other non -print materials? (SPECF1)
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19. Concerning equipment, do you have...
Yes No

Projectors 1 2

Tape recorders 1 2

Record players 1 2

Microfilm readers 1 2

Computer terminals 1 2

Reader-printers 1 2

Viewers 1 2

Any other equipment (SPECIFY)

1 2

20. How do you identify and select materials and equipment for your library
and what sources do you use in this process.

21. Do you have an annual written plan which specifies your goals and
objectives, annual buziget, funding sources and program activities?

Yes 1

No (END OF SECTION) 2

21a. Please describe briefly your library's :Ilan for this year.

(OBTAIN COPY IF AVAILABLE)
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III. OVERVIEW OF LITERACY PROGRAM

1. In what year did your library start its involvement in literacy-

related activities? 411=1.,

la. Has your library been continually involved in literacy
education since that time?

Yes (SKIP to Q. 2)

No 2

lb. What was the reason for this discontinuity in involvement?

lc. What is the total number of years this library has been involved

in literacy education?

2. Why did your library become involved or undertake literacy
education?

3. Did your Board or governing body play any role in facilitating or
inhibiting your library's involvement in literacy education?

Board facilitated involvement 1

Board inhibited involvement 2

Neither of the above 3

Other (EXPLAIN) 4

3a. Please describe how your Board or governing body facilitated or

inhibited your involvement in literacy.

4. Is your library currently involved in...

10
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Provision of a literacy- related Laibrmation and

Yes No

ReeTT21 service. 1 2

Publicizing literacy activities conducted by
the library or by other agencies and

2

Provision of library space for literacy
education classes or tutorial sessions 1 2

Provision of literacy outreach and extension
services 2

Identification, selection, maintenance and
provision of literacy materials and equipment.. 1 2

Treining.library staff ar tutors in the
provision of literacy services 1 2

Provision of literacy tutorial services 1 2

Cooperation with other agencies or institutions
in the provision of literacy services.. 1 2

4a. Which three of these activities do you, consider to be most
critical or central to your library's involvement in literacy-
related activities?

4b. Why do you consider these activities to be most critical or
central to your library's involvement in literazy?

S. What impact did your library's existing resources, such as staff
experience and interest, equipment, and facilities, determine the
types of literacy activities in which to become involved?

6. Did your library 'letmtmine which specific activities to undertake for
your literacy grog= through...

11



The conduct of a community analysis (needs

Yes No

assessment) 1 2

Indication of need by particular groups in the

community 1 2

Awareness of need by communications with other
literacy education providers 1 2

Any other methods (DESCRIBE) 1 2

6a. (If conducted community analysis,
to 6b).

Pleaie describe how you conducted
what your findings were.

answer Q. 6a; If not, SKIP

the community analysis and

6b. (If need was indicated by particular group, answer Q. 6b; if
not SKIP to Q. 6c).

Please describe which groups indicated a need for literacy and

what needs they expressed.

6c. (If other literacy education providers indicated need, answer
Q. 6c; if not SKIP to Q. 7).

Please describe how you became aware of literacy needs by
communications with other literacy education providers and
the needs they indicated to you.
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7 Does your library literacy progr have a f0732.1, wri'len

plan stating the program's goals, activities and policies?

Yes 1

No (SKIP to Q. 7b) 2

7a. Who (position, title) took part in developing this plan for

literacy saltation activities?

7b. Who (position, title) has the final approval authority for
your literacy plan?

7c. Is your literacy education pl.= parr of your library's annual

plan or is it a separate plan?

Part of Library.; annual plan.... 1

A separate plan 2

7d. Please describe briefly the objectives and goals, funding
sources and budget, and program specified in the plan.

(OBTAIN COPY OF PLAN,. IF AVAILABLE)

(51:112 to Q. 8),

7e. How do you.dstermine, carry-out and assess your program
objectives and activities without the use of a formal plan?

8. Please describe the characteristics of the c:ients served by your
literacy program, including age, ethnicity, mental or physical
handicaps, English speaking ability, educational and occupational

levels.

13
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Sa. Does your literacy prcgrrm "focus" particularly on any of these
populations in terms of types of services you provide or
numbers of individuals served?

Yes 1

No. (SKIP to Q. 9) 2

8b. Please identify this group, explain why your literacy program

focuses on this group, and how.

9. How do you identify and recruit "clients" for your literacy services?

10. How many of your library staff currently work in the provision of

literacy education activities?

10a. How many of these staff are...

Full time professional. staff
Part time professional staff

WIIIIIINI.11=1101.1

(Professional staff are defined as staff who have a formal
educational background and a supervisory level of responsibility)

Full time pars- professional staff...
Part time pars - professional staff...

NIMM11110

(Para - professions) staff ire defined as staff who have at
minimum some college training and who work under the super-
vision of the professional staff).

Full time non-professional staff....
Part time non-professional staff....

(Non - professional staff are defined as staff with a high school
education or less who work in an area not requiring any
professional skills) .

Full time volunteers
Part time volunteers
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10b. On the average, approximately how many hours per week do these

staff spend on the provision of literacy education services?

Full time professional staff
Part time professional staff
Full time pare- professional staff
Part time pars- professional staff...
Full time non-professional staff....
Part time non-professional staff....

11. What is the educational background, training and experience of your

professional staff as it relates to Library Science and Literacy

Education?

111. What is the educational background, training and experience of

your para-ormfessional staff as it relates to Library Science

and Literacy Education?

11b. What is the educational bacxground, trainiall and experience of

your non-orofessional staff as it :elates to Library Science

and Literacy Education?

11c. What is the educational background, training and experience of

volunteers involved in your library's literacy edmmat4on proms .

as it relates to Library Science and Literacy Education?

12. Please describe briefly your Current requirements for hiring....

12a. Professional staff involved in literacy education:

12b. Para-Professional staff involved in literacy education:

228
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IV. LITERACY INFORMATION AND REFERRAL

1. who among your library staff conducts your literacy information and
referral service?

2. What literacy related information do you provide?

3. How do you obtain this information?

4. How is your information organized?
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6. How do you determine the Liiormation needs of your clients?

7. To what literacy programs or agencies do you refer people?

8. How do you drtemmine which program. service or agency is the most
appropriate or the needs of the people you refer?

9. How do you refer people to other agencies or institutions which
provide literacy services (e.g. call agencies, escort clients to
agency, provide transportation, etc.)?

17



10. Do you follow-up any of the people you referred?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Question 11) 2

10a. Please describe your follow-up process.

11. How do you up-date your information on available Literacy services
and programs?

13
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v. PUBLICIZING LITERACY ACTIVITIES

1. Do you publicize your library's literacy education activities?

Yes 1

No 2

2 Do you publicize literacy activities conducted by other agencies
or institutions in you community?

Yes 1

Nb 2

3. Who among your staff is responsible for publicizing the literacy
activities of your library and of other agencies and institutions
in the community?

4. Do you train these staff in how to publicize these literacy activities?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Question S) 2

4a. Please describe the training you provide.

S. Do you target your publicity activities toward particular individuals
or groups in your community or do you provide it to all?

19
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6. How do you determine Icward whoa to target your Literacy-related
publicity activities?

7. Please dercnibe how you publicize the literacy activities provided
by your library or by other agencies and institutions. (Forzat =ad,
intensity, etc.) (OBTXL4 SAMPLES OF BROCAURES OR OTHER =MOTS
PUBLICIZING LITERACY Aczyrrims)

(IF PUBLICIZES ONLY LIBRARY ACTIVITIES, SKIP TO Question 9)

8. How do you obtain information from other agencies or institutions
about their literacy activities so as to publicize them?

&a. How do you up-date this inio=ation?

a



8b. Why did these agencies or institutions ask you to publicize

their literacy activities?

8c. What type of agencies of institutions are these (e.g. social

service, education, etc.)?

8d. How long have you publicized their literacy activities?

9. How long have you publicized your library's literacy activities?

10. What impact, if any, did the publicizing of your library's literacy

activities have on your literacy program (e.g. increased number of

studeats, etc)?

234
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VI. PROVISION OF SPACE

1. Do you provide space for...
Yes No

Training literacy education tutors 1 2 (SKIP TO Question
Literacy classes 1 2

One-an-one tutorial sessions 1 2

2. Training Literacy
How many times a year art Literacy tutors =mined in your Library?

2a. How long is each training course?

Zb. DOW this r"mATting take place -

During the day 1

In the early evening 2

After Library hours 3

Other

4

2c. Does this training take place in...

The general seating area (SKIP TO Question 2e... 1

A spee.al room- 2

2d. For what other purposes is this room used,-aside tram
tutor training?

2e. Do you receive any fee for thu provision of this space?
Yes 1

No 2
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3. (Literacy classes)
How many literacy classes are convened in your library per week?

3a. How many literacy classes are convened at the same time?

Sh. How long is each literacy class?

Sc. How many people participate, on the average, in a literacy class?

3d. Do literacy classes take place...
During the day 1

In the evening *2

After library hours 3

Other (SPECIFY)

4

3e. Do literacy classes convene in...

The general seating area (SKIP TO Question 3g)... 1

Special room(s) 2

3f. For what other purposes (is this room/are these rooms) used?

3g. Do you receive any fee for providing space for literacy classes?

Yes

No 2
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4. (One-on-one tutorials)
How many one-on-one tutorials, on the average, take place in your
library in a week?

4a. How long do these tutorials last?

4b. How many one-on-one tutorials take place at the same tine?

4c. Do these tutorials take place...

During the day
In the evening 2

Alter library hours 3

Other (SPECIFY)

4d. Do tutorials convene in...

The general seating area (SKIP TO Question 4f)... 1

Special room(s) 2

Other (SPECIFY)

4e. For what other purposes are these rooms uaed?

4f. Do you receive any fee for providing space for tutorials?

Yes 1

No 2

24



VII. LITERACY-RELATED OUTREACH AND EXTENSION SERVICES

1. Do you provide literacy-related outreach services? Outreach services
refer to any services you provide to your previously unserved or
underserved constituency.

Yes 1

No 2

2. What literacy-related outreach services do you provide?

3. Please describe the populations to whom you provide literacy-related
outreach services.

4. How do you provide these outreach services (e.g., what equipment or
materials do you use)?

S. How many of your library staff are involved in the provision of
literacy-related outreach services?

5a. How many hours per week do these staff spend on providing literacy-
related outreach services?

238
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Sb. Did you provide any training to those tn...

Yes No

Literacy activities 1 2

Outresch services 1 -2

Any other areas (explain)
1 2

(IF NO TO ALL ABOVE, SZ112 TO Q. 6)

Sc. Please describe the training provided to staff engaged in literacy-
related outreach services.

6. What problems have you encountered in the provision of literacy-related
outreach services?

ti

7. How have you addressed or how do you plan tu address these problems?

8. What Impact, if any, have your literacy-related =reach services had
on the populations served?

26
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9. Do you provide literacy-related extension services? Extension services

refer to any extended or improved services you provide to the already
served constituency through bookmobiles, deposit stations, etc.

Yes 1

No (END OF SECTION) 2

10. What literacy-related extension services do you provide?

11. Please describe the populations to whom you provide literacy-related
extension services.

12. How do you provide these extension services (e.g., what equipment or
materials do you use)?

13. How many of your library staff are involved in the provision of
litfracy-related extension services?

13a. How many hours per week do these staff spend on providing literacy-
related extension services?

27
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la. Did you provide any training to these staff in...

Yes No

Literacy activities 1 2

Extension services 1 2

Any other trees (explain)
2

(IF NO TO ALL ABOVE, SKIP TO Q. 14)

13c. Please describe the training provided to ruff engaged in literacy-
:elated extension services,

14. Wham problems nave you encountered in the provision of literacy-
related extension services?

15. How have you addressed or how do you plan to address these problems?

16. What impact, if any, have your literacy-related extension services
had on the populatiorm served?

28
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6. Cld you provide any in-service training to your Reference Department
staff in the potnetial needs of people participating in tne literacy
program?

Yes
No (SKIP TO Q. 7) 2

6a. Please describe the in-service training you provided to your Reference
Department staff on this issue.

7. Have the Reference Department staff encountered any particular problems
in dealing with participants in your library's literacy program?

Yes
No (END OF SECTION) 2

7a_ What problems have they encountered and how have they dealt with
these problems?

242
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VIII. PROVISION OF LITERACY REFERENCE SERVICES

1. Does your library's Reference Department provide any support services
to your literacy education program?

Yes

No (SKIP TO Q. 3) 2

2. Did the literacy program administrator or staff make any special
arrangements with the Reference Department to provide such
support services?

Yes
No (SICIP TO Q. 3) 2

2.a. Please describe briefly the arrangements made between the library
program and your Reference Department?

3. What support services are provided by your Reference Department to
your literacy program?

4. How do participants in your literacy program became aware of these
support services?

5. To what extent do participants in your E teracy program make use
of the support services provided by your Reference Department?
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6. Did you provide any in-service training to your Reference Department
staff in the potnetial needs of people participating in the literacy
program?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 7) 2

6a. Please describe the in-service traininz you provided to your Reference
Department staff on this issue.

7. Have the Reference Department staff encauntared any particular problems
in dealing with participants in your library's literacy program?

Yes 1

No (END OF SECTION) 2

7a. What problems have they encountered and how have they dealt with
these problems?

244
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IX. LITERACY MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT (IDENTIFICATION, SELECTION,

MAINTENANCE, USE)

1. Does your library have a formal policy relating to the

Identification of literacy materials for low
Yes No

level readers (Identification refers to finding

out what materials are available) 1 2

Evaluation of literacy materials 1 2

Selection of literacy materials 1 2

2. Please describe what sources you use in the identification of

literacy materials for low level readers (e.g. patron request,

special bibliographic source, reviewing resources, etc.)

3, Please describe the criteria and procedures you use in the

evaluation of appropriateness and quality of literacy materials

for low level readers.

4, What procedures do you use for the selection of literacy materials

for low level readers (e.g. selection committee, librarian discretion,

patron request)?

31
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S. In general, how do you determine -hat literacy materials not in

your library, you need?

6. Who participates in the identification, evaluation and selection

of literacy.marerials for low level I:gads= (titles or positions)

7, no has the final authority for appuoving which literacy materials

can be a-uired by the library. (title and position) .

8. What impact do the characteristics and needs otrycur literacy

clients have on the identification, evaluation sod selection

process of literacy materials?



0

10, Are your current literacy materials used for ,

Yes No

Children (8-12 years old) 1 2

Youth (13-18 years old) 1 2

Adults (19 or older) 1 2

11. Do the literacy materials you currently have in your library deal

with 1 Yes No

2Consumer education

Job information 1 2

Basic skills (reading, writing, computing) 1 2

Health information 1 2

Survival or coping skills ,,,
2

English as a second language 1 2

Commumitr resources. 1 2

Humanities (biography, poetry., fiction, historr,etc,) 1 2

Government and law, .. ... ; ....... 1 2

Other areas (explain)

12, In which literacyf.related content or substance areas do rou needs

A, Additional materials;

247
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3. To start a literacy collection;

13. Do you have non-print or audio-visual literacy materials?

No (skip to q,14) 2

13,a. Do you have, among. your non-prtnt literacy materials. .

13.b, Approzataly, how many of each type oirthesa literacy

nonlorint materials do you have?

Yes No Number

Films, filmstrips or slides 1 2 =
SOUMa =series. l' 2

VideoiRtape cassettes 1 2

Records :. 3 2

2.116..:x 1 2

Computer managed is -.ion packages I 2

I 2

Talk mg boob 1 2

Any other runb.print materials (describe)

1 2

IIIM11111=MI.

13,c. Please give examples of the substance or content cress addressed

bar your three major types of literacy-related non-print material.

34
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13.d, Please describe how thee littracy-related non-print materials

are used in your literacy education program.

14. Do you use any educational technology or audio-visual equipment

in your literacy education activities?

Yes 1

No (skip to Q, 15) 2

14.a. Do you use in your literacy education activities. . .

(RECORD YES OR NO FOR EACH)

14.b. How many of each type of educational technology or

audio-visual equipment do you use in your literacy

education activities? (RECORD UNDER NUMBER)

Yes

.

No Number

Projectors , 1 2

Video tape recorders. 1 2

Tape recorders 1 2

Record players, . 1 2

Microform readers 1 2 ..
Computer terminals 1 2

Reader printers 1 2

Viewers ,,,, I 2

Any other types of equipment (describe)

1 2

r
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14.c. Please describe how these educational equipment are used

in your literacy education program.

IS, Are your literacy - related print materials, non-print materials

and equipment , . .(RECORD YES OR NO FOR EACH)

Print
Materials

Non.Print
Materials

A1/
Equipment/

' Ed Tech

Yes No 'Yes No Yes No

Used prtzurily in the library, . , 1 2 1 2 1 2

Available far loan to other

institutions, organizations or

agencies 1 2 1 2 1 2

Available far loam to literacy

'clients 1 2 1 2 1 2

Available to people not officially

invvlved in the Literacy program... 1 Z 1 2 1 2

16. How do you display and publicize your literacy-related. . .

A. Print materials.

B. Non -print materials:
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C. Educational- technology or A -V equipment;

16,a, Do you use different display and publicity procedures for

your literacy materials and equipment than for your regular

(non literacy related) materials and equipment?

Yes

No (skip to Q. 17) 2

I6.b, How do your display and publicity procedures for literacy

materials and equipment differ from the procedures you

use for regular materials and equipment?

17, What procedures do you use to familiarize low level readers with

your literacy materials?

18. HON do you classify and catalogue literacy-related materials?
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18.a. Do the classification and cataloguing procedures you use

for literacy materials di:2i- from the procedures you use

to classify and catalogue non-literacy materials?

Yes

No (skip to Q. 19) 2

18.b. How do. your classification and cataloguing procedures

for literacy materials differ free the procedures you use

for regular, non - literacy materials?

19. Who (Title and position) is your library Li responsible for the

maintenance of literacy materials?

19i. Please) dtiscribe briefly the qualifimatin, and experience

of this person,

20. How many of your library stet. deal with the maintenance and

provision oR literacy-related materials and equipment?

252
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20.a, Please describe the qualifications and educational background

these staff have in maintaining and providing literacy-related

materials and equipment"

21. Has your library provided any in- service training to these staff

in the maintenance and provision of literacy-related materials and

equipment?

Yes

No (skip to Q, 22) 2

22. How do staff assigned, to the maintenance and provision of literacy-

related materials and equipment deal with requests for materials

made by literacy tutors?

23, What is your current library budget, in dollars, for the acquisition

and maintenance of literacy-related materials and equipment?

$
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23.a. What was your annual budget, in dollars, for the acquisition

of literacy-related materials and equipment during the fl-st

year of your literacy program?

$

23.b. Aside from inflation, to. what do you attribute the changes

(increase or decrease) in your budget fa literacy-related

materials and equipment?

24. What types of literacy-related matert.a.Ls and eNsipment, czrzently

not in your Library do you need most?

24.a. Why are you in need of these materials and equipment?

24.b, Do you plan to purchase these materials and equipment

within the next two years?

Yes (Skip to Q.25) . . .1

No 2
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24.c. Why don't you plan to purchase these materials or

equipment?

25. What difficulties or problems have you encountered in the

identification, evaluation, selection, maintenance and provision

of literacy-related materials and equipment?

25.a. What axe, in your opinion, the main reasons for these

difficulties?

25.b, How have you addressed or how do you plan to address these

difficulties?
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26. What aspects of your identification, evaluation, selection,

maintenance and provision of literacy-rslated materials and

equipment do you consider examplary and why?

42
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X. TRAINING OF LITERACY STAFF AND TUTORS

1. Does your library provide literacy-related training to...

Yes No

Library staff involved in literacy education 1 2 (ASK Q 2-2k)
Staff of other agencies or institutions

providing literacy education services 1 2 (ASK Q. 3-3m)
Literacy tutors or volunteers 1 2 (ASK Q. 4-4m)

Any other individuals or groups (Explain)
1 2

2.. In2gillillLtEEEEEPEffiEngilJJ1111121EL
is.-aiiiiiiiideprodtrarystinvolved in literacy?

Yes.(SICIP TO Q. 2b)....1
No 2

2a. To what library staff involved in literacy is training provided?

2b. Who provides this training?

2c. How frequently is literacy-related training provided?

2d. How long, on the average, is a training session?
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2e. On what issues or literacy program functions does this Training
focus?

21. What procedures ere used for training library staff involved in
literacy?

2g. What types of materials are used in this =lining? (OBTAIN COPIES

OF TRAINLIG MATERIALS, IF AVAILABLE)

Zh. Do you evaluate or assess the quality and effectiveness of this
training?

Yes
No (SW TO 2j) 2

Zi. How do you evaluate the quality and effectiveness of this training?

2j. What major problems or difficulities have been encountered in traiing
library staff involved in literacy?
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PARTICIPANT IN LITERACY-RELATED TRAINING (LIBRARY STAFF MEMBER)

1. Please describe your position in this library.

2. When did you participate in a literacy-related (in-service) training

session?

3. Why were you asked to participate in (in-service) training at that

time?

4. What was the purpose of the training?

5. Approximately how many library staff and/or other people participated

in the training?
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6. How long was the training?

7. *to trained you?

8. On what literacy-related Issues or program functions did the

training forms?

What =mining pruced=es were used in the training (e.g., lecture,9.
questions and answers, slides, film, role play, et )

10. '(hat materials did you use during the training?

11. How useful did you find these materials?

46 260
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12. Overall, did you find this training helpful in carrying out your

literacy-related functions?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 12b) 2

12a. Please describe how you found this training to be useful?

(SKIP TO Q. 13)

12b. Why didn't you find the training useful?

12c. in your opinion, what changes should be made in the training td make

it more useful?

13. How satisfied were participants, in general, with the training

provided?

14. What impact has the training provided to library staff involved in

literacy had on the quality of the literacy services provided by

your library?
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XI. LITERACY TUTORING

1. Do you provide literacy tutoring services to...

groups of people (literacy class) 1

single people (one-on-one tutoring) 2

2. How do you identify people who need literacy tutoring?

3. How do you recruit clients/students for your literacy tutoring activities?

4. How do you determine the literacy-tutoring needs of those people?

5. How do you deterabie which clients/students should participate in
a literacy class or course or be tutored ona one-on-one basis?

48
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6. Please describe the Characteristics of clients /students who participate
in your.literacy tutoring programs in terms oi:

A. 1EL.(Children, youth, adult, over 63):

B. Ethnic background:

C. Educational level:

D. English sneaking 'ability:

B. Physical or mental handicap:

F. Geograthically isolated or migrants:
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7. What effects, if any, do the characteristics of your clients/students
have on the:

A. Content of your literacy classes or tutorials:

B. Duration of your literacy classes and tutorials:

C. Method:of instruction you use:

D. Location and schedule of your classes:

E. Materials and equipment used in tutoring:

50
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8. How many literacy classes (for groups of people) do you provide
per month?

8a. How many one- on-one tutorials do you provide per month?

9. How many people, on the average, participate in a literacy class?

10. What is the average duration or length of a...

Literacy class:

One-cm-one tutorial:

11. Please describe the differesm literacy classes cad tutorials
provided by your library.in terms of their content and punposes-

L2. What ins==lonal or teal trlg methods do you use in the literacy
classes mad tutorials provided by your Library?
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13. Why did you choose to employ these instructional or teaching strategies?

14. In general, how useful have these instructional or teaching strategies
been in helping your students improve their basic skills?

15. What types of print materials are most often used in your literacy

classes or tutorials?

16. What types of non-print materials (i.e. films, slides, talking books)
are most often used in your literacy classes or tutorials?



17. That types .-.4f audio-visual materi...ls and educational teChnology
equipment are most often used in your literacy classes or tutorials?

IL. "87::stse describe whenhow, and for what purposes non-print materials
and equipment are used in your. literacy classes or tutorials?

IS. How helpful do you 'find the use of non-print materials and educational
technology for teaching literacy?

20. How helpful do your clients/students end the use of non -pint materials
and educational technology is the literacy classes or tutorials?
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21. How do you assess student achievement/ success in the classes or
tutorials you provide?

. 22. What impact have your literacy classes or tutorials had on individuals
who participated in your literacy program and increased their basic
skill capabilities? (i.e. job promotion, increased self esteem, etc.)

23. What difficulties have you encountered in the administration and
provision of literacy tutoring services?

24. What we' the reasons for these difficulties?

25. How have you addressed or how do you plan to address these difficulties?
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26. How many literacy tutors provide services in your program?

27. Please describe the literacy - related educational background and
experience of the tutors.

28. How are the tutor - services provided by your library planned,
coorsPnated and supervised?

29. What, in your opinion, are the major acccmplistuaenw of your literacy
tutoring ser.7ices?

30. Which aspects of your literary tutoring program do you consider exemylary?
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XIS. COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES

1. Do you cooperate with any agency, institution or community group in the
funding, planning, administration or provision of literacy education
services?

Yes

No (End of section) 2

2. With what agencies, institutions or community groups do you cooperate in
the provision of literacy activities (e.g. literacy volunteers association,

. Right to Read, ESL group, state or local public agencies, etc)?

3. For how long have you been cooperating with these agencies or institutions?.

4. Did your library initiate the cooperative literacy effort?

Yes

No (SKIP to Q. 5) 2

4a. Why did your library feel the need for cooperation with other agencies in
the provision of literacy education services?

4b. How did your library staff identify agencies willing to cooperate in
the literacy effort?

4c. Please describe how the literacy cooperative effort was set-up by your
library?
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(SKIP TO Q. 6)

S. What agency or institution asked your library to participate in the
cooperative library effort?

Sa. Why did that agency or institution seek the participation of your
library in the cooperative literacy effort?

Sb. Why did your library agree to participate in the cooperative literacy
effort?

6. Do your library and the cooperating agencies and Institutions have an
interagency =Tern:Iva agreement or plan?

Yes .

No (SXIP to Q. 7) 2

6a. With how many of the cooperating agencies and institutions do you have
cooperative agreement or plans?

(IF'WETH ALL, SXIP St. Q. 6d)

6b: Why don't you have cooperative agreements or plans with all the
participating agencies or institutions?

6c. How do you cooperate and coordinate the _lteracy effort with agencies
with whom you do not have a cooperative agreement or plan?

6d. Please describe the content of the cooperative Agreement or plan in
terms of: (OBTAIN CtrY OF COOPERATIVE AGREEMMT, IF AVAILABLE)

A. Responsibilities of each participating agency:
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G. Program activities undertaken:

C. Funding and funding sources:

D. Ponulations/Clients to be served:

E. Methods of coordination:

F. Methods for problem resolution:

6e. Please describe how the cooperative agreement(s) or plan(s) (was/were)
developed: by whom, and how they are updated, if at all.

7. What literacy-related activities and services are conducted by the
cooperating agencies and institutions?

7a. Why were these literacy-related activities and services undertaken by
by these agencies?
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3. Please describe how the cooperative literacy effort is actually

coordinated among the par"jcipating agencies and institutions?

9. How often do you communicate, in person or otherwise, with one, some
or all of the participating agencies and instit=ions2

9a. Whatare the main reasons for your communication with the cooperating
agencies and institutions?

10. How often do you meet with the cooperating agencies-and institution: as
a group?

10a. What are the purposes of these meetings':

10b. Are any materials developed and distributed before these meetings?

Yes 1

No (nip to Q. 10f) 2

10C: Who develops these materials?
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10d. What materials are developed?

10e. How are these materials distributed?

10f. Do you halm an agenda in these meetings?

Yes 1 (OBTAIN COPY IF POSSIBLE)

No (SKIP to Q. 10j) 2

10g. Who is responsible for developing these agendas?

10h. Are the agendas distributed to the participating agencies before the
meeting?

Yes 1

No (SKIP to Q. 10j) 2

10i. How are the agendas distributed to participating agencies?

10j. On the average, how long is s meeting?

10k. What issues or problems are discussed in such meetings?
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101. Who chairs these meetings?

10m. How are decisions made or resolutions undertaken (e.g. by consensus,
majority vote, etc)?

10n. Are minutes of the meeting...

Yes No
Alk

Recorded
Distributed

1

1

2
2

10o. How many individuals from each cooperating agen...y participate in
such meetings?

10p. What are the positions or "titles of these participating members of
these agencies?

10q: Who from your library participates in these meetings (position or title)?

11. Who from your library is responsible for your library's cooperation in
these efforts (position or title).
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Ila. Please describe the authority and degree of independence of this
person in dealing with the cooperating age--des.

12. What is the current total annual budget for this cooperative literacy
effort?

I2a. What portion, in dollars or percentages, of these funds is contributed
by each participating agency or institution'

12b. Please -describe how the cooperative literacy budget is planned and
approved.

I2c. What funding arrangements, such as interagency transfer of funds,
exist among the participating agencies?

I2d. Please describe any changes thr.t took place since the establishment
of the cooperative literacy e'.fort, in the...

A. Total annual budget of the cooperative effort:

B. Fund contribution of the cooperating agencies:

C. Funding arrangements among the cooperating agencies:
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12e. What ,:',cre the reasons for these changes?

12f. How did the changes affect the cooperative literacy effort?

13. What program changes have taken place, since the establiakument of
the cooperative literacy effort (e.g. more agencies have entered into
the efforts, changes in activities undertaken by each participant)?

13a. Fleas. describe the reason for these changes.

13b. that Impact, if any, have thela changes had on the cooperative literacy
effort?

la. How well, in ',cur opinion, do the cooperating agencies and instituttons
perform their literacy activities and services?

(IF AMICI:r1S DO PERFORM VERY WELL, SKIP 70 Q.15)

14a. What are the reasons, in your opinion, for the low quality of these
agencies' performance?
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14b. What can be done to improve the quality of the cooperative agencies'

performance?

IS. What difficulties or problems have been encountered by your library
as a participant in the cooperative literacy effort?

1Sa. How have you or how do you plan to address these difficulties?

16. What difficulties or problems have been encountered by any of the

cooperative agencies?

16a. How have they addressed or plan to address these difficulties?

17. What impact have these problems.had on the cooperative literacy effort?

18, Which aspects of the cooperative literacy effort would you consider
exemplary and why?
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XIII. RELATIONS WITH THE STATE LIBRAkY AGENCY

1. Is the State Library Agency in your state aware 02 your literacy

education activities?

Yes
No (SKIP TO Question 2) 2

la. How has the State Library Agency become aware of your library's
involvement in literacy education?

2. What types of literacy - related information have you received from thJ
State Library Agency since you have become involved in literacy

education?

2a. Did you request most of this information or did you receive it
without requesting it?

Library requested
Unsolicited by library 2

2b. What use did you make of this information in your literacy
program?

2c. Overall, how useful did you find the information provided by
the State Library Agency?

0



2d. Why did you find this a: formation useful or not useful ?

3. Have you requested any assistance from the State Library Agency

regarding your literacy activities?

Yes 1

No (=IP TO question 4) 2

3a. What type of lit racy- related assistance have you requested?

3b. Did the State Library Agency provide this assistance to you?

Yes 1

No (SIIP Question 4 ) 2

3c. Please datcribe how this assistance was provided to you?

3d. How useful did you find the assistance provided by the State

Library Agency?

66
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3e. Why did you find this assistance useful or not useful?

3f. What impact did this assistance have on your literacy program?

4. In general, how often do you communicate with the State Library
Agency with regard to literacy-related matters?

4a. How do you communicate with the State Library Agency regarding
literacy matters?

S. Has the State Library Agercy ever conducted a site visit to your
library to evaluste or observe mt. literacy program?

Yes -
No (SKI? TO Question 6) 2

5a. Pldase describe the purpose oi the visit, who from the State
Librar, Agency visited you (position or title), duration of
tne visit and the outcomes of tha visit.

0
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6. Are you required to submit any literacy-related planning, budgetary,
accotattability, or program reports to the State Library Agency?

Yes.
No (SUP TO Question 7) ... 2

6a. Please describe the reports you submit, how often and what
feedback you re eive from the State Library Agency. EBTAIN
COPIES OF suca RE'ORTS, IF ASAILABLE

7. Have you =matured any ddficulties in dealing with or reporting
to the State Lib wry Agency?

Yes
No (SXIP TO 8) 2

01,

7a. What problems or di.icultias have you encountered?

7b. What impact did these diffiralties have on your literacy program?

7c. Haw have you or the State Library Agency addressed or plan to
address these difficulties?



0

8. In light of your relationship with the State Library Agency, does

the State Library Agency give enough attention and allocate suffi-

cient resources to libraries invol..,ement in literacy education?

Yes
No 2

8a. Please explain your answer.

8b. What should the State Library Agency do to increase its
level of involvement and assistance to libraries involved

in literacy?

69
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XIV. LITERACY BUDGET AND FUNDING SOURCES

1. What is your library's current annual budget?

How much of this budget comes .from...

Federal funds
State funds
Local (tax and non-tax) funds $

Other sources (SPECIFY)

3. Approximately how much of your annual budget is expended on...

Salaries
Acquisition of print materials
Acquisition of nonrprint materials $
Acquisition of equipment
Processing and organization

(i.e. storage, cataloging) $

Publicity of services
Other .(EXPLAIN). . $

4. Overall, by how much has your library's budget increased in the
last five fears?

1975 $

1980 $

S. What is your librati's current annual budget for literacy education?

6. How much of this budget has come from...

Federal funds
State funds
Local (tax and non-tax) funds $
Other sources (EXPLAIN)

7. Approximately, how much of your literacy budget do you expend on...

Salaries
Acquisition of literacy related

print materials
Acquisition of literacy-related

non-print materials
Acquisition of literacy-related

equipment
Processing and organization

Publicity of services

70
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4. Since the estahlishamat of your literacy education in by
how nuts has your annual literacy budget increased or cam-eased?

Program established 19

19W

9. Please des-ibe the reasons for these changes in your literacy budget.

10. When your Literacy education program was estA;21ished in 19 , was

your main funding start-up source...

Federal.
State 2

Local atundoo

Other (EXPLAIN)
3

4

10a. What portion of your start-up funds came from that source?

11. Did you have federal funds continuously since the establishment of
your literacy education program?

Yes (SXIP TO Question ) 1

No 2

lla. For how long did you have federal funds?

11b. What effect did the discontinuation of federal funds have on
your literacy program?
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12. Overall since the establishment of your literacy program, what
proportion of your funds came from...

Federal sources
State sources
Local (tax and non-tax) sources
Other sources (EXPLAIN)

13. What activities have you undertaken, if any, to increase or supplement
your literacy education funds?

14. How successful have you been in these efforts'

15. What problems or difficulties did you encounter in your efforts to
increase or supplement your literacy budget?
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XV. LITERACY PROGRAM EVALUATION

1. Has your literacy program been evaluated since its establishment?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Question 7) 2

2. How frequently has your literacy program been evaluated?

3. Has your literacy program been evaluated by your staff (in-house)

or by an outside individual or group?

In-house evaluation 1

Outside evaluation (sop TO QUESTION 4) 2

Both 3

3a. Who, from your library staff, participated in the evaluation?

3b. What evaluation procedures, or measures of effective. ass, are
used to assess your literacy program?

3c. Please describe the evaluation process in terms of aspects of
the program being evaluated, evaluation materials used, duration
of the evaluation, and how results are disseminated.
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3d. What have been the results/outcames of your most recent internal
evaluation?

4. (IF ONLY INHOUSE EVALUATION, SZIP rO Question S)
Who =inducts yaur external evaluation?

4a. What evaluation procedures, or measures of effectiveness,.are used
in the external evaluation?

4b-. Please des=ibe the external evaluation process in terms of
aspects of the program being evaluated, evaluation materials
used, duration of the evaluation, and how results are disseminated?

4c. What have been the results/outcomes of your most recent exterma',
evaluation?

74
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S. How have you addressed, or, how do you plan to address weaknesses
in your program which were detected in the evaluation of your program?

6. Are you-required by federal, state or local regulations to evaluate
your program?

(END OF SECTION)
7. How do you evaluate the effectiveness of your literacy program without

evaluating it?
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XVI. LITERACY PROGRAM CHANGES

1. Since your library has become involved in literacy education, what
changes has your literacy program undergone in terms of:

A... Literacy program activities undertaken by the library:

A.1. What were the reasons for these changes in your literacy
program?

A.2. When were these changes in literacy program activities

made?

A.3. What impact did these changes have on your literacy program?

B. Changes in the populations served by your literacy program:

B.1. What were the reasons for these changes?

B.2. When did these changes occur?

B.3. What impact did the changes in the populations served have
on your literacy program?

C. Changes in the number, type and background or experience of your
staff involved in your library's literacy program:

C.1. What were the reasons for these changes in staff assigned
to literacy education?

C.2. When did these changes in staff composition occur?

C.3. What impact did these changes in staff have on your

literacy program?
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D. Changes in the type, quantity and content of your literacy
education materials and eouitment:

D.1. What were the reasons for these changes in your literacy

materials and equipment?

D.2. When did these changes it your literacy materials and

equipment take place?

D.3. What impact did thesechanges have on your literacy program?

2. What major changes do you anticipate in your literacy program in the

next five years?

2a. Why do you anticipate these changes?

2b. What impact will these changes have an yoor_provam?
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XVII. LITERACY PROGRAM STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

1. Overall, what have been the major difficulties you encountered
in your library's involvement in literacy education?

2. What impact did these difficulties have on your literacy education
activities?

3. What have you done or plan to do to address these difficulties?
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4. In reviewing your ltb=aryts involvement in literacy, what, in your
opinion, are the major contributions OT strengths of your literacy

program?

5. What, in your opinion, are the main weaknesses of your literacy p?ogram?

6. What changes do you foreseu in your literacy program in the next
five years and why do you anticipate these changes?

79
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DCCUMENTS TO BE OBTAINED FROM LIBRARY

Document

1. Library's Organization
Structure

2. Library's Annual Plan

3. Library's Literacy (Annual)
Plan

4. Brochures, Newsletters
or Other Documents
Publicizing Library's
Literacy Activities

S. Literacy Training Materials
for Library Staff ..

6. Literacy Training Materials
for Staff of Other Agencies

7. Literacy Training Materials
for Literacy Tutors or
Volunteers

C. Cooperative Literacy
Agreement/Plan

9. Agenda of Cooperative
Literacy Effort
Participants' Meetings

10. Reports Submitted by
Library to State Library
Agency

11. Literacy Program
Evaluation (Internal
or External) Materials

Will be sent
Available Obtained By...
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CRC EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. INC.
26 BRIGHTON STREET

BELMONT. MASSACHUSETTG 02178
7t1.L4mockm10171466-3150

COOPERATIVE AGENCY

INTERVIEW SaiEDULE

Name of Agency:

Location of Agency:

.m....
Date of Interview:

Interviewer:

A SUBSIDIARY OF CONTRACT RESEARCH CORPORATION
26 "LANDERS ROAM 1151.MONT. MA 021711

600 NEW MAMPSMINZ AVENUE. M.W., 1U175 111. WAS*ONGTON. Q.C. 20037
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COOPERATING AG-NCY
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Background Information

1. What are the overall functions and responsibilities of your agency
aside from your participation in the cooperative literacy effort?

2. What are the characteristics of the clients that you primarily serve

by age group, income level; ethnicity, disability status, geographical
isolation and English speaking capabilities?



0

3. Approximately how many clients does your agenry serve per year?

4. What proportion of your total client population would you estimate
need literacy services to improve their reading and basic skills
levels? (Basic skills are deemed as those involving writing,
reading, computation, comprehension and oral communication.)

4a. HMI do you determine that clients need literacy services (e.g.,
inability of clients to fill in farms, client difficulty in
obtaining employment lime to low reading and basic skills levels,
client self-identification) ?

4b. What actions do you take once a client's literacy needs have
been established?

Cooperative Literacy Activities

1. How long has your agency been involved in c000erative literacy
activities with the library and other agencies and institutions
in your community?

2
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2. Was the cooperative literacy effort initiated by...

Yes No

Your agency 1 2

The library (Skip to Q. 2c) 1 2

Other agency or institution (Skip to Q. 2c) 1 2:

2a. Why did you initiate the cooperative literacy effort?

2b. Please describe how you identified and asked for the coopera-
tion of the other agencies, ilmstitutions and the library.

(SUP TO Q. 3)

2c. Why did the initiating agency, institution or library ask for
your participation in the cooperative literacy effort?

2d. What were your agency's reasons for becoming involved in the
cooperative literacy effort?

3. Had your agency been involved in any literacy effort prior to your
current involvement with cooperative literacy education activities?

Yes 1

No (Skip to Q. 4) 2

3a. Please describe your agency's literacy activities before your
involvement in the current cooperative program.

3
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4. What types of activities does your agency Lmdertake in the =rent
cooperative literacy etiort?

Provides publicity for literacy education programs
or activities

Rafers clients directly to literacy education program
or a=ivitiss 2

?rrvides materials or equipment to literacy
education programs

Provides training to librariestor other agencies'
star in the area of literacy education 4

Trains tutors for literacy educatiaa instraction

Provides space for literacy education activities 6

Provides transportation for clients or =I= to the
site of literacy education activities 7

Provides occupational counseling to literacy clients.. 8

Provides evaluation services to the literacy program
activities 9

Serves as a coordinator of lii=racy education activi-
ties for the library and the participating
agencies 10

Participates in the planning of the cooperative
literacy program activities 11

Other (SPECIFY) 12

4
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4a. Please describe each of the activities in which you currently

participate:

A. Ptblicity for literacy education programs or activities:

B. Client Referral to literacy programs:

C. Provision of materials 21:_mimEra to literacy education programs:



D. Tutor Training:

E. Sta.f:! Tr.airing

F. P.rsvisioa of =nsoortation services to c11.ents or tur.,:rs:

G. Provision of occurational counseling to clients:

6
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H. Provision of evaluation services to literacy programs:

I. Coordination of literacy education activities between the library

and other participating agencies:

J. Participation in the planning of program activities:



S. What other agencies or institutions are part of the cooperotive
literacy education effort?

6. To your knowledge, what role does each agency play in the cooperative
Literacy education program?

1.

2..

S.

4.

S.

Agency Activities or Contributions

6.

7. The Library

7. What types of staff in yo agency are participating in the cooperative
literacy effort?

7a. Do these individuals have knowledge of or experience in the field
of literacy education?

Yes 1.

No (SX111 TV Q. 7c) 2

8
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7b. Please describe the type of experience or training your
agency's staff member(s) have (has) in literacy education.

7c. Does any agency or institution participating in the cooperative
literacy effort provide in-service training in literacy education

to your agency's staff?

Yes

No (SKIP TO Q. 8) 2

7d. Please describe by whom the training is provided, how frequently,
where it is provided, and what issues are addressed.

8. Approximately how many hours are spent in literacy-program-related
activities each Louth by members of your staff?

9. Does your agency have formal, written interagency literacy agreements
or plans with any of the cooperating agencies, institutions or library?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 10) 2

9
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9a. With what agencies or institutions does your agency have
such agreements?

9b. Please des vibe the content of this agreement, how it was
developed, by whom and what issues it addresses (e.g., responsi-
bilities of each participating agency, program activities,
funding and funding sources, clients to be served, methods
of coordination, methods of problem resolution, etc.).

10. What-procadures and means of communication does your agency use
to coordinate your literacy-related activities with those of the
other participating agencies and institutions?

Formal meetings on a weekly /monthly /annual basis 1

Occasional meetings on'an as-needed basis 2

Telephone comersations on an as-needed basis 3

Other (SPECIFY)

10
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11. In the coordination of the cooperative literacy effort, does your
agency representative undertake the...

Assignment of tasks and responsibili-
ties to specific agencies or

Yes No

representatives 1 2

Program problem solving 1 2

Program planning and policy making 1 2

Budget decisions 1 2

Preparation of progress reports and general
information sharing 1 2

Other (SPECIFY) 1 2

lla. Please describe each of the coordination tasks upiertaken by
your agency representative.

A. Task assignments:

B. Program problem solving:

11
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C. Prop.= planning and policy making:

D. Budget decisions:

E. Preparation of prog,.ess reports and general information sharing:

12
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12. What agency or individual in the cooperative effort has the final

authority in making decisions about the cooperative literacy education

program?

13. During your agency's participation in the literacy education effort,

has the...

Yes No

Number of participating agencies increased... 1 2

Number of participating agencies decreased... 1 2

Type of agencies changed 1 2

Roles and responsibilities assigned to
agencies changed 1 2

Method or frequency of communication among
participating agencies changed 1 2

(IF NO" TO ALL, SKIP TO Q. 14.)

13a. What were the reasons for these changes?

13b. What impact have these changes had on the cooperative

literacy program?

13
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Fvndin¢ Information

1. Excludingstaffsalarnes, does your agency contribute funds to the
cooperative literacy education program?

Yes

No OUP TO Q. 3) 2

2. How much did your agency con=ib=e in 0.4e 1979 Fizcal Year?

$

2a. Approximately what proportion of your agency's total budget
did this con=ibution represent?

2b. Was this =n=ibution earmarked for literacy education in
your agency's annual budget?

Yes 1

N1 (SX1P TO Q. 3) 2

2c- Is your agency required by law, by agency policy, 02 by other
directives to contribute funds to literaz education efforts
in your =unity?

Yes 1

No (SICP TO NEC CTICV .) 2

2d. What is the source of your agency's mandate to contribute to
the literacy education effort?

14
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1. Does the cooperative literacy education effort in which your agency
participates meet the needs of your agency's or institution's clients?

Yes (SUP TO Q. 2) 1

No 2

la. In what way does the cooperative program not meet clients' needs?

lb. What is the reason for this gap between the cooperative literacy
program and your clients' literacy needs?

15



2. What are the major problems experienced by your agency in participating
in the cooperative literacy ef.teort?

16
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3. What are the reasons for these problems?

4. How have you addressed or how do you plan to address these problems?

17
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EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. INC.

26 BRIGHTON STREET
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OUT OF LIBRARY
LITERACY TUTOR
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Tutor No:
Tutor Afiiiiactzon:

Location:

Date of Interview:

interviewer:

A SUBSIDIARY OP CONTRACT RESEARCH CORPORATION
PPLANDIIRS Rowe. 111:1-MONT. MA 021711

oo NEW HAmpiottott AviNut KW_ sutra 1114. WAS/44=0N.
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NON-LIBRARY
LITERACY TUTOR INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

General Informaticn

1. Are you formally affiliated with a literacy education organization
(eg. Laubaugh, LVA, Right to Read)?

Yes 1

No (skip to Q.2) 2

1.a. With which organization are you affiliated?

2. How long have you been a. literacy education tutor?

3. What training or preparation have you had for becoming a
literacy tutor? Please describe the nature and length of
training or preparation, who provided it, and how it was
provided?
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4. How have you been recruited or became involved with your
current literacy education program?

S. How are literacy clients or students assigned to you?

6. How an clients,students are you currently tutoring?

6.a. On the average, how many clientststudents do you
usually tutor at a given period of time?

7. Please describe the characteristics of your clients/m:40ms
in terms of:

A. Ale:



B. Ethnic composition:

C. English speaking ability

D. Physical or mental handicap:

Es Educational level:

F. Occupation:

8. What effects, if any, do the characteristics of your clients
have on the:

A. Content of your literacy classes or tutorials (eg,
;F,736-arc information needs of clients):

B, Duration of your literacy program (eg, number of hours
and weeks of instruction):

C. Location and schedule of classes or tutorials:

3
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D. Instructional tecicues you use:

E. Nature of'materials and eouinment used in tutoring:

Instructional Activities and Techniques

1, Who i3 responsible far determining a clientts/stndents
instructional needs at the time of the clientls/student's
entrr into the literacy. program? (E.g. ',ourself, a library
staff member, agencies referring clients).

2, What procedures are used to determine a cllent's instructional
needs at the time of or prior to program entre

3, Do you provide literacy tutorial services to

Groups of clients /students ...1
Individual clients/students (one -on -one tutorials) 2
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4. Where do you tutor clients/students?

4.a. Why was this instructional setting chosen for providing
tutoring instruction to clients? (eg. number of clients
to be served, lack of staff or tutors for one-to-one
instruction, advantage of group or individual instruction
for specific types of reading disabilities and client
needs)

5. What is the average duration of literacy classes and on-- on-one
tutorials in hours per week and weeks of instruction?

hours of in- weeks of
struction per instruction
week

Literacy classes

C. One-on-one tutorials

6, Describe the instructional methods you use to teach clients to
improve their reading mad basic skills?

7. Why did you decide to use these instructional techniques or
strategies?
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8. That is the content/substance of your literary classes or
tutorials/

9. a general, how succtssful have you found these instructional
strategies to be in helping your 3v -tents improve their basic
skills?

10. What types of print materials, non-print materials, and equipment
do you most often use:

A. Print materials:

B. Audio-Visual/non-print materials:

C. Educational Technology:



0

11. How do you use non..print materials and educational technological
equipment in the instruction of clients in reading and basic
skills?

12, How useful do you find these non-print materials and
educational technology for teaching literacy?

12,a. How useful do your clients find the non-print and
educational technology materials for learning to
improve their reading and basic skills?

12,b, Generally, what types of print or non-print materials
and equipment do your clients appear to find most useful?

13. Who is responsible for selecting the literacy materials and
equipment that you use in teaching clients literacy skills?
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13.a. To what extent do you use your own non-library materials
for teaching clients, including those you have made
yourself ?'

13.b. Do you 123411 additional non-library materials for
ins-ucting clients in .specia_ content area needs, such
as pamphlets produced by health organizations, driver
license applications, etc.

Yes .1

No. (skip to Q 14) 2

13.c. Please describe these materials, how you identify and
obtain them and what use you make of them in tutoring?

14, Do you routinely assign four clients out,of.class work to be
completed between classes or tutorial 54Wi011.5?

Yes 1

No (skip to Q, 13) 2

14,a, What types of assignments do you make to clients?

8



14.b. To what extent do these assignments to students involve
the use of the library's facilities or materials?

1S, How do you assess student progress and achievement

A, During the course of instruction:

B, At the end of the course or tutorials

16, What impact have your literacy classes or tutorials had on
the clients who participated in your literacy education activities
(tag, job promotion, increased self esteem, etc,)?



0

17. What problems have you encountered. in providing literacy
instruction in terms of:

A. Individual client contact:

Problems arising out of the liter=rprogram's administration
(e.g., the library staff, other participating agencies, etc.):

18. What are the reasons for these difficulties?

IS. Mow have you addressed or how do you plan to address these
difficulties?
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CRC EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT. INC.

26 BRIGHON STREET
BELMONT. MASSACHUSETTS 02176
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LITERACY CLIENT/STUDENT
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Client/Student No.__

Location:

Date of Interview:---

Interviewer:

A SUBSIDIARY OF CONTRACT RESEARCH CORPORATION
2S MAMMAS ROAD. 11.MONT. MA 02171
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CLIENT INTERVIEW SCPIDULE

1. How did you find out about this library's literacy program
(e.g., through an agency referral, publicity, from a friend
or a relative)?

2. How long have you used the literacy services provided by this
library?

3. Why did you decide to use these services?

4. Were you enrolled in any literacy classes or one-on-one tutorials?

Literacy classes 1

One-on-one Tutorials 2

Neither (SKIP to Q. S) 3



4a. Please describe what you learned in this class?

4b. How long did this course or tutorial last?

4c. For how many hours a week did you attand this class?

4d. Did you use any !special material or equipment such as films,
cassettes, kits, computers in this classT

Yes . ...1

No (SI7P to Q. 4f) 2

4.. What kind of materials aid you use and for what purpose?

4f. Overall, did you find this class helpful t) you?

Yes ..

No (SKIP to Q. 4h) 2

4g. Please describe in what ways you found this class helpful?

(SKIP to Q. 4i)

4h. Why w2.., this class not helpful to you?
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4i. What effect did this class have on your life (e.g., daily
activities, work, etc.)?

S. Do ,ou plan to take or enroll in other literacy classes or
tutorials given by this library?

Yes
No (SKIP to Q. Sb) 2

Sa. In what class's or tutorials do you plan to enroll?

(SKIP to Q. 6)

Sb. Why don't you plan to take or enroll in any other literacy
classes?

6. Have you used this library's 12.teracy materials and equipment
(out 'de of your course or tutorial)?

Yes
No (SKIP to Q. 6b) 2

6a. What materials and equipment have you used and for what
purposes?

(SKIP to Q. 7)

6b. How useful or unuseful did you find these materials and
equipment and why?

7. How well have you been treated by this library staff who provide
literacy services?



8. Have you encountered any problems in obtaining the literacy services
you need?

Yes
No (SX120 to Q. 9) 2

8a. Please describe what problems you have encountered and what
you have done about them.

.9. What changes would you like to see in this library's litoracy
services and activities?

10. Have you or would you recommend this library's literacy program
to others with needs similar to yours?

11. How often do you visit and use this library or anther library,
not counting your attendance of literacy classes or tutorials?

12. For what purposes 40 you visit the library?

13. Have you increased the use of library services, in general, as a
result of your participation in a literacy program?
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Appendix C:

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRES

Public Library Questionnaire
Public School Library/Resource Center Questionnaire
Community College Library /Resource Center Questionnaire
State Institutional Library Questionnaire
Non-Profit Agency Questionnaire
State Library Agency Questionnaire



efr

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Question NO.:

FEDAC No.: SI72
Expiration Date: March, 1981
OE 708

SURVEY OF LIBRARIES' ACTIVITIES IN LITERACY

PUBLIC LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE

Although this study is authorized by law (P.L. 83-329,
Title II-B) you are not required to respond. However,

your cooperation is needed to make the results of the
survey comprehensive, accurate, and timely. This survey
is being sponsored by the Office of Libraries and
Learning Technologies (OLLT) and conducted by CRC Education
and Human Development, Inc.

Please note: for the purpose of this study, literacy education activities
are defined as any instructional, informational or other activities directed
toward increasing the reading, writing and computational skills of children,
youth and adults.
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I. LIBRARY CHARACTERISTICS

(Libraries having branch libraries please note: the following
questions relate only to the main library unless otherwise specified
in the question.)

1. In what year was this library founded?

2. Is this library located in an... (CIRCLE' ONE ONLY)

Urban area 1

Suburban area 2

Rural area 3

3. Which one of the following most closely represents the size of the
population this library serves? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Under 10,000.
10,000 to 24,999
25,000 to 49,999
50,000 to 99,999
100,000 to 249,999
250,000 or over

1

2

3

4

5

6

4. Is the majority of the population in your library's area of
service.. IRCLE ONE ONLY

Upper class
Upper middle class
Middle class
Lower middle class
Lower class

1

2

3

4

5. Does your library's area of service include any of the following
groups/populations? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Asian or Pacific Islander 1

American Indian or Alaskan Native 2

Black (not of Hispanic origin) 3

White (not of Hispanic origin) 4

Hispanic origin
English speaking as a second language 6

Other (SPECIFY) 7
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6, Does your library serve...(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Children (3-12 years old) 1

Youth (13-18 years old) 2
Adults (19 or older) 3

7. How does your library determine the library- related needs of the
population it mres? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

A community analysis (needs amassment)
Indication of need by particular groups in

the community. 2

Other (SPECIFY)

3

8. What are the current educational requirements that this library
has for the hiring of librarians? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)*

:(Librarians axe defined as those doing work that required professional
trairdng and skill in the theoretical and/or scientific aspect of
library work as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.)

Master of Library Science and area of -

specialization . 1

Master of Library Science 2
Working toward a Master of Library

Science degree 3
Bachelor of Library Science 4

Other academic degree (SPECIFY)

Other (SPECIFY)

. . .6

8a. Do any of your staff have educational training
or experience in... (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Information and Referral (14R) 1

Audio-visual materials 2
Adult education 3
Reading 4
ESL
Other reading or literacy-related areas
(SPECIFY) 6

9. Does your library provide formal or informal in-service training
to its staff?

Yes 1

No' 2
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10. How many of the following types of full-time and part-time staff
does this library currently employ? (RECORD IN TABLE BELOW UNDER
"THIS LIBRARY")

10a. (If "ou have ',ranch libraries)
How many of the following types of full-time and part-time staff
are currently employed by all your branch libraries? (RECORD
BELOW UNDER "BRANCH LIBRARIES")

Librarians:

General Librariansl...

Audio-visual and Media
Specialists

Other professional staff3

Library Technicians,
4

Para-professional and
support staff

Unpaid/Volunteer staff

Other (SPECIFY)

Total Staff (FTE)

(10) (10a)

This Library Branch Libraries
Full- Part- Full- Part-
Time Time Time Time

merwarmm

miwam.

aINEMOIN

1
Librarians are defined as those doing work that requires professional

training and skill in the theoretical and/or scientific aspect of library work
as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.

2Audio.visual and Media Specialists are defined as those doing work that
requires professional training and skill in audio-visual materials and equip-
ment, as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.

3Other Professional Staff are defined as persons who, though not librarians,
media specialists, or audio-visual specialists, are in positions normally
requiring at least a bachelor's degree. May include archivists, curators,
art historians, statisticians, business managers, editors, etc.

4
Library Technicians, Paraprofessional and Support Staff are defined as

those persons whose performance is directed towards-assisting librarians. These
include library pages, library aides, kerlunchers, secretaries, etc.

3
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11. Do you agree that a library should act as an educational institution?
(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Strongly agree 1
Agree 2
Somewhat agree 3
Disagree 4
Strongly disagree

12. Is your Board of Trustees or any of its members interested in or
supportive of libraries' involvement in literacy education:
(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Very interested and supportive
Somewhat interested and supportive 2
Neither interested nor supportive 3

13. Is this Library's DireCtor interested in or supportive of libraries'
involvement in literacy education? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Very interested and supportive 1

Somewhat interested and supportive 2
Neither interested nor supportive 3

II. FACILITIES MATERIALS AND EOUIPMENT

1. Do you have branch libraries?

Yes 1
No (SKIP TO Question 2)1 2

la. (IF YES)

Maw many branch libraries do you have?

branch libraries

2. Does this library belong to a system of...(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Consolidated libraries (consolidated libraries
are composed of a main library, its
member units and one Governing Board) 1

Cooperative libraries (cooperative libraries
carry out some service together, but
maintain complete autonomy for the
execution of the remaining services) 2

Federated libraries (each of the libraries has
its own Bette; in addition to a system's
Board) 3

None of the above 4
Other (SPECIFY)
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3. Approximately how many volumes does this library have?

Volumes

3a. (If library ias branch libraries)

Approximately how many volumes does a branch library have on
the average?

Volumes

4. Which of the following types of non-print/audio-visual materials
does this library and/or its branch libraries carry?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Films, filmstrips or slides 01

Sound cassettes 02

Video tape cassetts 03

Records 04

Microform 05

Computer managed instruction package s 06

Art prints 07

Talking books
09Kits 9

Other (SPECIFY)
...10

S. Which of the following types of equipmmt does your library and/or
your branch libraries carry? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Projectors 1

Video tape recorders 2

Tape recorders 3

Record players 4

Microform readers
Computer terminals 6

Reader printers 7

Viewers 8

Other (SPECIFY)
...9
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III. BUDGET AND FUNDING SOURCES

1. That is your library's annual budget for the 1980 Fiscal Year including
any special project funds (grant money, CETA funds or any other "soft"
money)?

$

2. Approximately how much, in dollars, of your 1980 budget has came from...

Federal funds
$-.

State funds
Local funds (tax and non-tax) S
Other sources (SPECIFY)

...$

3. Approximately how much of your annual budget is expended, in dollars, on...

Salaries
Acquisition of materials and *TA:Evart

Processing and organization (i.e., storage,
cataloging)

Publicity of services
Other

4. Overall, have there been any increases or decreases in this library':
annual budget in the last five years, taking inflation into account?

Increases in budget 1

Decreases in budget 2
Budget stayed the sane 3

IV. BARRIERS AND INCENTIVES TO LIBRARY'S EVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY
. .

1. Does this library' currently support, assist or participate formally or
informally in any literacy' education' activities (i.e" instructional:

infOrmarzional-or:.othei. activities directecitoward increasing the reading,
writing and computational skills of children, youth and adults)?

Yes (SKIP TO Question 1b)4..!
No

2

la. (If library is commently =involved in literacy education)
Had this library been previously involved in any literacy
education activities?

Yes'
1

No (SKIP TO Question 3) 2

lb. When did this library become involved in literacy education
activities?

Became involved in literacy in 19

lc. For how long had this library been involved in literacy education
activities?

-
Years
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2. SL21 previouslyLibrariesceurrIt1 'invo_lvedinliteraceducation
Which one of the following statements represents the primary reason
why your library became involved in literacy education? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Access to federal, state and/or local funds to
support literacy education activities 1

Expressed need for literacy education by local
community groups, agencies or institutions 2

Availability of library staff interested in
literacy education 3

Availability of library staff with experience
and expertise in literacy education 4

Request by other community groups, agencies or
institutions for library participation
in a cooperative literacy education effort 5

Library's desire to increase its visibility
and role in the community 6

Library's need to justify current level or
increased level of funding 7

Interest in or support of library's involvement
in literacy education by the library's
Board

Other (SPECIFY)
1111=61...1111111

8

...9

(LIBRARIES WITH-Eggi INVOLVEMENT 2n-r1TRACYEDucATIorip SKIP TO
SECTION VI. QUEMON 1)

3. (Libraries with ous--but not current--involvement in literac education
Which one of the following statements most accurate y scri es e primary
reason why this library i.e not curTently involved in literacy education
activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY. RECUR!) BELOW UNDER flPREVIOUSLY INVOLVED".)

3a. (Libraries which were never involved in literacy education activities)
Which one of the foiowing stia1775EgraIRYZEW57NWERNWW--
primary reason wily this library has never been involved in literacy
education activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY. RECORD BELOW UNDER "NEVER .

INVOLVED".)

(3) (3a)
Previously Never
Involved Involved

Lack of library funds for the undertaking
of literacy activities 01 01

Lack of available 115rary staff to 451.4n
to literacy related activities 02 02

Library staff has no training or experience
in literacy education activities 03 03

Library unawareness of literacy needs
in the community 04 04

No need or little need for literacy
education in the community OS 05

7
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(3)

Previously
Involved

(3a)
Never
Involved

Literacy education programs have been
developed by other agencies or
Institutions in the community, thus
there is no need for direct library
involvement in literacy 06 06

Lack of community support (i.e., unavail-
ability of volunteers, tutors, tutor
trliVITS, etc.) to assist the library
in the provisions of literacy education
services 07 07

Lack of demand for literacy education from
amommitry members 08 08

Lack of Board's interest in or support of
library's involvement in literacy 09 09

Other (SPECIFY)
10 10

4. Which one of the following conditions would encourage yo,sr library to
undertake or resume literacy education ac-4vities? (CILCLF ONF. ONLY)

Availability of federal, state or local funds
(both earmarked and not earmarked) for
literacy education activities undertaken
by libraries 1

Expressed need for literacy education by local
community groups, agencies or institutions 2

Availability of special resources including
literacy volunteer tutors, tutor trainers,
and literacy materials development
specialists 3

Availability of library staff interested in
literacy education 4

Availability of library staff knowledgeable
about literacy education.. 5

Board's interest in or support of literacy
education 6

Other (SPECIFY)

(LNG OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR LIBRARIES WHICH HAVE NEVER BEEN INVOLVED IN
LITERACY OUCATION)
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V. LIBRARY'S ACTIVITIES IN LITERACY EDUCATION: CURRENT AND PREVIOUS

(This section should be completed by libraries which are currently
involved in literacy education as well as by libraries which were
previously, but are not currently, involved in literacy education.)

1. Which of the following statements most closely describe this library's
involvement in literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Provision of Information and Referral services
(1$R) on and to available literacy
education programs Cl

Provision of space for literacy education
classes 02

Provision of materials and equipment for
literacy education classes 03

Provision of space for training literacy
education tutors or volunteers 04

Provision of materials and equipment for
training literacy education tutors
or volunteers OS

Training library staff in literacy education
activities 06

Training individuals or staff from other
agencies, institutions or community groups
in the provision of literacy services 07

Identification, acquisition and maintenance of
materials for nrw readers or low level
readers for use in the library 08

Identification of and assistance in maintenance
of materials for new readers or low level
readers for use in a. literacy education
program undertaken by a community group,
agency or institution 09

Identification, acquisition and maintenance of
literacy materials for interlibrary loans 10

Provision of outreach services to populatibns
with needs in literacy education 11

Provision of outreach services.to community
agencies or institutions involved in
literacy education 12

Publicizing literacy education activities
conducted by the library or by other groups,
agencies ar institutions in the community 13

Provision of one-on-one private tutorial
sessions

Other (SPECIFY)

9
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2. (Are/Were) your literacy education activities
(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

mostly targeted toward...

Children (3-12 years old) 1
Youth (13-18 years old) 2
Children and Youth 3
Adults (19-64 years old) 4
People 63 years or oldar

Other combination (SPECIFY)

...6

3. Which of the following groups /Populations are being served by your
library's literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

3a. Ethmic Composition:

Asian or Pacific Islander 01
American Indian or Alaskan hAtive 02
Black (not of Hispanic origin) 03
White (not of Hispanic origin) "04
Hispanic origin OS

3b. Bi- lingual, English as a Second Language
GROUP) 06

3c. Physically and Mentally Handicarced ( SPECIFY
HANDICAP)

3d. Educational Level (SPECIFY LEVEL)

.

3e. Other 1:ovulations:

Migrants
Geographically isolated
Other (SPECIFY)

10
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4. Did your library determine the needs of the community or of special

groups in the community for literacy education through... (CIRCLE ALL

THAT APPLY)

A community analysis (needs assessment) 1

Indication of need by particular groups in
the community 2

Awareness of need by communications with other
literacy education providers 3

Walk arcund in the community 4

Other (SPECIFY) ...S

Don't know 6

5. Are you aware of other groups in your community who need literacy
education but who are not currently being served by your library or
by other community groups, agencies or institutions?

Yes

No 2

6. Do yott have a written policy concerning your library's involvement in
literacy education activities (i.e., specifying goals and objectives,
funding or program activities)?

Yes 1

No 2

7. What are this library's current education%1 requirements for

librarians involved in Literacy education activities? (Librarians

are defined u those doing work that requires professional training

and skill in the theoretical and/or scientific aspect of library

work as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.)

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Master of Library Science and experience or
training in literacy education 1

Master of Liblsry Science and area of
specialization 2

Master of Library Science 3

Working toward a Master of Library Science
degree 4

Bachelor of Library Science
Other academic degree (SPECIFY)

..6

Other (SPECIFY)

7a. Do any of the librarians assigned to literacy education
activities have educational training or experience in... (CIRCLE ALL

THAT APPLY)
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Information and Referral (IR) 1

Audio-visual materials 2

Adult education 3
Reading 4

ESL.

Other Reading or literacy-related area
(SPECIFY) 6

3. What are this library's educational requirements for Library Technicians
or Para-Professional staff (but excluding clerical workers) involved in
literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

An academic degree, not in Library Science
An academic degree in literacy education 2
No formal academic background but previous

experience in library work 3
No formal academic background, but previous

experience in Literacy education 4
On-the-job training oaky-
Other (SP10111)

9. Doe's this library provide or arrange for literacy-related training to the...

Yes No

Librarians involved in literacy education
activities 1 2

Other professional staff involved in literacy
education activities 1 2

Library technicians, paraprofessional and support
staff involved in literacy education activities..1 2

Unpaid/volunteer-staff involved in literacy
education activities 1 2

10. Haw many of your full-time and part-time staff assigned to literacy
education activities are:

Librarians
Other professional staff
Library technicians, para-professional and

stTport stiff
Unpaid/Volunteer staff

Total Number of staff (FT7)

Full- Part-
Time Time

AIILIAID

10a. Approximately how many hours Der week do each of the following
staff devote to literacy education activities?
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Librarians
Other professional staff

Library technicians, para -professional

aad support staff
Unpaid/Volunteer staff

Hours per Week

11. Which of the following content/subject areas are covered by your
"easy to read" literacy-related materials? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Consumer education 01

Job information 02

Basic skills (reading, writing, computing) 03

Health information 04

Survival or coping skills 05

English as a Second Language (ESL) 06

Community resources 07

Humanities (biography, poetry, fiction,
history, etc.) 08

Goverment and law 09

Other (SPECIFY) 10

12. Which of the following types of non-print/audio-visual
used for your literacy education activities?

APPLY)

materials are
(CIRCLE ALL THAT

Films, filmstrips or slides 01
Sound cassettes 02

Video tape cassettes 03
Records 04
Microform 05
Computer managed instruction packages 06
Kits 07
Art prints 08
Talking books 09
Other (SPECIFY)

...10

13. Which of the following types of.equipment does your library and/or
your branch libraries use in literacy education activities?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Projectors 1

Video tape recorders 2

Tape recorders 3

Record players 4

Microform readers 5

Computers terminals 6

Reader printers 7

Viewers 8

Other (SPECIFY)
...9

13
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14. Do you consult with the following types of experts for purposes
of identification and selection of .iteracy- related (easy to read)
materials and equipment (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Adult Basic Education (ABE) experts 1

State Library Agency personnel 2

Other experts in literacy (SPECIFY)
..3

15. What procedures do you use to familiarize low level readers with
your "easy to read," literecy.related materials?

VI. OaOPERATIVE LITERACY ACTIVITIES

1. Are your literacy educatiOn activities or programs entirely supported
and :dministered by your library without any assistance in staff or
funds from other groups, agencies or institutions in the community?

Yes (SHIP TO SECTION VII, Question 1)
No 2

2. Are your literacy education program activities coordinated with any
of the following community groups or agencies? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Literacy volunteers association such as LVA
or Laubach CUM 1

Federally funded programs suca as Right to
Read, Adult Basic Education or CETA

(LIST)
Ethnic or bi-lingual, English-Speaking as a

Second Language) community groups (Lis?) 3

State or local public non-profit agencies(LIST)

4
Education agencies (LIST ELEAENTARY,

SECONDARY, POST-SECONDARY, ADULT LEVEL)

S
State or local institutions (o.g., prisons, nospitals,

senior centers, resit:ent.A1 schools for
handicapped persons) Q.IST)

6
Other (SPECIFY)

7

2a. With how many groups, agencies or institutions 40 you cooperate?
MC

3. For how long has this library been involved in the
cooperative literacy program?

3 4 4
Years
Honths

14



4. Who initiated this cooperative literacy program?

Library initiated
1

Community group, agency or institution initiated
(SKIP TO Question 4b) 2

Other (SPECIFY)
3

4a. (If library initiated cooperative effort)
Why did this library find it necessary to initiate a cooperative
literacy effort?

(SKIP TO Question 5)

4b. (If Library did not initiate cooperative effort)
Why did the group, agency or institution ask foryuku library's
cooperation?

5. Did this library and/or any of your branch libraries have a literacy
education program prior to this cooperative literacy activity?

Yes No
This library

1 2
Branch library Cies) 2 2

6. Did any of the cooperating group(s), agency(ies) or institution(s)
have experience in literacy education prior to this cooperative effort?

Yes 1
No

2

7. Did your library and any cooperating group/agency/institution develop
a written plan for the cooperative literacy effort?

Yes 1 2
No (SKIP Tu questiun 8) 1 2

7a. With how many of the cooperating groups/agencies/institutions do
you have such plans?

7b. (Does the plan/do the plans) specify the following:

Yes No
Responsibilities of each participant 1 2
Funding sources 1 2
Program activities 1 2
Populations/groups to be served 1 2
Methods of coordination 1 2
Methods for problem rest option 1 2

15
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8.

9.

Which of the following cooperative literacy program activities are
provided by the participating agency(ies) or group(s)? (CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY)

Client/Patron identification 01

Client/Patron intake 02

Tutor =mining 03
Tutoring clients 04

Identification and selection of materials OS

Purchase of materials 06

Provision of space for training tutors 07
Provision of materials 08

Provision of equipment 09

Administration of client tests 10
Provision of client support services

(i.e., LIR, reference services, etc.) 4.6
q,

Coasanatioa of COOp=iVO activities 10

w.uer (5MITY, ..13

How do representatives of the various coordinating agencies exchange
information and plan for the delivery of literacy services? (CIRCLEONE ONLY)

Formal meetings scheduled periodically
1

Formal meetings on an as needed basis 2
Imfo=a1 contact on an as needed basis
'Other (SPECIFY) 3

4

9a. How frequently do you communicate, in meetings or otherwise, with
the participating agency(ies) or group(s)?

10. In general, do the cooperating agencies and groups determine policies
and make decision by --(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Consensus 1
Majority vote 2
Other (SPECIFY) 3

11. Does the library representative responsible for the. cooperative literacy
effort have the authority to participate in policy development and
decision making related to the cooperative literacy effort
(CIRCLE ONE 'NLY)

Independently of the library's administrative body 1

With the approval of the library's Director
With the approval of the library's Board of Trustees 3
With the approval of other library officials
(SPECIFY)

Other (SPETINT---

2

4
S



12. What is the total annual budget for Fiscal Year 1980 of the cooperative
literacy program?

S

12a. Approximately what portion of this budget. in dollars, has been
contributed by the:

Library

Cooperating agency(ies)/groups(s) $

13. Have any of the cooperating agencies or groups experienced difficulties
in the coordination and/or administration of the cooperative literacy
program?

Yes 1
No (SKIP TO Question 14) 2

13a. Were these difficulties due to any of the following?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Difficulties in obtaining funds for literacy
education 1

Difficulty in obtaining administrative
or official approval for cooperative literacy
activities 2

Unavailability of staff for participation
in the cooperative literacy effort 3

Decrease in agency's .interest in the
cooperative literacy effort 4

Lack of knowledge or expertise in literacy
training 5

Lack of constituent interest 6
Other (SPECIFY) 7

13b. Did these difficulties result from any of the following agency
cooperation problems? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Differences. between agencies' policies and
priorities

Legal or administrative barriers to the transfer
of funds for cooperative literacy activities

2

Lack of staff time committed to the planning
and coordination of the cooperative literacy
activities

Lack of knowledge or expertise in
literacy training 4
Perceived threat to agency autonomy 5

Other (SPECIFY)

.1111=1111Mr

17
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2. Approximately, what portion, in dollars, of your 1980 literacy budget
has come from...

Federal funds
State funds
Local funds (tax and non-tax)
Other (SPECIFY)

3. Approximately, what portion, in dollars, of your 1980 literacy budget
is 'expended on:

Salaries

Acquisition of materials and equipment.

Processing and organization
Publicity of services
Other (SPECIFY)

$

$

$

$

$

M1111111111.1"

4. Overall, have there been any increases or decreases in this library's
literacy budget since the establishment of your literacy program?

Increases in budget 1
Decreases in budget

. . 2
Budget stayed the same 3

S. Approximately, what proportion of your literacy program start-up
funds came from federal sources?

6. For how many years since the establishment of your literacy program
have you had federal funds to support your literacy activities?

Years

7. On the average, what proportion of your literacy funds have come from
the following sources since the establishment of your literacy program?

Federal funds
State funds
Local funds (tax and non-tax)
Other (SPECIFY)

8. Did changes in your literacy funding sources over time reflect any
of the following? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

19
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Discontinuation of funding 1

Availability of new funding sources 2
Changes in literacy activities
(SPECIFY)

Changes in population participating in the
literacy program (SPECIFY)

Other (SPEC/FY)

S

IX. PROBLEMS OR DIFFICULTIES IN LIBRARY'S INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY

1. tthich of the following represent major difficulties that your library
has tried to evercome in providing literacy education services?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Difficulty in generating literacy program
start-up funds 1

Difficulty in obtaining literacy pre:ram
continuation funds 2

Difficulty in obtaining community support 3

Difficulty in identifying and/or recruiting
students 4

Difficulty in identifying and securing
services of wined tutors

Lack of support from the library's Board
of Trustees 6

Lack of autonomy in policy making with regard
to.literacy education activities 7

Difficulty in defining the library's role in
providing literacy education services

Other (SPECIFY)

2. Which of the following aspects'of your literacy program have been
affected by these difficulties? (CIRCLE ALL TEAT APPLY)

Availability of staff 1

Program funding or contributions 2

Acvisition of materials and/or equipment 3

Availability of facilities or space 4

Provision of in-service training for staff
Cooperation with other agencies in the

community or state 6

Other (SPECIFY)

Thank You

35
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

Question No.:
FEDAC No.: S172
Expiration Date: March, 1981
OE 708

SURVEY OF LIBRARIES' ACTIVITIES IN LITERACY EDUCATION

PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER QUESTIONNAIRE

This survey is being sponsored by the Office of Libraries and
Learning Technologies (OLLT), U.S. Education Department, and
conducted by CRC Education and Human Development, Inc. Although
this study is authorized by law (P.L. 83-329, Title II-B), you
are not required to respond. However, your cooperation is
needed to make the results of the survey comprehensive, accurate,
and timely.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER QUESTIONNAIRE

The objective of this questionnaire is to obtain information on the
literacy education activities undertaken by your library or resource center
in terms of the characteristics of the pupils served, the type and back-
ground of staff, the literacy activities or services provided, the materials

(print and nonprint) and equipient used, and the involimment of other
school staff in. these activities.

For the purpose of this study, literac education provided by the
library/resource center is defined as activities or services explicitly
'clesinetrove the readinitigrhensionualar

functioningoncorti1$Wlearow graCUFTeiT(INZIlig
pupils for whom English i,3 a second language). These activities and services
are distinguished from the functions that the lib Irian or media specialist
provides to pupils who function at or above grade level.

Literacyeducation activities tEnd services provided by the librarian
or media specialist may be informational or instructional and include the
identification and provision of materials for skill development and instruc-
tion to pupils functioning below grade level or to pupils for whom English
is a second language.

Please use this definition of literacy education in answering the
following questions.

I. LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER INVOLV94ENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Does your school have literacy education services?

Yes 1

No (Skip to Q. 3, Page 2) 2

2. To whom are these literacy education services provided? (CIRCLE
ALL THAT APPLY)

Pupils functioning one year below grade level in
reading, writing or computational skills 1

Pupils functioning two or more years below grade level 2

Adults 3

Other (SPECIFY)

1

3 '57



3. Approximately how many pupils in your school function below
'grade level in either reading, writing, comprehension or computational skills?
(RECORD NUMBER OF PUPILS)

pupils

4. How many pupils are carolled in your school? (RECORD NUMBER OF PUPILS)

pupils

(E*ID OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SCHOOLS NOT PROVIDING LITERACY EDUCATION SERVICES)

S. Is your librarY/resource canter involved in providing literacy
education services to pupils who function below grade level?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO SECTION II, QUESTION 2, PAGE 4) 2

6. When did your library /resource center first become involved in providing
literacy education services?

19

7 Does your Library/resat:rat center serve all pupils in your school
who need literacy education services?

.

Yes (SKIP TO. SECTION II, Q. 1, PAGE.4) 1

No 2

7a. (IS not)

How many pupils receive literacy education services from your library/
resource center this year? (RECORD NUMBER OF PUPILS)

pupils

2



0

7b. Rhy doesn't your library/resource center provide literacy education
to all pupils in school in need of such services? (CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY)

Needed services are provided to these pupils by
other school staff 1

Insufficient number of library/resource center
staff to serve all pupils 2

Insufficient number of trained library /resource
center staff to serve all pupils 3

Lack of appropriate materials to serve all types
of pupils 4

Literacy education services are not perceiv=ed as
a high priority by key school personnel

Other (SPECIFY)

3
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II. RhASONS FOR INVOLVENENT/UNINVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. What are the major reasons why your library/resource canter
became involved in providing literacy education services?

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

The number of pupils who function below grade level
is largo sad classroom teachers =mot serve all of
them 1

Lihrary/Resourcs center staff are more trained and
experienced than other staff in literary education 2

Other (SPECIFY)

(SXIP TO SECTION III, Q. 1, PAGE S)

2. Mf.libiresolsvce center is not involved in literacy education

Which of the following statements moss ccurately des=ilis the
reason why your library/resource canter is not involved

5n-aracy education? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

3

There is no need or little need for literacy education
in this school 1

Literacy education services have been developed and/or
are provided by other di/perm:ants or staff in this school,
thus there is no need for direct library/resource center
involvement in literacy education 2

Library/Resource center staff do not have training or
experience in literacy education 3

There is a lack of available library/resource center
staff to assign to literacy related activities 4

Library funds are not available for literacy education
services 5

Other (SPECIFY)

6

(END OF QUESTIONNAIRE IF LIBRARY/RESOURa CENTER IS NOT INVOLVED LN =RACY EDUCATION)

4
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III. LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER PROVISION OF LITERACY EDUCATION SERVICES

A. PUPILS SERVED

1. What is the grade range of pupils who receive literacy education
services from your library/resource center?

From grade to grade

2. Please describe the characteristics of the pupils who participate
in your literacy education activities in terms of the following.
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

a. 11CsitiEthnicRaciaon

Asian or Pacific Islander 1

American Indian or Alaskan Native 2

Black (not of Hispanic origin) 3

Hispanic origin 4

White (not of Hispanic origin)

b. Bi-Lingual

(English speaking as a second language)(SPEC/FY GROUP)

c. Physically or Mentally Handicapped (SPECIFY HANDICAP)

6

7

d. Other (SPECIFY)

8

3. In general, how does your school determine if a pupil needs literacy
education services? (PLEASE DESCRIBE PROCESS, PROCEDURES, AND ANY
FORMAL OR INFORMAL TESTS USED)

S
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4. Who in your school assesses the literacy education needs
of pupils? (CIRCLE ALL ?NAT APPLY)

Teacher 1

Librarian/Media specialist 2

Guidance counselor 3

School Psychologist 4

Other school staff (SFOICEFY)

3
Odle: (SPECIFY)

..6

S. What procedures ars used in your school to determine what
pupils will participate in your librmry's/reso=ce center's
literacy education activities?

B. LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER STAFF INVOLVED IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. How many staff in your library/resource center are involves in
providing literacy education activities?

staff

2. Mow many of the staff. involved in providing literacy education
services are...

Full-time paid staff'

Part-time paid staff

Volunteers

6
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3. What typically is the educational/professional background of
your library's/resource center's staff who provide literacy
education services? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Master of Library Science 1

Bachelor of Library Science 2

Working toward a Master of Library Science 3

Degree in Education/Teaching 4

Other academic degree (SPECIFY)

..S

Certification A

Other (SPECIFY)

..7

4. Do your library's/resource center's staff involved in
literacy education.activities have educational training
UT experience in...(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Information and Referral (I & R) 1

Audio-visual materials 2

Reuling 3

Writing 4

Computational skills

English as a second language 6

Teaching methods in literacy education 7

Material development for special groups in need
of literacy education 8

Other (SPECIFY)

..9

-(IF kLL LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER STAFF ARE INVOLVED IN LITERACY
EDUCATION, SKIP TO Q. 6, PAGE 8)

7
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S. (.If not all of you: library staff are involved in literacy education)

Does the educational/professional background of your library's/
resource center's staff involved in literacy education differ
from the educational/professional background of staff: not
involved in literacy education?

Yes

No (SX1P TO Q 6) 2

Sa. QUL212)

Please describe briefly how the educational/professional background
of staff not involved. in literacy education differ.

6. Do your library/resource center staff involved in literacy education
receive any in-service training related to literacy education?

Yes.

No (SKIP TO .7.:ECTION C, Q. 1,.P.WE 9)....2

6a. (If yes)

Please describe the areas in which these staff have received in-
service training



.1

6b. Who of the following provices this in-service trainizg? (CIRCLE

ALL THAT APPLY)

State Education Agency (SEA) or State Library
Agency (SLA) staff 1

School district (LEA) staff 2

Library/resource center staff 3

Outside consultants (SPECIFY)

4

Literacy related associations (e.g. LVA,
Laubach)

Other (SPECIFY)

6c. How frequently and for how long is this in-service training
provided?

times a year, for hours or days each time

C. LITERACY EDUCATION SERVICES

1. What literacy education services does the library/resource center
provide to pupils who function one or more years below grade level?
(PLEASE DESCRIBE THE RANGE OF SERVICES AND TO WHOM THEY ARE PROVIDED)

Description of Pupils
Description of Services Who Receive Services

2.

1.

2.



2. What kinds of teaching methods or techniques do jrou use (e.g.
one -to -one, group, other approaches)?

3. On the average, for how many hours per meek does a pupil receive literacy
education services from your library/resource center?

,==MI hours per week per pupil

4. On the average, how long do pupils receive literacy education
services from your library/resource center?

OT

weeks

months

S. Is the progress of pupils receiving your literacy education services
evaluated in some way?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 6, PAGE 11) 2

Sa. How Li the progress of these pupils evaluated?

Sb. What do you do if pupils do not make as much progress as expected?

111
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6. How do you determine when a pupil no longer needs your literacy
education services?

7. Does your library/resource center provide literacy education related
services to teachers or other school staff?"

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO SECTION D, Q. 1) 2

7a. (If yes)

What literacy education related services do you provide to teachers
or other school staff?

D. LITERACY EDUCATION MATERIALS ANDEQUIPMENT

1. What type of literacy related reading (print) materials do you use
in providing literacy education services?

610IMIN,
.01IM,IMMON.

11
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2. Did the library/resource center have to purchase these materials
especially for literacy education or were they already part of your
collection? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Had to purchase all or most materials 1

Had to purchase some materials 2

All or most materials were part of collection 3

Other (SPECIFY)

4

3. Which :f the following types of non -print materials are used for

your library's/resource center's literacy education activities?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Films, filmstrips and slides 01

Saumd cassettes 02

Video tape cassettes 03

Recards..;.. 04

Microform .. OS

Computer managed instruction packages 06

Computer aided instructional packages 07

Art prints 08

Talking books 09

Kits 10

Other: (SPECIFY) 11
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4. For what other (non-literacy related) activities are these non-print
materials used by the library/resource center or by other school
staff?

*S. Did the library/resource center have to purchase these non-print
materials especially for your literacy education services or were
they already part of your collection?

Had to purchase all or most non-print materials

Had to purchase some non-print materials 2

All or most non-print materials were part of collection 3

Other (SPECIFY) 4

6. Which of the following types of equipment does your library/resource
center use in its literacy education activities?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Projectors 01

Video tape recorders 02

Tape recorders 03

Re-fzd players 04

Microform readers OS

Computer- terminals 06

Reader printers 07

Viewers 08

Cameras 09

Other (SPECIFY) ..10
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6a. 'or what other (non-literacy related) activities are these types of
equipment used in the library/resource center or by other school
staff?

6b. Did your library/resource center have to purchase this equipment
for your literacy education services or was it already part of
your collection?

Had to purchase all or most equipment

Had to purchase some ehuipment 2

All or most equipment was part of collection 3

Other (SPECIFY) 4

7. What portion of your literacy education materials (print and non-print)
have been developed by your staff? (CIRCLE ONE anl)

All

Most 2

Same 3

Little 4

None (SXIP TO Q. 5, ?AC'S IS)

7a. Please describe the type and content of literacy education matari2ls
developed by your 322.12.f.
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8. Which of the following do you consider as the two primary factors in
deciding what literacy related print and non-pila materials to obtain
and use? (CIRCLE TWO OF THE CATEGORIES BELOW)

Skill level of pupils 1

Availability of materials 2

Costs of materials 3

Number of people in need of particular literacy
education services 4

Other (SPECIFY)

...5

E. LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER INVOLVEMENT WITH OTHER SCHOOL STAFF

1. How are the following people involved in the assessment, planning,
implementation, and evaluation of the literacy education activities
provided by your library resource center?

a. Teachers:

b. School Administrators (SPECIFY WHO IS INVOLVED):

15
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c. Other School Stair (SPECIFY WHO IS INVOLVED):

d. Parents:

2. How frequently do you communicate with the following in regard to
your literacy education activities?

Teachers

Administrative staff

Other school staff

Parents

Frequency of Conmunicaziou

S. What is the nature/content of these communicatiors/ (CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY)

Assessment of pupil's literacy education needs 1

Report on pupil progress (problems an iccomplishments) 2

Consultation 3

Service administration (SPECIFY)

4

Materials and equipment issues (SPECIFY)

Other (SPECIFY)

16
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4. Does your library/resource center cooperate with other libraries/
resource centers in your school district regarding the provision
of literacy education services?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 5) 2

4a. (If yes)

With how many other libraries/resource centers do you cooperate?

libraries/resource centers

4b. In which of the following areas do you cooperate? (CIRCLE ALL THAT
APPLY)

Material development 1

Literacy program/service development 2

Interlibrary loans 3

Provision of in-service training 4

Use of outside consultantt

Other (SPECIFY)

6

S. Does your library/resource center cooperate regarding literacy education
with any other agencies, organizations or institutions outside your
school district?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO SECTION F, Q. 1, PAGE l8) ...2

5a. (If yes)

With which agencies, organizations or institutions do you cooperate?



O z

5b. In which of the following areas do you cooperate? (CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY)

Literacy education material development 1

Literacy education progrsmiservice development 2

Provision of in-service training 3

Other (SPECIFY)

4

F. LITERACY BUDGET AND FUNDING SOURCES

1. Approximately what CDOIMUt, in dollars, of your library/resoluce
center's 1980/81 budget is allocated to literacy education?

2. Approximately what portion, in dollars, of your 1980/81 Literacy
education budget has come from...

Federal funds

State funds

Local (tax and non-tax) funds

Other sources (SPECIFY)

3. Approximately what portion, in dollars, of your 1980/81 literacy
budget will be expended on: .

Materials (print and non-print)

Equipment

Other (SPECIFY)
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4. Approximately what portion of your library/resource center start-
up funds came from federal ..mirces?

S. Overall, have there been any increases or decreases in this library's/
resource center's literacy budget since the establishment of your
literacy activities, taking inflation into account? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Increases in budget 1

Decreases in budget 2

Budget stayed the same 3

G. PROBLEMS OR DIFFICULTIES IN LIBRARY'S/RESOURCE CENTER'S
INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Which major difficulties listed below has your library/resource
center faced in providinz literacy edu:atiqn services?

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Difficulty in obtaining Literacy education start-up
funds 1

Difficulty in obtaining literacy education continuation
funds ...2

Difficulty in'obtaining the support of school personnel ...3

Lack of autonomy in policy making with regard to
literacy education activities 4

Lack of adequate library/resource center staff trained
provide literacy education services

Reluctance on part of library/resource center staff to
provide: literacy education services 6

Difficulty in coordinating library/resour-ce center
instructional activity.,. with other activities in
the school 7

Difficulty in obtaining materials or equipment
especially targeted to particular literacy needs
of pupils

Other (SPECIFY)
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2. What has been the impact of these diff4culties on your library's/
resource center's literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY)

Decrease in the number of pupils served.

Decrease in the number of hours of service to pupils
in need of literacy education 2

Services limited to only certain types of pupils in
need of literacy education 3

Need to modify available materials 4

Need to develop own literacy education materials 3

Increased cooperation with other Libraries/resource
Mite= in literacy education 6

Other (SPECIFY)

7

3. What has your librar /resource center done to address and overcome
these difficulties?

THANK YOU

20
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Question no.:

FEDAC No.: S172
Expiration Date: Marc:: 1981
OE 708

SURVEY OF LIBRARIES' ACTIVITIES IN LITERACY

COMMUNITY COLLEGE LIBRARY/RESOURCE CENTER QUESTIONNAIRE

Although this study is authorized by law (P.L. 83-329,
Title II-B) you are not required to respond. However,

your cooperation is needed to make the results of the
survey comprehensive; accurate, and timely. This survey
is being sponsored by the Office of Libraries and
Learning Technologies (OUT) and conducted by CRC Education
and Human Development, Inc.

Please note: for the purpose of this study literacy education activities
are defined as any instructional, informati57577EniarEFTERIMii311IFected
toward increasing the writing, reading and computational skills of children,

youth, and adults.



I. LIBRARY/RE5oURCE CENTER CHARACTERISTICS

(Libraries/Resource Centers having off-campusisatellite Resource

Centers please note: the following questions relate only to the main
library/Resource Center unless otherwise specified in the question.)

1. How many students are enrolled in this community college?

students

2. Approximately what proportion of the students enrolled in your community
college speak English as a second language?

3. In what year was this library/Resource Center founded?

4. Is this library/Resource Centerlocated in an (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Urban area 1

Suburban area 2

Rural area...

5. Does this library/Resource Center serve (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

This campus 1

The extension campus(es). . 2

Local community 3

Other (SPECIFY)

INIMON 4

6. How does your library/Resource Center determine the li,.-ary-related
needs of the population it serves? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

A college analysis (needs assessment) 1

A community analysis (needs assessment) 2

Indication of need by particular groups in the college 3

Indication of need by particular groups in the community 4

Other (SPEC.FY)

373.
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7 What are the =rent educational requirements that this library/
Resource Center has for the hiring of librarians? (Librarians are
defined as those doing work that requires professional training and
skill in the theoretical and/or scientific aspect of library work as
distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.) (CIRCLE ALL 7- 7 APPLY)

Master of Library Science or Ph.D. and area of
specialization 1

Mister of Library Science 2

Working toward a Mister of Library Science degree 3

Bachelor of Library Science 4

Other academic degree (SPECIFY)

Other (SPECIFY)

6

7a. Do any of your staff have educational =aiming or
experience in.... (CIRCLE ALL THAI APPLY)

Information and Referral (I 4 R) 1

Audio-visual materials 2

Adult education 3

Reading 4

ESL
Other reading or literacy-related areas (SPECIFY)

6

8. Does this library /Resource Center provide formal or informal in-service
training to its staff?

Yes- 1

No 2

2



9. How many of the following types of full-time and part-time staff does
this library/Resource Center currently employ? (RECORD IN TABLE

BELOW UNDER "THIS LIBRARY")

9a. (If you have an off-campus/satellite Resource Center)

How many of the following types of full-time and part-time staff are
currently employed by all your off-campus/satellite Resou?e Centers?
(RECORD BELOW UNDER "SATELLITE RESOURCE CENTERS")

Librarians:

Ger.eral Librarians
1

Audio-visual and
Media Specialists

(9)
This Library/
Resource Center

Pull Time Part Time

11

Other Professional Staff

Library Technicians,4 Para-
prcZessional and Support
Staff .

Unpaid/Volunteer Staff

Other (SPECIFY)
IIMMINIONO

Total Staff (FTE)

(9a)

Off-Campus/Satellite
Resource Center

Full Time Part Time

"Mr

1,1,ibrarians are defined as those doing work that requires professional

training and skill in the theoretical and/or scientific aspect of library

work as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.

2Audio-visual and Media Specialists ars defined as those doing work that
requires professional training and skill in audio-visual materials and equipment,

as dist -nct from its mechauizal or clerical aspect.

3Other Professional Staff are defined as persons who, thoagh not librarians,
media specialists, or audio-visual specialists, are in positions normally
requiring ar least a bachelor'l degree. This category may include archivists,

curators, art historians, statisticians, business managers, editors, etc.

4Library Technicians, Paraprofessional and Support Staff are defined as

those persons whose performance is directed towards assisting librarians.

These include library pages, library aides, keypunchers, secretaries; etc.
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FACILITIES, MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

1. Do you have any off-campus/satellite Resource Centers or libraries?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO QUESTIQN 2) 2

la. (If YES)

How many off-carpus/satellite Resource Centers/libraries do you have?

0111111r

2. Does this library/Resource Center belong to a cooperative library system?

(A cooperative Library system is a system where libraries carry out
some services together, but maintain complete autonomy for the execu-
tion of their remaining services.)

Yes ,.... 1

No

3. Approximately how many volumes does this library/Resource Center have?

volumes

3a. (If library/Resource Center hrs off - campus /satellite Resource Centeno

Approximately how many volumes does an of
Resource Center have on the average?

volumes

4. Which of the following types of non-print/audio-visual materials does
this library/Resource Center and/or its off-campus/satellite Resource
Centers carry? (CIRC'E ALL MEAT APPLY)

Films, filmstrips or slides......... 01

Sound cassettes 02

Video tape cassettes 03
Records 04

Microform 05

Computer managed instruction packages 06
Art prints 07
Talking books 08
its 09

Other (SPECIFY) 10
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S. Which of the following types of equipment and/or facilities does your
library/Resource Center and/or your off-campus/satellite Resource Centers
have? (RECORD BELOW. CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY. )

Learning labs 01

Projectors 02

Video tape recorders 03

Tape Recorders 04

Record Players OS

Microform readers 06
.Computer terminals .07

Reader printers 08
Viewers 09
Other (SPECIFY)

1.0.

...=..r

III.. BUDGET AND FUNDING SOURCES

1. What is your library's snnual budget for the 1980 fiscal year
including any special project funds (grants, CETA funds or any

other "soft" money)?

$

2. Approximately how much, in dollars, of your 1989 budget has come from...

Federal funds
State funds $

Local funds (tax and non-tax). $
Other sources

3. Approximately how much of your annual budget, in dollars, is expended on:

Salaries
Acquisition of materials and equipment
Processing and organ:ization (i.e., storage, cataloging) $

Other (SPECIFY)

4. Overall, have there been any increases or decreases in this library's/
Resource Center's annual budget in the last five years, taking infla-
tion into account?

Increases in budget 1

Decreases in budget 2

Budget stayed the same 3

3 77



IV. SARRIERS AND INCENTIVES TO LIBRARY'S/RESOURCE CENTER'S INVOLJEMENT IN
LITERACY

1. Does this library/Resource Center currently support, assist or participate

formally or informally in any literacy education activities (i.e., instruc-
tional cr.. other activities directed toward increasing the reading, writing

and computational skills of youth and adults)?

Yes (SKIP TO Q. lb)
No

1

la. SIf library is not currently involved in literacy education)

Had library been previously involved in any literacy education

activities?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 3a)

lb. For how long had this library/Resource Center been involved in
literacy education activities?

2. Lib IL IP e 0 .1. se

literacy education)

Which one of the following statements most accurately describes the

primary reason why this library/Resource Center became involved in

literacy education activities? (CIA= ONE ONLY)

Access to Federal, State and/or local funds to support
literacy education activities

Expressed need for literacy education by college
personnel or local community groups, agencies or
institutions 2

Availability of library/Resource Ccater staff .
interested in literacy education.. 3

Availability of college staff or faculty.interested in
literacy education 4

Availability of librati/Resourot enter staff with
experience and expertise in literary education, 5

Request by other community groups, agencies or institutions
for library/ Resource Center participation in a cooperative
literacy education effort 6

Library's/Resource Center's desire to increase its
visibility and role in the college and/or community 7

Library's /Resource Center's need to justify current lave)
or increased level of funding 8

Other (SPECIFY).. 9
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(LIBRARIES/RESOURCE CENTERS WITH CURRENT INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY
EDUCATION, SKIP TO SECTION V, QUESTION 1.)

3. (Libraries/Resource Centers with previous--but not current -- involvement
in literacy education)

Which one of the following statements most accurately describes the
primary reason why this library/Resource Center ceased its involvement
in literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY. RECORD BELOW
UNDER "PREVIOUSLY INVOLVED")

3a. Libraries/Resource Centers which were never involved in literac
e ucation

Which one of the following statements most accurately describes the
.primary reason why this library/Resource Center has never be2n involved
in literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY. RECORD BELOW
UNDER "NEVER ETVOLVED")

(3) (3a)

Previously Never .

Involved Involved

Lack of library/Resource Center funds

for the undertaking of literacy
activities

Lack of available library/Resource Center
staff to assign to literacy activities

Lack of availability of college staff or
faculty to assign to literacy activities

Library/Resource Center staff has no training
or experience in literacy education activities

Library/Resource Center unawareness of literacy

needs in the community or college
No need or little need for literacy education

in the community or college
Literacy education programs have been developed

by other agencies or institutions in the
community; thus there is no need for direct
library/Resource Center involvement in,

literacy
Lack of college or community support (i.e.,
unavailability of volunteers, tutors, tutor
trainers, etc.) to assist the library/Resource
Center in the provision of literacy education
services

Lack of demand for literacy education from
community members

Lack of demand for literacy education from
college personnel

3 7 9

7

01 Oi

02 02

03 03

04 04

OS 05

06 06

07 07

08 08

09 09

10 10



4. Which one of the following conditions would encourage yJur library/
O Resource Center to undertake or resume literacy education activities?

(CIRCL: ONE ONLY)

Availability of Federal, State or local funds earmarked for
literacy education activities undertaken by libraries/
Resource Centers

Expressed need for literacy education by college personnel
OT students, local community rrelps, agencies or
institutions 2

Avelability of special resources including literacy
volunteers, tutors, tutor trainers and literacy
materials development specialists 3

Availability of library/Resource Center or college stall
interested in literacy education 4

Availability of library/Resource Center or college staff
knowledgeable about literacy education

Other (SPEC -Y)

6

(END OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR LIBRARIES/RESOURCE CENTERS WHICH HAVE
NENER BEEN INVOIVED IN LITERACY EDUCATION)

V. LIBRARY'S/RESOURCE CENTER'S ACTIVITIES IN LITERACY EDUCATION mumsPREWTTEINT
(This section should be completed by libraries/Resource Centers which
are corren%ly involved in literacy education as well as by Libraries/
Resource Centers which were previously, but are not currently, involved
in literacy education).

1. When did this library /Res ource Center first undertake literacy education
LetiVitie3?

19

2. Which of the following statements most closely describe this library's
Resource Center's involvement in literacy education activities?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APFLY)

Provision of Information and Referral Services (I & R)
on and to available literacy education programs GI

Provision of space for literacy education classes 02
Provision of materials and aquipment for literacy

education classes ... - 03
Provision of space for training literacy education
tutors or volunteers Oa

Provision of materials and equipment for traininz literacy
education tutors or volunteers OS

rraining library/Resource Center staff in literacy
education activities 06

Training individuals or staff from other collogo
departments, agencies, institutions or community
groups in the provision of literacy services 07

Identification, acquisition and maintenance of materials for
remedial readers, new readers or low level I der. for
use in the library/Resource Center

. 08

3 8Cf (Continued)



2. (Continued)

Identification of and assistance in maintenance of
materials for remedial readers, new readers or low
level readers for use in a literacy education program
undertaken by a community group, agency or institution 09

Identification, acquisition and maintenance of literacy
materials for interlibrary loans 10

Provision of outreach services to populations with needs
in literacy education 11

Provision of outreach services to community agencies nr
institutions involved in literacy education 12

Publicizing literacy education activities conducted by
the library/Resource Center or by other groups, agencios
or institutions in the community 13

Other (SPECIFY)

14

2a. In which of the following activities does this library/Resource Center
engage to support and enhance:reading and writing courses provided in
this community college? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Acquisition of materials to supplement college courses 1

Learning labs 2

Bibliographic instruction seminars 3

Tutoring services to students provided by library/Resource
Center staff or through linkage with tutors 4

Other (SPECIFY)

5

3. (Are/Were) your literacy education activities mostly targeted toward...
(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Students enrolled in this college 1

Members of the community not enrolled as students
in this college 2

Other (SPECIFY) 3



4°. Which of the following groups/populations are t .ing served by your
library's/Resource Center's literac7 education activities? (CIRCLE

ALL THAT APPLY)

A. Ethnic Composition

Asian or Pacific Islander 01

American Indian or Alaskan Native 02

Black (not of Hispanic origin) 03

White (not of Hispanic origin) 04

Hispanic origin OS

B. English-sneaking as a second language

(SPECIFY GROUP) 06

C. Physically or Mentally Handicanned

(SPECIFY HANDICAP)

07

D. 'Educational level

Community college students 08

Non - students (SPECIFY)

09

E. Other vovulations

Migrants 10

Geographically isolated 11

Other (SPECIFY)

12

S. Didyourl/brary/Resourte Center determine the needs of the student
population, the community or special groups in the community for
literacy ed6oation through (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

A community and/or college analysis (needs assessment) 1

Indication of need by college personnel and/or groups

in the community 2

Awareness of need by communications with other literacy
education providers 3

Other (SPECIFY) 4

Don't know 5

6. Are you aware of other groups in your collage or community who need

literacy education but who are not currently being served by your
library/Resource Center or by other community groups, agencies or

institutions?

Yes 1

No 2

10
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7. Do you have a written policy concerning your library's/Resource Cater's
involvement in literacy education activities specifying goals and
objectives, funding or program activities?

Yes 1

No 2

8. What are the library's/Resource Center's current educational requirements
for librarians involved in literacy education activities? (max ALL
THAT APPLY) (Librarians are defined as those doing work that requires 4aofes-

sioual training and skill in the theoretical and/or scientific, aspect of
library work as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.)

Master of Library Science and experience or training
in literacy education 1

Master of Library Science and area of specialization 2

Master of Library Science 3

Working toward a Master of Library Science degree 4

Bachelor of Library Science
Other academic degree (SPECIFY)

6

Other (SPECIFY)

..
11.11,

8a. Do any of the librarians assigned to literacy education
activities have educational training or experience in (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Information and Referral (I 4 R) 1

Audio-visual materials 2

Adult education 3

Reading 4

English as a Second Language (ESL1
Other reading or literacy related areas (SPECIFY)

6

9. What are this library's /Resource Center's educational requirements for
library technicians or pare-professional staff (but excluding clerical

COMM.

staff) involved in literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL

THAT APPLY)

An academic degree, not in Library Science 1

An academic degree in literacy education 2

No formal academic background but previous experience
in library work 3

No formal academic background but previous experience
in literacy education 4

On-the-job training only
Other (SPECIFY) 6
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10. Does this Library/Resource Center provide or arrange for literary - related

training to the
Yes No

Librarians involved in literacy education
activities 1 2

Other professional staff involved in
literacy education activities 1 2

Library technicians, pars-professional and
support staff involved in literacy
education activities 1 2

Unpaid/volunteer staff involved in literacy
education activities 1 2

11. How many of your full-time and part-time staff assigned to literacy
education activities are:

Librarians:

Other professional staff

Library technicians, para-
professional and support staff

Umpsid/Volunteer staff

Other (SPECIFY)

Total Staff (FTE)

Full- Part-
time time

M111110

MMEINMIS

114111110

.

Ila. Approximately how many hours per week do each of the following categories
of staff devote to literacy eaucation activities?

Librarians
Other professional staff
Library technicians, paraprofessional and
support staff

Unpaid/Volunteer Staff
Other (SPEC/FY)

Hours per Week

12
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12. Which of the following content/subject areas are covered by your
"easy to read" literacy-related materials? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Consumer education 01
Job information 02
Basic skills (reading, writing, computing) 03
Health information 04
Survival or coping skills 05
English as a second language(ESL) 06
Community resources 07

Humanities(biographies, poetry, fiction, history, etc.) 08
Government and law 09
Other (SPECIFY) 10

13. Which of the following types of non-print/audio-visual materials are
used for your library's/Resource Center's literacy education activities?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Films, filmstrips or slides 01

Sound cassettes (tapes) 02
Video tape cassettes 03
Records 04
Microform 05

Computer managed instruction packages. 06

Art prints OZ
Talking books 08

Kits 09

Other (SPECIFY) 10

14. Which of the following types of equipment does your library/Resource
Center and/or your off-campus/satellite Resource Centers use in
literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Projectors
01

Video tape recorders
02

Tape recorders
.03

Record players
04AMEN.

Microform readers OS
Computer terminals 06
Reader printers 07
Viewers

08
Other (SPECIFY)

09
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13. Do yon consult with the following types of experts for purposes of

identification and selection of literacy-related (easy-to-read or remedial

remedsal) materials-lEnTripment? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Adult Basic Education (ABE experts 1

State Library Agency personnel. 2

Other experts in literacy (SPECIFY)
.5

16. What procedures do you use to familiarize low level readers with your

"easy-to-read or remedial" literacy-related materials?

VI. COOPERATIVE LITERACY ACTIVITIES

1. Are your literacy education activities or program entirely supported
and administered by your library /Resource Center without any assistance
in staff or funds from other departments in your community college,
other groups, agencies or institutions in the community?

Yes (SXIP to Section VII, Question 1) 1

No . .. 2

2. Are your literacy education program activities coordinated with any
of the following? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

College department(m) (LIST) 1

Literacy volunteers associassuca as LVA or Lauoach
(LIST)

Federally funded programs suca as Right to Read, Adult
Basic Education oCETA CUM

OINME. muMity groups (LIST)

State or local public agencies (LIST)

2

3

Ethnic or hi-Lingual (English as a second language speaking) com-

4

tion agencies
SECONDARY, ADULT LEVEL)

ivr she I IT11* Ill
5

6
State or local institutions (e.g., prlsons, hospstals, sensor

centers, residential schools for the handicapped persons)

(LIST) 7
Public libraries

S
Other ',SPEC/F10

9

2a. With how many college departments, groups, agencies, or institutions
do you cooperate?
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3. How long has this library/Resource Center been involved in the cooperative
lteracy program':

Years

Months

4. Who initiated this cooperative literacy program?

Library/Resource Center initiated 1

College initiated 2
Community group, agency or institution initiated

(SKIP TO Question 4b.) 3
Other (SPECIFY)

43. (If library/Resource Center initiated coo erative effortl
Why did thig li Ary esource enter ind it necessary to initiate a
cooperative literacy effort?

(SKIP TO Question 5.)

4b. (if library /Resource Center did not initiate coo erative effortl
wraid the group, agency or institution ask for your library's/
Resource Center's cooperation?

5. Did this library/Resource Center and/or any of your off-campus/
satellite Resource Cente 3 have a literacy education program prior
to this cooperative literacy activity?

Yes No

This library/Resource Center 1 2
Off-campus/satellite Resource Center(s) 1 2

6. Did any of the cooperating department(s), group(s), agency(ies) or
institution(s) have experience in literacy education prior to this
cooperative effort?

Yes
No

7. Did your library/Resource Center and any of the cooperating departmenzs/
groups/agencies/institutions develop a written plan for the cooperative
literacy effort?

Yes

No (SKIP TO QUESTION 8)
2
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7a.
Wit. ow many of the cooperating departments/agencies/groups/

institutions do you have such a plan?

7b. (Does the plan/do these plans) specify the following:

Yes No

2Responsibilities'of each participant 1

Funding sources 1 2

Program activities 1 2

Pupulations/groups to be served 1 2

Methods of coordination 1 2

Methods for problem resolution 1 2

8. Which of the following cooperative literacy program activities are

provided by the 7.1articipatiag agency(ies) or group(s)?

Client /student identification 01

Client/student intake 02

Tutor training 03

Tutoring clients 04

Identification and selection of materials 05

Purchase of materials 06,

Provision of spaco for training 07

Provision of materials 08

Provision of space for tutoring 09

Provision of eauirmeest 10

Administration of clients tests 11

Provision of client support services
(i.e., I8R, reference services, etc.) 12

Coordination of cooperative activities 13

Other (SPECIFY)

9. Tia general, how do representatives of the various coordinating agencies
exchtngo information and plan for the delivery of literacy services?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Formal meetings scheduled periodically 1

Formal meetings on an as needed basis 2

Informal contact on an as needed basis 3

Otter (SPECIFY)

9a, How frequently do you communicate, in meetings or otherwise, with
the participating agency(ies) or group(s)?
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10. In general, do the cooperating agencies and groups determine policies
and make decisions by,..(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Consensus 1

Majority vote , 2

Other (SPECIFY) 3

11, Does the library/Resource Center representative responsible for the
cooperative literacy effort have the authority to participate in policy
development and decision making related to the cooperative literacy
effort...(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Independently of the library's/Resource
Center's administrative body 1

With the approval of the library's/
Resource Center's Director 2

With the approval of the library/Resource
Center officials (SPECIFY)

OtherTWETIFY)
...3

..,4

12. What is the total annual budget for Fiscal Year 1980 of the cooperative
literacy program?

12a. Approximately what portion of this budget, in dollars, has been
contributed by rhe library and by the participating agencies or
groups?

Library $

P.,rticipating agency(ies)/groups

13. Have any of the cooperating agencies or groups experienced significant
difficulties in the coordination art /or administration of the co-
operative literacy program?

Yes 1

No(SKIP TO QUESTION 14)

13a. Were these difficulties due to any of the following? (CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY)

Difficulty in obtaining funds for
literacy education 1

Difficulty in obtaining administrative
or official approval for coopera-
tive literacy activities

Unavailability of staff for participation
in the cooperative literacy effort 3

Decrease in agency's interest in the
cooperative literacy effort 4

Lack of knowledge or expertise in
literacy training 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6
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13b. Dil these difficulties result from any of the following agency

cooperation problems? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Differences between agencies' policies
and priorities 1

Legal or administrative barriers to
the transfer of flads for coopera-

tive literacy activities 2

Lack of staff time eammitted to the
planning and coordination of the
cooperative literacy ac.tivities 3

Lack of knowledge or expertise in
literacy training 4

Perceived threat to agency autonomy

Other (SPECIFY) 6

14. Has the cooperative -literacy program been evaluated in terms of goals

or objectives attainment?

Yes

No 2

VII. FEDERAL AND STATE INVOLVEMENT IN LIBRARIES'/RESOURCE CENTERS' ROLE IN LITERACY

1. Has your library/Resource Center or any of your off-campus/satellitL.
Resource Centers ever requested information from the federal government
or from state agencies on the availability of federal or state funds
for literacy programs in libraries?

Yes

No (SLIP TO Question 2).

la. (If requested information)
From wnicn federal or state agencies did you request such information ??

1

2

2. Has your library/Resource Center or any of your off-campus/satellite
Resource Centers ever requested assistance from the State Library
Agency in preparing grant applications or plans for literacy education
activities?

Yes 1

No 2

3. Is your State Education Agency or State Library Agency aware of
literacy education activities:

Yes

State Education Agency 1

State Library Agency 4

18
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4. Are you aware of any legislation which has a significant effect
on your library's/Resource Center's efforts to provide literacy
education activities?

Yes 1

No, 2

VIII. LITERACY BUDGET AND FUNDING SOURCES

1. Approximately, wtoit portion, in dollars, of your library's/Resource
Center's 1980 budget is allocated to literacy education activities?

$

2. Approximately, what portion, in dollars, of your library's/Resource
has come from....

Federal funds $
State funds $
Local funds (tax and non-tax S,

Other sources (SPECIFY $

3. Approximately, what portion in dollars of your 1980 literacy budget is

expended on:

Salaries
Acquisition of materials and equipment
Processing and organization
Publicity of services
Other

4. Overall, have there been any increases or decreases in this library's/
Resource Center's literacy bud et since the establishment of your
literacy program, t cing in lation into account?

Increases in budget 1

Decreases in budget 2

Budget stayed the same 3

5. Approximately, what proportion of your literacy program start-up funds
came from your federal sources?

6. For how many years since the establishment of your literacy program
have you had federal funds to support your literacy activities?

years

19
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7. On the average, what proportion of your literacy funds have come
frac the following sources since the estinniuTient of your literacy
program?

Federal funds %
State funds %
Local funds (tax and non-tax) %
Other %

8. Did changes in your literacy funding sources over tie reflect any
of the following? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Discontinuation of funding 1

Availability of new funding sources 2

Changes in literacy activities (SPECIFY)

Changes in population.participating in the
literacy prtgrsms (SPECIFY)

Other (SPECIFY)

.. 3 .

4

S

IX. PROBLEMS OR DIFFICULTIES IN LIBRARY'S/RESOURa CENTER'S INVOLMMIT
LN LITERACY

1. Which of the following represent major difficulties that your library/
Resource Canter has tried to overcame in providing literacy education
services? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Difficulty in generating literacy program
start-up funds

Difficulty in obtaining literacy program
continuation funds 2

Difficulty in obtaining college support 3

Difficulty in identifying and recruiting
students for the literacy program 4

Difficulty in identifying and securing
services of trained tutors.

Lack of autonomy in policy making with
regard to literacy education activities 6

Difficulty in def4Tring the library's/
Resource Center's role in providing
literacy education services 7

Other (SPECIFY)

20
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Question NO.:
PEDAC No.: S172
Expiration Date: March, 1981
OE 708

SURVEY OF LIBRARIES' ACTIVITIES IN LITERACY

STATE INSTITUTIONAL LIBRARY QUESTIONNAIRE

Although this study is authorized by law (P.L. 83-329,
Title II-B) you are not required to respond. However,

your cooperation is needed to make the results of the
survey comprehensive, accurate, and timely. This survey
is being sponsored by the Office of Libraries and
Learning Technologies (OUT) and conducted by CRC Education
and HITM271 Development, Inc.

Please note; for the purpose of this study literacy education activities
are defined as any instructional, informational and other activities directed

toward increasing the writing, reading and computational skills of children,

youth, and adults.
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I. LIBR'RY CHARACTERISTICS

1. In what year was this library founded?

2. Is this library located in an (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Urban area 1

Suburban area. 2

Rural area 3

3. Which one of the following most closely represents the size of the population
this library serves? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Fewer than SO 1

SO - 99 2

100 - 199 3

200 - 499 4

SOO - 1,000
Over 1,000 6

4. Does this library serve...(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Institutional residents only.,
Institutional staff 2

Other persons (Specify)
...3

S. Please describe the characteristics of the people served by this
institution in terms of...

a. Educational level. Do most (over 50 %) of the individuals your
institution serves havc...(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Eight or fewer years of education 1

Nine to 11 years of education 2

Twelve years cf school or high school
graduates- 3

Thirteen to 15 years of education 4

Sixteen or more years of education 5



b. Age. are the persons served by yon; ihstivat4on...(C7RCLE
ALL THAT APPLY)

Twelve years old and younger 1
Thirteen to 18 years old 2
Nineteen to 3S years old 3
Over 35 years old 4

c. Ethnic composition. Are the persons served by your institution...
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Asian or Pacific Islander 1

American Indian or Alaskan Native 2
Black (not of Hispanic origin)
White (not of Hispanic origin) 4
.Hispanic origin
Speak English as a second language 6

6. Does your library_ serve...(MCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Children (3-12 years ole) 1
Youth (13-18 years old) 2
Adults (19 or older) 3

7. How does your library deternne the library-related needs of the
people you serve? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY) -

A need assessment

Indication of need by individuals or
groups served by your library
Other (Specify

1

.2

8. What art the current educational requirements that this institution
has for the hiring of librarians? (LibraTians are defined as staff doinz
work that requires professional training and skill in the theoretical and/or
bcientific aspect of library work as distinct from its mechan4cal or clerical
aspect.) (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Master of Library Science and area of specialization 1

Master of Library Science 2

Working toward a Master of Library Science degree 3
Bachelor of Library Science 4
Other .academic deg-rut (Specify)

.3

Other (Specify)

.6

2
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8a. Dc any of your librarians have educational training
or experience in... (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

0

Information and Referral (I & R)
Audio-visual materials
Adult education
Reading -

ESL (English as a Second Language)
Other reading or literacy-related areas (Specify)

z

1

2

3

4

5

..6
Bibliotherapy
Special education

7

8

9. Does your library provide formal or informal in-service training to
its staff?

Yes
No .2

10. How many of the following types of full-time and part-time staff does
your library currently employ?

Librarians:
General librarians

1

Audio-visual and media specialists

Other professional staff3

Library technicians, para-professional
and other support staff

Unpaid/Volunteer staff

Other (SPECIFY)

Total Staff (FTE)

1.

2

3

4

Full- Part-
Time Time

Jae.. own.

.11111111.MI

AM110111

Librarians are defined as those doing work that requires professional training
and skill in the theoretical and/or scientific aspect of library work as
distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.

Audiovisual and Media S ecialists are defined as those doing work that requires
pro essional training an s 1 in audiovisual materials and ecedpment or
educational media as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect.

Other Professional Staff are defined as persons who, though not librarians
media specialists, or audiovisual specialists, are in postions normally
requiring at least a bachelor's degree. This category may include archivists,
curators, art historians, statisticians, business managers, editors; etc.

Lib TechnicianIL Paraprofessionals and Support Staff are defined as those
persons ose peilormance is directed igWard assisting librarians. These
include library pages, library aides, keypunchers, secretaries, etc.

3
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11. oDo you agree that a library should act as an educational institution?

(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Strongly agree 1

Agree 2

Somewhat.agree . 3

Disagree 4

Strongly disarms S

12. Are your Board of Trust es or any of its members interested in or
supportive of libraries' involvement in literacy education? (CIRCLE

ONE ONLY)

Very interested and supportive 1

Somewhat interested and supportive 2

Neither interested nor supportive 3

Other (Specify) .4

13. Is this library's Director interested in or supportive of libraries'
involvement in literacy education? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Very interested and supportive 1

Somewhat interested and supportive 2

Neither interested nor supportive 3

Other (Specify)

II. FACILITIES MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

1. Does this Library belong to a...(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

State cooperative system of Libraries....1
Regional cooperative system of libraries.2
Local cooperative system of Libraries....3
None of the above 4

other (SPECIFY)
0 0 S

2. Approximately, how many volumes does this library have?

volumes

3. Which of the following types of non-print/audio-visual materials does
this library carry? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Films, filmstrips or Slides 01

Sound cassettes 02

Video tape cassettes 03

Records 04

Microform OS

Carputer managed instruction packages 06

Art prints 07
Talking books 08

Kits 09

Other (Specify)

10

4
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4. Which of the following types of equipment does your library carry?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Projectors 1

Video tape recorders
Tape recorders 3

Record players 4

Microform readers
Computer terminals 6
Reader printers 7

Viewers 8

Other (Specify) 9

III. BUDGET AND FUNDING SOURCES

1. What is your library's annual budget for the 1980 Fiscal Year including
any special project funds (grant money, CETA funds or any other soft

monies)?

2. Approximately, how much, in dollars, of your 1980 budget has come

from...

Federal funds
State funds
local funds (tax and non-tax)$
1,ther (Specify)

$

3. Approximately, how much of your annual budget is expended in dollars
on:

Salaries $

Acquisition of materials and equipment
$

Processing and organization (i.e., storage,

cataloging) $

Publicity of services
$

Other (SPECIFY)
...$

4. Overall, have there been any increases or decreases in this library's

annual budget in the last five years taking inflation into account?

Increases in budget 1

Decreases in budget 2

Budget stayed the same 3
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IV. BARRIERS AND INCENTIVES TO LIBRARY'S INVOLVE14EIT IN LITERACY

1. Does this library c=rently support, assist or participate formally
or informally in any literacy education activities (i.e., instructional,
informational and other activities directed toward increasing the reading,
writing and computational skills of children, youth and adults)?

Yes (MP TO Q.lb)
No 2

la. SIf libraryacurrently not involved in literacy education

Had this library been previously involved in any literacy
education activities?

Yes - 1

No (SKIP TO Q.3a) 2

lb. When did this library become involved in literacy
education activities?

19

lc. For how long had this library been involved in literacy
education activities?

Years

2. (Libraries currently or,previously involved in literacy education)
Which one ox the following statements represents the primary reason
why your library became involved in literacy education? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY.)

Access to federal, state and /or local funds to
support literacy education activities

Expressed need for literacy education by residents
in the institution. 2

Availability of library staff interested in literacy
education 3

Availability of library staff with experience and
expertise in literacy education 4

Request by other community groups, agencies or
institutions for library participation in a
cooperative literacy education effort

Library's desire to incense its visibility and
role in the institution 6

Library's need to justify current level or increased
level of funding 7

Board's interest in or support of library's
involvement in literacy education 8

Other (Specify)

6
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.(LIBRARIES WITH CURRENT INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY, SKIP TO SEC. V)

Z. (Libraries with previous--but not current--involvement in literacy
education)

Which one of the following statements most accurately describes the primary
reason why this library is not currently involved in literacy education
activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY. RECORD BELOW UNDER "PREVIOUSLY INVOLVED. ")

3a. Libraries which were never involved in literacy education
activities

Which one of the following statements most accurately describes the
primary reason why this library has never been involved in literacy
education activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY. RECORD BELOW UNDER "NEVER
INVOLVED.")

Lack of library funds for the
undertaking of literacy activities

Lack of available library staff to
assign to literacy related activities

Library staff has no training or
experience in literacy education
activities

Library unawareness of literacy needs
in the institution

No need or little need for literacy education
In the institution

Literacy education programs have been developed
by other departments in the institution,
thus, there is no need for direct
library involvement in literacy

Lack of institutional support (i.e.,
unavailability of volunteers, tutors,
tutor trainers, etc.) to assist the
library in the provision of literacy
education services

Lack of demand for literacy education from
institution residents

Lack of access to institution by
volunteers, tutors, etc.

Lack of Board's interest in or support of

library's involvement in literacy education..

400
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(3)

Previously
Involved

(3a)

Never
Involved

01 01

02 02

03 03

04 04

OS OS

06 06

07 07

08 C8

09 09
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4. Which one of the following conditions would encourage your library to
undertake or resume literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY.)

Availability of federal, state, or local funds (both
earmarked and not earmarked) for literacy
education activities undertaken by libraries 1

Expressed used for literacy education by residents
of the institution

2
Availability of special resources including
literacy volunteer tutors, tutor triinCTS and
literacy materials development specialists 3

Availability of library staff interested in
literacy education. 4

Availability of library staff knowledgeable about
literacy education

Accessibility of institutional library to volunteers,
tutors, etc

6
Board's interest in or support of literacy

education 7
Other (Speedily)

ANIMINMJIIMINIO

OM OF QUESTIONNAIRE FOR LIBRARIES WHICH HAVE NEVER BEEN
INVOLVED IN LIMRACY EDUCATION)

..8

V. LIBRARY'S ACTIVITIES IN LIIERACY EDUCATION CURRENT AND PREVIOUS

(This section should be completed by libraries which are currently involved
in literacy education as well as by libraries which were previously, but are
not c=rently involved in literacy education).

1. Which of the following statements most closely des tribe this library's
(current or previous) formal or informal involvement in literacy
education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Provision of Information and Referral services (I & R) ..,

on and to available literacy educati.m programs 01

Provision of space for literacy education classes 02

Provision of materials and equipment for literacy education
classes - 03

Provision of space for training literacy education
tutors or volunteers 04

Provision of materials and equipment for training literacy
education tutors or volunteers 05 :

Training library staff in literacy education activities 06

Training individuals or staff from other agencies ,
institutions or ===ity groups in the provision of
Literacy services 07

Identification, acquisition and maintenance of materials
for new readers or low level readers for use in the
library

1..
08 -

8
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Identification, acquisition and maintenance of literacy

materials for interlibrary loans 09

Provision of outreach services to individuals or groups
in the institution with needs in literacy education 10

Publicizing literacy education activities conducted by

the library or by other providers in the institution or

in the community 11

Provision of one-on-one private tutorial sessions 12

Other (Specify)
...13

2. Are/Were your literacy education activities mostly targeted toward...

(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Children (3-12 years old) 1

Youth (13-18 years old) 2

Adults (19-64) 3

65 or older 4

Children and Youth

Other combination (SPECIFY)/ 6

3. Which of the following persons or groups are being served by your

library's literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

A. Ethnic composition:

Asian or Pacific Islander 01

American Indian or Alaskan Native 02

Black (not of Hispanic origin) 03

White (not of Hispanio origin) 04

Hispanic origin OS

B. Bi-lingual; English Speaking as a Second
Language.(SPECIFY GROUP) :

06

---XY111145icanc:211EE!2.17.__12EgallaltiiiticlM--
HANDICAPY

.07

D. Educational level (SPECIFY LEVEL)
.08

E. Other populations:

Migrants 09

Geographically isolated 10

Other (SPECIFY)
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4. Did your :.1.brary determine the needs of the institution's residents

for literacy education through...(CMLE ALL THAT APPLY)

An institutional analysis (needs assessment) 1

Indication of need by particular individuals or
groups in the institution 2

Awareness of need by communications with other

literacy education providers 3

Other (SPECIFY)
...4

Don't know

S. Are you aware of other individuals or groups in your institution who

need literacy education but who are not currently being served by

your library or by other community groups, agencies or institutions?

Yes
No 2

6. Do you have a written policy concerniLi your library's involvement
in literacy education activities specifying goals and objectives,
funding and program activities?

Yes

No 2

7. What are this library's current education) requirements for libzarians
involved in literacy edaiErFarictivities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.)

(Librarians are defined as those doing work that requires 7rofessional
training and skill in the theoretical and/or scientific aspect of
library work as distinct from its mechanical or clerical aspect..

Master of Library Science and experience or
trainingin literacy education 1

Master of Library Science and area of specialization 2

Master of Library Science 3

Working toward a Master of Library Science degree 4

Bachelor of Library Science 5

Other academic degree (SPECIFY). 6

Other (SPECIFY) ...7

7a. Do any of the library staff assianed to literacy education activities

hava educational training or experience in... (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Information and Referral TI 5 R) 1

Audio-visual materials 2

Adult education 3

Reading 4

ESL (English as a Second Language) 5

Other reading or literacy-related areas (SPECIFY) -

6

7

8Special education
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8. What are this library's educational requirements for Library Techncians
and Para-Professional staff (but excluding clerical staff) involved in
literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.)

An academic degree, not in Library Science 1

An academic degree in literacy education 2

No formal academic background but previous
experience in library work 3

No formal academic background but previous
experience in literacy education 4

On-the-job training only 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6

9. Does this library provide or arrange for literacy-related training
to the...

Librarians involved in literacy education
Yes No

activities L 1 2

Library technicians or pare-professional staff involved
in literacy education activities 1 2

Unpaid/volunteer staff involved in literacy
education activities 1 2

Staff who are residents of the institution 1 2

10. How many of your full-time and part-time staff assigned to literacy
education activities are:

- Full Part
Time Time

Librarians
Other professional staff
Library technicians, para-professional and

other support staff
Unpaid/volunteer staff
Staff who are residents of the institution

Total number of staff (FTE)

=1111111M

10a. Approximately how many hours per week do each of the following
categories of staff devote to literacy education activities?

Librarian
Other professional staff
Library technicians, para-professional

and other support staff
Unpaid/volunteer staff
Staff who are residents of

the institution

Hours per week



12. Which of the following types of non-print/audio-visual materials are

used for your library's literacy education activities?
(CIRCLE. ALL THAT APPLY.)

Films, filmstrips and slides 03
bound Cassettes 02
Video tape cassettes 03
Records 04
Microform OS
Computer managed instruction packages 06
Art prints 07
Talking books 08
Kits 09
0t4Or (SPECIFY) 10

:3. Which of the following types of equipment does your Library use in
literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.)

Projectors 1

Video tape recorders 2

Tape recorders 3

Record players 4

Microform readers - S

Computer terminals 6

Reader printers 7

Viewers 8

Other (SPECIFY) ...9

14. Do you consult with the following types of. experts for purposes of
identification and selectian of literary - related materials and
equipment?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY.)

Adult Basic Education (ABE) experts 1

State Library Agency Personnel 2

Other experts in literacy (SPECIFY)

1S. What procedures do you use to familiarize low level readers with your
literacy-related materials?



VI. COOPERATIVE LITERACY ACTIVITIES

1. Are your literacy education activities or program entirely supported
and administered by your library without any assistance in staff or
funds from other divisions in your institution, other groups,
agencies or institutions in the community?

Yes (SKIP TO SECTION VII, Q 1)
No 2

2. Are your literacy education program activities coordinated with any
of the following? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Literacy volunteers association such as LVA or
Laubach (LIST)

Federally funded programs such as Right to Read,
Adult Basic Education or CETA (.LIST)

Ethnic or bi-lingual (English speaking as - second
langaage (ESL) groups) (LIST)

State or local public agencies (Liff)

Education agencies (LIST ELEMENTARY/SECONDARY/
POST-SECONDARY/ADULT LEVEL)

.. .2

..3

.. .4

...s
Stat
ho

for

e or local institutions (e.g. prisons,
pitals, senior centers, residential schools
the handicapped) (LIST)

Other divisions in the institution
Other (SPECIFY)

. . 6

7

2a. With how many groups, agencies or institutions do you cooperate?

3. How long has th:z library been involved in the cooperate literacy program?

years

months

4. Who initiated this coope

Library initiated
Institution initiated.
Community group, agency

institution initiated
(SKIP TO Q. 4b)

Other (SPECIFY)

rative literacy program?

1

2

or other

3

...4
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4a. (If library initiated cooperative effort)
Why ais th.s liorary fino .t necessary to initiate a cooperative
literacy effort?

(MP TO Q. S)

4b. (I.: library did not initiate coorerative effort)
Why tnis institution or anotner group, agency or institution ask
for your library's cooperation?

S. Did this library have a literacy education program prior to this
cooperative literacy activity?

Yes
No 2

6. Did any of the cooperating divisions within this irgtitution or an
outside group, agency or institution have experience in literacy
education prior to this cooperative effort?

Yes
No 2

7. Did your library and any of the cooperating divisions within this
institution or the ,utside group/agency/institution develop s written
plan for the =operative literacy effort?

Yes
No (MP TO Q. 8) 2
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7a. With how many of the cooperating divisions, groups or agencies
do you have such plans?

7b. (Does the plan/do these plans) specify the following:

Yes No

Responsibilities of each participant 1 2
Funding source' 1 2

Populations/groups to be served 1 2
Methods of coordination 1 2
Methods for problem resolution 1 2

8. Which of the following cooperative literacy program activities are
provided by the participating age-tcy(ies) or group(s) or division(s)?

Client/pitron identification 01
Client/patron intake 02
Tutor training 03
Identification and selection of materials 04
Purchase of materials 05
Provision of space for training tutors 06
Provision of space for tutoring 07

Provision of materials 08
Provision of equipment 09

Administration of client tests 10
Provision of client support services

(i.e. I &R, reference services, etc.) 11

Coordination of cooperative activities 12
Other (SPECIFY) 13

9. How do representatives of the various coordinating agencies exchange
information and plan for the delivery of literacy services? (CIRCLE
ALL THAT APPLY)

Formal meetings scheciuled periodically 1

Formal meetings on an as needed basis 2

Informal contact on an as needed basis 3

Other (SPECIFY)
...4

9a. How frequently do you communicate, in meetings or otherwise, with
the participating agency(ies) or group(s)?

10. In general, do the cooperating divisions within this institution or
the outside agencies and groups determine policies and make decisions
by...(C1RCLE ONE ONLY)

Consensus 1

Majority vote 2

Other (SPECIFY) 3

15
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11. Does the library representative responsible for the cooperative

literacy effort have the authority to participate in policy development

and decision-making related to the cooperative literacy effort...

(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Independently of the
With the approval of
With the approval of
With the xpproval of

library's adminsitrative body 1

the Library's Director 2

the institution 3

other library officals (SPECIFY):

otbe771721/4)______ ...s

12. What is the total annual budget for Fiscal Year 1980 of the coopera-
tive literacy prtgram?

12a. Approximately, what portion,of this budget, in dollar:, bas been

contributed by the participating divisions, agencies or groups?

Library

Cooperating agency(ies)/group(s) S

13. Have any of the cooperating divisions, agencies or groups experienced

significant difficulties in the coordination and/or adminis=ation

of the cooperative literacy program?

Yes
No (SKIP TO Q. 14) 2

13a- (If yes)
D se difficulties result fron any of the following problems

within the participating divisions, agency or group affecting its

ry tc participate in the cooperative effort? (CIRCLE ALL THAT

APPLY)

Difficulty in obtaining :sends for literacy education 1

Difficulty in obtaining administrative or offical

approval for cooperative literacy activities 2

Unavailability of staff for participation in the
cooperative literacy effort 3

Limited =CI= to the library 4

Decrease in agency's interest in the
cooperative literacy effort 5

Lack oZ knowledge or expertise in literary
training 6

Other (SPECIFY) 7
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13b. Did these difficulties result from any of the following agency
cooperation problems? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Difference between diVisions', agencies' or groups' policies
and priorities 1

Legal or administrative barriers to the transfer
of funds for cooperative literacy activities 2

Lack of staff time committed to the planning
and coordination of the cooperative literacy
activities 3

Lack of knowledge or expertise in literacy
training 4

Perceived threat to agency autonomy
Other (SPECIFY) 6

14. Has the cooperative literacy program been evaluated in terms of
goals' or objectives' attainment?

Yes
No

VII. FEDERAL AND STATE INVOLVEMENT IN LIBRARIES' ROLE IN LITERACY

1. Has your library ever requested information from the federal
government or from state agencies on the availability of federal
or state funds for literacy programs in libraries?

Yes 1

No ;SKIP TO Q. 2) . 2

la. (If requested information)

From which federal or state agencies did you request such information?

2. Nas your library ever requested assistance prom the State Library A:ency
in preparing grant applications on plans for literacy education activities.

Yes

No 2

3. Is your State Library \gency aware of your literacy education activities?

Yes
No 2
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4 0 Are you aware of any federal or state legislation which has a
significant effect on your library's efforts to provide literacy
education activities?

Yes 1

No 2

VIII.LITERACY BUDGET AND FUNDLNG SOURCES

1. Approximately, what portion, 1r dollars, of your library's 1980
budget is allocated to literacy education activities?

?

S

Approximately, what portion, in dollars; of your 1980 literacy

budget has came from:

Federal funds
State funds
Local funds (tax and non-tax) S

Institutional funds ----

Other sources (SPECIFY)

3. Approximately, what portion, in dollars, of your 1980 literacy

budget is expended on:

Salaries
.

Acquisition of materials and
equipment

Other S

4. Overall, have there-been any increases or decreases in this liarary's
litersar budget since the establishment of youL literacy program,
taking Inflation into account?

Increases in budget 1

Decreases in budget 2

Budget stayed the same 3

S. For how many years since the establishment of your literacy program
have you had federal funds to support your literacy activities?

6. Approximately, what proportion of your literacy program start-up

funds =ID from federal sources?

18
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7. On the average, what proportion of your literacy funds have come
from the following sources since the establishment of your literacy
program?

Federal funds
State funds
Local funds (tax and non-tax) ------%
Institutional funds

8. Did changes in your literacy funding sources over time reflect
any of the following? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Discontinuation of funding 1

Availability of new funding sources 2

Changes in literacy activities
(SPECIFY) . 3

Changes in characteristics of persons
participating in the literacy
program (SPECIFY)

..4
Other (SPECIFY)

IX. PROBLEM! irk DIFFICULTIES IN LIBRARY'S INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY

1. Which of the following represent major difficulties that your library
has tried to overcome in providing literacy education services?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Difficulty in generating literacy progral start-up funds 1

Difficulty in obtaining literacy program continuation funds 2

Difficulty in obtaining institution's support 3

Difficulty in identifying and securing services of trained.1
tutors 4

Lack of autonomy in policy-making with regard to literacy
education activities

Difficulty in defining the library's role in providing literacy
education services 6

Accessibility of library to outside sources 7

Other (SPECIFY)

2. Which of the following aspects of your literacy program have :seen
affected by these difficulties? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Availability of staff 1

Program funding or contributions 2

Aquisition of materials and/or equipment 3

Availability of facilities or space 4

Provison of in-service training for staff 5

Cooperation with other agencies in the
community or state 6

Other (SPECIFY)

THANK YOU
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Question no.:

FEDAC No.: S172
Expiration Date: March 1981
OE 708

SURVEY OF LIBRARIES' ACTIVITIES IN LITERACY

NON - PROFIT AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

Although this study is authorized by law (P.L. 83 -329, Title II-B) you

are not required to respond. However, your cooperation is needed to

make the results of the survey comprehensive, accurate and timely. This

survey is being sponsored by the Office of Libraries and Learning
Technologies (OLLT) and conducted by CRC Education and Human Development, Inc.

Please note: for the purpose of this study literacy education activities

are defined as any instructional, informational and other activities directed

toward increasing the writing, reading and computational skills of children,

youth, and adults.
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I. AGENCY CHARACTERISTICS

1. What type of agency are you?

Public agency 1

Private agency 2

Other (SPECIFY) 3

2. What are your agency's primary service purposes? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Employment 1

Social services, including health 2

Welfare 3

Advocacy 4

Legal 5

Other (SPECIFY) 6

3. In what year was your agency founded?

4. Is your agency located in an (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Urban area 1

Suburban trea 2

Rural area 3

S. Please describe your agency's clientele in terms of age, educational

level, income level, ethnic origin, English speaking ability and

mental or physical handicap.

6. What is your agency's annual budget for the 1980 Fiscal Year?

7. Approximately what portion of your 1980 budget, in dollars, has come

from...

Federal Funds $

State r 's $

Local FLA4Lus (tax and non-tax) S

Other Sources (SPECIFY) .$
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II. BARRIERS AND INCENTIVES TO AGENCY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY

. , .

1.' Does your agency currently support, assist or participate in any
literacy education activities (i.e., instructional, informational and
other activities directed towards the promotion of improved reading,
writing and computational skills of Children, youth, and adults through
direct services, counselling or referral)?

Yes (SKIP TO Question lb) 1

No 2

la. Had your agency been previously involved in any literacy activities?

Yes 1

NO (END OF QUESIIONNAIRE'FOR NON- PROFIT AGENCIES WHICH HAVE

NEVER BEEN L1VOLVED IN LITERACY) 2

lb. When did your agency became involved in literacy education
activities?

lo. For how long has'your agency been involved in literacy
education activities?

2. (A encies ccorentl or tweviousl involved in literacy education.)

Which one of thefollowing statements represents the primary reason
why your became involved in literacy education? (CIRCLE

ONE ONLY.)

Access to federal, state and/or local funds to
support literacy education activities 01

Expressed need for literacy education by local
community groups, agencies or institutions 02

Availability of staff interested in literacy
education 03

Availability of staff with experience and
expertise in literacy education 04

Request by other community groups, agencies or
. institutions for agency participation in a

cooperative literacy education effort 05

Agency's desire to increase its visibility and
role in the community 06

Agency's need to justify current level or
increased level of funding 07

Expanded agency mandate to undertake literacy
activities 08

Staff awareness of clients' literary education
needs 09

Other (SPECIFY)

2
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(AGENCIES WITH CURRENT INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION,
SKIP TO SECTION IIi, QUESTION 1)

3. (Agencies with previous--but not current -- involvement in literacy education)

Which one of the following statements mast accurately describes the primary
rdason why your agency is not currently involved in literacy education

activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY.)

Lack of funds for the undertaking of literacy
activities 01

Lack of available staff to assign to literacy
related activities 02

Agency staff has no training or experience in
literacy education activities . 03

Unawareness of literacy needs of the agency's
target group (i.e., the people the agency
serves.) O4

Lack of agency mandate to undertake literacy
activities OS

No need or little need for literacy education
of the agency's target group 06

Literacy education programs have been developed
by other agencies or institutions in the
community, thus there it. no need for direct
agency involvement in literacy . .. 07

Lack of community support (i.e., unavailability
of volunteers, tutors, tutor trainers, etc.)
to assist the agency in the provision of
literacy education services 08

Lack of demand for literacy education from the
agency's target group members 09

Other (SPECIFY) 10

4. Which one of the following conditions would encourage your agency to
undertake or resume literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY.)

Availability of federal, state or local funds
(earmarked or not earmarked) for literacy
education activities 1

Expressed need for literacy education by local
community groups, agencies or institutions 2

Availability of special resources including
literacy volunteer tutors, tutor trainers,
and literacy materials development specialists 3

Availability of staff interested in literacy
education 4

Availability of staff knowledgeable about
literacy education

Staff awareness of clients' literacy education
needs 6

Expanded agency mandate to undertake literacy
activities ..7

Othn. (SPECIFY)

8
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III. A(ENCY'S ACTIVITIES IN LITERACY EDUCATION: CURRENT AND PREVIOUS

(This section should be completed by agencies which are currently
involved in literacy education as well as by agencies which were
previously, but are not currently, involved in literacy education.)

1. Which ,)f the following statements most closely describe your
agency's involvemTat in literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL
THAT APPLY)

2.

Provision of Information and Referral services
(IR) on and to available literacy
education programs 01

Provision of space for literacy education classes 02
Provision of materials and equipment for literacy

education classes 03
Provision of space for training literacy

education tutors or volunteers 04
Provision of materitls and equipment for training

literacy education tutors or volunteers OS
Training agency staff in literacy education

activities .06

Training individuals or staff from other agencies,
institutions or community groups in the

-
provision of literacy services 07

Counselling clients enrolled in the literacy
education program 08

Provision of outreach services to populations
with needs in literacy education 09

Provision of outreach services to other community
agencies 071.11StitFti=i involved in
literacy education 10

Publicizing literacy education activities
conducted by other groups, agencies or
institutions in the community 11

Other (SPECIFY)

12

(Are/Were) rour literac; education activities mostly targeted toward...
(CIRCLE ONE o?ILY)

Children (3-12 years old) 1

Youth (13-18 years old) 2
Adults (19 cr older) . 3

Children and Youth 4
Other combination (SPEC/FY) ..5

Agencies or Institutions serving the needs
of one or more of the above populations 6

4



3. Which of the following groups/populations are being served
by your agency's literacy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL

° THAT APPLY)

A. Ethnic Composition

Asian or Pacific Islander 1

American Indian or Alaskan Native 2

Black (not of Hispanic origin) 7

White (not of Hispanic origin) 4

Hispanic origin S

B. English-speaking as a second language

(SPECIFY GROUP)

C. Physically or Mentally Handicapped

(SPECIFY HANDICAP)

6

7

D. Education level

(SPECIFY LEVEL)

8

E. Other populations

-

Migrants 9

Geographically isolated 10

Other (SPECIFY)

11

4. How does your agency determine the literacy related needs of the

people you serve? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

..... A client analysis (needs assessment) 1

Indication of need by particular groups or
individuals served by your agency 2

Awareness of need by communications with

other literacy education providers 3

Other (SPECIFY)

5.

.. .4

Don't know

Are you aware of other groups served by your agency who need
literacy education but who are not currently being served by your
agency's program or by other community groups, agencies or institutions?

Yes 1

No 2

5
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6. Do you have a written policy concerning your agency's involvement
in literacy education activities specifying goals and objfictives,
funding, or literacy program activities?

Yes 1

No

7. How many of the following types of full-time and past-time staff
are currently employed by you: agency in literacy-related activities?

Professional staff involved in
Literacy education

Para-professional staff
Unpaid/Volunteer staff
FIE

Full-Time Part-Time

a111i

8. Please describe the average educational background and type of liieracj,
related experience of these staff.

9. Loss your agency provide literacy - related training to the following
categories of staff involved in literacy education activities?

Yes No

Professional Staff 1 2

Pasa-profeisional *Staff 1 2

Unpaid/Volunteer'staff 1 2

IV. COOPERATIVE LITERACY ACTIVITIES

1. Are your literacy education program activities coordinated with any
of the following institutions, community groups or agencies?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Public library(ies) 01
Public school library(ies) C2
Community college library(ies) 03
State institutional library(ies) 04

Literacy volunteers association such as
LVA or Laubach GUT)

OS
Federally funded progress such as Rignt to Read,

Adult Basic Education or CETA CLIST)

ttnns.c or bi-lingual (Englisn as a second language)
community groups (LIST)

6
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0
State or local public agencies (LIST)

Education agencies (LIST ELEMENTARY /SECON-
DARY, POST-SECONDARY, ADULT LEVEL)

State or local institutions e.g., prisons,
hospitals, senior centers, residential
schools for handicapped persons)

(LIST)
Other (SPECIT1)'

08

09

10
11

la. With how many groups, agencies, libraries or other institutions
do you cooperate?

2. For how long has this agency been involved in the cooperative
literacy program?

Years

Months

3. Who initiated this cooperative literacy program?

Agency initiated
Library initiated (SKIP TO Question 3b) 2

Community group, other agency or institution
initiated (SKIP TO Question 3b) 3

Other (SPECIFY) (SKIP TO Question 3b)
.4

3a. (If a enc.), initiated cooperative effort)
Why d your agency find it necessary to initiate a

cooperative literacy effort?

(SKIP TO QUESTION 4)

3b. (If agency did not initiate cooperative effort)

WEF-did that library, other agency, group or institution

ask for your agency's cooperation?

4. Did your agency have a literacy education program prior to this

cooperative literacy activity?

Yes
No

1
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S. Did any of the other cooperating group(s), agency(ies), library(ies),
or institution(s) have experience in literacy education prior to
this cooperative effort?

Yes
No.

1

2

6.. Did your agency and any of the cooperative librmries/groups/agencies/
institutions develop a written plan for the cooperative literacy effort?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Question 7) 2

6a. (If Yes)
With how many of the cooperating groups, agencies, libraries
or institutions do you have such plans?

6b. (Does this plan/Do these plans) specify the following?:

Yes No

Responsibilities of each participant 1 2

Funding sources 1 2

Program '4.ctivities 1 2

Populations/groups to be served 1 2

Methods of coordination 1 2

Methods for problem resolution 1 2

7. Which of the following cooperative literacy program activities
are provided by the participating agency(ies) or gratop(s)? (CIRCLE ALL

THAT APPLY)

Client/Pc=on identification .31

Client /Patron intake .32

Tutor training
Tutoring clients 34
Identification and selection of

materials .3S

Purchase of materials 36

Provision of space for training tutars 37

Provision of materials 38
Provision of space for tutoring 39

Provision of equipment 10
Administration of client tests 11

Provision of client support services
(i.e., I8R, reference services, etc 12

Coordination of cooperative activities 13
Other (SPEC/FY) .14

8
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8. How do representatives of the various coordinating agencies exchange
information and plan for the delivery of literacy services?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Formal meetings scheduled periodically 1

Formal meetings on an as needed basis 2

Informal contact on an as needed basis 3

Other (SPECIFY)
.4

8a. How frequently do you communicate, in meetings or otherwise,
with the participating library(ies), agency(ies) or group(s)?

9. In general, do the cooperating libraries, agencies and groups
determine policir and make decisions by... (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Consensus 1

Majority vote 2
Other (SPECIFY) .3

10. Does your agency representative responsible for the cooperative literacy
effort have the authority to participate in policy development and
decision making related to the cooperative literacy effort...
(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Independently of the agency's administrative
body 1

With the approval of the agency's Director 2

With the approval of other agency officials
(SPECIFY) .3

Other (SPECIFY) 4

11. What is the total annual budget for Fiscal Year 1980 of the
cooperative lilt program?

$

lla. What portion, in dollars, of ..his budget has been contributed
by...

The Library
Other participating agency(ies) or group(s)



.12. Have any of the cooperating libraries, agencies or group:: experienced
significant difficulties in the coordination and/or administration
of the cooperative literacy program?

Yes
No (SLIP TO Quesition 13) 2

12a. Were these difficulties due to any of the following?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Unavailability of funds for liter:jar
education

Difficulty in obt'ining administrative
or official approval for coopers-
tive literacy activities 2

Unavailability of staff for.participation
in the cooperative literacy effort 3

Decrease in agency's interest in the
cooperative literacy effort 4

Lack of knowledge ar expertise in
literacy training 5

Lack of client interest 6
Other (SPECIFY) 7

Did these difficulties result from any of the following agency
cooperation problems? (CIRCLE ALL TEAT APPLY)

Differences between agencies' policies
and priorities 1

Legal or administrative barriers to
the transfer of funds for cooptrative
literacy activities 2

Lack of staff time committed to the
planning and coordination of the
cooperative literacy activities 3

Other (SPECIFY) MIIM

4

13. HAS the cooperative literacy program been evaluated in terms of the
attainment of goals or objectives?

Yes 1

No

10

2
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V. FEDERAL AND STATE INVOLVEMENT IN AGENCIES' ROLE IN LITERACY

1. Has your agency ever requested information from the federal
government or from state agencies on the availability of federal
or state funds for literacy programs?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO QUESTION 2) 2

'a. (If requested information)

From which federal or state agencies did you request such
information?

2. Has your agency ever requested assistance from a-state agency in
preparing grant applications or plans for literacy education activities?

Yes 1

No 2

3. Are you aware of any legislation which has a signfiicant effect on
your agency's efforts to provide n7 support literacy education
activities.

Yes 1

No 2

424
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VI. LITERACY BUDGET AND FUNDING SOURCES

1. Approximately, what portion, in dollars, of your agency's 1980 bud-
get is allocated to the provision or support or literacy education

activities?

2. Approximately, what portion, in dollars, of your 1980 literacy bud-

ga. has come tram.

Federal funds
State funds
Local funds (tax and non-tax)
Other sources (SPICIFY)

3. Approximately, what portion, in dollars, of your 1980 literacy bud-
gLis expended on:

Salaries. . a
Publicity 0.! services
Other

4. Overall, have there been any increases or decreases in your agency's
literacy budget since the establishment of your literacy program,
taking inflation into account?

Increases in budge- 1

Decreases in budg-. 2

Budget stayed the same 3

B. Approximately, what proportion of your literacy program start-up

funds came from federal sources?

6. For how many years since the esiralsament of your literacy program
have you had federal funds to support your literacy activities?

7. On the average, what portion of your literacy funds have
come from the following sources sincetabli.s1=ent of yci

literacy program ??

Federal funds
State funds
Local funds (tax and non-tax)



8. Did changes in your literacy funding sources over time reflect any
of the following? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Discontinuation of funding 1

Availability of new funding sources 2

Changes in literacy activities (SPECIFY)

Mines in populations participating in the
literacy program (SPECIFY)

:,they (SPECIFY)

VII. PROBLEMS OR DIFFICULTIES IN AGENCY'S INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY

1. Which of the following represent major difficulties that your agency
has tried to overcome in providing literacy education services?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Difficulty in generating literacy program
start-up funds 1

Difficulty in obtaining literacy program
continuation funds 2

Difficulty in obtaining community support 3
Difficulty in identifying and securing

services of trained tutors 4

Lack of support from the agency's Board. S

Lack of autonomy in'policy, making with re-
gard to literacy education activities 6

Difficulty in defining the agency's role in
providing literacy education services 7

Difficulty in securing interagency
cooperation 8

Other (SPECIFY) 9

2. Which of the following aspects of your literacy program have been

affected by these difficulties? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Availability of staff 1

Program funding or contributions 2

Acquisition of materials and/or equipment 3

Availability of facilities or space 4

Provision of in-service training for staff .. 5

Cooperation with other agencies in the
community or state 6

Other (SPECIFY)

THANK YOU
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FOR OFFICE USE ONLY
Question No.:
State:
FEDAC No.: 5172
Expiration Date: March 1981
OE 708

SURVEY OF LIBRARIES' ACTIVITES IN LITERACY

STATE LIBRARY AGENCY QUESTIONNAIRE

Although this study is authorized by law (P.L.83-329, Title II-B), you
are not required to respond. However, your cooperation is needed to make
the results of the survey comprehensive, accurate and timely. This survey
is being sponsored by the Office of Libraries and Learning Technologies (OLLT)
and conducted by CRC Education and Human Development, Inc.

Please note: for the purpose of this study, literacy education activities
are defined as any instructional, informational and other activities directed
toward increasing the reading, writing, and computational skills of children,
youth, and adults.
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I. GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Is your State Library Agency . . (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

An independent state agency 1

Located within the State Education Agency 2

Located within another state agency (SPECIFY NAME OF AGENCY)

Other (SPECIFYT--------

2. Which of the following functions does this State Library Agency conduct?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Consultative function (advice to and coordination of
ribraries) 1

Conduct function (allocation of federal and state funds
to libraries) 2

Certification function (licensing and certification of
professional personnel) 3

Other (SPECIFY)

3. Does your State Library Agency coordinate its library planning and
program development activities with any other state agencies in
your state?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO Q. 4) 2

3a. (If yes)

With what other state agencies are activities coordinated?
(LIST NAMES OF AGENCIES)

3b. Which of the following activities are coordinated with other state
agencies? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Exchange annual reports 1

Do joint budget planning 2

Conduct intensive planning and program evaluation. 3

Other (SPECIFY) 4
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4.. Does your State Library Agency participate in any cooperative activ-
ities with State Library Agencies in other states?

Yes

No (SKIP TO Q. 5). 2

4i. (If yes)

With what other State Library Agencies does this State Library Agency
cooperate? (LIST STATES)

S. Which of the following types of libraries fall within your State Library
Agency jurisdiction? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Public libraries
Public school libraries 2
Community cella,. libraries 3
State insitution libraries 4

2
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II. STATE LIBRARY AGENCY FUNCTIONS

1. In addition to the five year state plan required by Titles I and III
of the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA), does your State
Library Agency have . . .(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

A formal state plan for the types of libraries within your
agency's jurisdiction 1

Individual plans for each library in the state within
your agency's jurisdiction 2

Individual plans for some libraries in the state . 3

(PLEASE DESCRIBE TYPES OF LIBRARIES)

Other (SPECIFY) 4No plans besidesor
LSCA

2. Does your State Library Agency publicize the availability of state
and federal program funds to any of the following types of
libraries (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)?

Public libraries 1

Public school libraries 2

Community college libraries 3

State institutional libraries 4

None of the above (SKIP TO Q. 3) 5

2a. How does your State Library Agency publicize the availability of
funds? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Newsletter or mailings 1

Regularly scheduled meetings with local library staff 2
During state or national library conventions 3

ammo. lirough workshops 4

Upon request of local libraries
Use of consultant services from SLA to local
libraries 6
Other (SPECIFY)



a

3. That services does your State Library Agency most frequently perforn
for each of the following types of libraries in your state? (CIRCLE.

ALL THAT APPLY FOR EACH TYPE OF LIBRARY)

Prevision of financial seaport
through distribution of state
and federal funds

Assistance in conducting local
needs assessments

Assistance in library plannini
and program development

Identification of new print
and non-print materials which
libraries may wish to acquire for
their respective collections . . .

In- service training or other staff
development for local library
staff

Acquisition of special equipment
(e.g. computers, educational
television hook-ups, etc.

Consultations on improvement of
library facilities

Recruitment of key specialized
staff for local libraries (through
LSA representation on Search and
Screen Committees)

Comma- State
Public nity institu-

Public School College tional
Librar- Librar- Librar- Librar-
ies ies ies ies

1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3

4 4 4 4

5 5 5 5

6 6 6 6

7 7 7 7

8 8 8 8

4
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III. STATE LIBRARY AGENCY INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. Which state (agency/ies) (has /have) the legal authority
for literacy education in your state? (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

State Library Agency 1

Other state agencies (SPECIFY)

2

2. Does your State Library Agency have a Five Year (long range) Plan?

Yes
No (SKIP TO Q. 3) I

2a. (If yes)
Does your Five Year Plan include literacy education as one of your
program areas?

Yes 1

No 2

3. How many FTE (Full Time Equivalents) of your State Library Agency
professional staff are currently assigned to literacy related
activities?

staff

(IF NONE, SKIP TO QUESTION 4)

3a. Are these staff. . . (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Part of your State Library Agency staff 1

Outside consultant (s) 2

Other (SPECIFY)

3

3b. .Please describe briefly the functions performed by the staff
assigned to literacy related activities.

5
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4. Which of the following types of libraries in your state are currently
participating in some kind of literacy education activities for child-
ren (3-12)youth (I3 -18), or adults (19 wr older) in need of reading,
writing, or computational skill impruvement?
FOR EACH)

iiipg

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY

Lice-acv

Public libraries
Chi uren YoDta Ad

Public school libraries .

Community college libraries . . . 3 3 3

State institutional libraries , . 4 4 4

5. Approximately, what percentage of the libraries within your
jurisdiction c=re.ntly have literacy education activities?

6. Approximately, what percentage of libraries within your jur-
isdiction currently involved in literacy education, conduct
each of the following literacy education activities?

(CIRCLE ONE NUMBER FOR EACH ACTIVITY)
Percent of Libraries

Training library staff as literacy tutors
Training library staff for reference services for
new readers
Traning library nail! i', the use of eskicatiors1
technology equipment for teaching reading, writ .:mg,
or computational skills
Other staff training (SPECIFY)

M,1

- I

1

1

Most
C751
or
202Ea!

Many
(SO-.

75%)

17c1,17-77,71727
(ZS- None
49%) (0-24%)

2

2

2

7,

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

71...e...Negenly,IIMINIMNIMVPIPMANIIM.11.11R.D. 1 2 3 4 5

Development of materials collections 10T new readers - 1 2 3 4 5
Development of inter-library loan collections for
new readers' materials I

1 2 3 4 5

Lipson with other agencies or groups at the local
level to provide:
Tutors for teaching literacy skills 1 2 3 4 5

Space for use by tutors and new readers 1 2 3 4 5

Facilities and equipment for educational technology. 1 2 3 4 5

Client identification and intake 1 2 3 4 S

Client testing 1 2 3 t S

Program publicity 1 2 3 4 5

Materials for new readers 1 2 3 4 5

Program evaluation 1 2 3 4 5

Outreach and extension services to new readers . . 1 2 3 4 5

Publicity of programs in libraries or other agencies
at the local level 1 2 3 4 5

Other literacy-related activities (SPECIFY)

6
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*i" Whf.ch of the following state agencies are responsible for assisting
each of the following types of libraries currently involve,i in lit-
eracy education activities? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY FOR EACH TYPE OF LIBRARY

State SLA in Other
State Department Cooperation (SPECIFY)
Library of with
Agency Education SEA

Public libraries 1 1 1 1

Public school 2 2 2 2

Community college libraries . . 3 3 3 3

State institutional libraries . 4 4 4 4

8. Do most of the libraries in your state which are currently involved
in literacy education activities have written, formal goals and
objectives for their literacy programs?

Yes
No (SKIP TO Q. 9) 2

Sa. (If yes)
Are these goals and objectives determined by. . .(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

The State Library Agency 1

The local library which is involved in literacr
education - 2

Other state agency (SPECIFY)

Jointly between the State Library Agency and the
participating library at the local level 3

Interaction between local library and other local
agencies 4

Other (SPECIFY)

9. Are most libraries' literacy education activities in your state
evaluated at the local level, at least once a year?

Yes 1

No 2

10. Overall, for each type of library, have libraries' involvement in
literacy education activities in your state (CIRCLE ONE ONLY FOR
EACH TYPE OF LIBRARY)

Public Community . State
Public School College Institution
Libraries Libraries Libraries Libraries

Increased in the past
five years 1 1 1 1

Stayed the same 2 2 2 2

Decreased in the past
five years 3 3 3 3

7
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10a. (:f decreased)

What are the major reasons for the decrease in libraries' involvement
in literacy? (CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Lack of or decrease in federal funding
Lack of or decrease in state funding 2

Lack of or decrease in local funding 3

Lack of on-going demand for literacy education 4

Lick of interest on the part of local libraries
Assumption or transfer of program to other community
groups or agencies 6

Other (SPECIFY) 7

11. How has your State Library Agency peen instrumental in supporting or
administering libraries' literacy activities at the local level?
(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Assisted in the planning process far libraries' literacy
activities 1

Evaluated and commented on libraries' program proposal . 2

Provided technical expertise or supported the provision
of outside assistance in literacy education 3

Evaluated literacy .ducation programs 4

Provided funding for literacy education activities
SLA has not provided direct support to libraries for
literacy related activities 6

12. Does your State Library Agency staff coordinate literacy related
activities far libraries with other state agencies?

Yes 1

No (SKIP TO O. 13)

12a. With what other state agencies are literacy activities coordinated?
(LIST STATE AGENCIES)

13. What procedures does your State Library Agency use to communicate with

other state agencies involved in the cooperative literacy effort?

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Regularly scheduled meetings 1

Mettings on an as needed basis 2

Informal contact between personnel in each

participating agency
Other (SPECIFY)

1111MMI

8
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14. How does this State Library Agency communicate with libraries within

your jurisdiction involved in literacy education activities?

(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

Monthly reports from libraries
1

Annual reports from libraries
2

Telephone calls
3

Site visits by State Library Agency staff to local

libraries
4

Professional meetings or workshops

Other.(SPECIFY)
6

15. Did your State Library Agency initially become involved in literacy

education as a result of. .
.(CIRCLE ALL THAT APPLY)

State legislation requiring library involvement

in literacy education
1

Insistance of the state government, given special

literacy needs in your state
2

Interest in qualifying for federal funds 3

Interest in or knowledge of literacy of one or more

staff in your agen,:y
4

Other (SPECIFY)
5

16. In your opinion, does this State Library Agency regard library involve-

ment in literacy education as a... (CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

High priority
1

Medium level priority 2

Low priority
3

Other (SPECIFY)
4

IV. COSTS OF LIBRARIES' INVOLVEMENT IN LITERACY EDUCATION

1. For each type of library within your State Library Agency juris-

diction, what was the total amount of federal and state funds allo-

cated by you to literacy education in Fiscal Year 1979?

Federal State

Funds Funds Total

Public libraries $ $ $

Public school libraries $ $ $

Community college libraries. . .$ $ $

State institutional libraries. . .$ $ $

Total

9
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2. On the average, has the amount of federal and state funds expended by
yam State Library Agency, over the past five years . . . (CIRCLE ONE
FOR EACH)

Federal
Funds

Increased 1

Stayed the same 2

Decreased 3

Za. (If increased or decreased)

Approximately by what percentage have
by your agency for literacy education
last five years?

Increased .

Deeased , .

State
Funds

1

2

3

state and federal funds expended
increased or deceased in the

Federal
Funds

State
Funds

V. BARRIERS AND INCENTIVES TO LIBRARIES INVOLVEMENT I LITERACY

1. Which one of the following do you perceive to be-the major barrier to
Libraries' involvement in literacy education? (CIRCLE ONE 'ONLY)

Lack of library funds for the undertaking of
literacy activities
Lack of available library staff to assign to
literacy related activities 2
Library staff has no training or experience in
literacy education activities 3

Library unawareness of literacy needs in the
community 4
No need or little need for literacy education in
the community 5

Literacy education program have been developed ay
other agencies or institutions in the community
thus there is no need for direct library involve-
ment in literacy 6
Lack of community support (i.e. unavailability of vol-
unteers, tutors, tutor trainers, etc.) to assist
the library in the provision of literacy educa-
tion services 7
Lack of demand for literacy education from community
members 8
State legislation (SPECIFY)

10



2. How can your State Library Agency address this major barrier
to increase library involvement in literacy?

3. In your opinion, should literacy education be
each of the following types of libraries?

Public libraries
Public school libraries
Community college libraries
State institution libraries

a major priority for

Yes
1

1

1

1

No
2

2

2

2

4. Do you foresee the level of involvement in literacy education of the
following types of libraries in the next five years, (CIRCLE ONE FOR
EACH TYPE OF LIBRARY)

Greatly increased .

Somewhat increased .

No change . . . . .

Somewhat decreased .

Greatly decreased- .

Public
Public School
Libraries Libraries

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

Community State

-College Institutional
Libraries Libraries

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

S. Do you foresee, the level of your State Library Agency involve-
ment in literacy education in the next five years...(CIRCLE ONE ONLY)

Greatly increased 1

Somewhat increased 2

No change 3

Somewhat decreased 4

Greatly decreased S

Thank you.
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I. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A. Characteristics of the Library System

The Free Library of Philadelphia, founded in 1891, is one of the
nation's oldest free library systems. It serves the city for which it
is named as well as the adjacent area of Delaware County--313.7 square
miles in all. The library's main facility, three regional libraries,
and 48 branches currently reach at least 590,579 registered adults and
juvenile borrowers, who represent more than 30 percent of Philadelphia's
total population.

The library receives its annual operating appropriations from the
City of Philadelphia's General Fund, and its activities are overseen
by a Board of Trustees. appointed by the Mayor and the Board alternately.
The library also receives approximately 20 percent of its budget from
the state government. The system is headed by a library director and
a deputy director. The library's primary divisions, each headed by a
chief, are in the areas of Processing, Public Services, Administrative
Services and Extension Services. Two coordinators, at equal adminis-
trative levels as the chiefs, are responsible for services to adults/
young adults and services to children. It is from the Office of Work
with Adults and Young Adults (OWA/YA) that major literacy activities
generate at the present time. The administrative staff operate out
of the main library to provide the planning, policy making, and support
required by the regional and local branch libraries, which themselves
operate under the direction of senior librarians.

Despite the library's evident importance in the community--as
indicated by the large number of registered borrowers - -the system admin-
istrators presently find that they may have more branch facilities than
are actually needed, owing to averlappiag jurisdictions of some libraries
and lack of planning foresight in the past 30 years, when many of the
newer buildings were built (i.e., the decisions to build new facilities
were sometimes politically motivated, rather than practically geared to
actual need). Key administrators also believe that the library's
organizational structure should be reviewed and have currently under-
written an independent study to determine where specific changes might
be made. The possible excess of library branches and the organizational
and structural difficulties are of critical concern at the present time,
since the City of Philadelphia, like many major American cities, has
faced extensive financial problems in recent years. The effects of
library cutbacks will be fully discussed in b, later section of this
report.
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1. Characteristics of the Populations Served

Philadelphia's urban population reflects the sans characteristics
as many large cities across the nation in the 1970's. Specifically,

the area has inner-city core pockets of racial isolation and poverty
as well as an increased middle and upper-middle professional class
of people who ham returned to the city from suburban areas. In

addition, there has been an influx of Puerto Ricans and immigration
of many foreign nationals in recent years, who represent all levels
of educational and economic attainment. For example, recent arrivals

from Russia have resulted in an educated Jewish population, some of
whom need assistance with English as a Second Language (ESL) to become
.fully integrated into the economic and cultural life of the nation.
The new immigration, however, has also brought groups of Indochinese,
most of whom have limited educational or economic resources. Most of
them also require considerable assistance in learning basic survival
skills in the United States and in preparing for some type of gainful
employment. The city has lost a portion of its former middle class
to suburbanization and to other parts of the country, as a result of
industry's move out of the northeast toward the "sunbelt" states.
The library staff report that the city's population size will probably
decline by ten percent in the current census. Some of those leaving
the area have been replaced by new immigrants. The needs and charac-
teristics of this new population have brought about the development of
human services capabilities, such as ESL programs.

2. Facilities and Equipment in the Library System

In keeping with its large readership, the Philadelphia library
system currently has nearly three million volumes in its city-wide
collection, representing an increase of 169,114 during the past year.
These fall into the categories of general circulation books (hardbound,
as well as paperback), reference collections, periodicals, pamphlets and
numerous special collections. In addition, the system has significant
collections of audio-visual and other materials, such as maps, sound
recordings, microfiche, unbound documents of many types, and photographs,
pictures, and prints.

As will be described in a subsequent section, the 1975 FY Annual
Report shows that the Philadelphia system currently employ', approximately
291 professional librarians, 324 non-professionals, and 16d maintenance
workers (77 of whom have been recruited from the city's -TA program'.
As a policy, the library staff is only rarely involved in direct literacy
education services, such as tutoring. Their role in the effort is
described in a following section.

B. Reasons for the Library's Involvement in Literacy

The Philadelphia Library's formal list of goals and objectives begins
with the statement of its function "to bring about educational and
cultural improvement" in the city. Indeed, the system has long exhibited
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an educational role in the community, beginning with citizenship
classes which were held in the 1920's and 1930's to meet the needs
of the then rapidly growing immigrant population.

In the mid 1960's, the present Deputy Director was Coordinator
of Work with Adults/Young Adults. Shell's long worked with those
involved in literacy education and related research, and decided to
establish adult and young adult literacy as a priority area for service.
The result of this decision was a two pronged approach to literacy
services in the form of (1) the development of a comprehensive materials
collection and of support services through the Reader Development
Program; and (2) cooperation with other agencies, such as the Board of
,Education and the Center for Literacy, to provide literacy services
directly to clients. These efforts continue to constitute the library's
participation in the literacy education movement--despit, the financial
problems that are described fully in the following sections.

C. Scope of the Literacy Program

Since 1967, the Reader Development Program has provided materials
to adults and young adults who read on the eighth-grade level or below.
Primary users of the program are the staffs of organizations, agencies,
and community groups that work dinctly with low reading-level adults
and young adults. A Demonstration Collection is mainiiined for their
use. A bibliography and newsletter provide further information to
Philadelphia users, as well as to adult educators and librarians outside
the city. A frll description of the Reader Development Program's
activities is included under "Exemplary Activities."

The second major involvement of the library in literacy eication
is shown in its cooperative activities with the School District of
Philadelphia and the Center for Literacy to prvfide instructional services
to clients. Indeed, 22 library sites now provide space and, in some
cases, coordination services and materials for either the School District's
Adult Basic Education classes or the Center for Literacy activities. In

Of MO the past year, these activities included 32,000 client contacts in some
type of instructional setting and a total of 2,290 individual Adult
Education classes. When private funds have been available, the library
has also offered independently an ESL class and GED preparation from an
Adult Learning Center. The nature and details of these activities are
described under Exemplary Activities.

D. Types of 12L ac Activities

1. Publicity and Public Relations

The Office of Work with Adults and Young Adults periodically issues
two promotional publications, the Adult Education Newsletter and PIVOT,
the Reader Development Program newsletter. The former is produced by the
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Adult Specialist for Community Services, who is responsible for coord-
inating Free Library funded classes, cooperative adult education activ-
ities with the School District, and Center for Literacy tutorial services.
The quarterly newsletter focuses on topics such as the location of
current and upcoming instructional opportunities, the availability of
ESL classes, and radio and television announcements of interest to those
involved with literacy or potential literacy clients. The second news-
letter, PIVOT, is fully described under the Reader Development Program
description; it focuses on activities occuring at the national and local
levels, including the availability of quality materials for literacy
instruction.

2. State and Federal Involvement

The library has consistently sought LSCA funding for innovative
program changes. The staff have mad . a considerable effort to develop
the needed grant proposals, often on QA overtime basis. Most LSCA
proposals have been funded from the late 1960's to the present. However,

other than setting State priorities, processing the grant proposals and
offering positive evaluations, the State Library Agency has not pushed
for statewide literacy activities as they have in areas such as 16 m.m.
Film Service or OCLC bibliographic contra' The State Library did sponsor
a statewide literacy workshop in May of 1980.

Federal involvement, other than LSCA funding, in Philadelphia's
literacy effort has been through personal contact among federal officials
who are aware of the Reader Development Program and those Free Library
staff who have implemented the Reader Development Program during
the pest few years. This contact has been of mutual benefit to the
library, which enjoys the federal awareness of their program, and to
the federal sector, which sees the program as a positive effort of
library involvement in literacy. Unfortunately, efforts to acquire
direct federal funding for Consumer Education and for Adult Learning
pro3ects through FIPSE have been unsuccessful.

II. EXEMPLARY PROGRAMFEATURES

A. Sustained Program Services

Possibly the single most outstanding characteristic of the Philadelphia
Free Library's involvement in literacy education nas been tts capacity to
continue literacy program activities in the face of massive budget cutbacks.
These financial reversals have been of sufficient magnitude, in fact, to
elicit the following memorandum from the Director of the Library to
employees more than a year ago. To date, this situation has worsened:

S
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Subsequent to the layoffs, the Free Library was left in
such precarious staffing situation(s) that practically
every new vacancy creates an emergency Staff has been
stretched so thinly that service to the public is at a
minimum at most locations Of 807 positions authorized
in the current budget, 135 are vacant. Since the second
layoff attrition by unfilled vacancies has averaged
one position per week.

Indeed, in an economic environment that has reducers the library's materials
budget by 31 percent in the past year, cut branches materials budgets by
ha-.1f, closed an entire library department that was a .:antral support to

the RDP literacy effort, created backlogs of 12 to 14 months in cataloging
and processing new materials, and drastically reduced the hours that the
library is open to the public, key administrators have salvaged the
essential parts of the literacy program to the extent that they were able
to reach more clients last year than ever before. Although it may be
somewhat unusual to classify such budget and staff reallocations as an
"exemplary literacy activity," the Free Library's decision-making and
strategies for handling the problem can be instructive to other libraries
that foresee cuts in their own budgets but wish to maintain program
services at an adequate level.

1. Reassignment of Staff

As noted in the library's 1979 Annual Report, the loss of staff
positions could not result in a concomitant loss of services to thy public
if the institution were to remain a viable entity. Thus, while staff
7:uts did result in extensive personnel reallocations and discontinuation
of some services, existing staff have absorbed additional responsibil-
ities during the past year to make up for their diminished numbers.

The Reader Development Program offers an excellent example of the way
in which administrative reorganization and the reassignment of responsib-
ilities can permit one facet of the literacy program to continue to
operate at what is ostensibly a nearly normal level. The Reader Development
Program originally operated out of the Division of Extension, Stations
Department, with a staff of approximately eight. The program, while
maintaining close contact and communication with the Office of Work with
Adults/Young Adults (OWA/YA), worked autonomously within the general
library organizational structure, carrying out virtually all of its
materials acquisition, demonstration collection develquent, and support
activities (i.e., acquiring and processing new materialsl as a self-
contained unit.

When staff layoffs forced the closing of the Stations Department in
1978, a number of services ended with it, including bookmobiles and
extension projects to serve hospitals, prisons, nursing homes and shut-
ins. The Reade_ Developmem. Program was considered a top priority program
by the Director and Deputy Director, and they chose to retain the program
since it served as a major support activity to many literacy efforts in



the Philadelphia area. Recognizing that the PEP service program
could continue with reduced staffing, the most essential program
components for survival were identified. Other aspects, although
convenient or efficient in operating the program, were either elim-
inated or reassigned to other library staff. The most important
functions of the Reader Development Program, therefore were determined
to be the selection and distribution of new literacy. materials and
the maintenance of the demonstration collection. Previous functions,
such as community liaison, acquisition and materials processing, were
to be absorbed by other staff assigned to do the same work for the
library in general.

The library's approach to "salvaging" the Reader Development Program
involved a number of difficult choices. First, the program's book
budget was preserved, since the acquisition of literacy materials was
the program's raison d'etre. One librarian and one clerk/typist were
required to ccEME77771Mittify, review, evaluate, and select materials;
maintain the .demonstration collection; circulate literacy materials; and
update the bibliography of literacy and literacy-related materials. The

two staff members were then reassigned to the Office of Work with Adults/
Young Adults, with whom the Reader Development Program had had an ongoing
relationship and where the coordinator shared concern for system-wide
literacy education activities. The Office of Work with Adults/Young Adults
subsequently absorbed the two additional staff members and provided space
and administrative supervision to the program. All acquisition and pro-
cessing operations for literacy materials, however, were shifted to the
Processing Division cling with two RDP clerical assistants. Even with
the two RDP assistants, the additional responsibility further strained
the Acquisition Department's overburdened capacity to deliver books in
a timely fashion. Total responsiblity for materials distribution and
direct community contact fell to the two Reader Development Program staff
members. They revised distrution procedures and evolved new ways of
meeting needs, including materials delivery, promotion and community
relations.

The "salvaging" process of the Reader Development Program has not
been easy. It has required the assumption of major program responsibility
by the former RDP materials specialist with the support and direction
of her new supervisor, the Coordinator of Work with Adults/Young Adults,
whose own ,4nrkload was increased by staff layoffs. It also resulted
in temporary disruption of the Office of Work with Adults/Young Adults,
while new shelving was being installed to accommodate the literacy
collection and the materials themselves were moved from their previous
location in the former Stations Department, several blocks away. The
relocation of materials and preparation of the new site have also
strained the Buildings Department, whose staff has been severely reduced.
The acquisition and processing of new materials have been considerably
slowed as a result of the increased workload and staff shortages in the
Acquisitions Department. However, the program has continued to operate
on a broad -based scale, with purchases of 21,334 consumable books and
a circulation of 23,238 in Fiscal Year 1979 to approximately 130 agencies.
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The Reader Development Program librarian also produced the program's
quarterly literacy newsletter and updated the Reader Development
Bibliography, with a greater number of new entries than in previous
years. She also oriented a new team of OWA/YA librarians, who assisted
her in evaluating literacy materials.

2. Alternative Patterns of Commcnications with Community Groups

Prior to the closing of the Stations Department and the scaling
down of the RDP staff, a full time Community Services librarian was
responsible for coordinating and communicating with the many agency
representatives involved in literacy in the Philadelphia area. This

position required extensive field work to determine agencies' literacy
needs and to coordinate information between the library and the literacy
education centers. This function was particularly valuable for the
Reader Development Program, since it provided a flow of information from
the field on specific needs of teachers and tutors relative to the
materials supplied by the library. Therefore, finding herself dthout
staff to provide this service, the head of the Reader Development Program
developed a community meeting forum to bring individuals from the
diverse agencies together in the library to share and exchange informa-

tion. The meetings, which occur approximately every six weeks, have
been an outstanding success. Specifically, the Reader Development
Program receives much of the information that it requires to remain
responsive to agencies' needs, and agencies' representatives enjoy and
benefit from exchanging information with each other (a relationship
that was not possible under the previous field service visit concept).
Thus, at little cost to the library, a previously full-time position
has been replaced by a procedure that provides many of the same results
as well as additional benefits to participants.

B. The Reader Development Program

One of the primary thrusts of the Free Library's adult education
service is the Reader Development Program, the funding and staffing of

which is discussed abovm. The purpose of the program is three-fold:
(1) to obtain and distribute basic skills and supplementary reading
materials for use in community -based literacy programs; (7) to build
and maintain a Demonstration Collection of literacy materials for the
inspection of literacy program tutors, who are in the process of iden-
tifying literacy materials appropriate to the needs of their clients;
and (3) to promote the literacy effort through the development of an
extensive, periodically updated bibliography of all books contained in
the Demonstration Collection and the publication of PIVOT, a quarterly
newsletter devoted to Adult Basic Education trends and materials. Thus,

although the program offers no direct instructional services, it provides
myriad support services that further the literacy effort in the Philadelphia

area.
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The major focus of the Reader Development Program's materials
acquisition is on those materials intended for adults or young adults

with an eighth-grade or lower reading capability. The collection of
approximately 450 titles (heavily duplicated) is primarily on print
form, with special emphasis on low-cost items such as paperbacks,
workbooks, teachers' manuals, pamphlets, and pictorial aides. When

high-quality materials are available only in hardbound 'roan, these

are bought in somewhat smaller quantities, to allow the purchase of

as many individual titles as possible without undue strain on the

program's budget. The major portion of the Reader Development Program

collection is intended for use by clients. It includes such subject

areas as basic math, basic English, social and ethnic history, vocational
training, consumer and health education aid English as a Second Language
The program has also devAlf)ped a small professional collection of books
and pamphlets which are gewd to the needs of tutors and teachers of

literacy education.

The collection is comprised essentially of two types of materials:
(1) single copies of each title for the Demonstration Collection, which

are only available for inspection and review by potential tutor-users and
(2) the distribution collection, which contains multiple copies of each
title and is available to tutors on either a loan or a permanent basis,

depending on the nature of the material. The distribution policy for

materials is formally set by the program's Operations Manual, but allows
considerable flexibility in the number of volumes or the nature of
distribution to meet the diverse needs of different literacy education
efforts in tie area. For example, materials may be borrowed or permanently

obtained by Adult Basic Education tutors or other reading specialists,

coomunity agencies that work with undereducated persons, or undereducated

clients themselves. Teachers or tutors may borrow up to 200 volumes per

year or up to IS copiesof any single title. Organizations may borrow

up to 2000 volumes each year, with a maximum of 7S copies of a single

title. Borrowers, however, can return unused books or books in good
condition to the library to credit their maximum allowance and provide
flexibility for new or changing needs that occur during a given year.

The search for, identification of, and acquisition of new literacy
materials by the Head of the Reader Development Program is a pivotal

part of the program on which program activities (other than the develop-

ment of the collection and distribution of materials) depend. Indeed,

in the process of identifying new literacy materials and keeping current
with trends in the field, the Head of the Reader Development Program
acquires a great deal of diverse information on the subject of adult
literacy. Some of this expertise is applied to the continued development
of thl Reader Development Bibliography, the annotated graded listing of
the titles contained in the Demonstration Collection. This publication,

wtch is updated periodically, represents one of the most complete
bibliographic resources available to literacy educators across the

nation. Other such information is applied to the Reader Development
Program's quarterly newsletter, PIVOT, which presents current artiiles

on almost every aspect of adult literacy, including review of new

materials, national trends in adult basic education, and information on
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is the Center for Literacy, a Laubach Center for Philadelphia, which
uses library facilities for many tutorial activities. These arrange-
ments are developed, maintained, and coordinated by the library's
Adult Specialist for Community Services.

As indicated, the two groups have very divergent apI.,caches to
literacy education ranging from instructional techniques to achievement
goals. The School District of Philadelphia's Adult Education program,
for example, is geared to preparing clients for the GED examination
and virtually always provides instruction through a classroom forum
using paid reading teachers. The Canter for Literacy, on the other
hand, focuses on improving the skills of very low-level clients to
the eighth-grade reading or proficiency level, using individualized
'instruction provided by literacy volunteers from a variety of back-
grounds. Although the two groups have differed in terms of their
respective literacy instruction philosophies, the library has never
attempted to judge the relative value of either program, choosing to
support both to maximize the opportunity for each group to serve its
various client populations.

The Adult Specialist works closely with the School District of
Philadelphia to ensure continuity of services, scheduling classes
during library hours and coordinating ABE needs with the
library's available resources. For example, although the School District
is required to provide all textbooks for its classes, the library
attempts to provide supplementary materials to assist or enrich instruc-
tion, such as high-interest low-level reading collections for clients'
information needs and leisure reading, workbooks, special interest
pamphletu, etc.

The Adult Specialist also works closely with the Center for Literacy,
especially to coordinate the use of time and library space. In addition,
the Center's Laubach tutors frequently use the Reader Development Program
materials and are a continuing source of information tbaut literacy
materials appropriate for addition to the Reader Development Program
Demonstration Collection. The library and the canter have also cooper-

-- ated extensively in supplying materials to tutors or clientS, with the
library providing the bulk of instructional material when the center's
resources were very low and the center doing the same when the library's
materials were scarce.

D. Lifelong Learning Center
-.v

Another related adult education service provided by the Free Library
of Philadelphia is the Lifelong Learning Center. The LLC was initially
funded in 1976 by a Federal Vocational Education grant channeled through
the Pennsylvania Department of Education. It opened for service in
January 1977 and to date over 12,000 adults have taken advantage of
educational and career counseling services, both through individualized
sessions and group workshops.



local programs. Although the newsletter is intended 'principally for
concerned parties in the Philadelphia area, it now has a circulation
of approximately 1,100 per issue, which reaches far beyond that city.
The Head also prepares a column dealing with Basic Education materials,
which appears quarterly in the Booklist.

The Reader Development Program has faced moderate to severe
difficulties in the past year, due to the staff and budget cuts dis-
cussed in a previous section. The program, however, has several
special staff characteristics that have allowed it to survive and
florish despite these setbacks. Specifically, key library staff
members and administrators arc not only heavily committed to the literacy
effort in libraries, but several also participate in the small national
.network of literacy education leaders, practitioners, and policy makers
across the country. This network involves close communication with
individuals at the federal and state levels who are attempting to pro-
mote the concept of libraries in literacy, and personal contribution to
these efforts. The Deputy Director, for example, has worked for a
decade and a half with leaders in literacy research and program implem-
entation; the Coordinator of the Office of Work with Adults/Young Adults
has regularly contributed articles and information to the knowledge pool
in adult literacy; and the Head of the Reader Development Program has
frequently serve as an advisor to new or similar projects and provides
both formal and nformal liaison between diverse groups involved in a
literacy effort. The combined knowledge, dedication, and innovativeness
of these individuals, togeth4r with the support of the library admin-
istration, possibly explains why literacy ' 's remained a priority area
in Philadelphia's library system despite .-e financial problems that
save undermined other programs throughout the city. Moreover, this
involvement has provided input from a variety of sources on the ways
that staff may optimize their program to meet changing client needs
over time.

C. Cooperative Activities

Although the Free Library staff have not directly participated in
literacy education as teachers or tutors, they have continued to coop-
erate and coordinate activities with other community groups or agencies
which do provide such services. When LSCA grant funds were available,
the library also operated four GED Adult Learning Centers, where a
teacher was available to provide independent GED instruction. One such
Adult Learning Center is currently in operation for 15 hours each week.
An ESL class is also supported through a private gift. At the present
time, the library is involved with two major literacyservice providers,
each of which takes a very different approach to literacy education,
and both of which need th. facilities, support, and (on occasionl
materials that the library can provide. The first of these is the
School District of Philadelphia, which conducts approximately two-thirds

of its Aoult Basic Education classes in library facilities. The second
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The Center is under the direct supervision of the Coordinator of
Work with Adults/Young Adults. It is staffed by a team of adult
educators. Although the program had received the suppert of the
Pennsylvania Department of Education, such funding will not be continued
in FY 1981 since the library is not a degree or certificate granting
institution. This funding reversal will place continued strain on the
LLC and administrative staff, as they try to raise private funds to
continue this very popular service. Currently the Center has an LSCA
grant to develop six slide-tape modules for independent learning.

While the Lifelong Learning Center was originally designed to
provide educational career counseling for adults at all educatimal
levels, many of the program's clients have been drawn from the -nder-
'educated who are seeking basic skills improvement to enhance their
employment opportunities. Currently, the Center is providivii six kinds
of career workshops at the Central Library and the three Regional
Libraries. The workshops, which are conducted during daytime and
evrning hours, are structured to provide prospective clients with an
orientation session on a drop-in basis, followed by registration and
approximately weekly attendance at one of the library sites. All
sessions are free. A few resource materials that are used in selected
workshops may cost up to $5.00.

III. SUMMARY

The Free Library of Philadelphia's system has long worked to provide
public services to those in need of information for survival, employment,
and self-fulfillment. In the face of the current city-wide budget crisis,
this legacy continues unchanged. Administrators and staff have worked
long and innovatively to keep-such services to the public operating at
normal or even expanded levels. Indeed, they are an outstanding example
of the way in which an institution can maintain its priority programs
through determination, imaginative and cooperative relationships with
other community groups, and hard decision-making about the use of scarce
resources.
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I. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A. Characteristics of Los Angeles County

The Los Angeles County Library System, a completely independent
entity from the Los Angeles City Library, is administered by a single
County Director, a Chief Deputy, and three major divisional chiefs for
Public Services, Technical Services, and Administration respectively.
System-wide responsibility for literacy education falls primarily to
a subdivision of Public Services, the Division of Adult Services. at

the individual level, each facility is run by a Head Librarian. With
the cooperation and supervision of the county administrative staff,
the Head Librarian operates the regional or community library with
considerable autonomy, given the particular needs of specific locations
in the Los Angeles County community (e.g., the nature of the collections
in each library), the services provided by staff, and the outreach and
support services. (See diagram on next page.)

The Los Angeles County Library System covers a VRSt area of approx-
imately 3,000 square miles, with 91 regional and community libraries.
These libraries serve a population of nearly 2.5 million persons,
almost one million of whom are registered library borrowers. The county.
itself is comprised of many midsize, diverse cities and townships
clustering around the city of Los Angeles, most of which maintain
separate city governments and city services. The setting of these
communities varies considerably across the county, from inner-city
environments (such as the Watts-Compton area) to industrial environ-
ments tsuch as Bell and Torrance), to distinctly suburban environments
(such as Altadena and Montebello).

The population of Los Angeles County has changed dramatically in
the past two decades. The predominantly white, native-born American
population of the postwar era shifted with the influx of blacks from
the deep South in the mid-1960's, and shifted again with the present
flow of Asian immigrants and South Americans who ere currently settling
in the area. Indeed, it has been estimated that the county will be
more than 60 percent non-white or foreign-born by the mid-1980's.

Among these diverse immigrants are represented almost every social
class and educational level, from highly trained technicians and
doctors to the "boat people" who arrive in the U.S. with few social,
educational, or occupational resources at hand. Thus, the new immigra-
tion wave has resulted in a demand for many new social services, espec-
ially in the areas of English as a Second Language (ESL) and orienta-
tion of foreign nationals to American customs, laws, and procedures.
The need for such services, however, varies widely, since some indiv-
iduals will become independent, resourceful members of American society
with a minimum of assistance while others who have been educationally
and economically deprived require extensive, long-term services to
integrate them fully into the American social and economic structure.
One facet of the diversity of this population is that those with existing
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skills are available to serve as resources to their less well-educated
countrymen, especially where bflingual services are needed. Between
these two groups (socially, economically, and educationally) are second-
generation county residents, who have acquired some educational and
social skills and view the library as a "window to the middle class."

1. Characteristics of the Library System

The L.A. County Library system's current book collection contains
approximately 411 million volumes, which are housed in the 91 regional
zed community libraries. Annual book purchases increase the collec-
tion by about 372,900 volumes each year. Although several library
sites have developed special collections that reflect the social,
ethnic, or informational interests of the community, virtually all
print materials are available to any borrower in or outside the
county, through universal borrowing (i.e., the library serves anyone
who walks into the facility, regardless of the patron's place of
residence) and extensive inter-library loan. The content of the
county's total collection is centrally coordinated through the county's
administrative office, to minimize gaps and duplications among indiv-
id library collections, while assuring that each has a well-balanced
col,..ction to meet the demands of its respective community. The county
also operates eight bookmobiles to provide greater circulation, oppor-
tunities to patrons who would otherwise be unlikely to visit a library.
The bookmobiles are also used for mobile demonstration programs to
publicize the library's special programs, including literacy education
(as described in a following section). The system also maintains a
non-print collection of films, audio-visual materials, prints, and
records, as well as the appropriate equipment for using these materials.
Most equipment, however, is intended for in-library use and is not
available for loan to individual borrowers.

B. History of and Reasons for Library Involvement in Literacy

The Los Angeles County Library's literacy education focuses heavily
on English as a Second Language (ESL), reflecting the educational needs
and demands o.7 the newly immigrated population to that area. Indeed,
although the literacy education effort is large and flexible to meet
the requirements of virtually anyone with needs for improvement in the
basic skills, the program's name--Libraries Involved it Bilingual
Reading Education (LIBRE)--indicates the emphasis it places on ESL.

The program, initiated in 1975, was largely conceived, staffed,
and funded through the efforts of the county librarian, who has long
considered'literacy education a priority area for library involvement.
Spurred on by evidence of declining reading scores in Los Angeles
County, census statistics indicating the rapid influx of foreign
nationals to the area, and informal input from specific libraries, a
grant proposal was prepared for Library Services and Construction Act
(LSCA) funds, requesting seed money for implementing programs in sin
sites across the county. The county librarian personally put forth a



considerable effort at the State Library Agency to facilitate the
grant's processing, since literacy was not a priority area At the
state level. Indeed, she received little overt support or Lssistance
initially from either the Board of County Supervisors or the State
Library Agency. During the past five years, however, the County
Board of Supervisors have become enthusiastic about the positive public
relations effected by the program; last year they nominated LIBRE for
a State Public Service award, which it subsequently received.

C. Program Scope

The initial LSCA grant was funded for three of the six sites orig-
bully included in the application, and covered materials' expenditures,
tutorial staff, and administrative costs. Three years later, in 1978,
a fourth county library site (Lynwoo requested help and support from
LIBRE to set up a literacy program at its facility, using cooperative
agency arrangements with the federally funded Right-to-Read program to
provide some co4 the literacy staff and tutorial services required.
Thus, the progim currently operates four Literacy Centers, three of
which are entirely and directly funded by the library. The fourth has
been operated in conjunction with other =annuity agencies, as will
be described in following sections.

The four program sites served a total of 8,9SS.literacy clients in
FY 1978-79, representing a ten percent increase in clientele over the
previous year. Two of the centers served more than 3,000 individuals
faith, the third approximately 2,000, and the fourth and most recent
literacy center approximately 600.

Although each literacy site has the capacity to serve virtually
any person wishing to improve basic skills, individual library programs
tend to vary widely both in terms of the populations served and the
material used for instruction. For example, the Montebello Regional
library is located in a predominar 'y Spanish-speaking area and thus
focuses heavily on ESL services for its clients. The Norwalk site
is also heavily focused an the needs of its predominately Spanish-
speaking population, but in addition is sensitive to the requirements
of its Asian populations, which originate from many different countries
in the Far East. The Compton facility, on the other hand, has a large,
native-born black population, which requires basic skills improvement
services-in English; and a sizable first-generation finish- speaking

population, ,ihich needs both ESL and basic skill imp ,vement in English.
The Lynwood Library also serves two distinct populations--black and
Spanish-speaking--each of which is distinctly different in terms of its
literacy needs and arhievement of upward mobility. Thus, the'LIBRE
program combines a strategy of centralized control, supervision, and
planning with sufficient flexibility to allow each literacy site to
tailor its program to the specific requirements of its respective
clients.

A major factor to be considered in the LIBRE program is the need
for extensive availability of bilingual librarians and instructors who
can provide tutoring to non-English-speaking clients and who can also
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assist these individuals in adjusting to the demands of American life.
This assistance may involve the fulfillment of requests for specific
information, referral of clients to other appropriate community agencies,
or, on occasion, direct intervention by library staff to meet special
client needs. For example, assisting non-English-speaking clients to
meet immigration reporting requirements is a need often expressed by
recent arrivals to the U.S. Therefore, bilingual capabilities are
frequently considered to be essential for librarians and literacy
staff, in addition to their educational and experiential qualifications.

Each literacy program site is staffed by one individual, who is
primarily responsible for tutoring clients or, in some cases, training
and supervising aides to provide tutorial services. These staff members
tend to be drawn from diverse backgrounds, which include literacy volun-
teers, reading teachers, and former teacher aides. In addition, however,
each program is served by all library staff operating in the given
facility, since these individuals have been extensively trained to be
sensitive to the needs of literacy clients both in terms of the types
of services required and the content and levol of materials 'requested.
Two of the program sites have two full-time professional staff members,
and two have six full-time professional staff members, in addition to
a varying number of aides.

D. Types of Literacy Services Provided

The Los Angeles County Library system has designed and executed a
broad-based, in-depth program to assist foreign nationals and native-
born Americans with low basic skills in virtually every aspect of problem
solving and building survival skills for eventual social, economic, and
occupational self-sufficiency. Many of these services are provided
through the LIBRE program, which °Hero formal instruction in literacy
tailored to the needs of specific groups and, within those, to the needs
of specific clients. The concept of service to new readers, however,
is so deeply imbedded in the library system as a whole that many
literacy-related services are provided for clients that fall beyond the
scope of LIBRE per se (such as the information and retrieval program
described in a later section) as well as thoie that are informal by-
products of the clients' normal use of the library facility (such as
reference assistance and the development of special c :llections).

One of the most basic services offered by the literacy education
program are tutorials for clients with specific literacy weaknesses.
Virtually all tutorial work is accomplished on an individualized,
self-paced basis, which allows learners to proceed as quickly or as
slowly through the material as necessary and to devote whatever avail-
able time they may have to skill development. This latter element
varies widely, as some clients spent ten hours or more at the library
per week, while others attend for only one or two hours per week.
Program planners originally thought that this individualized instruction
approach would reduce the amount of actual tutor-client contact necessary
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to accomplish the desired ends. Experience has shown, however, that
most self-paced instruction still requires periodic input by tutors,
as questions arise during the course of the client's study.

A second area of activity in the LIBRE program is the acquisition
of materials that will meet the diverse needs of the heterogeneous
population it serves. In addition to the systematic review of publishers'
lists and. bibliographies, the program administration receives input from
language and ethnic experts in each separate area of endeavor. This
process is somewhat facilitated by the availability of qualified reviewers
from most language and ethnic groups served by the program. Thus it is
possible for program staff to identify even obscure dialects of a
client's native language and to obtain materials that are appropriate
for that individual's ESL instruction.

The program heavily utilizes tape cassettes and multi-media kits
as instt-actional materials. One literacy site is also developing an
expanding collection of audio-visual tapes that present instruction in
English in specific "survival areas." Indeed, given the nature of the
ESL instruction, many program materials emphasize oral skills as well as
reading and comprehension, since these are basic to the client who needs
to improve his or her ability to co:rudest. with others in English.
The literacy materials collection varies in approachnd difficulty from
Laubach materials (which suitable for instructing those with virtually
no reading capabilities), to Berlitz Language School' tapes (which assume
a fair level of literacy accomplishment in one's native language and
concentrate on oral proficiency, rather than reading).

During the first two years of the program's life, considerable in-
vestments were made toward developing a collection of literacy and
literacy-related materials and equipment. Indeed, during FY's 1975 -76
and 1976-77, LIBRE expende$21,328 and 529,666 respectively in the
development of a collection that included instructional materials,
special collections of high-interest-low-level volumes for educational
and entertainment use and ethnic and/or language-specific materials
that are of interest to particular community groups. However, major
budgetary cutbacks, resulting in part from California's Proposition 13,
have seriously cut into the program's capacity to pur.ftase new materials;
the funds for library materials dwindled by nearly 90 percent of the
1976-77 expenditure level in FY 1978-79. At present the program
benefits from the substantial collection acquired during the program's
lifetime; thus cutbacks principally affect the capacity to purchase new
materials and to replace consumable supplies such as workbooks. Current
Trojections indicate that further cutbacks may be expected in the next
decade. It appears that cutbacks in materials acquisitions in the fore-
seeable future will not seriously threaten the program's capacity to
provide clients with instruction and services, but over time they will
erode the program's ability to keep its collection current.
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II. EXEMPLARY PROGRAM FEATURES

A. Staff and Tutor Training

The Los Angeles County Library System has, from its inception,
placed major emphasis on the total involvement of the entire library
staff in the literacy effort, to the extent that the program has become
an integral part of the libraries' day-to-day activities. This total
staff involveme66 has been effected both formally, through frequent
workshops and inservice training on the needs of new readers, as well as
informally, through constant communication and information exchange
between LIBRE administrators, tutors, and library staff in each facility.

The initial LIBRE staff training effort was established as an
ongoing activity to increase librarians' and assistants' awareness of
the new clients they were to serve in virtually every aspect of library
services. The training, provided or planned by the LIBRE coordinator,
was also designed to increase the effectiveness of support staff in
carrying out related services (e.g., public relations staff, extension
staff, etc.) and to provide administrators and planners with an informed
basis for coordinating current and future activities with the goals of
the literacy program. As a result, LIBRE has enjoyed a cohesive, com-
prehensive relationship with the entire library staff, which has maximized
the effectiveness of staff in serving individual clients, as well as the
program as a whole. This is seen in the interactive relationship between
tutors and reference librarians, in which tutors frequently refer clients
to the reference department for special information requirements, while
reference librarians are capable of identifying and introducing new
patrons with low basic skills to the tutorial program at a given site.

In the past year, state and federal budget cutbacks have resulted
in two antithetical situations. First, the need for literacy-related
training has recently increased. This is due to staff layoffs or pro-
jected job insecurity, which have resulted in existing staff (who had
been extensively trained during the past five years) leaving the L.A.
County Library System and, in many cases, being replaced by new recruits
who are unfamiliar with LIBRE's program goals. Secondly, also arising
from library budget cutbacks, the LIBRE coordinator has been assigned to
other major areas of responsibility, thus reducing the amount of time
she has available for planning or executing training programs. In-
service training, however, is still being provided for all staff, albeit
on a reduced basis. In addition, older staff who have been tb ough the
initial program phases are available to orient new staff to the literacy
program directives.

A second area of training involves the preparation of tutors for
instructing new clients in the three library-controlled literacy centers.
This has included approximately 1S hours of training by the Laubach
Volunteers agency and 15 hours of additional training by the LIBRE
coordinator. The former concentrates directly on the instructiongl
application of specific materials, while the latter is somewhat more
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ecleczic: covering increased understanding of program goals and pro-
cedures, familiarity with all basic types of'materials and retraining
individuals who have been in similar positions. The fourth literacy
site, which utilized tutors from Right-to-Read, until recently has
participated in LIBRE's tutor training to a lesser extent, since Right -
to -Read provided training to its own staff prior to the end of its
federal funding in late 1979. Current staff (now recruited and paid
through CETA), who replaced former Right-to-Read staff, receive some
training through LIBRE at present, but the full range of exposure of
literacy training remains somewhat problematic. The results of this
training gap have not been concretely established yet with respect to
tutors' effectiveness, but LIBRE's initial reaction to the lack of
control over the quality of tutorial services will be discussed in
later section. The LIBRE Coordinator, however, is currently developing
a training manual thatican be used by other staff or individuals who
qualify for training.

Overall, with the exception of the fourth literacy education site,
the Los Angeles County Library has focused heavily on training all library
staff in sensitivity to the needs of new readers, to maximize cooperation
and coordination of services by library and literacy staff. Indeed,
despite budget cuts and the concomitant reduction of the LIBRE coordinator's
time for training, the program still boasts some workshop and ininViCS
training activity that is geared specifically to staff-professed needs.
All tutors also receive at leant one refresher session each year. In each
of the three Library-controlled literacy centers, each individual tutor
has developed a wealth of experience in communicating with and instructing
literacy clients.

The Los Angeles County Library* system has developed a series of
cooperative agreements between the library and other federally and
locally funded programs, ranging fron the provision of tutorial services
by outside agencies to the coordination of client referrals for basic
skills instruction, administration of he GED and the continuing education
system for further developing knowledge and occupational or social skills
of adult learners. Although the following section will indicate specific
problems with some of these cooperative arrangements, the source of the
difficulty is not viewed by LIBRE as inherent in the nature of cooperation
per se. Rather, thio source of difficulty is seen as being beyond the
control of the individuals or local agendies involved. In fact, despite
some problems with cooperative arrangements as a whole, the L.A. County
Literacy Program deems such cooperative ventures to be essential to
providing clients with the full range of services that they need, turd
continues to involve itself in identifying solutions to existing

1. Right-to-Read

In the year following LIBRE's program start, the Lynwood Library- -
one of the county's federally funded community facilities -- expressed the
desire to join the other three literacy centers funded under the initial 19 7S



grant. The LIBRE program had in place an administrative structure,
materials and equipment, and a backlog of experience in literacy education.
The library had space and was willing to involve the library staff in
the literacy awareness training. However, no funds were available from
any library source to staff a literacy center, since the first year after
federal funding was devoted to maintaining and updating the three initially
funded sites. Through County Board of Supervisors' contacts, the County
Librarian and the federally-funded Right-to-Read Directors became aware
of their mutually compatible goals to increase basic skill improvement
opportunities, the library having many of the requisite infra- and super
structures to support an additional literacy effort, and Right-to-Read
having paid staff who could provide tutorial staff and some support
services under their existing program at the library site. Thus, through
the collaboration of the Director of Right-to-Read and the LIBRE coord-
inator, the Lynwood Library became an additional Literacy Center, with
both the library and the cooperating agency collaborating on publicity,
rexuitment, and outreach activities. Much of the coordination and commun-
ication between the two groups was informal, with one monthly meeting
attended by administrators from both programs. The representatives of
each respective group were accorded considerable autonomy in program
planning and activities, with approval required only for decisions re-
quiring major expenditures of library funds.

Despite the informality of this cooperative arrangement, the combined
resources of the two programs worked to the satisfaction of both parties
throughout he first year. In mid-1979, however, the federal funding base
for Right-to-Read became uncertain and eventually defunct through a
change in federal legislative program appropriations. At this point,
faced with uncertainty of the continued existence of Right-to-Read,
several major problems appeared. First, Right-to-Read staff, who had been
extensively trained and who had worked closely with the LIBRE program
during the existence of the Lynwood Literacy Center, either were laid off
due to a shortage of continuing funds or left voluntarily for more secure
employment. This was a severe loss of valuable resources upon which the
literacy program had depended. Eventually a CETA-sponsored staff member

OMR= was hired as the principal tutor and coordinator of activities at the
Lynwood site, with a number of additional CETA workers to serve as aides
in clerical worksand recordkeeping. The new CETA-sponsored tutor,
however, defined her role as principal tutor somewhat differently, pre-
ferring to act as a coordinator for the aides, who were given primary
responsibility for the actual client intake and instruction. The second
imp7ct of the staff change at the Lynwood site was the loss of clients,
which resulted from the break in the all important client-tutor relation-
ship when old staff left the program. Although loss of clients typically
and predictably follows major staff changes, the Lynwood Program has not
yet developed sufficient staff stability to attract new clients at present.
Thus, the program is not operating at anywhere near its capacity.

The difficulties resulting from the end of the Right-to-Read funding
have been extremely instructive to the LIBRE staff. They will now be
much better prepared for dealing with future cooperative activities.,
especially in situations where the participation of both agencies is
critical to the operation of the program. Specifically, the Director of
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Adult Services and the LIBRE Coordinator agree that a more formalized
cooperative arrangement would be desirable to claitfy and delineate
the specific roles, responsibilities, and requirements of each parti-
cipating member of the cooperative arrangement. This would not only
facilitate more effective and dependable delivery of services while
an agreement is fully in force, but would also facilitate the accom-
modation of changes in personnel or other program aspects by estab-
lishing orderly parameters within which any replacement or changes
would take place. Secondly, the library would seek to strengthen
its overall supervisory and policy-making control over the cooperative
program, to ensure continued input and ability to control the quality
of services -- regardless of program changes occurring beyond the control
of the major participants.

2. Laubach Literacy Volunteers

The LIBRE program has had, since its inception, a fruitful relation-
ship with the Laubach volunteer? in Los Angeles County. Indeed, in 1975,
Lambeth was retained for a fee to provide the initial tutor training for
staff at the start of the program, and has continued to provide new staff
with such training. In addition, the group has provided inservice work-
shops to update tutors' knowledge at least once a year. Following the
initial training agreement with LIBRE, Laubach has frequently provided
training services to tutors without charge in recent years, thus allowing
continued upgrading of staff that is not contingent upon the program's
ability to support such activities.

3. The Adult School

The Adult School in Los Angeles County is the principal administrator
of the GED examinations and provider of :Adult Basic Education services.
The school, which operates under the authority of the County Board of
Education, has long recognized that the LIBRE program has the capacity
to provide specific literacy services to clients with special needs, such
as foreign nationals' language skills and those with very low basic skills.
Thus, the Adult School has served as a referral agency to the LIBRE pro-
gram, directing students with special needs to the program. LIBRE, in
turn, directs clients to the Adult School fax lities for GED examinations
and continuing education services when the c Ant has achieved an appro-
priate level of attainment. The cooperztioh between the Board of Education
(i.e., the Adult School) and the library has been generally informal, but
has grown essentially out of each group's recognition of the interdependent
roles and responsibilities of the services provided by both the library
and the educational sector. This relationship has leen ongoing throughout
the life of tha program and is considered to be a stable are.

C. Information and Referral

The Los Angeles County Library has recently implemented a major
county-wide Information and Referral Service. The program, Commhnity
\ccess Library Line (CALL), operates outside of project LIBRE, but
.requently serves the same clients as the literacy program. CALL, which
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operates on a state grant of approximately $486,000, is designed to
provide clients with rapid access to "survival" information covering
a full range of topics (e.g., community services, consumer information,
immigration problems, and even information on the scheduling of public

transportation). To maximize their capacity to provide information to
the diverse population in the county, the CALL staff have been selected
with the major ethnic or language groups of the area in mind. Indeed,

the staff of four are bilingual in Chinese, Japanese, and Spanish,
respectively, which allows them to serve those with minimal speaking
skills in English--as well as others.

CALL has amassed a broad-based information system, which includes the
. county's Community Resource Information Bank (CRIB), a manual file clross-
referenced to CRIB for specific agency referral, information obtained from
ethnic newspapers and perioiicals (which are regularly assessed by staff),
and input from other agencies that systematically update information about
their services. The information is organized in catalogs (developed from
CRIB's computer-based files), in a circular card file (which serves as a
cross-reference to CRIB and to the agencies not included in CRIB), and in
a vertical file (which contains procedural information on how to contact
agencies or implement instructions provided by any of the agencies referred

through the circular card file). Information needs are determined by
systematic needs assessments conducted by cities, federal and state
documents indicating the need for specific information or services, demo-
graphic information, and the nature of the requests from individual
callers. In addition, CALL's program has built in a systematic check on
the quality of their services through an ongoing follow-up of clients anc
the agencies to whom clients have been referred.

The CALL system is representative of the L.A. County Library's
commitment to serving the county's diverse population according to their
particular needs. It is very much a part of the county's total effort
to upgrade the quality of life for residents and is therefore entirely
compatible with (although adminstratively separate from) the LIBRE
literacy effort.

D. Publicity of Literacy Education and Library Services

The LIBRE program has invested considerable effort in publicity and
public relations for literacy and related library services. These have

includeti the publication of well-designed brochures, posters, and informa-
tion sheets, which have been developed jointly by the LIBRE coordinator,
the library's public relations specialist, and the library's graphic
artist. Television and radio announcements have been produced in a
variety of languages and demonstration centers have been installed in
public facilities (such as health clinic waiting rooms) to advertise the
types of materials and services available in the Literacy Centers. Travel-

ing displays and demonstration shows in bookmobiles also visit potential
target areas throughout the county. The broad-based effort has resulted
in publicizing the program not only to prospective clients, but also-to
other agencies and referral sources in the county. The most effective

Goa .
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publicity strategy appears to have been the radio announcements; a great
influx of new clients to the literacy centers followed a radio spot
campaign.

E. Funding Literacy Activities

During its first year of operation, LIBRE operated principally on
a Title I LSCA grant of approximately S123,000. After the initial seed
money source had been expended, the program received funds from the
state and local levels to continue program operations. However, in 1978,
state priorities changed from literacy to other issues, and all grant
applications to state funds have since been turned down. The library
has had therefore to absorb virtually all costs associated with running
the program. This has been effected by the aforementioned cutbacks it
materials allocations and the redistribution of work assignments for the
LIBRE coordinator, which now require her to expend extensive time in
other areas of library activity. However, because the program is con-
sidered a vital library service by the county librarian and other top
administrators, staff time for tutorials, some materials, equipment,
and facilities are now built into the library's regular operating
budget, thus allowing the program to operate at an increased capacity
to serve new and continuing clients. The cost of operating LIBRE is so
inextricably contained in the library's general budget that an exact
=aunt cannot be currently identified as the "litezady budget." Indeed,

the Los Angeles County Library, already suffering from serious state
budget cutbacks, presents an excellent example of an institution that
has reallocated some responsibilities, cut out some non-essential program
aspects (such as the acquisition of new but possibly duplicate materials),
and capitalized on existing resources (such as existing materials collec-
tions and trained staff) to conrinue to meet clients' needs for literacy
education services.

III. SUMMARY

The Los Angeles County Library exemplifies an effort to provide
total range of services to its undereducated or special needs population
through a variety of program approaches, despite budget cutbacks and
some problems arising from funding situations beyond the control of the
program. The primary reason for the continuing success of the program
lies largely in the dedication and commitment of the library staff to
continue to provide services to clients, regardless of the nature of
the funding source or the title of the program. Indeed, LIBRE and its
companion program CALL represent staff dedication to the concept ..f
expanded community service and a thoughtful application and utilization
of available funds for this purpose.
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Nicholson Memorial Library
Garland, Texas
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I. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A. Characteristics of the Library

1. Organizational and Administration Structure of the Library

The Nicholson Memorial Library in Garland, Texas serves a principally
suburban municipality just outside the Dallas City limits. The library
system is comprised of one main library and two small branches of fairly
recent origin. The major thrust of the literacy program is the main
library.

The Garland library is a city department that obtains its annual
budget appropriation through the City Council. The library is headed by
a Director, Assistant Director, and two Associate Directors (Public Services
and Technical Services). The Assistant Director is responsible for coordi-
nating the library branches and for outreach activities to the nursing
home program, literacy program, etc.

The library also has an Advisory Board of nine members, who are
appointed by the City Council. These appointments, however, are entirely
political in nature. Thus the members' interest in the library varies
considerably, depending on the nature of the membership during a given
period.

2. Size and Characteristics of the Library's Service Area

Garland's library system serves approximately 145,000 persons. The
population is primarily white, working class, and English speaking. A few
non-native speaking groups have recently settled in the area, however,
from Korea, Vietnam, and Eastern Europe. Very few Black and Spanish-speaking
individuals live in this area: Recent local studies indicate that Garland's
minority population is on the increase.

3. Library Staff, Facilities, and Equipment

The main library is a relatively modern structure that has been
expanded in the past five years from 20,000 to 60,000 square feet. The
floor plan has been arranged to facilitate study and in-library reading in
separate areas throughout the stacks. The floor plan also allows a separate,
but not enclosed, area for the literacy program activities, thus providing
a centralized location for instruction and storage of literacy materials
without segregating clients from the main body of the library.

The library's current collection contains 155,081 volumes. This collection
is increased annually by approximately 14,000 new acquisitions. Much of the
print collection consists of classical and popular fiction and "how-to" manuals,
which are in demand by the library's patrons. In addition, the library has a
non-print collection that includes educational and entertainment items such as
records, films, sound and video cassettes, and sculpture for loan. The
library also owns equipment for using audio-visual materials ir. the library,
but none of this equipment is available for loan to patrons.
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The Garland library system employs 15 profet,...onal librarians, 4 of

whom are assigned to the two branches and 11 of whom operate out of the
main library. These individuals have either an MLS or a BLS degree, in
addition to considerable library work experience. Reny of these staff
members serve in both an administrative capacity and provide direct services.
For example, in addition to the Director, Assistant Director, and Associate
Directors, one professional staff member is assigned as a specialist in
Children's literature, one in fiction, one in humanities, one in business
and technology, one in media, and one is history. All non-adniesiteative
professionals are responsible for reference services and acquisitions in
their respective areas of expertise.

The library also employes approximately 15 full-time non-professional
staff members, who are responsible for clerical duties and circulation.
'These individuals were recruited through the Garland Service League or
are paid CETA workers who serve the library but are paid through the CETA
work program. Ten part-time non-professional staff members are recruited
locally from high school or college to perform shelving and general clerical
duties.

B. Li' msy Involvement in Literacy

The impetus for involvement in literacy education in Garland began as
a result of a Texas State Library (TEL) workshop on literacy in 1974. One
of the participants was Garland's representative, now the Associate Director
of Public Services, who saw literacy education as an ideal vehicle for expand-
ing the library's clientele and increasing the visibility of that institution
in the community through increased services to those not traditionally served.
'The plat for the literacy program also took into account a 1974 needs
assessment, sponsored by the City of Garland, which indicated the need for an
educational service that would assist citizens in passing the GED examination
and upgrading their vocational skills.

With the full support of the Library Director, the Associate Director :or
Public Services developed a grant pro2osal for LSCA Title I funds to start a
Literacy Center in the library. Frog its first year of operation, Garland's
library involvement in literacy education has been so successful that the
Associate Director for Public ServIces and the Library Director have become
increasingly committed to the program. And although they have provided little
substantive-input into the program, the library's Advisory Board has offered
considerable support for the program through their enthusiastic endorsement
of the literacy activities.

C. Scone of the Program

The Nicholson Alenotial Library's Learning Center literacy program serves
the entire city and, in a few cases, the outlying areas of Dallas County.
The program operates out of the main library and is structured to accommodate
clients who drop into the literacy center on a self-selecting basis. Aside
from some seasonal variation in client participation, the facility serves
approximately 100 individuals in any given month, with a wide variation in -

the number of clients using the facility at any one time.
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The primary staff member involved in providing literacy education is a
full-time teacher, who is available to work with clients during the hours that
the library is open. She has one part -time assistant, who provides instruction
during the libra...-y's evening hours once a week. The only additional staff
member involved in the program is the associate Director for Public Services,
who serves in a sNpervisory capacity for day-to-day staffing and materials
acquisition decisions.

D. Description of Program Activities

1. Types of Literacy Services

The major thrust of the literacy program is literacy instruction geared
to the requirements of the Graduate Equivalency Diploma (GED) examination.
Many clients come to the program with fairly strong reading capabilities,
desiring to brush up or English skills and learn the additional subjects,
such as math and science, required-for the GED. Many clients are women who
plan to return to the work force and who need a high school certificate to
gain employment. Another large sector of the program's clients are out-of-
schonl youth and young adults who have dropped out of school. These clients
find the literacy program an acceptable alternative for preparation for the
GED exam.

Virtually all instruction is individualized, paced to the needs and
learning capacity of each client. On the average, clients receive four hours
of instruction per week for a period of eight weeks. Of the 60 percent who
attend the program regularly, approximately 99 percent successfully pass their
GED examination after eight continuous desks.

In addition to the GED preparation, the program also provides some
literacy instruction to English-as-a-Sacond-Language (ESL) clients. Some of
these clients have minimal literacy skills in their own language, while others
are highly educated immigrants who need to become proficient in English to pass
U.S. licensing requirements in their respective professions. All instruction
is given in English, however, since neither of the teachel.:' is bilingual.

The Nicholson Memorial Library has undertaken numerous publicity activi-
ties to promote their literacy services, using many types of media (including
brochures, press releases to local papers, and radio and television spot
announcement). Some publicity spots are done in Spanish to attract ESL clients.
These activities have met with success, according to the Associate Director for
Public Services, as evidenced by the sizeable increase in enrollment that
follows a given publicity campaign. (TV and radio spots have been especially
successful.) In fact, the impetus for und,rt.king a publicity effort is
Frequently a temporary decline ir, the enrollment or attendance figures. To

date, the success of such publicity efforts has been an excellent source of
program budget justification.
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E. Federal and State Involvement in the Literacy Program

In the years following their initial interest in literacy educat a in
libraries, the State Agency's priorities have shifted. In part this can he
attributed to a lack of funds that might have been earmarked for such pro-
grams. Because of designated responsibilities of the state agencies in
Texas, the responsibility for adult education resides with the Texas Educa-
tion Agency. The original grant program was cooperatively developed by
the Texas State Library and the Texas Education Agency and required inte-
gration of both agencies' services.

The funds for the teacher's salary are made available through TEA
and are a combination of federal and state monies. It should also be
noted that generally, public libraries are not eligible far most direct
federal grants for educational activities, since they have not been
designated by the federal government as "educational institutions."
They must, therefore, work with and throuip. those agencies that are
eligible to apply for such grants.

II. EXEMPLARY PROGRAM ACTIVITIES

A. Interagency Cooperation

The LSCA grant for 310,000 could only be used zor materials,
both print and non-print, and operational supplies and activities. To be
eligible for the grant, the cooperation and aid of the local educational
agency and educational cooperative were necessary. LEA adult education
funds were directed to the project through the Dallas/Rockwall Educational
Cooperative and the Garland Independent School District to the literacy
project. This arrangement continues to the present. The'se funds support
the teacher's salary and such other support functions as are allowable.
The library continues to provide the space, most materials, and such
supplies as are required far operation.

The library, the regional Cooperative, and the LEA are pleased with the
success of their collaborative effort to provide literacy services through
the library. Ovvr the years, the relationship between the three agencies
has been largely informal on a day-to-day basis, lacking any conflict between
the professional jurisdictions of the library and the education sector. As
one representative noted, this has been a relationsh44) characterized by a
"tradition of openness and good communication." Much of this is attributable,
however, to the attitudes and efforts of the individuals involved in the
c000perative effort. Indeed, the cooperating agencies and the library staff
agreed that the only major problems faced by the cooperative arrangement during
the past five years have been "people problems, people who are rigid and do not
fit into the flexible relationship that is necessary to allow this collaboration
to work."
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The key figure in the cooperative effort is the literacy teacher, who
must interact daily with those in a profession different from hers; i.e.,
she is a teacher and they are librarians. The long duration of her assign-
ment, however, has allowed her to interact both formally and informally
with the library staff to coordinate activities and make her program needs
known.

B. Funding Patterns

The literacy center's initial LSCA great proposal provided only funds
for meter:Ids acquisition for the first year of its life. As indicates
above, many program aspects that had long-term cost implications (e.g.,
staffing, materials, supplies, =ciliary services) were designed tc con-
tinue t.; be absorbed by other non-library agencies. Moreover, what the
library did contribute- - space, supervisory services, overhead expenses,
and most materials- -was such ',hat long-term expenses could be incorporated
into the library's noemal operating budget without seriously inflating any
single part of it. For exaaple, spacer and overhead expenses for the literacy
program cost the library little beyond normal expenses for those items; the
supervisory traction was absorbed b: the existing Associate Director for
Public Services, in addition to her other responsibilities; and materials
acquisitions have been regarded as part of the library's regular acquisition
budget.

Indeed, the extent to which the literacy center budget is inextricably
bound to the overall library budget is evidenced by the library's inability
to iso.ate the expenses for the literacy program from the rest of the
library's operating budget for any given year. Although the Associate
Director far Public Ser,:ees would like to obtain additional grants for
the support of special rojects (as will be described in the following
section), she believes that the literacy center's !wading through the
library is secure for the near future. The only danger to the program's
survival, in fact, might be the possible loss of the literacy teacher,
which could occur if the Regional Cooperative experiences heavy budgetary
cutbacks in the coming year.

C. Materials and Instructional Strategies

Until the past year, the Nicholson Memorial literacy center relied
OA a variety of instructional materials, including print materials, audio-
visual cassettes, and video-taper originally produced for use on educational
television. As indicated, all instructional materials and strategies focus
on individualised, self-paced, and self-taught ITISt7t=i011, to allow the
literacy teacher maximum flexibility in assisting students with individual
problems and questions. To date, these multi -media approaches are still
being used by approximately 63 percent of the center's client-1, and have been
faun. to be highly effective in preparing students for the ca- examination.
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In the past year, the Associate Director for Public Services, in her
continuing effort to c.pand the instructional options available to students,
contacted a community agency about the possible use of computer assisted
instruction (CAI) packages for use in the center. Initial inquiries indi-
cated that the cost of CAI was prohibitive for the library to consider for
its literacy program. Impressed with the advantages of this teaching tool,
the Associate Director--half jestingly--asked her informant to "keep her
program in mind" if a way could be found to cut the heavy costs associated
with CAI.

Within a month, the Associate Director was contacted about possible
involvement in a CETA funded study to be conducted to validate the use of
CAI in CETA educational programs. All expenses were to be covered by CETA,
which had supported the design of an experimental study involving the use
of CAI at two sites in Dallas County. The offer to participate in the
study was accepted by the library on the understanding that the hardware
and instructional package PLATO would be funded for a period of approxi-
mately nine months, and that further funding would have to come from funds
generated by the library.

After some disruption during the period of installation, the terminals
were installed and the PLATO package was ready for use. The literacy
teacher reported considerable client interest in using the CAI package and
students indicated :'ter: the PLATO teaching strategy cut down their need to
work with the teacher. (This was a particular bonus for disaffected students
who had dropped out of school due to difficulty with their teachers, since
PLATO allowed them to wo::. in a relatively "teacher free" environment.)

The Literacy Center's PLATO experiment has been deemed a success,
although data on client gains are not yet available from the CETA sponsored
study. Of particular note was the enthusiastic student reaction to the
CAI strategy, which allowed students to feel that they had maximum control
over their respective learning situations.

The PLATO experiment, however, was not without its problems. The
most fundamental, possibly, was tho library's inability to continue to
support the program whew the CETA funding period ceased. At present, Lhe
computer terminals have been removed from the library learning center.
However, the wiring has been left intact to facilitate the re-installation
of equipment if the library can find funding for CAI in the future. The
most distressing aspect of this loss has been the client users' disappoint-
ment in the discontinuation of CAI instruction.

The library program staff are now considering new sources for funding
the same or a similar CAI package. They are also learning about other CAI
packages that ma- be installed and operated at a lower cost than the PLATO
system, which was hooked to a Control Data Corporation computer in Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
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I. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

A. Characteristics of the School and Its Library

Glenridge Junior High School serves students from predominantly
working-class families in Landover Hills, Maryland, a suburb of
Washington, D.C. The school population has shifted from a predominantly
white, neighborhood-based group to approximately 50 percent black, many
of whom are bused to the school from more distant neighborhoods. Indeefi.

nearly half the school's student body of 725 is currently bused to

Glenridge.

The school library, which is staffed by one professional and one
library aide, operates under the direct jurisdiction of Prince Georges'
County Office of Library Media Services (OLMS). OLMS, which serves all

sch'ols in the county, provides the library with its annual budget
appropriation, assists in the selection of the professional library
staff, and provides ongoing support services to libraries for special

prugrams and planning. Library activities are thus monitored and super-
vised by one of OLMS's Area Specialists, who works with librarians to
ensure that they are maximizing their ability to provide services to

each school. Librarians are, in turn, accountable to the Area Specialists
for the quality, nature, and scope of their activities. The roles and
relationships between Area Specialists and librarians are clearly and
formally delineated in the OLMS's PTocedural Manual, which contains
directives and standards for school libraries throughout the county.

The Glenridge Junior High School library is large and well stocked
wit. approximately 15,000 volumes and many audio-visual materials, and
has been designed to facilitate group study in the library. The

librarian, who has served the school for 22 years, has developed the
facility from a small room with a collection of 1,685 volumes to its
present state through continued pressure on the County School Board to
make the library a major resource for the entire school to draw upon.
She was supported in this effort by the former school principal, 1,ho
.encouraged the expansion of the library to meet the needs of the class-

root) teachers in all disciplines. As a result of the combined efforts
of the principal and librarian, the Board eventually approved funds for
the construction of the present facility, which now includes a reading/
study room, library class room, and two smaller, separate rooms for the

use of audio-visual materials.

B. Background and Nature of the Librar 's Involvement in Literacy

The Glenridge library's involvement in literacy focuses primarily on
1) the enrichment of the school's curriculum through formal and informal
means and 2) educating students about the mosr effective vys to use
library facilities in the course of research u: problem solving. The

library is concerned primarily with dispersing information and improving
reading skills, rather than with direct instruction in reading. To

achieve this end, the library collection includes a large collection of
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high-interest, low-level reading materials, including talking book kits,
audio-visual materials, paperback books, and even educational comic
books. The assumption is that students may need to be led into the
habit of reading and acquiring information from their library, and that
skills will develop and improve as an autirowth of repeated use. The
library program also seeks to familiarize students with the concept of
utilizing zult:1-media material in connection with school assignments.

The library's program has been designed and implemented mainly by
the school librarian, with support and assistance from the Area Specialist,
the teachers, and the principal. Indeed, her view of the school library's
role has long been that facility's involvement in every aspect of school
life, serving as a resource of information and a central location for
many crtriculum-related activities. During her tenure, the school
librarian has promoted her likrary and the role that she can play to
help teachers enrich their normal curriculum through special program
activities. At the present time, the Glenridge School library is viewed
as an integral part of the total school offerin; and is widely used by
teachers to expand or supplement their classroom work.

C. Proties

As indicaed above, the librarian has worked for two decades to
build the librm, 's collection to meet the needs of teachers and students.
In selecting new materials, the librarian focuses an three major cansider-
ations: 1) whether the material has been requested by a teacher, 2) her
own experience =I judgment, and Z) whether the material is included on
the list of County-approved purchases. In recent years, purchases in
paperback books have increased considerablyinvolving currently about
one-third of the school's total book ',udgetsince students seem espec-
ially likely to ;heck out and read these types olT volumes. There has
also been an increased emphasis on audio-visual materials, since more
and better quality choices are available each year, and on the develop-
ment of special collections it areas such as career awareness and sex
education.

Because of the inherent nature of a school library (,i.e., it is
operated and funded by a Board of Education, exists fo* a specified
population and is part of the infrastructure of the school institution),
Gienridge's school 1!..brery has little need to engage in cooperative
activities with outside agencies.

II. EXBIPLARY PROGRAM ACTIVrTIF.S

1. Learning Stations

In the Glenridge library are learning stations that focus on special
projects designed by individual teachers in conjunction with the school
librarian and her aide. Some of these projects are curriculum-specific,
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such as hands-on practice in completing business forms as part,of a
classroom assignment in Business Education. Others may be supplementary
to specific curricula, such as a career awareness unit on occupations in
the sciences, developed by the librarian and the science instructor.

The "stations" are self-contained centers spread throughout the
library. They are geared to small-group activity. Projects are
structured so that students progress from one center (or table) to
another, as they move toward completion of the total project activit7
In some cases, this means thct stations are sequenced with increasing
levels of difficulty. In others, topics for each station nrc simply
organized by particular content areas. Each station is equipped with
instructions, worksheets, materials, and equipment that students will
need to complete the assignment. Tha librarian is instrumental in pre-
paring many of these instructional packages, and in selecting materials
and equipment appropriate to the specific assignment. The librarian
and her aide (who, capitalizing on her personal talents, creates many
of the graphics required for lessons) actually set up the stations for
the class participating in a given project.

The "stations" concept was initiated by the librarian. The im-
plementation effort required considerable planning for the full range
of possible uses of stations, preparation of materials for designating
certain tables as stations, and, most importantly, extensive work with
teachers to promote the concept and obtain input on their instructional
needs. Teachers' response has been enthusiastic, since the plan allows
them the time and opportunity to work closely with small groups of
students, rather than with the entire class. The teachers are also most
appreciative of the assistance provided by the library staff in preparing
materials and selecting resources. As one noted, "They make it (the
stations) so easy to use. All we have to do is bring the class to the
library."

2. Student Use of Multi-Media

The Glenridge library places major emphasis on teaching students to
use many forms of media in executing their lessons, especially for book
reports. The purpose of this strat4y is to help students present their
material in the most effective way possible (e.g., using graphic illus-
trations to highlight a report, or studying oral and body language tech-
niques before giving a class presentation. Indeed, knowing how to make
full use of the media is considered to be an important aspect of an in-
dividual's ability to communicate clearly with others. The mastery of
such techniques is viewed as part of the basic skills.

One such application of multi-media use is to videotape oral book
reports by students. The actual filming is carried out by older students,
who have been trained through the auspices of this library to use this
equipment properly. The videotapes are subsequently played back so that
students can observe how they look and sound to others, with an eye
toward refining their oral skills. Interestingly enough, despite the
almost inherent self-consciousness of junior high school-age students in
front of their peers, most students reacted ta the videotaping experience
responsibly and seriously.
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Students are also being instructed on how to prepare illustrations
and graphics for use on an overhead projector to highlight a written
or oral presentation. The library has set aside several small rooms
ere students can spend class time practicing ways to make effective,

attractive presentations.

Virtually all students are taught how to use the library's audio-
visual equipment, including listening stations and video-tape receivers.
This instruction has resulted in the expanded use of materials, such as
talking boo:4, by students during their free time. A few students are

selected by teachers or the librarian for training in the use of more
complicated equipment, such as the videotape camera. These students are

then responsible for using the equipment to assist teachers in special
projects. To encourage student use of audio-visual equipment, the library
has made it widely available to students on overnight loan for their own
projects, requiring only a permission slip from parents to ensure that

the item will be returned. The library has also set up equipment stations
at major points in the school building to facilitate teachers' use of

items, since the two-story school building has no elevator.

3. Cooperating with the Reading Teacher

In her continuing effort to be accessible to all school staff, the
librarian has been heavily involved in the school's .reading program.
Specifically, she confers with the Reading Teacher to determine the
special needs of specific students and works to coordinate high-interest,
low-level acquisitions that will be purchased during a given year. She

has also developed enrichment activities and special projects, such as
the instigation of a 20-minute sustained silent reading period per day

for all classes in the school. This reading period is designed to
encourage students at all skill levels to increase the time they spend
reading eacy day.

4. Peer Tutoring

Glenridge Junior High School participates in a formal peer tutoring
program that operates outside the auspices of the library. Specifically,

seventh-grade students with low reading skills are identified and care-
fully trained to work with elementary age children who also have reading

difficulties. The purpose is two-fold: to improve the reading capabil-

ities of the young children and ti reinforce the tutors' own reading
skills through their tutoring efforts.

The young tutors receive highly structured training in the tech-
niques of tutoring elementary students, and are responsible for keeping
progress records of the students to whom they are assigned. As the year

progresses, they are allowed to adopt a somewhat more eclectic approach

to instruction, based on their increased knowledge of the individual

children's special needs. The effectiveness of the zltorial effort has
been consistently demonstrated by the improvement of reading scores for
both elementary and junior high students. Teachers have also noted that
the responsibility of serving as a tutor for younger children serves to
improve the behavior of the junior high school students, particularly
as they gain a sense of achievement.
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S. Library Skills Development

The- school library is continually involved in dveloping and up-
grading students' knowledge about how to use a library effectively and
efficiently. Indeed, Office of Library Media Services has issued a
series of articulated standards, specifying what students should know
about the library at every level, from kindergarten through grade 12.
The librarian, therefore, provides students with direct instruction in
areas such as use of the card catalog and the logic of the Dewey
Decimal system. In addition, she works with teachers to prepare special
projects in which students will have to assess reference and other
materials. Many teachers have taken advantage of '7his opportunity, and
routinely use the library as a classroom setting at least once a week.

6. Other Library Involvement

Throughout the years, the library at Glenridge Junior High School
has been involved in Prfnce George's County activities in connection
with the objectives of the Central Area Office. Two of these activities
are the Write-A-Bcok Festival and the Film Festival.
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I. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A.. Characteristics of the Resource Center

1. Organizational and Administrative Structure

Montgomery College is a two-year multi-campus community college in
Montgomery County, a Washington, D.C. suburb in Maryland. The Takoma Park
campus lies immediately adjacent to the District of Columbia. The Resource
Center of the Takoma Park campus houses two organizational units, the
traditional campus academic library of print materials and second adminis-
trative unit called the Learning Resource unit. The latter focuses almost
entirely on instruction, innovative instructional strategies using print
and nonprint media and materials, instructional development, and technology.
The special needs of students and faculty are served by the Learning Resource
Learning Lab, Testing Center and technical delivery and materials teams, a
compact film projection auditorium called the Film Lab, and a videotape
recording studio called the Video Lab. Learning Resources also manages
special programs. One such special program is the College of the Air, through
which credit is offered for television courses aired by the Maryland Center
for Public Broadcasting. Another is the vital component of the campus literacy
programCommunication for International Students (CIS)- -which is the topic of
major concern in this report.

In addition to their physical separation and the difference in their
primary functions, the two units are also independently administered by their
own directors and have separate staffs (see the attached organizational chart).
The Library unit is autonomously administered by a librarian, whereas the
Learning Resource unit is headed by an instructional technologist with library
and management training, extensive teaching experience in the humanities and
English composition, and certification in teaching English as a Second Language
Each of these administrators operates independently from the other, except in
cases where it is necessary or desirable to coordinate activities, staff
assignments, or acquisitions. When such a need arises, decisions are made
jointly by the library director and the director of Learning Resources. The
two units share one common cataloger to cut down on expenses and to facilitate
the cross-referencing and coordination of the two collections.

2. The Learning Resource Staff

The Learning Resource staff is divided into four major teams: A materials
team is responsible for the identification, evaluation, and acquisition of
Learning Resources materials. The faculty head of this team works closely
with the cataloger to ensure that the Learning Resources system is followed.
This system was designed to accommodate the needs ofusers of Learning
Resources materials, particularly students using the Learning Lab. Prior
to purchase, all materials are previewed with the aid of the appropriate
instructors. The materials are primarily nonprint, but sometimes are packaged
in kits that include print components. A printed catalog and supplements are
distributed at least one yearly for user convenience. The materials team is
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also responsible for master :mot-age of the collection; the Learning Lab
checks out materials for lab use or thc delivery team checks out materials
for classroom use. The 'eam assists fa.culty in the production of slide-
tapes and photography, for which there are darkrooms, or with audio and
video programming.

The Learning Lab team is supervised by an experienced faculty member.
This team deals directly with instruction in the Learning Lab, prescribes
materials for individualized instruction, works with students on a tutorial
basis, consults with faculty who send students for special or supplementary
work, conducts individualized pre-college literacy skills programs, cooperates
with the College Community Services program director, and operates the Testing
Center. The Testing Center administers campus-wide placement, diagnostic
performance mastery, and skills tests, as well as tests in the various disci-
plines as requested by faculty. A Scantron scoring m2f4tihe scores tests for
faculty classroom use or for individualized tests given in the Lab. The
Learning Lab staff must be conversant with all types of electronic hardware
and the best applications of software to the students' prob,,eMs, and expert
in In relation.

The instructional technology delivery team, which is a keyto the efficient
operation of the highly technological Learning Resource unit, tracks, delivers,
and operates the myriad types of equipment required for nonprint materials in
the campus classrooms, the film lab, or the video lab. Its function is to
provtde the human resources needed to operate hardware in these physical
locations.

A fourth team is a general instructional support group, consisting of
an electronics technician (who is responsible for all maintenance systems
and for the video studio); a secretary (who handles campus-wide film rental
and learning resource accounts, and provides typing support for the faculty
team working with literacy problews of international students); and a senior

_ clerk in the director's office(whose job includes handling the details of
registration for credit courses on television, called the_nolleze of the Air");

3. Size and Characteristics of the Resources Center Area

The center is designed to serve primarily the Takoma Park campus's 3,772
students and its staff of 16S, although staff and students at other Montgomery
College campus sites also have access to its materials and services. The
college also offers these facilities to community groups in the greater
Washington, D.C. area, for a fee.

The Takoma Park campus student body exhibits several unusual Character-
istics that result in part from its location on the outskirts of Washington,
D.C. Fist, approximately one - third of the enrolled students are non- native
speakers of foreign origin, with =ay different levels of competency in
English among them. Starting in 1974, the campus experienced a large influx
of Vietnamese and other Asian refugee students. More recently the predominant
group has been Iranian. New arrivals now have increasedthe numbers of Asians
and Hispanics enrolled as students. Some of the students are the children
and spouses of Washington's diplomatic community, but the greater share of
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students are either permanent residents of the U.S., refugees, or foreigners
on student visas. This last group is very much tied to the college, since
their continued presence in the U.S. is dependent on their academic per-
formance. Of these foreign nationals, approximately 140 are enrolled in
the campus's full-time literacy program (Communication for International
Students) for at least one semester, which means that they utilize the
services of the Learning Resource Learning Lab on a daily basis. Secondarily,
nearly 20 percent of the student body is made up of graduates of Washington,
D.C.'s inner-city school system, which ranks among the lowest percentile in
thy nation's reading scores.

Although a major emphasis of the Learning Resource unit programs is
on literacy or English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL) activities, the unit is
intended to serve each of the college's 17 academic departments or programs,
'depending on the specific needs of those areas. In some cases, this involve-
ment requires only the lending of equipment and staff to operate it, whereas
in others it requires the addition of the literacy program into a regular
departmental curriculum, as will be described in a later section.

4. Staff, Facilities, and Equipment

The Learning Resource unit staff is comprised of the director, four teams
of specialists (already described), a part-time instructional aide to provide
tutorial help in the Learning Laboratory, and students to serve is various
capacities as aides in each of the unit's four major areas. In addition,
as already stated, the Learning Resource unit shares the services o:E a
full-time cataloger with the library. This staff has shown stability over .

time; most of its members have worked there since the inception of the
program in the early 1970's. This phenomenon has facilitated communications
among the staff members and has allowed them to revise procedures a"d pro-
fessional responsibilities as the program has expanded over the years. The
result is a group of individuals who are separately and collectively very
clear about their respective roles and responsibilities in the Learning
Resource unit's operations, and who have developed considerable trust in
and respect for one another's capabilities.

As noted earlier in thii report, the Learning Resource unit's emphasis
on nonprint educational materials requires the extensive use cf films, film--
strips, multi-media packages, and video tapes and the attendant electronic
equipment required for their use. The Learning Resource unit also houses
a video recording studio, which is used by the entire campus as well as by
the literacy program. The maintenance required by this extensive collection
of equipment is described in the "Exemplary Program" section of this report.

The Resource Center facility housing the Library unit and the Learning
Resource unit, is of recent origin. It was designed to meet the specifica-
tions of both units. The ground floor, on which the Learning Resource unit
is located, contains extensive study space, with built-in audio-visual equip-
ment for daily student use, audio - visual, viewing rooms for small group or
individual use, the recording studio for making audio and video tapes, and
a central core space for storage of materials and equipment. The upper floor
of the building is devoted to the Library unit. It also contains a central,
comprehensive catalog of the materials in both the Library unit and the
Learning Resource unit.
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B. Resouroe Center Involvement in Literacy Education

The establishment of the college's literacy program, Communication for
International Students, was a natural result of the increasing numbers of
foreign nationals at the Takoma. Park campus in 1974. Some of these students
could read English, but not speak or understand it; others lacked any
systematic knowledge of the language. Thus the program's major emphasis
was on teaching students English as a Second Language and other skills
necessary for succeeding in the regular academic program.

Communication for 1:Emanational Students emerged in what is essentially
its present farm of classroom instruction supplemented heavily by Learning
Laboratory assignments in the Learning Resource unit. Originally under the
auspices of the Learning Resource unit, the program was moved to the Depart-

ment of English at one point for funding reasons, but was later moved back
to the Learning Resource unit when administrators found that the demands of
operating the program were too much for the already overtaxed English Depart-
ment.

The program expanded as the numbers of foreign-born students continued
to swell in till mid- and late 1970s. Thus, the school's commitment to become
involved in the literacy education has been a direct outgrowth of the special
needs of the student population it has attracted.

C. Scone of the Proms

The Communication far International Students program has been designed
as a comprehensive approach to building and improving communication in English
skills for foreign-born non-native speakers from emmy different countries and
at many different levels of proficiency, bringing them to the level required
for entering the regular academic program and, later, the job market. The
program cycle is initiated at the student's entry. A testing program
determines each student's level of English proficiency. For most foreign
students, the Cormunication for International Students program not only pro-
vides instruction in ESL, but.also helps to orient them to their new environment
in the eastern United States. For example, while some students may need to
learn only how to speak and understand English, others may also need 67: learn
how to use a telephone, find housing, enroll their children in school, and
survive in their communities on a day-to-day basis.

The program has served approximately 140 foreign students per semester,
with some of these entering for the first time and others re-entering a second
semester. The program activities and instructional staff have served to pro-
vide new arrivals with a broad-based understanding of their new environment,
and the ability to cope with it.

In addition, the Learning Resource unit has served a substantial number
of students each year in various review courses. This program is aimed at
attracting permanent residents in the =rounding community. It emphasizes
individualized lab-related learning activities designed to help persons whose
level of English, work schedules, or interests do not permit them to enroll
in the CIS program.
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A third facet of the Learning Resource unit's services involves the
improvement of reading and writing skills for native English speakers, some
of whom have been identified as learning disabled. These persons are
identified on campus through placement tests and in the community through
contact tests with the non-credit arm of the institution, Community Services.
Various institutions in the area (such as the Army hospital and job training
groups) contact the Learning Resource unit formally or agree informally to
send students for remediation in basic English. Other community residents
come in simply to use the center for their own personal improvement or to
increase job mobility.

In addition, the Learning Resource unit's program oversees the enroll-
ment of a substantial number of students in credit offerings of the Maryland
Center for Public Broadcasting. Collage of the Air students may view the
programs at home or in the Learning Lab, where they also take their exams.

D. Description of Program Activities

The Communication for International Students program operates as a
self-contained unit at the Takoma Park campus, with all of its required
courses available on campus. Additional services inclnde the capacity for
materials identification and acquisition; instructor and tutorial services;
equipment acquisitions, maintenance, and repair; publicity and graphic arts;
and production of high quality videotaped programs. Although these facilities
are available to students and faculty at the other Montgomery College campuses
and to community groups, the Communication for International Students program
and the Learning Resource unit have resulted entirely from the efforts of the
Takoma Park staff.

The Communication for International Students program involves two basic
components. The first consists of daily (week day) classroom instruction
in the basic skills of listening, specking, reading, and writing, and in
study and survival skills. There is a strong emphasis on learning haw to
"read" visual images. This visual literacy component of the program is
taught by the director, with whom the students meet bi-weekly for film study
and lab exercises. The director is assisted by a team of part-time faculty

AMER. who are hired explicitly for the proven (i.e., they generally do not have
other academic assignments at the college). Due to the highly diverse origins,

languages, and dialects of the program's students, all instruction is given
in English.

..-----
The second major component involves required communications skills lab

assignments--an additional five hours per week--in the Learning Resource Lab,
which are keyed to the classroom instruction. A part-time instructional aide
in the Learning Lab works closely with classroom instructors to ensure the
coordination of each student's total program activities. For example, the
instructional aide is provided each week with a list of student assignments.
He or she corrects student papers and provides feedback to the instructors
on a regular basis. This arrangement allows the aide to be aware of each
student's progress at any given point in time and provides him or her with a
basis for assisting students in specific problem areas while they are in the
Learning Resource Lab.
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In addion to these two basic program components, the Communication
for international Students program includes a number of other important
support activities. One of these is a variety of testing services provided
through the Learning Resource unit's Testing Center, whore foreign students
are routinely pre-tested. The testing services also provide staff with a
basis for.identif7ing which students are ready to move from one level to
another, or to exit into regualr credit courses. A second area of support
services allows the program to create as many types of audio-visual materials
as they desire. This includes the services of a full-time graphic artist,
who can design transparencies and other materials on an as-needed basis.
The video-recording studio, similarly, is used for many special-purpose
projects geared to =dent instruction, the full range of which is described
in the section "Exemplary Program Features."

II. EXEMPLARY PROGRAM FEATURES

A. Forward-Planning Strategies

When the Communication for International Students program was instituted
in 1974, the program was afforded very little space and suffered from a lack
of equipment and audio-visual materials. The program has reached its present,
much-expanded state with few mistakes or false sears, as a result of meticu-
lous planning based.on projected growth and practical experience of the Director
of Learning Resources. These formal, five-rear plans have been used each year
as the basis for determining immediate needs and required purchases. For
examplo, the iirector may decide not to purchase specific materials because
(1) the program does not have the requisite equipment with which to use the= or
(2) the materials will be quickly outdated due to specific technological
advances. As a case in point,. the Learninki Resource unit has not yet invested
In computer-based instruction materials or equipment; since further refinements
in this field will appear within the next few years. .

A second example cf the way planning and experience have facilitated
orderly, productive growth may be seen in the design of the Learning Resource
facility. Specifically, when the college announced plans for building the
esourte Center, the director was r.ble to assist in the design and floor plan
based on her projections of space needs and plans for increased Learning
Resource capabilities, e.g., the video-recording studio and the viewing
room). As a result, the new facility is well laid-out and meets the needs if
the campus and its various disciplines.

B. Materials and Instructional Strategies

1. Uses of Videotape

An indicated earlier, the video-recording studio is available to the entire
Takoma Park campus and has been used by dance classes, drama groups, and the
Communication for International Students staff to prepare tapes for video
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instruction. The special qualities of videotape (i.e., is ability to "film" L.,

virtually any scenario quickly, efficiently, and cost effectively) have been
an added dimension for the improvement of ESL and native speakers' communica-
tion skills, since the student's perception of the way he or she looks or
sounds is an important aspect of this learning. All ESL students are pre-
tested and post-tested on video tape to measure entry level skills, progress
and teaching effectiveness. In some cases, a class exercise may combine
verbal communication skills with survival skills, such as using a telephone
correctly and speaking clearly, in a videotaped role-playing session between
two or more students. The tape is then played back immediately so that the
students can evaluate their own performance and use that knowledge to try to
perfect their techniques in communicating and using unfamiliar instruments
or modes-of communication.

2. The Team Amoroach to the Delivery, Use and Maintenance of Equipment

Because the Communication for International Students/Learning Resource
program is so highly focused on non-print, multi-media materials, the
Learning Resource unit has acquired virtually very type of audio-visual
equipment, which is also available to any classroom instructor on the campus.
The Learning Resource unit's full-time electronics technician has developed
a high specialized system for purchasing, maintaining, tracking, repairing,
and taking inventory of each piece of equipment. First, each piece of equip-
ment is logged in or out on a master sheet when it is borrowed or returned
to the section. This enables the technician to know the precise location
of every item at any given moment in time. Secondly, careful records are
kept of the performance life of every machine and its individual parts, so
that the technician can predict when a part or a machine will wear out.
This allows the technician to advance-order parts before they are actually
needed and to service equipment regularly to minimize actual breakdowns
during use. Finally, the team of full-time instructional technology aides
is routinely available to transport and operate equipment in any campus
location, thus providing instructors with additional incentive to utilize
the equipment on a regular basis.

C. Coordination of Literacy Program Activities
with Other Academic Departments

One important aspect of the Communication for International Students
program is the development of procedures for phasing students with newly-
acquired skills in English il,to the regular academic program. Specifically,
the director, in cooperation with the decn of the Humanities Institute, has
developed three courses that provide foreign -born students with a transition
from the specialized, non-credit Communication for International Students
program into regular English classes. Thus, after one or two semesters
in the program, the typical student is prepared to move into one of two
specially designed English courses. (One of these operates at a level of
difficulty that requires regular Learning Lab reinforcement.) Freshmen English
courses are also attended by native English-speaking students who need to
improve their basic skills, thus providing ft...reign students with exposure
to U.S. students.

SO
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A second coordination effort between the Learning Resource Center and
academic der:1==e= is the identification of students who have "slipped
through" the education system and thus have poor reading and coLmunication
skills. Ths effort originally grew out of concern over the accidents
0=x:ring in science lab classes, which were found to be the result of
students' inability to read and camarehend the printed lab experiment
instruction.;. Through systematic testing of all students, the Learning
Resource Testing Center helped to determine which students fell below
the acceptable level of reading comprehension skills. Those found to be
below that level were assigned to a remedial program, which involved
intensive work in the Learning Laboratory, before they were permitted
to continue experiments in the lab. The Learning Resource unit's plans
to expand on this effort in other academic areas.

D. Stability of Funding

Throughout its ten-year life, the Learning Resource unit has been
funded completely by the college. Despite many budgetary cutbacks across
all academic areas, the unit has actually been able to increase its annual
budget expand its services and facilities for students and faculty.
This has been possible for two reasons: (1) the numbers of native and
don - native enrollees with communication problems have increased each year,
and (2) the units zero-based budgeting system has resulted in strict
accountability and cost-efficiency in all areas of its endeavor. To a
large extent, this has been made possible through forward planning, realistic
projections, and planned growth over time. For example, the purchase of new
equipment or materials takes into consideration all maintenance costs, cost-
effectiveness, and longevity so that the unit does not find itself with
assorted purchases that are in poor repair or that are rarely used. The
director knows the necessary acquisitions for a given year, what they will
cost, and who is accountable for their use. Even the need for replacements
of existing equipment or materials must be carefully justified through docu-
mented support of a specific program or activity within the college curriculum.
Staff feel that such forward planning prevents the program from starting new
activities that will later inflate or burden the budget.

III. SUMMARY

The Takoma Park campus's Learning Resource Center is an example of a
literacy program based on demonstrated needs within its own community,
meticulous planning, and the ability to integrate its resources into the
total academic program of the college. The literacy program started with
only the bare essentials required for program operations and has system-
atically expanded over a six-year period to keep pace with the ever-
increasing demands for its services to orient foreign-born students to
the language and culture of the United States.

Si
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MONTOGOMERY COLLEGE
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER

TAKOMA PARK CAMPUS

Recommended Position, Structure, and Responsibility

CAMPUS OLANCELLOR

DIRECTOR

Instructional General Instructional
Technology Support Team Serving

Learning Lab Team Delivery Team Materials Team Total Unit .vi
1.)

Team Leader Team Leader Team Leader Electronics Technician

Academic instructor-- Senior Instructional Materials Specialists Secretary--Secretarial duties
assists in instruc- Technologist and Cataloger CIS
tional and develop-
mental systems. Instructional Tech Graphics and Materials Senior clerk--Accounts
Learning/Lab Testing Assistants Instructional Technologist CIS
Center Supervisor Film rental

Senior Instructional
Technologist

Instructional Assistant
and Instructional Assis-
tant/Technologist

College of the Air

Instructional Tech Assistant--respon-
sible to director, but assighed to
support systems teams or Learning
Lab teams on regular or contingency
basis

This recommendation uses present positions, but proposes titles more appropriate to unit and college objectives
and functions.

Draft structure: July 1980
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Instructional
Technology
Delivery Team

Delivery of

instructional

technology

support; campus
, photocopy

ORGANIZATION OP THE MICE OP TIM LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER --BY FUNCTION

MONTGOMERY COLLEGE
TAKOMA PARK CAMPUS

PRESIDENT

ACADEMIC VICE-PRESIDENT

CAMPUS C1MNCELLOR

DIRECTOR OP LEARNiNG RESOURCES

Materials System Team

In Mouse Commercial

Materials Selection,

graphic ordering,
arts, processing,
photogra- taking
phy, inventory
master
storage

FnctioAs:, July 1980
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UNIT MANAGEMENT
INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WORKSHOPS AND CONPERENCES
INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES

Learning laboratory
Testing Center
System Team

Individualized instruction;
developmental support; CIS
and basic literacy; campus-
wide testing services; media
course and testing support
for all disciplines.

GENERAL. SUPPORT TEAM

Secretarial
duties

Pilm Hardware review,
booking selection,
system, maintenance,
supplies; consultation and
accounts, system design,

typing video studio
supervision

Instructional Technology Aide: "Ploats":--
assigned to other teams on regular
schedule and as-needed basis.
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Rehabilitative School Authority
. Richmond, VA

Site Profile



I. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

A. Characteristics of the Rehabilitative School Authority

1. Organization and Administration

The Rehabilitative School Authority is an independent state agency
vested with the responsibility for operating all educational programs in
correctional facilities in the Commonwealth of Virginia. In carrying
.out its mandate,* the Rehabilitative School Authority (which acts in
cooperation with the Virginia Department of Corrections) plans, staffs,
monitors, and provides funding for both libraries and classroom activ-
ities for youthful and adult offenders in the state. Thus, the agency
effectively serves as a state-wide school district geared to the special
needs and concerns of its inmate population.

The agency is administered by a superintendent who works directly
under the supervision of the eleven-member Rehabilitative School Authority
Board, comprised of representatives from the state's departments of
Education, Corrections, Adult Services, and Youth Services. The organization
of the agency is broken down into two basic areas--Finance/Administration
and Education; the latter contains an academic component and a vocational
education component. The library activities, which are overseen by the
coordinator of library programs, are linked directly to the academic
component and serve both the postsecondary and pre-GED sectors. The

library also provides recreational/information resources for the population
served by each facility.

Within each of the 17 correctional facility sites there is a
school and library staffed by a principal, a librarian, an academic
teaching staff, and a vocational teaching staff. These individuals
operate under the jurisdiction and supervision of the state staff, but
must also carefully coordinate their respective efforts with the in--
stitutions in which they are located, to ensure that the institutions'
primary goals (i.e., corrections) are met in addition to the Rehabilitative
School Authority's objectives (e.g., education, personal growth,
rehabilitation and improved personal concepts). Such coordination is
accomplished through regular meetings and conferences with the prison
warden at each facility and through Rehabilitative School Authority staff
representation on prison committees. Rehabilitative School Authority
staff often participate in determining reclassification of a particular
prisoner's institutional status, based on academic achievement and
behavior. On occasion, however, Rehabilitative School Authority staff
have cooperated with prison guards to maintain security during emergency
situations.

2. Characteristics of the Population Served

Although the Rehabilitative School Authority's correctional insti-
tutions are designed to serve two distinct populations--youth and adults--

The legislation that created the Rehabilitative School Authority
were Virginia Public Laws 22-14.3-41.7 in 1974.
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a wide variety of inmates are housed within each type of facility.
Yc..uthful offenders range from adolescents to young adults of 18, while
adult offenders range from 19 years old to senior citizens. The reasons
for incarceration are similarly diverse, encompassing major social
crimes (such as murder, rape, assault with a deadly weapon, robbery, and
drug dealing), less serious crimes (such as unarmed robbery, fraud), and
crimes that, although illegal, do not threaten the safety of others
(such u drug abuse, and, for youths, incorrigibility and running away
from home). Thus, the Rehabilitative School Authority program mtm. meet
a broad spectrum of human needs to accorplish its goal of rehabilitating
individuals to the extent that they can become productive citizens when
their sentences have teen completed.

The two characteristics that are shared by the majority of inmates --
regardless of age, sex, or nature of offense are cultural and economic
deprivation.. Evidence of these can be seen in the average reading score
of incmming inmates-6.S grade level -- despite the fact that over a third
of the adults have at least completed high school. An additional 50
percent of all inmates have not completed high school, with 37 percent
of those having only junior high school and 13 percent having
completed only elementary school. Overall, inmates were found'to be
lacking in essential reading, writing, speaking, and computational
skills, skills necessary for obtaining jobs, receiving a driver's
license, applying for credit, or even counting change..

One facet of inmates' low basic skills is a poor self-concept,
which interferes with their ability to adapt to a different, more pro-
ductive way of life after release from the corrections/ institution.
However, the Rehabilitative School Authority program staff have found
thht academic success tends to increase an individual's sense of accomplishment
and personal worth, leading to better behavior and planning for the
future. For this reason, the program has been structured to induce an
achievement orientation, which enhances self-improvement concepts in
participants' minds.

3. Staffing

The Rehabilitative School Authority staff are professional educators
(presently 226 instructors and 29 aides) and librarians (presently 15)
in the state of Virginia. The staff overall has shown a good deal of
stability, as indicated by the low turnover rate each year and by the
number of years served by many individuals. This appears to be the
result of at least two factors: (11 due to the somewhat unusual circumstances
of their employment, Rehabilitative School Authority staff are required
to be flexible, innovative, and motivated, which leads the program to
draw upon persons who were students in the program; and C21 the Rehabilitative
School Authority frequently promotes from within to fill administrative
vacancies, thus providing staff with incentive to stay within the Rehab-
ilitative School Authority system.
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Candidates for instructional and librarian openings are sought

through intra - agency vacancy notices, newspaper advertisements, and
word-of-mouth in the professional community. Qualified candidates are
interviewed and selected by central office personnel officers, local
school principals, and the Director of Academic Services. Librarian
positions include the Coordinator of Library Services. Librarians are
often selected as needed by the Librarian Selection Committee, which
consists of the State Library Agency, Institutional Consultant, the
Director of Academic Services, and the Coordinator of Library Services.

4. Facilities and Equipment

The Rehabilitative School Authority operates two basic types of

educational facilities. The first of these operate in correctional
facilities and are considered major schools, staffed entirely by paid,

professional persons. Making up the second type of school setting are
the 29 Correctional Field Units operating with smaller institutional
populations of 100-150 men, which utilize both paid and volunteer staff
and usually, because of classroom and space shortages, do not offer a
full educational program of academic and vocational courses. They do,

however, provide GED/ABE level classes to youth and adult offenders who

are serving sentences in facilities outside major correctional institu-

tions.

The space assigned for library and classroom use in correctional
institutions varies considerably, depending on the facility in which

each is housed. Frequently, the library consists of a single room,
although some libraries also have small listening rooms for the use of

audio-visual materials. A considerable effort is made in all cases,
especially in youth correctional facilities, to make the appearance of
the library attractive and relaxing so as to encourage inmates to spend

leisure time there.

The library collections also vary widely, depending on the insti-
tutional population to be served (i.e., by Ege.and sex). Nearly half of

- all new materials consists of periodicals (approximately 25-30 percent
of the budget), since this form of literature appears to be especially
attractive to inmates. Considerable effort has also been made to emphas
ize paperback book collections, since experience has shown that prison
readers are much more likely to check out and read paperbacks than th6/
are hardbound materials. Each library also maintains a relatively small
reference section and a non-fiction collection. Much of the latter is
composed of vocational and "how-to" literature, which is of interest to

inmates.

The Rehabilitative School Authority has developed and periodically
updated a formal materials-selection policy, to assist in building
library collections that are geared tc the interests and information
needs of the various correctional facilities. This policy recommends

consideration of:



varied client interests in different institutions;

varied reading capabilities of inmates, with special
emphasis on high- interest, low-reading-ability materials;

information needs of clients, especially in those topic
areas concerning vocational education and career aware-
ness;

clients' needs for information an current events, social
change, etc., which will help them keep abreast of occur-
rences in the "outside" world;

clients' needs for self-help materials to enrich psych-
ological, emotional, and/or religious areas of their lives.

In addition, each library and school unit operating in a youth
facility reports additional objectives to assist staff in determining
the state policy, described above, and which serve as a basis for
periodic evaluation of the program's quality at each site.

All Rehabilitative School Authority facilities have audio-visual
collections consisting of at least one movie projector and record
player, two sound filmstrip projectors, six cassette players, and
small collections of filmstrip and audio software. FiJ s and film-
strips are not purchased frequently, but instead are obtained from the
State Library Agency (for recreational use) and the State Education
Agency's Bureau of Teaching Materials (for classroom use) when they Are
needed at a given site. In adult facilities, most of the audio-visual
materials are used for recreation and supplementation of treatment pro-
grams operated by the Deparmsent of Corrections, rather than for in-
struction. In youth facilities, most loans support instructional
purposes. A central R.S.A. audio-visual collection also loans video-
tape/playback, public address, and slide presentation equipment for
classroom, graduation, workshop and replication use. Current materials
budgeting includes considerable funds for the acquisition of audio-I
visual hardware and software, indicating that these items will be
increasingly available in the future.

Classroom materials and purchases are made separately from those
in the library, and tend to be very goal-oriented. While many of
these items are standard readers, spelling and math books, etc. some
teachers have become involved in developing their own materials for
classroom use. Such materials include flash cards, educational mobiles,
tape recordings, and educational games. They are usually constructed
with state-purchased materials, but actually developed by teachers on
their own time.

S. Funding

The Rehabilitative School Authority operates on funds from both
state and federal sources. Indeed, the agency has pursued an aggressive

However, the Commonwealth of Virginia identifies all federal funds
coming into that state as "state funds" when they are distributed to
the appropriate agencies and programs. For purposes of clarity,
however, the distinctio between state money and federal money will
be made in this report.
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policy of grantsmanship to obtain funds to supplement the state support
of staff salaries. At the present time, federal funds have been re-
ceived under the Elementary and Secondary Education Act; Title I (for
students under the age of 21); Adult Basic Education; Elementary and
Secondary Education Act; Title IV-B (for materials and educational
equipment); and the Library Services and Construction Act (for estab-
lishing and maintaining library collections). By successfully applying
for these diverse federal funds, the agency has been able to maintain
an adequate level of funding for program improvement and growth since
1974.

As already indicated, the Commonwealth of Virginia provides direct
support for staff salaries out of the Rehabilitative School Authority
budget. Indeed, since Rehabilitative School Authority staff are c3n-
sidered state employees, wages for agency staff are tied directly to
salary specifications for the state civil service system as a whole.
The state also provides support through, the coordination of services
with other agencies, which allows the Rehabilitative School Authority to
utilize state employees for planning, staffing, program monitoring, and
evaluation acti-rities.

B. Reason for Involvement in Literacy Education

Virginia's recognition of the need for education-in correctional
facilities originated in 1918 with the passage of a specific law man-
dating the Commissioner of Corrections to provide educational opportun-
ities for all those prisoners desiring them. In the ensuing years, the
program has expanded to all correctional facilities in the state, and
has become a vital part of the correctional institution's rehabilitation
plan.

The Rehabilitative School Authority is regarded as n practical
approach to preparing prisoners for their eventual release, especially
given the fact that 95 percent of all those incarcerated in the Common-
wealth are released back into society. For years legislators and admin-- istrators have been involved in developing strategies for educating and
preparing individuals for the world of work. This purpose is reflected
in the types of courses that have been offered in the program, varying
from basic skills to higher education and vocational training.

C. Description of Program Services

The relationship between libraries and classroom activities at each
-institution varies considerably, according to the resources available in
each place and the priorities and educational pkilosophies of different
staff members. In some cases, the library serves as a recreational/
information facility only; while in others, teachers coordinate classroom
assignments with library materials. In most settings the libraries have
attempted to encourage their clients to read regularly on any topic,
thereby improving reading capabilities through constant use of that-skill.



The classroom component of the agency is designed to meet the
requirements of specific sectors of each institution's population.
The youth facilities, therefore, provide general intermediate and
secondary classes with some emphasis on remediation. The adult
facilities, htdever, are structured to accommodate those below the
intermediate level, u well as those at the postsecondary level.
Every new Inmate is tested upon entry into the state's institutional
system and, based on his or her test performance, advised on educa-
tional needs. All students must achieve a high-school equivalency
level before entering a postsecondary course of study.

Most facilities offer three levels of pre-postsecondary instruc-
tion. The first and lowest level is geared to those with very low
basic skills (below grade 3 reading ability), who essentially must be
taught the mechanics of learning to read and how to do simple computa-
tions. The second level of difficulty focuses an developing basic
skills to at least the fifth-grade level. The third level is designed
to bring student's skills to a 9.5 grade reading capability, which is
required for any student wishing to attempt th* General Education
Development (GED) examination. All classes at these levels are con-
ducted essentially on a ore-to-one basis: teachers make general class
assignments and then work individually with students on special assign-
ments. Approximately 65 to 70 percent of all those taking the test
receive a passing grade.

Students who have demonstrated their ability to pass the GED
examination (either before entering the institution or during their
incareerationl may choose between undertaking further study in academic
subjects or entering vocational training. The latter is offered at both
youth and adult levels, and covers a wide variety of vocational choices
overall. However, due to space limitations and limited resources, not
all vocational programs are available at every institution.

The Rehabilitative School Authority has planned and implemented a
sequenced course of study to bring students to the point of employability
when they leave the correctional facility. There are, however, two
external factors that impede students' progress through the program.
The first involves the high Turnover rate of inmates who are in a given
facility, since sentences may fall short of the time required to achieve
real educational progress. Individual inmates may be shifted from one
institution to another during their sentence, thereby disturbing the
continuity of their education. The second problem stems directly from
the special conditions under which the earrrectional facility schools
operate. The tensions of prison life are apparent. Some are :he product
of institutionalization per se and some are the result of intrusions of
the "outside" world (e.g., drug traffic, family problems, etc.l. Such
tensions often interfere with inmates' ability to concentrate on these
studies, thus slowing their progress. Rehabilitative School Authority
teachers are particularly sensitive to this factor, and consider it a
major pert of their job to assist students through difficult times.
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II. EXEMPLARY PRACTICES

A. Interagency Cooperation

As indicated throughout this profile, the Rehabilitative School
Authority is heavily involved in cooperative arrangements with the State
Education Agency, the State Librar, Agency, and the Department of Corrections
for many of its program functions. Indeed, it is through such linkages
that the program has been able to increase the number of its permanent
Rehabilitative School Authority staff.

The State Educational Agency frequently works wirh Rehabilitative
School Authority staff, regarding the program as a statewide school
district that, like other Local Educational Agencies, needs specific
types of services. For example, the State Educational Agency and Rehab-
ilitative School Authority engage in cooperative efforts in setting
guidelines for teacher certification. A second type of cooperation takes
place in the area of specific program administration, especially for
Adult Basic Education, Elementary and Secondary Education Act Title I,
.and Vocational Education. In these cases the State Educational Agency

7provides technical assistance to teachers and administrative staff located
at the correctional facilities throughout the state. The Rehabilitative
School Authority, in turn, maintains positions for representatives of
the programs on its School Board.

Similarly, the State Library Agency works with the Rehabilir-Itive
.School Authority in matters of concern to the library component of the
program. The State Institutional Librarian assists Rehabilitative
School Authority staff in identifying, interviewing, snd hiring new
librarians on an as-needed basis, and routinely manages such of the
materials budget for the Rehabilitative School Authority. The State
Library Agency also provides considerable technical assistance to
Rehabilitative School Authority librarians and other staff, through joint
workshops and other professional meetings. For example, recent meetings

-' have focused on budgeting and forms' completion, audio-visual equipment
and repair, and inforration-sharing on innovati:e ideas for libraries.
The state institutional librarian also visits Rehabilitative School
Authority libraries located in correctional facilities to provide on-
site technical assistance and to evaluate program accomplishments and
weaknesses according to state standards and the institutional library's
own stated goals.

Thtts, the Rehabilitative School Authority operates as a separate
agency strongly focused on education and library programs, but with
emphasis on the special interests and considerations of the correctional
institutions and the populations the:, serve. The cooperative arrangement
allows the state agencies to take advantage of common program goals,
while maintaining their distinctive perspectives.



3. Centralized or State-wide School District Conceoz

As noted earlier, the Rehabilitative School Authority functions
much like state-wide school system or distr. 4n serving the
correctional institutions in the Commonwealth. Indeed, the agency
faces many of the same problems as local districts in identifying
special needs students and in meeting the needs of the studdnt pop-
ulation as a whole. Additionally, it faces unique problems given the
target population and the attendant problems of reaching institution-
alized persons. However, the centralized, independent agency concept
provides an excellent vehicle for setting state policy and standards
for dealing with each set of problems.

Some functions are, in fact, conducted in a central location.
These include: the initial processing, terting, and diagnosis of new
wards to determine educational skill levels and to identify special
problems or disabilities; planning and policy - making functions, which
occur at the state level and are applied equally to all institutions
to ensure that educational quality standards are met throughout the
Commonwealth; program evaluation activities, often conducted through
the auspices of the State Library Agency and carried out by state-level
staff; and funding and budgeting functions, which are centralized to
ensure that available program funds are allocated to those facilities
needing them most. .

III. SUMMARY

The Rehabilitative School Authority exemplifies a centralized,
state-wide approach to the practical preparation of prisoners for their
eventual release into society. The long-term commitment to this program
(i.e., since 1918) has permitted the program to grow and develop as new
needs were determined and as educational innovations became available for
improving services to inmate students. In addition, the nature of the
agency and its cooperative relationships with other agencies has developed
a stable funding base at both the federal and state levels; this base
combines available funds from a variety of sources to accomplish program
of
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Northern Pueblo Agency Learning Resource Center
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Site Profile



I. PROGRAM DESCIPTION

A. Characteristics of the Learning Resource Center

1. Characteristics of the Area Served

The Northern Pueblos Learning Resource Center serves five day
schools operated by the Northern Pueblos Agency of Indian Affairs.
The center is currently run by c. single staff member, the director,
who serves as liaison between the schools and their respective staffs.

. The director reports directly t, the agency's superintendent of educa-
tion, but has been given considerable latitude in the way the program
f.s run in virtually all aspects of the center's operations. The center
also utilizes an advisory board drawn from the Northern Pueblos area;
the board includes parents, community leaders, and members of the Tribal
Council. The board has served as a vital link between the educational
program and perceived community needs.

The areas served by the center are rural, in the isolated reservation
lands of Northern New Mexico, stretching some 75 miles north from Santa
Fe to the Taos Pueblo. Although they are all operated by the Bureau tf
Indian Affairs, each of the five schools exhibits a slightly different
emphasis in education and special programming (e.g., native language as
a second language, development of the first written language materials
in the native tongue, and emphasis on cultural heritagel. The schools
vary considerably in size also, the largest enrolling more than 100
students and the smallest approximately 20. The 347 students are
Northern Pueblos Natire Americans who have selected the Bureau of Indian
Affairs schools from among the several educational alternatives available
at the present time tc the Indian people.

2. Facilities and Equipment

The Learning Resource Center is located in a sparsely populated
area 13 miles from Santa Fe and 75 miles from its furthest school in Taos,
with the other four schools situated in between. The small building
serves mainly as a central storage space for the Learning Resource
Center's collection of materials and as an administrative center. The
site is, on occasion, used by teachers from all schools as a meeting
place for workshop and other inservice activities.

A government car is in constant use by the director, since it pro-
vides the mobility required to bring together people and materials,
which is the program's central function.

The Learning Resource Center is stocked with many different types
of educational materials. Much of this collection is print material of
fairly recent origin, which focuses on reading, language arts, and the
Native American culture. The center has also obtained multi-media kits,
films and audio-visual materials in these areas.
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3. Funding

The Learning Resource Center plan was initially developed in 1973
with the assistance of the Southwest Area Learning Resource Center, and
with the support of a U.S. Office of Education grant. The projected
period for full implementation of the plan was three years, the first
involving an initial grant for 510,000 from Southwest Ares Learning
Resource Center. These funds were to cover planning costs and some
materials for the Cent='s "seed" collection, as well as other prepara-
tion, such as inservice training for those responsible for running the
program. The Southwest Area Learning Resource Center also covered the
director's salary, consulting and travel expenses associated with im-
plementation, and additional inservice training during the first year of
the center's actual existence. The Bureau of Indian Affairs assumed
additional expenses, such as office equipment, supplies, and the salary
for a full-time secretary, in addition to in-kind contributions of
space, renovations, lighting, heat, etc. In subsequent years, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs has assumed nearly s1.1 direct costs associated
with the center's operations, including center staff salaries and materials.
Wows?, additional funding through Title VI of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act has been available for the development of
Individualized Education Plans and other services directly related to
special education.

Recently, however, severe budget cutbacks have threatened to cur-
tail some activities that are central to the Learning Resource Center's
function, such as materials acquisition and staff support. Specifically,
during the past year these cutbacks have involved a sharp reduction in
the purchase of new materials and termination of the services of a
secretary --who not only provided clerical services, but also acted as a
primary contact point for teachers, since the director was constantly
engaged in field activities. These budget cutbacks may be assigned to
two basic causes. First, they reflect the overall budget cuts exper-
ienced by the Bureau of Indian Affairs in general during the past several
years. Secondly, the Northern Pueblos Agency budget, specifically, was
considerably reduced through the application of the formula grant pre-
ordure mandated under P.L. 9S361. Such cutbacks have hampered the
Learning Resource Center's ability to expand in size or in the number of
services offered, but have not yet jeopardized its primary functions.
The availability of funds to continue to support the director is felt to
be problematic in the future.

B. Reason for Involvement in Lite:-acv Education

The Bureau of Indian Affairs schools in the Northern Pueblos Agency
area enjoy a fairly high degree of support from the tribal families on
these five reservations. One important reason for this has been the
agency's success in building an educational program that offers quality
education and a ow teacher-pupil ratio, with distinct emphasis on the
Native American heritage and language, and with considerable input from
the Tribal Councils. In this respect, the S schools are much like the

The purpose or the formula grant procedure was to equalize appropriations
across all agencies, since the Bureau of-Indian Affairs had a
history of non-standardized funding. The impact on the Northern
Pueblos Agency- -which had actually had a fairly generous budget
given its size and enrollment- -was to red amount it would
receive in the future. .
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"contract" schools, which operate as public schools, but are entirely
under Tribal control.** The alternative to these, the regular town-
operated public schools, provides little special attention to the
Native American and is often predominantly Mexican-American.

In attempting to provide a program that would be attractive to
Native American parents and children, the agency concentrated on the
unique character of its population: bilingual by nature and rich in

cultural heritage. In planning for program improvement, however, two
things quickly became apparent. First, the schools were individually
too poor to purchase many of the needed materials, especially such newly
developed materials as multi-media learning kits, non-print materials,
and materials focusing on the Native American heritage. Secondly, the

schools were geographically isolated, to the extent that it was impossible

for the five sites to share materials. Out of this recognition grew the
concept of a centralized Learning Resource Center, which could serve as
a repository for all materials, disseminating specific items and informa-

tion to the outlying schools as requested.

The decision to focus on language arts and reading in the five
schools grew out of two major educational goals that capitalized on the
inherent bilingual, bicultural nature of the communities served. First,

this emphasis provided an ideal vehicle for improving and refining English
language and reading skills, which staff deemed essential to students'

-.economic/occupational survival as adults in the U.S._ This was particularly
essential for those children who spoke only a combination of English and

'the native TeWa.** Secondly, the language arts served as a forum for
'teaching children to speak in their native language and for exploring
'the customs and traditions of the Native American people. This aspect
-made the program particularly appealing to the Tribal Councils, who

feared that this heritage would be lost. It also provided parents with
a real educational alternative, since regular public schools offered

little or nothing in this area.

The past five years of the Learning Resource Center program has
demonstrated the soundness of this decision. The Learning Resources
Center has become an integral part of the schools' curriculum planning

/NNW
and a major force in the exchange of information among the isolated
sites, especially with respect to the use of special materials geared
to teachers' specific lesson plans. The bicultural, bilingual emphasis
has also permitted the schools to operate in close cooperation with the
Tribal Councils and communities they serve.

The contract schools came into being in 1978, under Title XI

of P.L. 9S-S61, Education Amendments of 1978.
** Actually, the native language for the school located at the

Taos Pueblo is Tiwa, which is closely allied, but net identical
to, the Tewa spoken at the other four pueblos.
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C. Descrintion of the Program

The Learning Resource Center, although relatively simple in organ-
ization and concept for materials distribution, provides the five schools
it serves with many different services. These are made possible not
only through the center's collection of educational resources, but also
because of the flexibility and innovativeness of its director.

The initial Learning Resource Center collection was amassed through
(1) a complete inventory of all materials available at each school and
subsequent contributions of these to the center for wide: distribution;
and (2) a needs assessment conducted by the Northern Pueblos Agency to
determine what teacher-identified needs were still unmet. This assess-
ment served as a basis for the center's future acquisitions, to ensure
that the basic collection would meet the real needs of teachers, not
just the needs perceived by the director or administrators. Teachers
routinely request specific items to fill their particular lesson plan
needs, during the director's weekly visit to their school. Used materials
are then delivered and exchanged for new ones each week.

In addition, the director often serves as a reference "librarian"
far teachers who are developing new curriculum units or updating old
ones, but who are unaware of what is available. This is particularly
evident in very recent acquisitions in the area of Native American
culture. The director can also recammend appropriate "teacher-made"
materials that originate in one of the other schools.

The Learning Resource Center also serves several additional
functions, described below.

II. EXEMPLAR': PRACTICES

A. Development of Individualized Education Plans

As a central repository for the agency's curriculum materials, the
Learning Resource Center has also become a focal point for the develop-
ment of Individualized Education Plans for special education students
and Title I eligible children. Indeed, it is the agency's and the
Learning Resource Center's goal to develop such a plan for each child
in the Northern Pueblo School System.

The Individualized Education Plan development procedure is based
on the use of System FORE, a diagnostic, goal-oriented, and prescriptive
program developed by the Los Angeles-based Assessment Service Center for
the Handicapped in 1969.' The automated system, which focuses on reading,
language arts, and math, features (1) individualized student assessment
in each area; (2) generation of highly specific, operational achievement

The development of System FORE was funded under Title III of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act. It has been continually
refined and update: by several university-based groups throughout
the country.

-
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objectives for every student; (3) curriculum materials that have been
tied to the attainment of each objective; and (4) reassessment of student
progress. The system thus points out to teachers the exact point at
which a student has difficulty. In cooperation with the Learning
Resource Center director, the teacher then consults a computer printout
organized by levels of difficulty in each area, for a set of operational
learning goals and specific recommended curriculum materials. No

student ever "fails" by group standards, since each Individualized
Education Plan is geared only to the standards set for that student
at a given point in time. When a student has completed a set of
materials, he or she is tested for mastery and may move on to the next
level of difficulty.

System FORE has produced its own curriculum materials, which are
articulated by level of difficulty to correspond to each section of
the student assessment tests. The Learning Resource Center initially
purchased $350 worth of these materials, thereby also "purchasing"
the ongoing services of System FORE, including updates, changes, and
refinement information and the review of the center's own materials for
classification by level of difficulty. The director can therefore work
closely with teachers in prescribing the appropriate materials for each
Individualized Education Plan student.

B. The Learning Resource Center as a Teacher Center-

Although the center serves as a dissemination point for the schools,
it also operates as a meeting place, where teachers can get together for
information-sharing and workshops. Among these workshops have been in-
service training in Native American culture and group materials develop-
ment for special projects. Such sessions are enjoyed by teachers, who
benefit not only from the principal purpose of the meeting, but also
from the opportunity to share ideas and information with one another.

The center also functions as a library for teachers, who may use
the facility to preserve new materials or file reference materials,
such as recent periodicals and journals. The director maintans and
updates informational files and "idea files," which are geared to
special projects that have been identified over time, and which may be
assessed by teachers visiting the center.

The major problem encountered by those attempting to use the
Learning Resource Center as a centralized meeting place or teacher
center is that of transportation. In previous years, schools would
bring teachers to the center by bus, but rising fuel costs in the past year
have reduced the agency's capacity to do this.


